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ABSTRACT
The goal of this study is to develop a method of characterizing the
aluminum sites in solid aluminum containing systems that are difficult to
determine by normal nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, NMR, or X-ray
crystallography. Specifically, the aim is to characterize the aluminum sites in
the industrial cocatalyst methylaluminoxane, MAO. The structure of MAO,
found in both solid and gel form, has not been well determined.
First, an automated 27 Al (spin 5/2) single-crystal NMR experiment was
used to determine the experimental electric field gradient, EFG, of andalusite, a
well-studied mineral with large quadrupolar interactions. The experimental
results were compared to ab initio calculated values. All aluminum sites in the
unit cell could be assigned, even the crystallographically equivalent but
magnetically inequivalent sites.
Next, a variable-temperature frequency-stepped NMR experiment was
developed for use with powder samples. The method was tested on a niobium
(spin 9/2) complex and validated with a spinning side-band analysis and X-ray
crystal determination. From the frequency-stepped NMR spectra of four
imidoalanes, containing ring or cage structures, the 27ai Cq and x\ values were
determined. The experimental results compared well to ab initio calculations
and connections could be made between the corresponding ring angles or
distances and values for Cq and r\.
Finally, variable-temperature solid-state 27Al NMR spectra o f MAO
were acquired from -8 0

0

to 130 °C. An analysis shows that pristine MAO has a
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highly rigid structure. Slight exposure to air causes the MAO molecules to
become more mobile with no detectible -OCH 3 groups in the ^ C ^ H ] CPMAS
spectrum. The 27 Al frequency-stepped NMR spectrum was used to determine a
four-coordinate aluminum resonance with a Cq of -2 6 MHz and q ~ 1 . This
study thus proposes a highly rigid polymeric structure of MAO containing
groups o f two six-membered ring dimers connected by agostic AI-H-CH 2
bonding all with four-coordinate aluminum sites. On slight exposure to air the
agostic bond is replaced with oxygen and individual cage structures are formed
which have more mobility than the polymeric structure and potential for four-,
five- and six-coordinate aluminum sites.

xix
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Background
In materials science and catalysis research, quadrupolar nuclei are

common. Systems with very large quadrupolar interactions have been relatively
“invisible” to the nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer. Some important
catalysts and cocatalyst are such structures. Aluminoxanes (especially
methylaluminoxane-MAO) are used in the formation of catalyst for
polymerization of propylene oxides, epoxides, acetaldehydes, butadiene,
syndiotactic propylene, isobutene, syndiotactic polystyrene, polycycloolefin
(used in optical disks and fibers) polymerization, and high-grade polyethylene
(foam sealers, shipping bags and taste-sensitive packaging). 12 The enhanced
properties of polymers such as clarity, softness, toughness, and reduced odor are
made possible by controlling the polymerization with the aluminoxanemetallocene catalystsA lum inum -am ino compounds are used in
oligomerization, ring and cage structures, large metal clusters, and as precursors
to refractory ceramic materials.^ The structure and function of many of these
important organo-aluminum compounds as cocatalysts, especially
methylaluminoxane (MAO), are still not well understood.
The term “black box”5-6 or “magical aluminoxane” is used to describe
MAO because of the inability to determine the exact structure of MAO or its
exact function as a highly effective metallocene cocatalyst7

^ MAO is made

by the partial hydrolysis of trimethylaluminum in toluene:
A 1(CH 3 ) 3 + H 2 O -> [Al(CH3 )0 ]n + 2 CH4

1
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The excess toluene is evaporated and MAO is formed where the ratio of methyl
groups to aluminum is 1.4 or 1.5 to 1 and the ratio of oxygen to aluminum is
0.75 to 0.80 to 1. Thus the reported formula for MAO is^®
[ - (CH3 ) i .4-1.5 AlO0>80-0.75"]n •
There exists a significant, but varying amount of A1(CH3 ) 3 in the final
product. The amount of A1(CH3 ) 3 affects the catalytic ability of MAO and is
either free as A1(CH 3 > 3 in an MAO mixture, complexed with MAO as
MAO-A1(CH 3 > 3 or at some equilibrium between the two. 11 Over time, solid
MAO solutions in toluene tend to gel and change their cocatalytic activity.
Controlling the MAO solid/ MAO gel ratio is difficult. Both MAO solid and
MAO gel have different but specific applications as catalysts. The ability to
optimize a batch of MAO for production of the gel or solid explicitly is an
important but undetermined goal in industry. Another particular issue is why
the polymerization requires such a large ratio of MAO to metallocene
c o c a ta ly st.

The expense involved in needing large amounts of MAO is a

major hindrance to the commercialization of metallocene catalysts. MAO
continues to escape full characterization and so far, none of the synthetic
compounds prepared match the superior properties of methylaluminoxane in
metallocene catalysis.^
Few aluminoxanes are determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction,
and those that have been determined usually have bulky ligands or are ionic. 2
Therefore, additional spectroscopic methods that provide chemists with the tools
to improve the manufacture of MAO or discover alternative cocatalysts are

2
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im p o rta n t. 13

The structure of MAO has previously been proposed to contain

polymeric linear c h a in s 1*, four-membered cyclic ring structures and dimers of
six-membered ring/cage structures or a combination of many such
stru c tu re s.5 » 2 1 ,1 9 ,1 6

1.1.1. 27^1 Solution-State NMR of MAO
27 Al solution-state NMR of MAO in toluene gives a broad peak around
150

ppm indicative of four-coordinate a lu m in u m .2 1 5 •16 The resonances of

trimethylaluminum and MAO overlap with MAO having the broader p e a k . 16
Confusion exists as to the validity of the very broad peak often seen around 70
ppm!7. Some researchers believe it could be due to probe background. 13
However, a variable temperature 27 Al NMR solution study ascribes the
resonance around 150 ppm to trimethylaluminum and the resonance around 6 0
ppm to MAO as the intensity at this resonance increases reversibly with
temperature. 1^ It seems that the structure of MAO in toluene undergoes some
type of disproportionation reaction making it almost impossible to determine the
coordination at the 27Al sites by solution NMR. 19
Most researchers agree that MAO contains a predominately fourcoordinate structure with possible three-dimensional cage structures in
toluene.20 If MAO is a cage structure, it is speculated that the interior
aluminums are four-coordinate with the methyl groups of trimethylaluminum
compensating for the insufficient coordination of the terminal aluminum

3
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atoms.21 It is speculated that these coordinating methyl groups are the active
sites for exchange with functional groups on the metallocene catalyst. 1 0
One aspect of this study is concerned with the further elucidation of the
MAO structure using solid-state nuclear magnetic spectroscopy, NMR, of the
quadrupolar aluminum nucleus in MAO. Consistent 27a .1 solid-state MAS
spectra have been determined for pristine MAO samples, and the inability to
resolve any singularities or an interpretable MAS spectrum show that the
quadrupolar coupling constants, Cq, for the aluminum nuclei in MAO are
greater than 10 MHz. An analysis of the frequency-stepped static NMR
spectrum (an NMR method developed in this study) shows an approximate Cq
value of 2 6 MHz and an isotropic chemical shift of 140 ppm consistent with
four-coordinate organoaluminum s p e c ie s .2 2 The static spectrum was
quantitatively compared to a-alumina and potassium alum spectra and was
determined to show more than 80% of the aluminum in the MAO sample tested.

1.1.2. Connection of Spectroscopy to Structure
However, to connect 27 A 1 solid-state MAO NMR resonances
definitively to structure, additional information is needed because assignment of
a specific NMR spectral site to a specific quadrupolar aluminum site in a solid is
not possible by NMR alone even when the crystal structure is determined.
Currently, the chemistry, symmetry, and previous NMR results of similarly
coordinated materials help provide assignments. However, assignment cannot
always be made using these tools. Therefore, a need exists for high quality

4
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theoretical calculations of NMR parameters that compare favorably with wellstudied 27 a i NMR results in solids, thus providing a link between spectra and
structure and a definitive tool for assignment. For this reason, another aspect of
the study herein is concerned with the acquisition of NMR spectra of
quadrupolar nuclei having large interactions and the comparison of these
experimental results to high quality ab initio calculations. The NMR methods
used are single-crystal NMR and frequency-stepped NMR.
Single-crystal NMR plays a crucial role in the experimental
determination of the electric field gradient, EFG, and chemical shift anisotropy,
CSA, tensors. The unambiguous determination of these tensors with respect to
the crystal frame23’24 and the insensitivity of single-crystal NMR to intensity
distortions^ make single-crystal NMR an excellent experiment to assess the
accuracy of theoretical calculations. However, single-crystal NMR is tedious,
complicated, and requires large single crystals even with newer probe

designs.26-27 jh e acquisition and computation time are eased by the
development of the novel encoder wheel goniometer design and single-crystal
analysis programs developed in this study.
Andalusite, A ^SiO s, a stable aluminosilicate mineral at room
temperature and pressure^ has a previously well-determined crystal
s tru c tu re d

and contains a six-coordinate aluminum site with a large

quadrupolar coupling constant and a five-coordinate aluminum site with a large
asymmetry parameter. Thus, andalusite, available in high-quality single
crystals, is a good test compound to compare experimental NMR single-crystal

5
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electric field gradient results with theoretical calculations. The correlation of the
experimental electric field gradients for each aluminum site in the unit cell of
andalusite was studied using full crystal density functional calculations and
embedded cluster molecular orbital calculations prepared by Professor Randall
W. Hall and Chris R. Harwell. The full crystal density functional calculations
use the crystal structure of the atom with symmetry constraints to perform the
density functional calculations. Embedded cluster molecular orbital calculations
use a small cluster such as one atomic site and its surrounding nearest neighbors.
For andalusite, this would be aluminum and five oxygen atoms for the fivecoordinate site or aluminum and six oxygen atoms for the six-coordinate site.
For the rest of the crystal, point charges are used instead of atoms, 858 and 857
point charges for the five- and six-coordinate sites respectively. Full crystaldensity functional calculations were found to be in good agreement with the
experimental electric field gradient tensors for both magnitude and orientation of
all aluminum sites in the unit cell including the magnetically inequivalent but
crystallographically equivalent sites. From the results of the NMR and DFT
calculations the first complete assignment of a five-coordinate aluminum site
was determined.

Table 1-1:

Experimental and Calculated 27A1 Quadrupolar Results for
Andalusite
Cq/MHz

Coordinate Site

Exptl.

MO

DFT

5

5.8323(8)

5.338

5.578

0.6733(2) 0.584

0.764

6

15.261(7)

15.969

13.639

0.1029(3) 0.139

0.094

Exptl.

MO

DFT

6
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From the results of this single-crystal 27 A1 NMR study and the ab initio
calculations of Professor Hall and Chris R. Harwell it seems probable that DFT
or MO calculations o f proposed MAO structures may give valid Cq and T)
values with the DFT calculations providing the orientation of the EFG at the
aluminum site. However, solid MAO is in a powder form and does not form
crystals large enough for determination of the structure by X-ray diffraction or
to run a single-crystal NMR experiment. Thus model systems (similar to
proposed MAO structures) of powder samples with known crystal structures
need to be tested to determine a correlation between the experimental powder
NMR results and ab initio calculations.
The powder 27^1 NMR spectra of samples (polycrystalline or non
crystalline) with large quadrupolar interactions are difficult to acquire and thus
determine the quadrupolar information. In a powder spectrum, unlike a single
crystal spectrum, there exists a random distribution of the central and satellite
transitions at many orientation angles all in one spectrum. The shape and width
of the powder spectra depends on the location and distribution of the central and
satellite transitions if the powder were a crystal. Instead of separate lines for
each satellite and each orientation angle as with single-crystal NMR, powder
spectra incorporate the distribution of central and satellite transitions at all
orientations. Since the distribution depends on the CSA and EFG at the 27a i
site, the powder spectrum also contains the quadrupolar and chemical shift
information. However, if Cq is large, the spectrum will have very broad spectral
widths (to 3/5 Cq) with few singularities and distorted intensities due to

7
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inhomogeneous RF irradiation of the 27 A1 nuclei. The central transition will be
shifted from the isotropic position due to the second-order quadrupolar
interaction. The satellite transitions may become too broad to be seen above the
noise in the powder spectra and the term “invisible aluminum” is used to define
this behavior.30 Not only are the satellite transitions hard to detect but
quantitation of the + 1 / 2 to -

1 /2

transition is difficult due to the large second

order quadrupolar interaction.
NMR methods were researched and a new method developed that can
detect the very broad resonances of powder samples currently deemed
“invisible” and provide spectra amenable to simulation. The method, variabletemperature, frequency-stepped NMR was proposed. To prove the method
successful, a stable solid was sought with a spin S/ 2 or greater nucleus, an
invisible quadrupolar site, a reference site, temperature dependence within
normal NMR parameters and the ability to control the disappearance and
reappearance of the invisible quadrupolar site. A niobium complex was found
which fit these conditions. The ^ N b (spin 9/2) solid-state MAS NMR of a
compound bought as [NIfyHNbFg] was run to test the temperature dependence
of the niobium site. The NMR spectrum showed two Nb resonances rather than
the expected single resonance, with one resonance relatively invisible at 30 °C
becoming intense and narrow at 60 °C. The resonance of the other niobium site
stayed relatively constant at both temperatures showing an extensive spinningsideband pattern amenable to a spinning sideband analysis. The X-ray crystal
structure determined by Dr. Frank Fronczek at 100 K and 333 K was consistent

8
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with the NMR results and showed the compound to be
[NH4 ]5 [NbF4 0 ] [NbF7 ]2 - The variable-temperature frequency-stepped NMR of
the niobium complex was acquired and the quadrupolar information for the two
sites assigned along with the correct ratio determined from the X-ray crystal
determination. A spinning sideband analysis gave further validation to the
quadrupolar information determined.
Table 1-2:
Site
NbF4 0 -

NbF7 2’

NMR Parameters for [NH4 l 5 [NbF4 0 ][NbF7 ] 2

Cq/MHz

n

SfobsVppm

SfisoVppm

T/°C

4.0

0

-1103

-1105

30

2 .8

0

-1095

-1096

60

13.8

1

-1572

-1608

30

<0.15

ND*

-1570

-1570

60

*not determined
After testing the frequency-stepped NMR method with niobium, the
frequency-stepped NMR experiment was run on the organoaluminum
compounds similar to proposed MAO structures: [(Me2 N)3 Al]2 ,
{Me2 AlNMe2 )2 , {Me(PhN)Al}6 and [(2,6-iPr2 C6H3 )MeNAl]3. The various
structures contained either four- or six-membered Al-N rings (instead of
proposed A l-0 rings for MAO) and one compound is a dimer of two sixmembered Al-N rings. All compounds contain only four-coordinate aluminum
except the last which has a six-member Al-N ring structure containing only
three-coordinate aluminum. The structures are amenable to ab initio
calculations, air and moisture sensitive as is MAO, and were determined to have
a large 27A1 quadrupolar interaction from the MAS NMR spectra. The resulting

9
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quadrupolar information derived from the experimental frequency-stepped NMR
studies was compared to the quadrupolar information derived from ab initio
calculations.
Table 1*3:

Experimental and Calculated 27 A1 Quadrupolar Results for
Imidoalanes
Cq/MHz
ii

ComDound

Expt.

ab initio

[(Me2N)3Al]2,
(NMe 2 Me2 Al)2 ,

12.1(5)
15.77(1)

14.4
18.1
16.5
-16.5

{Me(PhN)Al} 6
17.5(3)
[(2 ,6 -iPr2 C 6 H 3 )NMeAl] 3 37(1)
[MeNMeAl] 3

39.95

Expt.
0 .8 ( 1 )
1 .0

0.55(5)
0.0(5)

ab initio Set
0.24
0.93
0.91
0.59

DZ
TZ
DFT
DZ

0 .0 1

TZ

The aluminum coordination number and the N-Al-N bond angle in rings may be
predicted from the Cq and ri values. Ring systems with Cq values between 13
and 16 MHz and large T] values may be four-membered ring systems with four
coordinate aluminum and N-Al-N bond angles between 83-90°. Ring systems
with Cq values between 33 and 37 MHz and low i\ values are possibly sixmember ring systems with three-coordinate aluminum sites and bond angles
around 115°. Cage structures (2x6) with four-coordinate aluminum sites have
Cq and T) values around 17 MHz, a midsize T) value and N-Al-N bond angles
around 90°. Thus, it is predicted that six-membered ring systems with fourcoordinate aluminum have Cq values between 20-30 MHz and bond angles
around 98-108°. Consequently, if MAO has a Cq value around 26 MHz it

10
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probably contains six-membered Al-X ring systems with four-coordinate
aluminum sites (X = O or Me).
From all the NMR spectra acquired in this study and previous proposed
examples of MAO structures, a polymeric structure of MAO is proposed which
contains groups of two six-membered ring dimers connected by agostic Al-HCH 2 bonding. On slight exposure to air the agostic bond is replaced with
oxygen and individual cage structures are formed. The proposed difference
between MAO solid and MAO gel is in the number and/or location of the
agostic bonds. Though the quadrupolar information for only one fourcoordinate site could possibly be identified from the frequency-stepped NMR
spectrum, further characterization of the proposed structure with ab initio
calculations should verify these results. Thus, this initial study of the solid-state

Figure 1-1: Proposed “pristine” MAO M eigAlj^Og

11
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27 A1 NMR of MAO and other aluminum compounds should provide a basis for
the use o f ab initio calculations in conjunction with quadrupolar NMR
spectroscopy to help connect 27A1 NMR spectroscopy to structure in difficult to
determine systems. The NMR spectra acquired in this study and connection
between NMR and ab initio calculations may aide in providing an improved
understanding of MAO which could possibly lead to better catalysts or
cocatalysts design for polypropylene production.
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CHAPTER 2:27A1 SINGLE-CRYSTAL NMR OF ANDALUSITE
A l2 S i0

2.1.

5

Introduction
2.1.1. Nuclear Interaction Theory
Aluminum-27 has a magnetic moment, p, where

fj. = / h i .

2 -1

p. is directly proportional to I, the nuclear spin, by a magnetogyric ratio, y, and h,
Planck’s constant, 6.626176 x lO"2^ j s.l

The magnetogyric ratio for 27 A1 is:

_ 2^ x 260568 x 1° 6 h z = 69.704xl06rad s 'l T _1.
2.3488T
The Larmor frequency,

2-2

. *s dependent on the external magnetic field, B0, and y

such that
U L = ^ I Z (Hertz)
27T

2-3

where (h u l ) is the energy required to move a spin from the low to the high energy
state. The 27A1 NMR frequency is 26.0568 MHz referenced to *H at 100 MHz in a
field of 2.3488 T .2
When a single-crystal of an aluminum compound is placed in an external
magnetic field, the interaction of the nucleus may be given by
Ht =H z +H q +H c s

2 -4

where H z (Zeeman Hamiltonian) is the potential energy shift the nucleus undergoes
when the nuclear magnetic dipoles are introduced to an external magnetic field . 2
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H q (quadrupolar Hamiltonian) is the energy shift due to the nuclear electric
quadrupolar moment and the electric field gradient at the nucleus. H c s (chemical shift
Hamiltonian) represents the magnetic shielding effects at the nucleus produced by
surrounding electrons.

2.1.2. Zeeman Hamiltonian
The Zeeman Hamiltonian is represented by;4
H z = -yMzB0 in Joules
where is

2-5

is h / 2 . The nuclear spin operator, Iz, has a corresponding spin matrix

representation since it is an angular momentum operator. For a nuclear spin, I of 5/2,
the Iz spin matrix is diagonal with mj elements 5/2,3/2, 1/2, -1/2, -3/2, -5/2.

2.1 J . Quadrupolar Interaction
The 13 protons and 14 neutrons in the 27A1 nucleus are not spherically
arranged.^ These neutrons and protons are held tightly bound in the nucleus with
nuclear strong forces. The nuclear electric quadrupole moment, Q, measures the
deviation away from spherical symmetry.4 Q for aluminum is +(140.3±1.0) x 10"31
m2.5 Since Q is positive, the shape of the nuclear charge distribution is a prolate
spheroid. For other nuclei, if Q is negative the shape of the nuclear charge distribution
is an oblate spheroid. The prolate spheroidal charge distribution rotates to be as close
to the negative external charges as possible and as far from positive external charges
as possible (Figure 2-1). Because of the prolate spheroidal shape of the nuclear charge
density, the electrostatic energy surrounding the quadrupolar nucleus varies with the

17
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nuclear orientation^ in an external magnetic field and is described quantum
mechanically by the quadrupolar Hamiltonian, H q (Equation 2-10).
Recall that the nuclear magnetic dipole moment interacts with the magnetic
field in a Zeeman interaction; similarly, the nuclear electric quadrupole moment, Q,
interacts with an electric field gradient, EFG, for the quadrupolar interaction.
The focus of the next section is the electric field gradient as it can be used to measure
structure and bonding near the 27 A1 nucleus.

External
Negative
Charges.

External \
Positive I
Charges

J

Figure 2-1: Prolate spheroidal shape of the aluminum nuclear charge
distribution: + represents the protons and N represents the neutrons. The
preferred orientation of the nucleus is determined by the charge distribution
around the nucleus. This electrostatic interaction is described quantummechanically by the quadrupolar Hamiltonian, H q .

18
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2.1.4. Electric Field Gradient
The electric Held gradient comes from the effect of the surrounding electric
charges and dipoles close to the quadrupolar nucleus. The contributions to the EFG
come from^114-20
•

the valence p, d, and f electrons of the quadrupolar nucleus;

•

the nearest neighboring nuclei and their core and valence electrons;

•

the electrons and ions further away from the nucleus;

•

ionic charges over a crystal lattice and

•

conduction electrons in a metal.

The six 2p core electrons of the 27 A1 atom do not (to first order) contribute to the EFG
at that nucleus. The widely different effects of core and valence p electrons are due to
the nature of the p orbital. Filled 2p orbitals have equal occupation in the px, Py and
pz orbitals; therefore, the electric field gradient is symmetric around the nucleus.
Partially filled 3p orbitals may have unequal electron density around all three axes.
Thus, the variations in the EFG depend mostly on the lowest available 2p type orbitals
occupied by valence electrons used in covalent bonding at the aluminum site. This is
due to the nonspherical nature of the p orbitals and their having a large probability of
being close to the n u c le u s. ^4,3. For example, undistorted cubic, tetrahedrally or
octahedrally coordinated 27A1 nuclei with two or more rotation axes with n> 2 have no
variations in the electrostatic energy surrounding the nucleus and the EFG vanishes
(Figure 2 -2 ). 15 If however, only one n-fold rotation axis exists where n>2 then a non
zero EFG can exist with one principal axis parallel to the rotation axis. An inversion
symmetry operation has no effect on the existence of a non-zero EFG. 15 The
19
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CH3 .
ch3
CH 3

V

J

3 sp2 orbitals and
1 p orbital
three-fold rotation
EFG is non-zero

4 sp3 orbitals
tetrahedral
EFG is zero

Figure 2-2: A perfect cubic, tetrahedrally or octahedrally
coordinated 27 A1 site has no EFG. 27 a i sites with less
symmetry have non-zero EFG’s.
importance of the effect a neighboring charge has on the EFG also depends on l/r^,
where r is the distance of the charge from the nucleus. Not only the first coordination
sphere, but also other molecules or ions in the material may be strong enough and
close enough to the 27A1 nucleus to affect the EFG.
The EFG is a three-dimensional quantity having both magnitude and direction
and thus requires a tensor, a 3 x 3 matrix, to describe it fully. This tensor, EFGl a b ^
(Equation 2-6), has Eve independent components of the nine components in the tensor.
The nuclear charge density prolate or oblate spheroid is axially symmetric, thus the
EFG tensor is symmetric and equal to its transpose (Equation 2-7). In addition, the
EFG trace is always zero (Equation 2 -8 ).^
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eqxX
EFG l a b = eqYX

eqxY

eQXZ

eq y y

eq yz

eqzX

«1ZY

eqzZ

2-6

eqXY=eqYX;
2-7

eqxz= eqzxi
eqyz=eqZY i

eq xx +eqyy -^qzz =°

2-8

Both properties (Equations 2-7 and 2-8) are true no matter which coordinate system is
used to describe the EFG tensor. The LAB frame is defined with X-, Y-, and Z-axes
such that the Z-axis is parallel to the external magnetic field, B0. Equations 2-7 and 28

may be substituted into Equation 2-6 to give E F G la B :
eqXX
EFG LAB=

eqxY

eqxz

eqXY eqyy

eqyz

^X Z

eqYZ

2-9

-eqxX-eqYY

2.1.5. The Quadrupolar Hamiltonian (LAB)
The quadrupolar Hamiltonian is a product of the nuclear electric quadrupole
moment, eQ, the EFG, eq, and the spin angular momentum operators, Ij, 1^, and l2.
QCT, the nuclear quadrupolar coupling tensor, is proportional to the EFG in
radians/second:
eq x X

eqxY

eqxz

Qc t l a b = xh eqXY eqyy

eqyz

eqxz

eqyZ

-eqxX-eqYY LAB

= eQ

n

efglab

eQ EFG l a B •

2-10

2-11

orinH ertz, QCTl a b = —
h
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As with the E F G l a B tensor, Q C T l a b a ls o has five independent parameters:
Q C T x x ; Q C T yy; Q C T xy; Q C T xz and Q C T yz EFGLAB or Q C T laB usually
have non-zero diagonal elements in their 3 x 3 matrix representations. This
quadrupolar interaction between eQ and the EFG shifts the equally spaced Zeeman
energy levels causing the single NMR line at the Larmor frequency, v^, to split into 21
or 5 components for aluminum.
Hq

in the lab frame and in energy units is :**^

H<3= ^ ^ I 7 s j k v j k [| a JIk+IkIJ)- 5 j kl2]

242

where V becomes the EFG tensor, k and j refer to the X, Y, and Z components and
5jk is the Kronecker delta function. H q may be expanded to include the spin angular
momentum operators in the LAB frame such that (in Hertz):
2 it
Hn =
x
y
61(21-1)

QCTXX O il- I 2) +

\

2-13

QCTXY <flxIy+lyIx> + Q C T x z (^ U , z +Iz Ix) + '

Q C T Y X (|ly'x+ IxIy) +

QCTyY(3Iy-I2) +

QCTYz ( § Iy lz+ 'zly ) +

Q CTzx<flzIx+IxIz> +

Q C T zY (flzIy+ lyIz) +

Q C T z z d l- I 2)

^

^

For the experimental work described later, Equation 2-13 plays a central role.
However, the Cartesian spin operators used in Equation 2-12 and 2-13 may
often be seen in the form of Iz, raising ( I+), and lowering ( I*) operators. Any
arbitrary axes system where I '= I X - fly and I+ = Ix + ily , the quadrupolar
Hamiltonian may be defined as:3
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Jl

2-14

HQ=^j7tv°(3iI-i2)+v+1aiz+izr>+v.ia+iz+izi+)+v+2a')2+v.2a+)2]
with

2-15

V0 =EFGZZ; V ±i= E F G xz

± tE F G yzi V ±2=^-(EFG xx -EFG y y ) ± EFGXY

and V is the EFG tensor. Succinctly, this Hamiltonian is34-6’14
HQ = 6 S Q j k EFGjk orQ V E FG
jk

2-16

and expresses both the nuclear and external charge tensor elements. The EFG
provides a connection between NMR spectroscopy and DFT or MO calculations.?

2.1.6. The Quadrupolar Hamiltonian, PAS
For ease in reporting the magnitude and symmetry of the QCT or EFG tensors
in the LAB frame (X-, Y-, Z-axis) a coordinate transformation is usually applied
converting the QCT l a b (EFGl a b ) 'nto the QCTp a s (EFGp a s ) frame of reference
(x-, y-, z-axis). The, principal axis system, (PAS) is chosen such that:
•

QCTp a s (EFGp a s ) *s diagonalized. All off-diagonal elements are
zero.

•

The diagonal elements are ordered such that:
|e<lx x |—J^yyJ —l^ z z l

2-17

A coordinate transformation is described by three rotation angles. These three angles
reduce the five independent parameters of the E F G laB or QCTLAB t 0 two
independent parameters. These two independent parameters are given labels*.4’15
•

quadrupolar coupling constant in Hertz, Cq, and

23
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eQe*lzZ

r* -

2-18

asymmetry parameter, q
eqyy-eqxx

V=

—

2 -1 9

--------------

eQzz

Cq expresses the strength (magnitude) of the electrostatic interaction between
eQ and the EFG while r\ describes the deviation from axial s y m m e try 415 The QCT
transformed into the principal axis system, PAS, in Hertz is:

QCTpAS= Y

e9xx

0

0

0

eqyy

0

0

0

eQ

EFGpAS

2-20

e9zz JPAS

For reporting the magnitude and symmetry of the EFG or QCT, the PAS is the
preferred coordinate system. The diagonalization of QCT in the LAB frame to the
PAS frame produces a set of eigenvectors called the direction cosine tensor, Rj x >
RDC defines the rotation between the LAB frame (X, Y, Z) and the PAS frame
(x, y, z) for the QCT or EFG.4
cos^Xx

cos#Xy

C0S&Xz

r DC= cos 0 y x

cos#Yy

cos 0 y z

cos^Zx

cos^Zy

cos 0 z 7

Thus, the direction cosine matrix describes the orientation of the principal axis
components QCTXX, QCTyy and QCTZZ (EFGXX, EFGyy and EFGZZ) within the
crystal frame.845 The direction cosines are used to compare the direction of
calculated EFG tensors to experimental re s u lts.9 ’10
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2-21

If the EFG is axially symmetric then q = 0 and e q ^ = eqyy. If the EFG is
spherically symmetric, such as a perfect tetrahedron or perfect octahedron, eqxx =
eqyy = eqzz = 0 ; therefore, Cq = 0 and q = 0 . Cq and q help predict the coordination
symmetry and distortion at the quadrupolar n u c le u s. 14 These parameters describe
clues to the geometry and molecular arrangement around the nucleus. Nonetheless,
for a more complete description of the EFG, the E F G la B tensor is still needed.

2.1.7. Chemical Shielding and Chemical Shift
Chemical shielding, a, occurs when the electrons around the nucleus feel the
effects of the magnetic field and begin to move. The movement of the electrons
slightly lowers the field that the nucleus e x p e rie n c e s .3 ’14 The chemical shielding
reflects the electronic environment of the nucleus and is mostly produced by p or d
electrons but also i n c l u d e s : ^
•

s and delocalized electrons around the nucleus;

•

electrons of other atoms in the molecule; and

•

electrons of other atoms in neighboring molecules.

The absolute chemical shielding, o, sets the shift for Al+ 11 in the gas phase as 0 ppm
(Figure 2-3). The absolute chemical shielding for AIH4 ' using ab initio calculations is
determined to be between 509 and 518 ppm depending on the basis set and type of ab
initio calculation done. 11 The chemical shift, 5, is related to the chemical shielding
such that
S

oc

- a

.

2 -2 2
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-616

-172

101

Al+U
Gas phase

AIH4 -

A1(H2 0

-509>-518

0

ppm

AlCp

)6 + 3

616

761

ppm

Figure 2-3: Representation of the relationship between 5 and o using
values from reference 49.

The isotropic chemical shift, 8 jso, for AIH4 ' is determined to be 101 ppm relative to
the 27A1 reference standard, IM AI(H2 0 )g+ 3 set to 0 ppm.H The isotropic chemical
shift in ppm for an aluminum compound is represented by:
frequency of compound - frequency of Al(H2 0 )g+ 3
X

^iso -

106

ppm.

frequency of A1(H 2 0 )6 +3

2-23

The chemical shift anisotropy, CS A, is a tensor quantity:

8 XX
CSA = SYX
8ZX

S XY
Syy
8z y

8 XZ
8xx
= 0
8YZ
SZ Z . LAB
0

0

0

S y y

0

0

'

8 ZZ. PAS
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2-24

Because the CSA is three-dimensional, as is the quadrupolar anisotropy, the CSA
varies with the orientation of the crystal in the magnetic Held. The effective field felt
by the nucleus, Beff, becomes

Beff = B0 (1 + Szz) p a s *

2-25

In a liquid, the motion of a molecule averages the CSA and the resulting chemical
shift is isotropic. The relationship between the CSA and 8 jso in a solid is defined as:^

s

"iso
making

__
~

(^zz + ^yy +^xx)PA S
j

<5ZZ = -^(^iso) “ ^yy * *^xx •

„

2-27

The chemical shift results in an overall shift of all the resonances both central and
sa te llite . 14

This shift increases with increasing magnetic field and affects the Zeeman

Hamiltonian which becomes:
HZ = J £ H z (1 + <SZZ) (Hertz).
2it

2-28

The central transition |+1/2>-> |-l/2> line positions vary with the different
chemical shift and second order quadrupolar interactions around the nucleus. If the
second order quadrupolar effects are negligible, and the external magnetic field is
large enough, a collection o f central transition spectral resonances at various rotations
and orientations of the crystal in the magnetic field will form sinusoidal curves. From
these curves, the CSA (chemical shift anisotropy) tensor may be experimentally
derived. 29

27
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2.1.8. NMR Orientational Dependence of EFG in a Single Crystal
NMR line positions vary with the different interactions around the nucleus.
The observed frequency shifts from the central transition, u l , induced by the Zeeman
Hamiltonian, are determined from the quadrupolar Hamiltonian. The 27A1 nucleus
has 21 + 1 energy levels. The frequency at these energy levels to first order may be
calculated using (in Hertz): *2
2-29
2

Um =
where

&

iz(i+

s 's° ) + ; ,( 2qr ,? H [ 2 ° cos2g ~i> *

12>

0 is the polar orientation of e q ^ with the magnetic field and 0 is the azimuthal

angle (angle between the x-axis and the projection of eqzz in the xz plane). 12 The
five transition frequencies to first order when q = 0 and 0 = 0° are (Figure 2-4):
|-3/2>-»|-5/2>

u l( 1 + 8 jso)

+

12 Cq /40

|-l/2>-»|-3/2>

u l (1 + 5 jso)

+

6 C q/40

|l/2>-»|-l/2>

u l (1 +

8jso)

+

|3/2>->|l/2>

t>L(l+5iso)

-

|5/2>->|3/2>

u l( 1 + 8 jso)

-

0 C q/40
6 C q/40
12 C q /4 0 .

The span of the frequency range for a specific 27A1 nucleus depends on Cq and can be
as large as 24 Cq/40 or 3/5 Cq. For the six-coordinate site in andalusite (Cq = 15.26
MHz) the span of all frequency transitions neglecting q is - 9 MHz. The span of the
inner satellite transitions would be - 4.5 MHz.
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No
magnetic
Held
Hz = 0

In magnetic
field eqz z || B0

In magnetic
field
Hz > 0

Cq = 0,

0= 0
Hz > 0

T1=0

Cq > 0 ; r i = 0

aB,
■I,
«L=‘z

2n

vm<-^m-l

- qzzQ x [31 z 2 - I2 ]
41(21 - l)h

-5/2
UL + 12 Cq/40

Energy

-3/2

-2 Cn/40
-

1/2

t>L +6 Cq/40

1/2

3/2

UL -6 Cq/40
t>L -12 Cq/40

5/2

Figure 2-4: Energy level diagram of a spin 5/2 nucleus with and without quadrupolar
interaction when T] = 0 , 5jso = 0, and eqzz is parallel to the magnetic Held. If eqzz is
aligned along the crystallographic c-axis, and the crystallographic a-axis is rotated
perpendicular to the magnetic field, the angle between eqzz and the magnetic field
changes with rotation angle. The differences in resonance frequencies change by
Vi(3cos^0 - 1 ) where 0 is the angle between eqzz and B0.
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The resonance frequencies of the satellite transitions depend on the orientation
of eq 77 in the magnetic field. When a single crystal is placed in a magnetic field and
an arbitrary crystallographic axis is rotated perpendicular to the magnetic field by an
angle, 0, the angle between eqzy and the magnetic field also changes. This
orientational change to first order, neglecting the asymmetry parameter, is

Vi (3cos^0

-1 ) (Figure 2-5). Thus, the quadrupolar interaction increases of decreases by a factor
of 1 to -

Vi depending on the orientation of eq7y in the magnetic field (Figure 2-6).

Due to the dependency of the resonance frequencies on the orientation of eqzz
in the PAS frame with respect to the magnetic field, it is important to align at least one
axis of the crystal with the LAB frame. If the crystallographic axes are mutually
perpendicular then for convenience and by convention, the crystallographic a-axis is
aligned with the LAB X-axis, the crystallographic 6 -axis is aligned with the LAB Yaxis and the crystallographic c-axis is aligned with the LAB Z-axis (Figure 2-7a). If
the crystallographic axes are not mutually perpendicular (i.e. orthorhombic) then one
axis of the crystal should be aligned with one axis of the LAB frame for a reference
(Figure 2-7b).
For ease in alignment, the crystal may be mounted in a Plexiglas cube whose
axes, (X’, Y \ and Z’), are designed to be mutually p e r p e n d i c u l a r .^ The crystal may
then be mounted in the cube with an adhesive aligning the axes so that the crystal aaxis is parallel to the cube X’-axis, if possible the crystal 6 -axis is parallel to the cube
Y’-axis and the crystal c-axis parallel to the cube Z ’-axis. Mounting the crystal in the
cube using a microscope increases the accuracy of alignment. The cube holder is then
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i>L- A 12 Cq/40

u l -A

6 Cq/40

ul

i>L+A 6Cq/40

i^ + A 1 2 C q /4 0

►

v
Figure 2-5: Shown is the resulting NMR stick diagram for a spin 5/2 nucleus when eqzz is
parallel to the magnetic field (Cq • 0, t] = 0 and if 0 = 0 then A = !6[3cos20 - 1 ] = 1 ,). As
the crystal is rotated resonance frequencies shift with changing 6 and the value of A
changes from 1 " 0 —1 / 2 .

1.5

360'

180'

0.5

*

u-0.5

O so

270'

-1.5

Rotation angle /

Figure 2-6: Example of the quadrupolar frequencies plotted for an inner satellite
transition v |-l/2>->|-3/2>) as a function of the rotation angle, , in degrees when
the rotation axis is perpendicular to the magnetic field.
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a)

LAB Zand
crystal c-axis

z

ii

z1

/

Cr 'st; i

/

LAB Y and
crystal A-axis

/

LAB X and
crystal a-axis
LAB frame

crystal frame superimposed on
LAB frame

b)

B0

LAB Z and crystal c-axis
are not coincident

Z

Crystal

LAB X and
crystal a-axis
LAB frame
crystal frame superimposed on
LAB frame
Figure 2-7: Representation of the placement of a crystal with a) mutually
perpendicular axes so that the crystal axes are oriented with the LAB frame
b) one crystallographic axis does not equal 90° with two axes oriented with the LAB
frame.
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marked to designate the crystal a-,

b-, and c-axes. The cube allows for ease in

changing the rotation axis and reduces inaccuracies in remounting the crystal.
The cubic crystal holder may then be readily aligned such that an axis of the
holder is parallel to the magnetic field, LAB Z. As the crystal is rotated about one
cube axis (coincident with LAB Y), the orientations of the other two axes with respect
to the magnetic field change with the angle of rotation, 0LAB-Y- One axis of the cube
is perpendicular (coincident with LAB X) and the other parallel (coincident with LAB
Z) to the magnetic held depending on the initial starting position. By knowing the
axis system of the cube it is now easy to rotate the cube axis system to the LAB frame
using an Euler rotation (Equation 2-40) with 0 , 0, and % equal to either 0°, 90° or 90°. The values chosen for 0, 0, and % depend on the axis rotated, the direction of
rotation, and the starting position of the rotation. Four axis systems exist, thus for
clarity these axis systems will continue to be noted as:
Axis System

Coordinates

Description

LAB

X, Y, Z

Z is parallel to B0

Cube or Holder

X’, Y \ Z’

Plexiglas crystal holder

Crystal

x \ y’, z’

Axes of the crystal*

PAS

x, y, z

Diagonalization of LAB

♦For cubic, orthorhombic or tetragonal x \ y \ z’ is interchangeable with a, b, c.

2.1.9. NMR Single-Crystal Extraction of Cq From a Single Axially
Symmetric (T| = 0) 27aI Site
Pound 14 extracted Cq values from a single 27 A1 quadrupolar site where eqxx
= eqyy (q = 0) and eqzz is parallel to the crystallographic c-axis. If symmetry of the
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quadrupolar molecular fragment has the same symmetry axis as the crystal then the
sinusoidal curves formed (Figure 2-5) depend on the crystal orientation o f the
quadrupolar site with respect to the magnetic field. The crystal is initially aligned so
that the crystallographic a-axis is perpendicular to B0 and the crystallographic b -axis
is parallel to B0. Once aligned, the crystal is rotated about the a-axis (the rotation
angle, 0, is defined as the angle between B0 and the crystallographic 6 -axis). A plot
of the 27Al resonances for one satellite transition, um<->m-l >at 311 array of 0 values
forms a sinusoidal curve dependent on the orientation of eq z z w*th respect to the
magnetic field. The transition plotted is

|3/2>->[l/2> or u|-l/2>->|-3/2>. From the

sinusoidal curve formed Cq may be extracted to first order using: 14*15-20
um<-»m-l=uL + ^Q Cq(2m - l ) ( |c o s 20 - 1 )
where I = 5/2,

2-30

is o |l/2>->|-l/2>. Equation 2-30 follows from Equation 2-29

(Figures 2-3 to 2-5).
2.1.10.

Crystallographic Equivalence with Magnetic Inequivalence

The Pound method (Section 2.1.9) assumed the aluminum sites in the unit cell
are axially symmetric, magnetically and crystallographically equivalent and the
aluminum fragment has the same symmetry as the crystal. This is not always
the case. When two crystallographically equivalent quadrupolar aluminum sites lie in
the same unit cell, this does not necessarily mean magnetic equivalence. The concept
o f crystallographic equivalence but magnetic inequivalence is difficult. Two
crystallographically equivalent but magnetically inequivalent aluminum sites will have
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the same C q , rj, and chemical shift, 5 js o , but their EFG orientations will differ with
respect to the unit cell.
Magnetic inequivalence of two crystallographically equivalent sites occurs if
the alignment of the two sites differs with respect to the crystal axis system by a
rotation (2-fold, 3-foid, etc.) or a mirror plane, but remain magnetically equivalent
with a glide or an inversion operation. For example, two crystallographically
equivalent sites related by a two-fold rotation about one of the crystal axes or a
reflection through a mirror plane will be magnetically inequivalent (Figure 2-8).
If the aluminum site lies on a mirror plane or 2-fold axis, then QCTcryStaj has
three independent components— QCTX’X> , Q C iy y’ , and either QCTx’y \ QCTx’/ t
or Q C T / / . QCTcrystai is shown here for a rotation axis along z’ or a mirror plane
perpendicular to z \

Q C T Cry sta l

QCT*-*-

Q C T * '/

0

= Q C T * '/

QCTyry

0

0

-QCT*'*' —Q C T / /

0

2-31
-•crystal

If however, no symmetry exists at the molecular fragment, QCT or EFG have
an arbitrary orientation with respect to the unit cell axis. Thus, QCTcrySta| has five
independent components of the 9 components in the tensor as does EFGcrystai.

QCT**-

Q C T*/

Q C T*-/

QCTcrystai = Q C T * '/

Q C T //

Q C T //

Q C T *./

Q C T //

-Q C T * '* '-Q C T //

2-32
-•crystal
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E

E

D

B
2 -fold

rotation

about c

B

D

V
reflection through
the ac mirror plane
inversion

E
C

-

B

D

B

axis system

Figure 2-8: Shown are two examples of crystallographically equivalent
fragments with magnetic inequivalence (2 -fold rotation and reflection about a
mirror plane). Shown also is one example of a magnetic equivalent fragment
(inversion).
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2.1.11. Single Crystal NMR Extraction of the Quadrupolar Information
From a 27A1 Site if i\ • 0
The V o lk o ff2 0 method is more generally useful than the P o u n d ^ method as it
can be used for sites with q •

0

, however it is limited to cubic, orthorhombic or

tetragonal unit cells. To determine the QCTcryStai tensor of a crystal without axial
symmetry requires a collection of differences in transition,

v |3/2>->|l/2> -

v |-l/2>->|-3/2> as a function of the rotation angle, 0LAB-Y» f°r the rotations about
crystal x ’-, y’-, and z ’-axes. An analysis of these sinusoidal curves is not as
straightforward as is the analysis of an axially symmetric site using the Pound method
(Section 1.1.9). The shape of the sets of sinusoidal curves is due to the rotational
anisotropy of the quadrupolar interaction. This effect can be seen by transforming
QCTcrystait 0

LAB fram ed and recording the value of Q C T lab(Z Z ) as a

function of the rotation angles, 0LAB-Y- The importance of Q C T lab(Z Z ) is its use
in the truncated Hamiltonian

H toal =

+ ■Siso) +

4 ,( 2 1 1 ^

(3 Iz 2~ ‘2)

(Hertz)

2' 33

2

e Qt^Q
where —
= QCTl a b (ZZ). When the crystal is oriented such that the PAS
h
system coincides with the LAB frame then QCTl a b (ZZ) = QCTpAS(zz)- Now,
with the approximation introduced by Volkoff, two other orientations of the PAS with
the LAB frame exist: QCTl AB(ZZ) = QCTpAs(xx) and QCTl a b (ZZ) =
QCTpAS(yy)- To find the three orientations that meet these conditions, the crystal is
rotated in the magnetic field in three separate experiments:
37
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•

rotation about the crystal a-axis with the a-axis aligned with LAB Y,

•

rotation about the crystal

b -axis with the b -axis aligned with LAB Y,

•

rotation about the crystal

c -axis with the c -axis aligned with LAB Y.

The QCTcrystai tensor is rotated using an Euler rotation to the LAB frame of
reference for each crystal axis rotation. The equation simulating the rotation from the
crystal frame to the LAB frame and the rotation about LAB Y is:
Qc t L A B = R 0 LAB-Y ' ^ E u le r' QCTcrystai'l^Euler^ ' ^®LAB-Y^ 2-34
where T is the transpose and
COS0
*Zphi = - s in
0

0

sin 0

O'

COS0

0

0

1

;

2-35;

^Ytheta -

cos/

s in /

0

and Rzchi = - s i n /

cos/

0

0

1

0

COS0

0

-s in 0

0

1

0

sin 0

0

COS0

2-36

2-37

The three rotation matrices written in the R o se ^ convention, define positive, counter
clockwise rotations about the initial z- and intermediate y- and z-axis, thus
^Euler = ^Zclii' ^Ytheta ' ^zphi*
cos 0 cos / sin q>- cos 0 sin /

cos 0 cos 0 c o s / - s i n 0 s i n /
Rfiuler =

-c o s £ sin 0 - cos 0 cos 0 sin £ cos 0 cos / -c o s 0 sin 0 sin /
cos 0 sin 0

2-38
2-39
- c o s / s in 0
sin 0 s i n /

sin 0 sin<p

cos 0

The Euler rotation matrix is used to describe an axis system reorientation. That is, one
can view the object as stationary and the LAB system as moving. Conversely,

tf^LAB-Y =

c o s 0 la b _ y

0

sin0LAB-Y

0

1

0

-sin0LA B-Y

2-40

0 co s0 laB -Y
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the sign change in R0LAB-Y versus Rytheta is due to the need to describe an active
rotation of the object in the LAB frame.
The resulting equation for QCT l AB is a 3 x 3 tensor with trigonometric terms
too large to report here. As noted above, an analysis to first order depends on
QCTl a b (ZZ). The best presentation of the equation is in Mathematica using the
following code (Appendix A):
QCTLAB(ZZ) =

2-41

SimplifylExpandttReLAB-Y’REuler’QCTcrystal'REuler’ R0 LAB-Y’[[3,3]]]];
REuler’ and R0LAB-Y,are the transpose of R£uler and R 6 LAB-YEquation 2-41 is evaluated for the three convenient orientations of a cubic,
orthorhombic, or tetragonal unit cell in the LAB frame. The Euler rotation matix,
REuler, tnay be used to describe the following three specific crystal orientations
(Figure 2-9):
c||

X,

a||Y,

b||Z

0^0=90°, x=0°

a||X,

b||Y,

c||Z

0=0=* = 0°

b||X,

c||Y ;

a||Z

0 = 0°, 0=x=-9O° .

The results of QCTl a B^Z for the three specific sets of rotations gives:

2-42

QCTlAB(ZZ) = QCTy'y1cos2 0LAB-Y + QCTZ'Z' sin 2 0LAB-Y + QCTy'z' sin20LAB_y
Q C T laB (ZZ) = QCTZZ' co s20 L A B -Y + Q ^ x 'x ' sin 2 0 LAB_y + QCTX-Z' sin2 0 LAB. y
Q C T la b (ZZ) = QCTXX' c o s20 L A B -Y + QCTy’y' s in 20L A B -Y + QCTxy sin20L A B -Y
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Crystal a-axis
rotation

Rotation about a
0°
*>11B0
90“ ? I |B 0
180“ *> IIB0
c
Crystal b -axis
rotation

-

/

*

Crystal c -axis
rotation

_ Rotation about b
0°
c || Bo
90°
a || B0
180° c || B0

+ b

_

Rotation about c

a

0° 2j|Bo
90°
180°

b || B0

a
eLAB-Y = 90

®LAB-Y = °

Figure 2-9: Experimental rotational orientations of the crystal axes
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a || B0

A least-squares fit of the experimental differences in transition frequencies,

v |3/2>->|l/2> - v |-l/2>->|-3/2> may be calculated with:
2

2

2

2

2

2

v = Ax 'COS ^LAB-Y + Bx 'sin #LAB-Y + Q c ' cos2#LAB-Y
v = Ay< cos ^LAB-Y + B y ' sin #LAB-Y + C y ' cos 20LAB-Y
v = A z <cos ^LAB-Y + B z 'sin 0LAB-Y+ c z ’cos 2 0 LAB-Y

2-43
( x ’-axis rotation)
( y ’-axis rotation)

( z ' -axis rotation).

The relationship between Equation 2-42 and 2-43 may be determined by equating the
coefficients:
Ax' = QCTyy B x '

= -Q C T x x -Q C T jy

A y ' = -QCTx x -QCTyr
AZ'=QCTXX

Cx <= Q C Tyz
5 y ' =Q CTXX
Cy '=-QCTxz • 2 - 4 4

Bz ' = QCTjy

Cz ' =-Q C T*y

From the above analysis, it is seen that the resonance frequencies for the
quadrupolar interaction to first-order are given by20»31,32
u( + § > -> + £ » - «

-§»=
2-45

^ (2 m -l)(A JC'Cos2 0 L A B -Y + flA:'s in 2 0L A B .Y -i-C c'sin 2 0 l a b _y

where Ax\ Bx\ and Cx>are coefficients, 0LAB-Y *s

set ° f rotation angles about

the axis of rotation and m = 3/2. Corresponding equations exist for the y '-a n d
axis rotations.

Value of Ax

Where the curve crosses the
the x-axis depends on the
Bx7Cx“ raBb7

when angle =
Angle/

Figure 2-10: Geometrical Relationships of Ax’, Bx*and Cx>
41
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z' -

Initial guesses for Ax\ Bx’, and Cx’ may be determined by visual inspection
of the sinusoidal curve using the relationship in Figure 2-10 and may be repeated for
the

y

and

7

'-axes. The Matlab program is given in Appendix B.

From the QCTLAB determined, the quadrupolar information may be
calculated for each aluminum site in the crystal, however the assignment of the QCT’s
or EFG’s to each specific crystallographically equivalent but magnetically
inequivalent site could not be determined. 18 That is, it is impossible to tell the sign of
the off-diagonal terms in the QCT of one of these sites. 19 The above method was first
determined by Volkoff^O ; he illustrated the ability to extract the five independent
components of the QCT or EFG even though the orientation of eq77 is ambiguous.

2.1.12. Comparison of Volkoff Method to Hamiltonian Method
The majority of aluminum single-crystal studies determine the quadrupolar
information with the Volkoff method in either first11 2 1>22>23-24-25<262728-29 or

second^O’^ 132-33 order. In cases where the second-order quadrupolar interaction is
negligible, the first-order approximation gives adequate results (Figure 2-3). The
second-order quadrupolar interaction is usually negligible for low quadrupolar
interactions and decreases with increasing magnetic field. However, if the
quadrupolar interaction is strong compared to the Zeeman Hamiltonian, terms of
higher order must be included. In this case, analysis of the total Hamiltonian of the
quadrupolar nucleus is necessary as previously determined34>35'36-37-38>39 following
the standard notations of Cohen and R e if.^ The Volkoff method works well for
tetragonal, cubic, or orthorhombic crystals, however, in cases where the crystal does
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not have mutually perpendicular crystal axes (triclinic or monoclinic) the total
Hamiltonian method should be used. For tetragonal, cubic, or orthorhombic crystal
systems, the results of the first-order Volkoff analysis may be used as starting
parameters for the total Hamiltonian least-squares analysis. Symmetry constraints and
orientational errors are considered using the total Hamiltonian method. A table of the
two analyses (Table 2-1) provides a summary of each method.

Table 2-1: Comparison of Volkoff and Total Hamiltonian Analysis of Sinusoidal
Curves
Method

Reference

Applicability

First- or second-order
approximation of quadrupolar
Hamiltonian

Full quadrupolar
Hamiltonian

Volkoff2 0 *3 1 ^3 2

Slichter3; Pooled Cohen
and Reif1 3
The quadrupolar interaction
may be small or large
compared to the Zeeman
interaction.
see Appendix C

The quadrupolar interaction
must be small compared to
the Zeeman interaction.

Derivation

see Appendix A

Number of fitted
parameters

5 for QCT

Alignment corrections for
crystal in goniometer

Initial estimate for
parameters

Crystal system

Symmetry constraints
Chemical shift

None.
Crystal must be perfecdy
aligned with the magnetic
field
Easy, trigonometric
relationship fitting sinusoidal
curves using A cos20 + B
sin2 0 + sin2 0
Tetragonal, cubic, or
orthorhombic only
a = p = y = 90°
Not easy to use symmetry
constraints.
Easy to add chemical shift
tensor fitting

5 for QCT; 3 for QCT if 2fold or mirror symmetry
exists; and 3 alignment
angles
3 orientation errors may be
fitted to correct
misalignment of the crystal
in magnetic field
Not easy, need to use
Volkoff results as starting
values.
Any crystal system
a = P=Y=90°,
a = P = 90°*Y
a*B * y
Easy to use symmetry
constraints.
Easy to add chemical shift
tensor fitting
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2.1.13. Total Hamiltonian Method for Extraction of Quadrupolar
Information
As the Volkoff20 method is more generally useful than the Pound ^ method,
so is the total Hamiltonian method more general (Section 1.1.12) than the Volkoff
approximation to first-order. Aluminum sites with any Cq value, crystals systems
with any a , P, y angles and any orientation of the crystal in the cube holder are
appropriate for the total Hamiltonian method. With the alignment of the crystal in the
cube, symmetry constraint of the crystal may also be applied using the total
Hamiltonian method.

2.1.13.1.

Alignment of Cube and Crystal

A rotation, Ralign* which aligns the cube axis system (X’, Y \ Z’) with the
crystal frame (a,

b, c ) or ( x \ y \ z’) is found by means of an X-ray diffractometer and

Enraf-Nonius software. For convenience, the Plexiglas cube holder is positioned in an
X-ray diffractometer to align the cube holder axis system (X’, Y \ Z’) with the
diffractometer frame of reference, the Enraf-Nonius LAB axis system ( X ^ , Yen*
Zgn)- Xgn has X pointed from the crystal to the X-ray source and Zen pointed up.
With a telescope and sighting along the Plexiglas faces, the setting angles for the
alignment of the holder to the diffractometer frame are accurate to approximatly 0 . 1 °
and limited only by the flatness of the Plexiglas holder faces. The Enraf-Nonius
crystal alignment routine finds the location of several characteristic reflections in
reciprocal space. The routine returns R*xray* a reciprocal orientation matrix, that
describes the orientation of the Enraf-Nonius LAB axis system with the reciprocal axis
system. Because the crystal axis system is orthorhombic, the reciprocal axis system

44
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and the crystal axis system ( x \ y \ z ’) are coincident. By definition, the Enraf-Nonius
LAB axis system is coincident with the LAB axis system (X, Y, Z). Thus R*xray 3 8
returned by the Enraf-Nonius software also determines the rotation needed to align the

p*

X

a*y

b*y

- z

b*z

r*
c z

X

b*x

*O

xray -=

1

1

crystal axis system ( x \ y \ z ’) with the LAB frame (X, Y, Z).
'0.126843

0.018699

0.014437'

C y

= -0.018631

0.125411

-0.007325

-0.010684 0.003633

0.179428

2-46

The needed alignment matrix, Ralign> *s simply:

^align _ R*xray x

where a

a

0

O'

0

b

0

0

0

c

' 0.985963

0.147412

0.0801355'

— -0.144821

0.988665

-0.0406589

-0.0830478 0.0286404

2-47

0.995951

- 7.7731A, b - 7.8834 A, and c = 5.5507A.

•

The cosfOaijgnJflX’ = 0.985963 and Oalign

= 9.61°;

•

the cosfOaiignJfcY’ = 0.988665 and 6 a]jgn b Y ' = 8.63°; and

•

the cosfOaiignJcZ’ = 0.995951 and Oalign cZ’ =5.16°.

The alignment matrix shows the andalusite crystal mounted in the cube holder has a
9.61° error between the crystal a-axis and the holder X’ axis with 8.63° and 5.6° errors
for the b and c axes respectively. The alignment matrix, Ralign> describes the location
of the crystal axis with respect to the cube. For an orthorhombic, cubic or tetragonal
crystal system perfectly aligned with the cube axis Raiign would be

Ralign ~

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1
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2-48

2.1.13.2.

Total Hamiltonian

By introducing Raiign *n t 0 the rotation of the crystal to the cube frame,

QCTl a b and C S A la b respectively are:
^®LAB-Y ^Euler ^align QCTcrystai ^align^ ^Euler^ ^®LAB-Y^-

2-49

R®LAB-Y’ ^Euler ^align ‘ CSAcryStaj *Raiig n ^ ' REuler^ ’ ^®LAB-Y^>

2-50

T is the transpose. The total Hamiltonian used in this work is defined as (in Hertz):
Htotal = ~ ' z ( l + « Z Z ) +

5

^

S

jk QCTLAB0 k )l|ajIk + lk Ij)-< S jk I2 ] 2-51

where S jl is the Kronecker delta function such that Sjk =

1

if j=k and Sjfc = 0 if j*k.

Starting values for QCTcrystai 3 1 6 determined from the Volkoff method
(Section 2.1.11). Since the isotropic chemical shift value, 5jso, is known, (8 Z’Z’) is
forced to be 3(8|SO) - 5 ^ ’ - Sy’y’ and off diagonal starting values are set to zero.
Symmetry constraints may be added if the aluminum site lies on a mirror plane or 2fold axis. In this case, QCTcryStal and CSAcryStaj have three independent
components each:
•

QCTx’x ’ , QCTy’y’ , and either QCTj^’y^ QCTx*z»t or QCTy’z’. a ^ j

•

CSAX’X», CSAy’y’ , and either CSAx>yL CSAX’Z») or CSAy»z*

The total Hamiltonian in Equation 2-51 is used to calculate the transition
frequencies (|+5/2>-> |+3/2>, |+3/2>“> |+l/2>, |+l/2>-> |-l/2>, |-l/2>-> |-3/2> and
|-3/2>-> |-5/2>) as a function of crystal orientation. The transition frequencies are
calculated by diagonalization of the total Hamiltonian to get eigenvalues and
eigenvectors. However, the computer algorithm used for matrix diagonalization is
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prone to rearranging the eigenvalues and eigenvectors making it awkward to calculate
the specific transitions. Since the Zeeman interaction is always the largest, sorting is
based on the order as determined by the diagonal elements of - IjT • Iz • U, which
should be arranged in ascending order if the columns of U are arranged correctly.
Thus the re-arrangement of - i f f - Iz - U is identical to the re-arrangement of the
columns of U needed to give the appropriate unitary diagonalization matrix U to
operate on Ht0 tal- The six energy levels are then extracted.
Energy_Levels = (U ^x H xotaj x U)

2-52

The |+5/2>-> |+3/2> = [Energy_Levels(2)-Energy_Level(l>] - t>carrierThe |+3/2>-> |+l/2> =[Energy_Levels(3)-Energy_Level(2)] -

v carrier-

The |+1/2>-> |-l/2>

= [Energy_Levels(4) - Energy_Level(3)] -

v carrier

The |-l/2>“> |-3/2>

= [Energy_Levels(5) - Energy_Level(4)] -

v carrier-

The |-3/2>-> |-5/2>

= [Energy_Levels(6 ) - Energy_Level(5)] -

v carrier

The carrier frequency is the 27^.1 frequency at a chemical shift of 0 ppm or t>£
of Al(H 2 0 )g+3 . The simulated transitions are collected as a function of 0LAB-Y f°r
all three rotations about the cube axis.

1 1.133.

X-ray Crystal Structure

Andalusite, Al2 Si0 5 , contains both five- and six-coordinate aluminum sites 40
The crystal structure, redetermined by £)r. Frank Fronczek (Figure 2-11) contains eight
aluminum atoms in the unit cell. The two crystallographically inequivalent aluminum
sites each contain four magnetically inequivalent aluminum sites. For the four six-
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coordinate aluminum sites the coordinates of equivalent positions'^ 42 ^
(0 ,0,-z), Q/z, Vz, Vz - z), and (Vz,

(0 , 0 , z),

V2 , Vz + z) with point symmetry 2. Positions (0,0, z)

and (0 ,0,-z) are related by inversion and are magnetically equivalent. Likewise C/2 , Vz,

Vz - z) and C/2, Vz, Vz + z) are magnetically equivalent. For the four five-coordinate
aluminum sites the coordinates of equivalent positions are4142 (x, y, 0 ), (-x, -y, 0 ), C/2

+ x ,V z- y, Vz) and C/2 - x, Vz + y, Vz) with point symmetry m. Positions (x, y, 0) and
(-x, -y, 0), are related by inversion and are magnetically equivalent. C/2 + x,‘/4 - y,

Vz)

and (V4 - x ,! 6 + y,lA ) likewise are magnetically equivalent. Differences between point
symmetries 2 and m cannot be distinguished by inspection of the NMR43 analysis
since both must have a principal axis parallel to the crystal c-axis. Only three of the
nine positions in each EFG or QCT must be determined experimentally.^
Table 2-2, depicts the number and kind of sinusoidal curves which should
exist. A few points from the |+5/2>-> |+3/2> and |-3/2>-> |-5/2> for each axis
orientation will be detectable, however most of this outer transition is undetectable
because the frequency transitions are too far away from the RF frequencies used to be
excited (3/5 Cq would be -9.4 MHz). Excluding the |+l/2>-> |-l/2>, each point
detected has the possibility of belonging to any one of sixteen transitions.

Table 2-2: Detected NMR Transitions for Andalusite
Site________ Central Transition

Inner Satellite Transitions__________

6 -coord.

A l(l)

|+l/2>-»|-l/2>

|+3/2>-» |+l/2>

|-l/2>-» |-3/2>

6 -coord.

A l(l)’

|+l/2>-» |-l/2>

|+3/2>-» |+l/2>

|-l/2>-» |-3/2>

5-coord. Al(2)

|+l/2>-» |-l/2>

|+3/2>-» |+l/2>

|-l/2>-» |-3/2>

5-coord. Al(2)’

|+l/2>-» |-l/2>

|+3/2>-» |+l/2>

|-l/2>-» |-3/2>
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2.1.13.4.

Assignment of Experimental Sinusoidal Curves

It is possible to distinguish sinusoidal patterns by sight made by the different
aluminum transitions of all the aluminum sites. The challenge occurs not in
coordinating the resonance frequencies to the sinusoidal curves but in coordinating the
sinusoidal curves to specific transitions and aluminum sites for each different axis.
First, each sinusoidal curve detected is fit to:
Acos2 0LAB-Y + # s in 2 0LAB-Y + csin 20LAB-Y •

2-53

From the relationships in 2-44, the least-squares extraction of the coefficients
of the individual sinusoidal curves, 36 in all, (12 each) for the X ’-,

Y '-, and Z '-

rotation axes can be equated. The curves with A x'= Bz\ Ay'= Bx', and Az'= By'
may be grouped together. The |+3/2>-> |+l/2> transition differs in the coefficients by
all signs from the |-l/2>-> |-3/2> transition for each aluminum site and may be sorted.
By symmetry, Cz’ = -Cz\ for the crystallographically equivalent but magnetically
inequivalent sites. Using this relationship, the crystallographically equivalent but
magnetically inequivalent sites may be identified and sorted. Therefore, by looking at
the coefficients of the fit of each experimental sinusoidal curve traces may be resolved
and sorted for all the inner satellite transitions.

2.1.13.5.

Offset Angles

Independent parameters to correct any angle offset errors in &LAB-Y ^

added

for each rotation axis in the form of an angle0 ffsetA’ ^S^offsetB or ^ ^ o ffs e tC *

0LAB-Y is adjusted using the angle-offset parameters to correct any small
misalignment of the cube with the magnetic field. By adding this offset the accuracy
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Figure 2-11: Shown is the space group, Pnnm, orthorhombic crystal structure of
andalusite from the 115 K X-ray determination by Dr. Frank Fronczek. A unit cell
(Z=4) has a = 7.7992 A, b = 7.9050 A and c - 5.591 A and consists of eight
aluminum atoms. Four crystallographically equivalent six-coordinate aluminums,
A l(l), and four crystallographically equivalent five-coordinate aluminums, Al(2).
The point symmetry for the two inequivalent 27A1 sites in andalusite is 2 (on a 2fold rotation axes parallel to the crystal c-axis) for the six-coordinate sites and m
(on a reflection plane perpendicular to the c-axis) for the five-coordinate sites.
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of the rotation pattern increases^. Small errors did occur in this experiment because
the Plexiglas cube holder fit too loosely in the spindle notch and Teflon tape was
inserted between the cube holder and the notch to stabilize the cube holder in the
notch. An error in alignment here of 0.65 mm would cause a 6.19° error in the angle
array. Initial values for the angle offsets can be determined visually by taking
advantage of when B0 is parallel to a specific axis. The a-axis spectrum at 90°
matches the

b -axis spectrum at 0°; the b -axis spectrum at 90° matches the c -axis

spectrum at 0° (Figure 2-9). The c -axis spectrum at 90° matches the a-axis spectrum
at 180°. Spectra at equivalent parallel points, no matter the rotation angle, should be
identical. The approximate amounts of angle shift necessary to align the equivalent
spectra are good starting values for the least-squares analysis of the angle offset. The
corrections in this study are based on the first satellite transitions of the six-coordinate
site and applied to all transitions.
2.1.13.6.

Least-Squares Analysis

The Hamiltonian is calculated for each experimental point assigned to a
specific transition for the three rotation axes (approximately 60 points for each
transition at each rotation axis, ~540 points for each magnetically inequivalent site,
-1080 for each crystallographically inequivalent site). The magnetically inequivalent
but crystallographically equivalent sites are equated such that QCTxy and CSAx*y>
of one site equals -QCTx’y> and -CSAx’y’ of the other site with all other parts o f the
tensor being equal. A set of the calculated transitions for all three rotation axes of all
crystallographically equivalent points was fit with a least-squares analysis to the
experimental data (-1080 data points). The nine parameters fit with the least-squares
51
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analysis are QCTX’X>>Q C T y y , QCTxy . CSAX’X>, CSAyy , CSAxy ,
angleoffsetA> ^ ^ o f f s e t B ^

^S^offsetC* With the above detailed analysis using

the full-Hamiltonian the QCTcryStai and C S A ^ y ^ may be extracted. The chemical
shift and quadrupolar information may be determined regardless of crystal orientation
in the holder, the crystal axis system, the number of inequivalent sites or the
magnitude of the quadrupolar interaction.

2.2.

Experimental Design
2.2.1. Goniometer and Probe Design
In this study, a single crystal of a gem quality pinkish-yellow andalusite crystal

(Al2 SiC>5 ) was loaned by Barbara Dutrow from the Louisiana State University
Geology Department. The crystal was mounted onto a three-sided,

6

mm, Plexiglas

cube (Figure 2-11) with an adhesive by the LSU X-ray crystallographer, Dr. Frank
Fronczek. The crystal was aligned in the cube holder by sight under a microscope so
that the crystal a-axis aligned with cube X’, the crystal
and the crystal

b -axis aligned with cube Y ',

c -axis aligned with cube Z '. Black magic marker dots were placed

on the Plexiglas cube to mark the crystal axes: a-axis marked with one dot,

b -axis

marked with two dots, and c -axis marked with three dots (Figure 2-12). The
experimental rotational orientations of the crystal axes for each rotation of the cube
holder around the X’,

Y ', or Z '-axis are shown in Figure 2-12.

The goniometer placed on the NMR probe and used to rotate the cube in the
magnetic field consisted of a Plexiglas spindle (Figure 2-13) with a mounted encoder
wheel and module (Figure 2-14). As the encoder wheel moves through the module,
the light beam is interrupted by the pattern of spaces and bars on the code strip. By
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Figure 2-12: The crystal was rotated about three mutually perpendicular axes using a
Plexiglas cube. The locations of the unrotated axes with respect to the magnetic field are
recorded using the dots on the Plexiglas cube.
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Plexiglas
holder
notch

Spool fqr
casting lflpe

Probe casing
diameter ^

Figure 2-13: A Plexiglas shaft was made for the cube for insertion into a Bruker
wideline probe head with a coil designed to resonate at 104.243 MHz at 9.4 T.
One end of the shaft provided a spool for multifilament fishing line (SO lb test
casting line is used) to turn the shaft and the other end is a spindle for connection to
an optical encoder wheel BEI mod 914-7-512 with .99 inch diameter, 1024
resolution and 6 mm hub bore size.

B
index

Figure 2-14: The encoder wheel has a two-channel quadrature output with
one index. The encoder module BEI 914-512 with a 0.433 inch optical
radius with quadrature, index and 1024 resolution contains a light emitting
diode and a photodector.
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using two channels to see which pulse leads and which pulse follows the direction of
the wheel can be detected along with distance. The index hole allows reset of the
readout to 0° when one revolution has occurred. In this configuration, the encoder has
a resolution of 1024 steps per cycle or 0.3S degrees per step. The readouts are 0 or +5
V low and high (Figure 2-14).
Don Patterson from the LSU Chemistry Electronic Shop built a converter box
to read in the voltages from the three channels of the encoder module and convert the
analogue output to a digital form for computer control and LED readout. With a
digital I/O to parallel interface card the digital readout could be interpreted with
Lab VIEW 3.1 and the rotation angle calculated. Shielded cable was used to go from
the encoder module to the readout box. However, the cable acted as an antenna and
picked up signals from several FM radio stations. Copper braid was put around the
shielded cable and grounded on one end to reduce this effect. The encoder wheel was
placed on the spindle with a setscrew by aligning the index hole to be perpendicular to
the base of the rotator shaft notch. The base of the probe was aligned with the base of
the spindle notch. The base o f the probe head was shimmed to align the rotator shaft
perpendicular with the magnetic field. The back of the spindle notch was shimmed
perpendicular to the external magnetic field within 0.006" over the 1.366” of coil form
in the probe. This corresponds to a 0.25° error in the rotational axis of the spindle.
The machine alignment was done at the Louisiana State University College of Basic
Sciences machine shop. The special attention to alignment and shimming were
necessary since any misalignment of the crystal in the cube or the cube in the magnetic
field will cause off diagonal errors in the LAB frame using the first-order method.
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wires to converter box
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IVIIVUUWi jiodulc
encoder module

encod :r wheel
rotator shaft
encc
casting line to motor
wires to converter

Figure 2-IS: Probe diagram showing encoder wheel.

The casting line was looped around the spool of the rotator shaft and fed down through
the probe base (Figure 2-15). Both ends of the casting line were connected outside the
magnet at opposite edges of a platform on a rotating stage to prevent backlash. The
stepper motor (Aerotech Accudex 455MW/38 with Unidex 100 multitasking motion
controller) is computer controlled with Lab VIEW 3.1 and moved in conjunction with
the encoder readout requested.
Besides the custom-made single-crystal probe described herein, commercial
automated Doty single-crystal goniometer probes are available. Dovetail m ortises^
have been used to mount the crystal in the probe head rather than a cube and worm
gears have been used to rotate the crystal rather than a spindle and encoder
wheel.464‘748 Though highly accurate, worm gears are limited by the number of gear
teeth as to the orientational degree spacings available. A two-axis goniometer has
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been designed for the study of very small crystals with the rotation axis tilted 4 5 ° with
respect to the magnetic field. The goniometer was mounted outside the coil to
improve signal to noise. Only two different mountings rather than three are needed
with this design .49 With the encoder wheel, 1024 spacings are available in one
rotation and the goniometer is also mounted outside the coil; however, three rotations
are necessary.

2.2.2. NMR Experiment
Single-crystal NMR spectra of andalusite (A ^SiO s) were collected on a
Chemagnetics Infinity 400 MHz spectrometer at 298 K with the novel single-crystal
NMR probe. The chemical shift reference of 0 ppm at 104.244187 MHz and the 90°
pulse of 4.75 ps were set using 1 M A1(N0 3 > 3 (aq) and drifted by less than 10 Hz over
the four days of the experiment. Spectra were acquired over a frequency range of
101.7-106.8 MHz to effectively cover the 3/10 Cq (-4.6 MHz) range expected for the
|3/2>*^|l/2> or |-l/2>->|-3/2> transitions of the 6 -coordinate site. The pulse sequence
contains a single one ps pulse with CYCLOPS phase cycling and a 0.2 second delay
between pulses. Typically, 200 to 1000 scans are recorded per orientation. The
spectral width, 1492.5 kHz, is not wide enough to ensure all the inner satellite peaks
would be seen, thus the need to acquire spectra at 101.7 MHz, 102.3 MHz, 103.3 MHz
104.3 MHz and 105.3 MHz respectively. The crystal was rotated about the three cube
axes with an increment o f 3° over a 235° range. An example of the spectra acquired
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Figure 2-16: Example of twelve NMR spectra from the X’-axis rotation ranging
orientation angle from 13.2° to 62.4° at a frequency o f 104.300000 MHz.
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1500
1000 kHz
500
Figure 2-17: Example of eight NMR spectra from the X’-axis rotation acquired at a
frequency o f 105.3 MHz (1 MHz up from 104.3 MHz). Similar spectra were
acquired at 103.3 MHz. This was done to see the satellite transitions located far
away from the Larmor frequency of 104.243 MHz.
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for a few X’-axis rotations are shown in Figure 2-16 at a carrier frequency of 104.3
MHz and in Figure 2-17 at a carrier frequency of 105.3 MHz.
The central transition line widths are about 5 kHz while those of the satellite
transitions are 10 kHz. The resonance frequencies in each spectrum are recorded in
relationship to the rotational angle and the cube axis being rotated (Figure 2-18).
Many sinusoidal curves existed for each rotational axis (up to twelve for each rotation
axis; Table 2-2). The sinusoidal curves are sorted as described in section 1.1.13.4.
2.3.

Results
The least squares fit to all |+3/2>-> |+l/2> and |-l/2>-> |-3/2> sinusoidal

curves sorted according to transition with all leading coefficients in units of kHz are
given below.
Al(2)
|+3/2>-» |+l/2>

X ’-axis

670.3 cos20 - 848.40 sin20 - 21.285 sin 20

F'-axis - 848.4 cos20 + 178.08 sin20 + 191.52 sin 20
Z'-axis
|-l/2>-» |-3/2>

178.1 cos2© + 671.35 sin20 + 118.48 sin 20

X’-axis - 670.4 cos20 + 848.40 sin20 + 21.280 sin 20

Y ’-axis 848.4cos2© - 178.08 sin2©- 191.52 sin 20
Z'-axis -178.1 cos2© -6 7 1 .3 5 sin20 - 118.49sin 20
Al(2)’
|+3/2>-» |+l/2>

X’-axis

699.6 cos20 - 832.39 sin2© - 177.17 sin 20

F '-axis -832.4 cos2 0 + 132.82 sin2 0 + 178.95 sin 2 0
Z'-axis 132.83 cos2© + 699.55 sin20 -118.49 sin 20
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|-l/2>-> |-3/2>

X’-axis-699.5 cos2 0 + 832.39 sin20 + 177.17 sin 20

Y '-axis 832.39 cos20 - 132.83 sin20 - 178.95 sin 20
Z ’-axis -132.83 cos20 - 699.55 sin20 + 118.49 sin 20
A l(l)
|+3/2>-> |+l/2>

X’-axis 566.59 cos20 + 1213.1 sin20 + 144.6 sin 20
F ’-axis 1213.1 cos20 -1779.7 sin2©* -475.5 sin 20
Z '-axis -1779.7 cos20 + 566.60 sin20 + 1185 sin 20

|-l/2>-> |-3/2>X’-axis-566.59 cos2© -1213.1 sin20 -144.6 sin 20
F '-axis -1213.1 cos2 0 + 1779.7 sin 2 0 + 475.5 sin 2 0
Z -a x is 1779.7 cos20 - 566.59 sin20 - 1184.8 sin 20

A id)’
|+3/2>-» |+l/2>

X ’-axis -70.245 cos20 + 1242.38 sin2© - 33.01 sin 20

Y '-axis 1242.38 cos20 - 1172.13 sin20 - 450.6 sin 20
Z ’-axis -1172.1 cos20 - 70.245 sin2© -1541.7 sin 20
|-l/2>-» |-3/2>

X’-axis70.245 cos20 -1242.38 sin20 + 33.01 sin 20
F '-axis -1242.4cos2 0 + 1172.1 sin2 0 + 450.6 sin 2 0
Z ’-axis 1172.1 cos20 + 70.245 sin20 + 1541.6 sin 20

Once the sinusoidal curves are sorted and assigned to specific transitions
(Section 2.1.13.4) the difference between |+3/2>-> |+l/2> and |-l/2>-> |-3/2> is found
for each of the four magnetically inequivalent sites-A l(l), A l(l)\ Al(2), Al(2)’. The
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curves are fit with Equation 2-46 (Figure 2-19 and 20). The QCTcryStai tensors are
found from the relationship derived in Equation 2-45.

2.3.1. Quadrupolar Results of the First-Order Calculations
The QCT tensors for the five- and six-coordinate sites determined from the
first-order results are:

Qc t A1(2)
5-coordinate

Q c t A1(2)’
5-coordinate

QCTAl(l)
6 -coordinate

Qc t A1(1)'
6 -coordinate

-1.1872

0.7899

0.7899

-4.4690 0.1419 MHz

1.2768

0.1419

5.6561

-0.8855

-0.7899

1.1930

-0.7899

-4.6637

1.1811 MHz

1.1930

1.1811

5.5493

11.8645

7.8988

-3.17

7.8988

-3.7773

-0.9638 MHz

-3.17

-0.9638

-8.0872

1.2768

7.8142

-10.2779

-3.004

-10.2779

0.4683

0.2201 MHz

-3.004

0.2201

-8.2825

Cq =5.89 MHz
t j = 0.57

Cq =5.92 MHz
77=0.66

Cq =15.62 MHz
77=0.10

Cn =15.34 MHz
77=0.23

Cq and q are determined by diagonalization of QCTcryStaj to transform QCTcrySta] to
the PAS system. By symmetry, all four aluminum sites of QCTcryStai should have

QCTX’Z>, Q C iyz’, QCTzy and QCTZ’X>= 0. However, these tensor elements
contained non-zero terms. This happens if:
•

the crystal is not aligned perfectly with the holder frame (In this case, the a-,

b-, and c-axis of the crystal do not coincide perfectly with the X’-, Y’-, and Z’axis of the cube) or
•

the cube axis is not perfectly aligned with the magnetic field.
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Figure 2-19: Least-squares fit for the differences between the |+3/2>-> |+l/2> and
|-l/2>-> |-3/2> experimental traces (o) to A cos^ (0 ) + B sin^ (0 ) + C sin(20) for the two
five-coordinate sites~Al(2) and Al(2)’.
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the two 6 -coordinate sites—A l(l) and A l(l)’.
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This is not only confusing, but also a major problem when using the first-order method
to find QCT. The off diagonal elements (QCTX’Z\ QCTy>z’, QCTz’y’ and QCTZ>X’)
could be forced to zero by constraining Cy» and Cx>to be zero in the least-squares
analysis of the experimental curves. However, this would merely transfer the
alignment error between the cube and crystal frame to the quadrupolar information
derived (Cq and q). The first-order method does easily help sort the variety of
sinusoidal curves, and provide the starting values for the full Hamiltonian extraction of
the QCT.

2.3.2. Starting Values for Hamiltonian Method.
Using the total Hamiltonian with chemical shielding in the LAB frame
(Section 2.1.13.2) starting values for QCTcryStai, C S A ^ ^ i and 8jso were
determined. For QCTcryStaj the results of the first order method are the starting
values with symmetry constraints added. The starting values for the three
independent parameters, QCTX’X\ QCTy’y*, and QCTx’y’ for each site are:

-1.1872
Qc t AZ(2) = 0.7899
0
-0.8855

0

0.7899

0
MHz
-4.4690
-{-4.4690+(-1.1872)}
0

-0.7899

0

MHz
Qc t AZ(2)'= -0 7899 -4.6637
0
0
0
-{-4.6637+(-0.8855)}

11.8645

7.8988

0

QCTA/(i) = 7.8988

-3.7773

0

0

-(-3.7773+11.8645)

0

MHz
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7.8142

-10.2779

0

-10.2779

0.4683

0

0

0

MHz

-(0.4683 + 7.8142)

To determine the starting chemical shift values, S|SO literature values were
collected (Table 2-3). 5jso for the five- and six-coordinate sites used are 35 and 10
ppm respectively.^ Shown are the intermediate C S A ^ y ^ values determined with a
least-squares iteration.
-34

-2 0

0

c s a A1(2) & Al(2)' = -2 0
0

+84

0

0

[3(35)] - (-34) - (84)

'27

46

0

CSA a I(I) & Al(l)' == 46
0

35

0

0

[3(10)] - (27) - (35)

ppm

ppm

Table 2-3: Literature Chemical Shift Values for Andalusite
8jso Al-5-coord.
ppm

6 iso Al-6-coord.

NMR Experiment

Reference

ppm

37.1

15 kHz SATRAS@7 T

Mundus^l

36

12

19.5 kHz MAS @ 14T

Dec52

35

10

18.4 kHz MAS@ 11.7 T

Alemany^O

9kH zM A S@ 11.7T

Lippmaa^^

36
35.5

13

32.5kHz MAS @9.4 T

R o ch a^

35.2

11.9

30 kHz MAS@ 18.8 T

Alemany56
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2.3.3. Results of Total Hamiltonian for A l(l), A l(l)’, Al(2) and Al(2)’
The least-squares analysis o f the specific energy-level transitions as a function
of the rotation angles, Ol a B-Y» fitted to the experimental transitions for all points on
all three rotation axes provide the fitted QCT, CSA and offset results (Appendix C).
This analysis is determined for all four inequivalent aluminum sites separately. The
offset angle errors extracted are 6.19°, 4.97° and -0.26° respectively for the X’-,
and Z '-axis rotations. The CSA and QCT determined for all four sites are listed:
9.489

10.061

0

0
MHz
QCTA/(1) = 10.061 -0.9589
0
0
-8.5273
10.796

-8.7558

0

-8.7558

-2.2866

0

0

0

-8.5098

-1.1176

-0.8439

0

Qc t A/(2) = -0.8439
0

-4.6758

0

0

5.7934

QCT/wa)’=

-1.399

1.3025

0

Qc t A/(2),= 1.3025
0

-4.3963

0

0

5.7953

-45.914

0

CSAm ) = -45.914 -35.397

0

-27.95

MHz

MHz

MHz

ppm

0

0

31.576

-28.305

24.245

0

C^ A /(1 )’ = 24.245
0

-95.323

0

0

-10.541

ppm
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Y '-,

-9.1864 -23.005

0

CSAAl(2) = -23.005 -95.323

0

0

0

-10.541

-29.319

10.134

0

CSAAl(2)' = 10.134

-88.246

0

0

-6.8772

0

ppm

ppm

2.3.4. Simultaneous Extraction of QCT for Symmetry Related Sites
Once the individual QCT’s and CSA’s are found by a least-squares fit to the
transition frequencies calculated from the total Hamiltonian of all four inequivalent
sites, the relationship between the two five-coordinate sites and two six-coordinate
sites is accounted for in a least-squares analysis. By symmetry, the QCTcrySta[ and

CSAcrystaj for the two five-coordinate sites should differ only by the sign of QCTx y >
QCTyx- CSAx y ^

CSA yx This is also true for the six-coordinate site. For a

simultaneous least-squares analysis, the starting value for the QCT and CSA is the
average of the Al(2) and Al(2’) QCT’s and CSA’s previously determined separately
for the five-coordinate site. Likewise, the average of the Al(l) and A l(l’) tensors is
used for the six-coordinate site. The xy and yx components are negative for the Al(2)
tensors and positive for the Al(2)’ tensors, QCT and CSA. The six-coordinate sites
are likewise constrained except that QCTXy and QCTyx 316 positive for Al(l) and
negative for A l(l)’ with CSAXy and CSAyx negative for Al(l) and positive for A (l)’
(Appendix D). Plots of the fits for the simultaneous analysis of the QCT’s and CSA’s
for both the five- and six-coordinate site are shown in Figure 2-21 to 2-23.
The least-squares extraction of CSAcryStaj for the five-coordinate site provides
the first determination of the chemical shift tensors for a five-coordinate aluminum
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Figure 2-21: Least-squares fit to first satellite transition frequencies (o) of all
symmetry related data for the two magnetically inequivalent five-coordinate sitesAl(2) and Al(2)’
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Figure 2-22: Least-squares fit to first satellite transition frequencies (o) o f all
symmetry related data for the two magnetically inequivalent six-coordinate
sites—A id ) and A id )’.
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Figure 2-23: Least-squares fit to the central transition frequencies (x or +) for all
symmetry related data of the two magnetically inequivalent 5-and 6-coordinate
sites including error bars ±FWHH of the measured transition frequencies.
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site. The large error in CSA crystal for the six-coordinate site is due to the difficulty
in measuring a small chemical shift interaction in the presence of a large quadrupolar
interaction where the second order quadrupolar shift is a significant component of the
central transition frequencies.

2.3.5. Final Results from Total Hamiltonian
The QCT’s and CSA’s from the least-squares simultaneous fits of the
crystallographically equivalent sites with the error estimate (lo ) listed in parentheses

are:
-1.2562(5)

±1.0328(5)

0

QCTAl(2)'and Al(2) = ±1.0328(5) -4.5861(6)
0
0

0

10.229(3)

5.8323(8)

±9.269(4)

0

QCTAl(l)andA l(l)' = ±9.269(4) -1.814(3)
0
0

0

'28(46)

MHz

-8.415(4)

±4(54)

0

CSAA l(l)and A l(l)' = ±4(54) 33(44)
0
0

0

c s a A1(2)' and

MHz

ppm

32(63)

25(13)

±17(16)

0

Al(2) = ±17(16)
0

76(14)

0

0

5(16)

ppm

The QCTcrystai tensors are converted into the PAS by diagonalization of the
tensors to produce the eigenvalues and direction cosines. The eigenvalues provide the
magnitude of the QCT vectors; the direction cosines provide the orientation in space
of the eigenvalues. From the single-crystal NMR experiment, Cq and q are
determined.
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Experimental

Site

n

Cq

5-coordinate

5.8323(8)MHz

0.6733(2)

6-coordinate

15.261(7) MHz

0.1029(3).

Site

Eieenvalues

Al(2); 5-Coord.

Al(2)’; 5-Coord.

Al(l); 6-Coord.

A l(l)’; 6-Coord.

Eigenvectors
Direction Cosine Angles
'164.13° 105.87° 90.00°'

'-0.9526

0

0

0

-4.8797

0

0

0

5.8323

90.00°

'-0.9526

0

0

'164.13°

0

-4.8797

0

0

0

5.8323

-6.8457

0

0

0

-8.4160

0

0

0

15.2607

'-6.8457

0

0

0

-8.4160

0

0

0

15.2607

MHz

MHz

74.13°

164.13° 90.00°
0°
90.00°
74.13°

105.87° 164.13° 90.00°
90.00°

90.00°

'118.50° 151.50°
MHz

90.00°

90.00°

151.50°

61.50°

*61.50° 151.50°
MHz

90.00°'

°°
90.00°'
0°
0°
90.00°'

90.00°

0°

151.50° 118.50°

0°

90.00°

2 3 .6 . Comparison o f Single-Crystal Results to Literature
The results of this single-crystal NMR experiment match well with previous
NMR experiments for andalusite. Hafher, Raymond, and Ghose did a 25 °C single
crystal experiment on andalusite in 1970^9. The Cq, tj, EFG’s, eigenvalues and angles
from the direction cosines of the Ghose study are presented for comparison.
Ghose

Site

Cq

a

5-coordinate

5.9(1) MHz

0.9

6-coordinate

15.7(2) MHz

0.08
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Results of Ghose Single Crystal NMR o f A n d a lu s ite ^ ^
-1.202

±1.144

0

QCTAl^andAlG)’* ±1.144 -4.6998

0

0

0

QCTAKI) and Al(l)’ = ±9.83 -2.59
0
0

0

Site

Al(2) or Al(2)’ ?

5.900

±9.83

10.46

A l(l) or A l(l)’ ?

0

Eigenvalues
0

0

0

-8.42

0

0

0

15.73

0

0

0

-5.04

0

0

0

5.9

MHz

-8.42

Eigenvectors
Direction Cosine Angles
118.21° 151.79° 90.00°

-7.86

-0.861

MHz

MHz

‘

MHz

90.00°

90.00°

0°

151.79°

61.79°

90.00°

' 163.398° 106.602°

90.00°

73.398° 163.698°

90.00°

90.00°

90.00°

0°

Previous NQR and MAS studies of andalusite compare well to this single
crystal experiment (Table 2-4). Andalusite, well studied by NMR, shows the
functionality of MAS, quintuple-quantum NMR55*56t

high-fleld ultra-fast MAS

(spin speeds to 35 kHz) probes.57 The crystal is in a stable phase at room temperature
and pressure.5839'63 T h e crystal structure is well established by single-crystal X-ray
diffraction.6061626364 Thus, the results from this study compare well to expected
results and should provide a good test compound for molecular orbital and density
functional calculations of the EFG at the aluminum sites.
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Table 2 4 : The Quadrupolar Parameters from Previous NMR Studies of Andalusite

5-Coordinate

6-Coordinate

cq
h
^iso
MHz
ppm
Single-Crystal NMR at 9.4 T
5.8323(8)

.6733(2)

35

Reference

Cq
MHz

11

^iso
ppm

15.261(7)

.1029(3)

10

15.7

.08

—

15.5

.12

12

Dec^^

15.5

0

10

AlemanySO

15.3

.08

13.0

Rocha^

15.261(3)

.106(1)

15.3

.13

This work

Single-Crystal NMR at 1.4 T
5.9

.69

-~

Hafner39

Powder 19.5 kHz MAS at 14 T
5.9

.7

36

Powder 18.4 kHz MAS at 11.7 T
5.73

.7

-~

Powder 32.5 kHz MAS at 9.4 T
5.8

.69

35.5

Powder NQR
5.960(18)

.700(2)

—

Lee and Bray^S

Powder 30 kHz MAS TQSQ at 18.8 T
5.6

.76

35.2

11.9

Alemany^

Powder 12 kHz MAS TQSQ at 7.05 T
33.5

—

—

—

Bodart&>

“is

,o

II
n

X=6.5
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2.4.

Assignment of NMR Quadrupolar Information to Specific Coordinate
Sites in the Crystal
2.4.1. Inability to Assign 5-Coordinate Site by NMR Alone.
Ghose39 assigned the largest Cq value of 15.7 MHz to the six-coordinate

site in andalusite based on the large degree of distortion of the octahedron and the very
long Al-O bond distance (2.085A). Symmetry could not be used to assign the sites
because equivalent sites that are related by a mirror plane or a two-fold rotation axis
must both have a principal axis parallel to the c-axis. Therefore, the five-coordinate
site must remain unassigned by NMR and X-ray crystallography alone. Not only can
the five-coordinate site not be assigned, but the careful extraction of the magnetically
inequivalent tensors cannot be assigned to specific sites for the five- or six-coordinate
sites. The orientation of the tensor at each symmetry related crystal site cannot be
determined nor can the direction of Cq.

2.4.2. What MO and DFT Calculations Add to NMR Results
This study differs from all other NMR studies of andalusite in that the NMR
and X-ray crystallography results (Table 2-5 and 2-6) are combined**'? with embedded
cluster molecular orbital calculations using Gaussian92*>8, MO, and full crystal
density functional calculations using W ien97^, DFT. Professor Randall W. Hall and
Chris R. Harwell performed the MO and DFT calculations at Louisiana State
University, Department of Chemistry. The MO calculations placed point charges with
values corresponding to the oxidation state of the atom at sites corresponding to the
115 K andalusite crystal structure (Tables 6 and 7) with embedded A

l O ^ or AlOg-^

clusters in the center. 857 point charges (27 unit cells) are used for the six-coordinate
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( Vz, Vz, V z - z )

( V z , x/z, Vz + z )

’V

-

▼z

Figure 2-24: This drawing depicts the crystal structure of andalusite from 115 K
X-ray determination showing the four crystallographically equivalent sixcoordinate sites in the unit cell. Specific coordinates from selected sites are used
in the DFT and MO calculations. The inversion related sites are magnetically
equivalent while sites related by 2-fold symmetry are magnetically inequivalent.
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y
I

'
—

>x

V
y

Figure 2-25: This drawing depicts the crystal structure of andalusite from 115 K
X-ray determination showing the four crystallographically equivalent fivecoordinate sites in the unit cell. Specific coordinates from selected sites are used
in the DFT and MO calculations. The inversion related sites are magnetically
equivalent while sites related by m-fold symmetry are magnetically inequivalent.
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Table 2-5: Fractional Coordinates of Andalusite Crystal from 115 K X-Ray
Crystal Structure (Z=4)
Atom

X

z

y

Site Label

A l(l)

0

0

0.24177(7)

0 ,0 , z

A l(l)

0

0

0.75823

0 , 0 , 2-z

A l(l)’

'/2

'ft

0.25823

ft, ft, 'ft - z

A l(l)’

ft

ft

0.74177

ft, 'ft, f t + z

Al(2)

0.37014(5)

0.13888(5)

ft

x, y. f t

Al(2)

0.62986

0.86112

ft

2-x, 2-y,

Al(2)’

0.12986

0.63888

0

f t -x, 'ft +y, 0

Al(2)’

0.87014

0.36112

0

'ft +x, f t -y, 0

Si

0.24590(4)

0.25175(4)

0

0(1)

0.4229(1)

0.3628(1)

ft

0(2)

0.4246(1)

0.3625(1)

0

0(3)

0.1028(1)

0.4002(1)

0

0(4)

0.22980(7)0.13340(7)

Cell constants a = 7.795(3) k

ft

0.2395(1)

\ b - 7.889(2) A; and c = 5.5549(1) A

Table 2-6: Input Coordinates in Angstroms for Gaussian 5-Coordinate Site Reported
in 1.4.4
z

Atom

X

y

Site Label

Al(2)

2.8849

1.0958

2.7774

x, y, f t

01

2.4736a

2.8623

2.7774

0(1)

02

2.6740*>

-0.787ic

2.111

0(3)

03

1.0713e

0.7875f

2.111 A^

0(3)
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Table 2-6 Continued

Atom

x

y

z

Site Label

04

3.97898

1.0526

4.2245h

0(4)

05

3.97898

1.0526

1.3303

0(4)

a 3.29652-2.88524(x) = -(2.4736 - 2.8849(x))
b a/2 -2.88524(x) - .801326 = 2.8849(x) - 2.6740
c b/2 -1.09562(y) -3.15718 = -(1.0958(y) + -0.7873)
d c/2 -2.77745(z) - 0 = 2.7774(z) -2.7774
e a/2 -2.88524(x) + .801326 = 2.8849(x) - 1.0713
f b/2 -1.09562(y) - 3.15718 = -(1.0958(y) -0.7875)
8 2.88524(x) - 1.79129 = -(2.8849(x) -3.9789)
b c - 1.3303 ; 0 5 and 0 4 are related by inversion____________________________
Table 2*7: Input Coordinates in Angstroms for Gaussian 6-Coordinate Site Reported
in 1.4.4
Atom

X

A l(l)

0

01

0.6010a

y

z

Site Label

0

1.3432

0,0 , z

-1.0824b

0.0002c

0(1)

02d

-0.6010

1.0824

0.0002

0(1)

03e

-0.5877

1.0847

2.7776

0(2)

04

0.5877^

-1.08478

2.7776h

0(2)

05

1.7913

1.0524

1.3306

0(4)

06*

-1.7913

-1.0524

1.3306

0(4)

a a/2 - 3.29651

d 0 2 related by inversion to 01

b 2.86213- b /2

e 0 3 is related by inversion to 0 4
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Table 2-7 Continued
c c/2 - 2.77745

f a/2 - 3.30976

8 2.86213 -b/2

‘ 0 6 related by inversion to 0 5

h c /2 -0

Table 2-8: Coordinates in Angstroms for Wien 5-Coordinate Site Reported in 1.4.3
Atom

X

z

Al(2)

2.8849

1.0958

2.7774

x, y, '/i

01

3.2965

2.8621

2.7774

0(1)

02

3.0962a

-0.7873b

2.7774°

0(3)

03

4.6988d

0.7873e

2.7774°

0(3)

04

1.7913

1.0524

1.3304

0(4)

05^

1.7913

1.0524

4.22458

0(4)

y

Site Label

a a/2 -2.88524(x) - .801326 = -(2.8849(x) - 3.0962)

b b /2 -1 .0 9 5 6 2 (y )-3.15718= -(1.0958(y) +-0.7873)
c c/2 -2.77745(z) - 0 = 2.7774(z)-2.7774
d a/2 -2.88524(x) + .801326 = -(2.8849(x) - 4.6988)
e b/2 -1.09562(y) - 3.15718 = -(1.0958(y) - 0.7873)
f 0 5 and 0 4 are related by inversion

8 c - 1.3304

Table 2-9: Coordinates in Angstroms for Wien 6-Coordinate Site Reported in 1.4.3
Atom

X

z

y

Site Label

A l(l)

0

0

1.3432

0,0, z

01

1.7913

1.0524

1.3304

0(4)

02a

-0.5877

1.0847

2.7774

0(2)

03b

-1.7913

-1.0524

1.3304

0(4)

04

0.5877C

-1.0847d

2.7774°

0(2)
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04

0.5877C

-1.0847d

2.7774^

y

z

0(2)

Table 2*9 Continued
Atom

x

05f

-0.6010

1.0824

06

0.60108

-1.0824h

0

Site Label

0 ( 1)
0 ( 1)

a 0 2 is related by inversion to 0 4

f 0 6 is related by inversion to 0 5

b 0 3 is related by inversion to 01

g a/2 - 3.29651

c a/2-3.30976

h 2.86213- b /2

d 2.86213- b /2

» c/2-2.77745

e c /2 -0
cluster and 858 point charges are used for the five-coordinate cluster. The basis set for
the MO calculations is 6-31 l++g(3d,3p). The DFT also used coordinates
corresponding to the 115 K structure (Tables 2-8 and 2-9). For the MO calculations,
the aluminum site analogous to (0,0,z) is used for the six-coordinate aluminum site
(Figure 2-24) and (x, y, l/ i ) is used for the five-coordinate aluminum site (Figure 225). Results from the DFT and MO calculations provide the EFG at specific
aluminum sites in the unit cell. The purpose of this work is to use EFG calculations to
determine unambiguously the magnitude and direction of the QCT’s for all the
aluminum sites in andalusite. If the EFG’s derived from the MO or DFT calculations
compare well to the QCT’s extracted from the experimental work in both magnitude
and direction then this project will be successful because it will:
•

validate the accuracy of 27A1 MO and DFT calculations for a fivecoordinate site with low symmetry;
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•

allow the assignment of experimental QCT’s including orientation for
all eight aluminum sites in the unit cell of andaiusite; and

•

allow for the first unambiguous assignment of a five-coordinate
aluminum site.

2.4.3. DFT Calculation Results
The EFGcrySta], eigenvalues and direction cosines in the PAS for the full
crystal DFT calculations were calculated by Professor Randall W. Hall and Chris R.
Harwell. The results of the DFT calculations for EFGcryStaj (eq) are in units of Vm-2.
To convert to QCTcryStai (e2qQ/h) in MHz, a conversion factor is needed:
QCTcrystal = EFGcrystal Vm_2 x 3.3924 x 10-21 MHz/Vnr2

DFT

Site

Qj

2-61

a

both 3-coordinate sites

5.578 MHz

0.76

both 6-coordinate sites

13.369 MHz

0.094

DFT 5-Coordinate Sites
QCTl a b /Al(2) DFT

QCT l a b /Al(2)’ DFT

(x, y, Vi) and (2-x, 2-y, Vi)
-0.920

-1.020

0

-1.020

-4.658

0

0

0

5.578

( V4 + x,

MHz

Vi - y, 0) and ( xh - x, Vi + y, 0)

-0.920

1.020

0

1.020

-4.658

0

0

0

5.578
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DFT 5-Coordinate Sites
Eigenvalues

Direction Cosine Angles

-0.660

0

0

0

-4.918

0

0

0

5.578

Al(2) DFT

MHz

'-0.660

0

0

0

-4.918

0

0

0

5.578

Al(2)’ DFT

165.688° 104.312°

90.00°

75.688° 165.688°

90.00°

90.00°

90.00°

"165.688°
MHz

°°

75.688°

90.00°

104.312° 165.688°

90.00°

90.00°

0°

90.00°

DFT 6-Coordinate Sites
Q C T la b / a k d d f t

q c tla b
( Vi,

(0,0, z) and (0 ,0 ,1 - z)
'9.076

8.344

0

8.34

-1.617

0

0

0

-7.459

MHz

A l(l)’ DFT

Vi, Vz - z) and ( Vi, Vi, Vt + z)

" 9.076

-8.344

0

-8.34

-1.617

0

0

-7.459

0

Eigenvalues

A1(1)DFT

m i) ’d ft

MHz

Direction Cosine Angles

-6.180

0

0

0

-7.459

0

0

0

13.639

-6.180

0

0

0

-7.459

0

0

0

13.639

MHz

MHz

118.67° 151.32°

0°

90.00°

90.00°

0°

151.32°

61.32°

90.00°

‘61.32°

151.32°

0°

90.00°

90.00°

0°

151.32° 118.67° 90.00°

DFT calculations use the atoms and coordinates of a unit cell of the crystal as the
starting parameters with symmetry considerations. Therefore, symmetry is conserved- QCTxz> QCTyz* Q C T^x, and QCTzY equal zero for both the five- and sixcoordinate sites. From the results of the DFT calculations the experimental QCT
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n-

QC

0.8
0 (1).

0.6

QC
AI(2)
0.5

0.2

P(3)

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8

1

Figure 2-26: This partial unit cell o f andalusite in fractional coordinates
shows the four five-coordinate aluminum sites with their corresponding
QCT tensors (both orientation and direction) in the PAS. Dashes represents
the experimental QCT’s that have been paired with the lines that represent
the calculated DFT QCT’s derived from the calculated EFG’s at each of the
four five-coordinate aluminum sites. By symmetry one QCT axis must be
parallel to the c-axis and is QCTZZfor each five-coordinate site. The
greatest difference between the calculated and experimental QCT axes is at
most 1.56° (Appendix F).
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Figure 2-27: This partial unit cell of andalusite in angstroms shows the four
six-coordinate aluminum sites with their corresponding QCT tensors (both
orientation and direction) in the PAS. Dashes represent the experimental
QCT’s that are paired with the lines that represent the calculated DFT
QCT’s derived from the calculated EFG’s. The experimental and DFT
QCT’s overlay too close to detect the minor differences. By symmetry, one
QCT axis must be parallel to the c-axis and is QCTyy for each sixcoordinate site. The greatest difference between the calculated and
experimental QCT axes is 0.17° (Appendix F).
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1

Figure 2-28: Dashes represent the experimental QCT’s and lines represent the
calculated MO QCT’s from the calculated EFG’s in the PAS for the fivecoordinate sites in fractional coordinates. The experimental and MO QCT’s
do not coincide in orientation.
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b/A
Figure 2-29: Dashes represent the experimental QCT’s and lines represent the
calculated MO QCT’s derived from the calculated EFG’s in the PAS the sixcoordinate sites in Angstroms. The experimental
----u> me ifAS the sixin orientation.
experimental and MO QCT’s do not coincide
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tensors may be unambiguously assigned to the four magnetically inequivalent fivecoordinate aluminum sites (Figure 2-26) along with the sign of Cq by matching the
experimental QCT’s to corresponding DFT calculated QCT’s extracted from specific
aluminum sites. The DFT calculations also unambiguously assign the four
magnetically inequivalent six-coordinate aluminum sites to the experimental QCT
tensors (Figure 2-27) along with the sign of Cqby the same method.

2.4.4. Analysis of MO Calculations
The EFGcrystai, eigenvalues and direction cosines in the PAS for the
embedded cluster MO calculations were done by Professor Randall W. Hall and Chris
R. Harwell. The results of the embedded cluster MO calculations for EFGcryStai (eq)
are in atomic units (au). To convert to QCTcrySta| (e^qQ/h) in MHz, a conversion
factor is needed:

QCTcrystal= EFGcryStai au x -32.966 MHz/au

MO

Site

Cq

5-coordinate site
6-coordinate site

2-62

a

5.338 MHz
15.97 MHz

0.58
0.14

MO 5-Coordinate Site

QCTl a b /Al(2) MO
-2.549 -1.308 -2.630
(x, y, Vr )

-1.308 -1.912 -0.387
-2.630 -0.387

MHz

4.461
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MO 5-Coordinate Site
Eigenvalues

Direction Cosine Angles

-1.110

0

0

0

-4.228

0

0

0

5.338

Al(2) MO

MHz

'61.36°

149.52°

80.42°'

35.08°

59.52°

74.32°

71.50°

90.38°

161.50°

MO 6-Coordinate Site
QCTLAB /Al(l) MO
10.615

(0,0,z)

10.008

10.008 -3.283
1.924

-0.093 MHz

-0.923 -7.332

Eigenvalues

A l(l) MO

1.924

Direction Cosine Angles

'-6.876

0

0

0

-9.09

0

0

0

15.97

MHz

i00.39°

61.30°

149.14°'

64.60°

138.33°

120.53°

152.30° 117.40°

94.09°

Symmetry is not conserved in the MO calculated QCT’s for either the five- or
six- coordinate aluminum sites. While in the PAS system, the Cq, and T) values are
close to the experimental values (Table 2-10), MO calculations could not be used to
determine the direction of the EFG in the PAS or to differentiate between A l(l) and
A l(l)’ (Figure 2-29) or between Al(2) and Al(2)’(Figure 2-28).
2.5.

Conclusion
•

DFT calculations successfully determined the EFG for the five- and
six-coordinate aluminum sites. The validity o f the EFG determined
from the MO calculations are ambiguous.
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Table 2*10: A Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Results in PAS

5-Coord. Site
Al(2)
Experimental

Cq
MHz
5.8323

T1
0.6733

DirectionCosinexx
164.13°

DirectionCosinexY
105.87°

DirectionCosineYX
74.13°

5.9

0.69

163.398°

106.602°

73.398°

DFT

5.578

0.76

165.688°

104.312°

75.688°

MO

5.338

0.58

61.36°

149.52°

35.08°

Ghose39

15.261

0.1029

118.50°

151.50°

DirectionCosinezY
61.50°

15.7

0.08

118.21°

151.79°

61.79°

DFT

13.369

0.094

118.67°

151.32°

61.32°

MO

15.97

0.14

100.39°

61.30°

6-Coord. Site
Al(l)
Experimental
Ghose39

117.4°

5.8323

0.6733

164.13°

74.13°

DirectionCosineYX
105.87°

5.9

0.69

163.398°

73.398°

106.602°

DFT

5.578

0.76

165.688°

75.688°

104.312°

MO

5.338

0.58

NA

5-Coord. Site
Al(2)’
Experimental
Ghose39

DirectionCosinezY

6-Coord Site
Al(l)’
Experimental

NA

NA

15.261

0.1029

61.50°

151.50°

118.50°

15.7

0.08

61.79°

151.79°

118.21°

DFT

13.369

0.094

61.32°

151.32°

118.67°

MO

15.97

0.14

NA

NA

NA

Ghose39
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•

DFT calculations are successful in determining the orientation of the
experimental QCT’s at the aluminum sites. MO calculations do not
successfully determine the orientation at the aluminum sites.

•

DFT calculations in conjunction with single-crystal NMR provide the
information needed to assign the experimental QCT’s including
orientation to all eight aluminum sites in the unit cell of andalusite; MO
calculations cannot provide such information.

•

DFT calculations, in conjunction with single-crystal NMR, do allow for
the first unambiguous assignment of a five-coordinate aluminum site.

2.6.
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CHAPTER 3: 27A1 SOLID-STATE FREQUENCY-STEPPED NMR
3.1.

Introduction
A powder spectrum may be simulated to aid in determining Cq and i) values

by calculating the electric field gradient (EFG) in the PAS
0

1)
0

EFGPAS =

0

-~cq(n+1) o

0

3-1

o

To simulate a power average, two rotations of the EFG in the principal axis system
(PAS) are done over the Euler angles \jr (0 to n/2) and 0 (0 to te/2) using the Conroy
Wolfsburg tiling scheme I , 2 where:

cosy/ -siniff 0"
COS0 0 sin0
Riff = sinyr cos iff 0 ;R0 = 0
1
0
0

0

1

-sin0

3-2

0 COS0

cosO cos yf -cos0 s iniff sin0
A = R9-Riff =
sin iff
cos iff
0
-cos \/f sin 0 sin 0 sin iff cos0

3-3

Using the rotation matrix, A, EFGp a s *s converted to EFGl a b by:
EFG l a b = AT -EFG p a s •A
Adding the spin angular momentum operators to the EFGl a b the quadrupolar
Hamiltonian in Hertz,
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3-4

with C = ------------ is added to the Zeeman Hamiltonian,
61(21-1)
HZ =

~Y Iz B° in Hertz

3-6

or to the Zeeman and chemical shift Hamiltonians,

3-7

HZ + H CS =
to give the total Hamiltonian, H p = HZ + H q + H( 7 5 .3104-5

3-8

The Conroy-Wolfsberg tiling scheme approximates the double integration
from 0 to n il over \|f and 0 to n il over 0. The number of sampled points, N, used
in the simulation is 9644 and the odd integer step length vector, g, is [2373, 3351]
for t|f and 0 respectively. The angle increment array for \jr and 0 is the remainder of
(n/N) x g) x n il where n equals 0 to N -l. This sampling scheme makes a symmetric
spiraling pattern that effectively and smoothly covers the integrated area. Currently
the largest number of sampling points reported is 16574 with g = [1691,3783]^
The diagonalization of the total Hamiltonian provides the transition
probabilities, U, and the transition frequencies, E, in the PAS. However, the
computer algorithm used for matrix diagonalization is prone to rearranging the
eigenvalues, E, and eigenvectors, U. Since the Zeeman interaction is always the
largest, sorting of U is based on the sorting o f the frequencies (eigenvalues), E, as
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determined by the diagonalization. The transition probability matrix, p, is
determined from?:

p = 2/r(yx£i)^ U l x U T

3-9

and a specific transition frequency is E(n+ i) - E(n) where n can be 1,2,

The

value o f B lf the amplitude of the RF pulse, can be set to any small, finite value,
typically 0.1 mT. The spectral intensity at a specific frequency and orientation is
p. However, p sin 0, is used in this study to equally distribute the ConradWolfsburg tiling over the spherical quadrant tiled. An ordered collection of these
spectral transitions produces a spectrum.
The spectrum simulated assumes too narrow a line width because the
calculation does not take into consideration all factors that broaden the linewidths.
Line broadening may be artificially imposed by adding a line-broadening factor,
Gaussian for most solids and Lorentzian for most solutions (Figure 3-1). The
Gaussian line broadening factor L B q in Hertz is used in the following equation,
where 1/T2G *s approximately the half width at half height (HWHH) of the
experimental s p e c t r u m ^ ;
V2XM 2)
ttx

LB q

The Lorentzian broadening factor L B l in Hertz defined in terms of T 2 L is:

T2 r = — -—

3-11

nxLBt
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Exponential
Decay

Gaussian

Time Axis

Time Axis

Figure 3-1: Example of typical exponential (solution) and Gaussian (solid) line
The line broadening factor must be applied to the free induction decay,
(FID). The FID is the NMR signal recorded by the spectrometer that decays
exponentially with time. The decay is due to processes that cause the intensity of
the observed NMR signal to decrease and is recorded as a function of time. The
simulated spectrum is in the frequency domain, and represents a Fourier
transformed (FT) representation of the FID. However, the simulated spectrum does
not assume decay over time of the FID, thus very narrow lines are observed in the
simulated spectrum. The decay of the FID can be artificially induced by
multiplying a simulated FID by a damping function, DampT2 G or DampT^f.
(Gaussian or Lorentzian) using: H

D am pTiQ = e

1 t2
2T7 2
c

3-12

r_

D am pTiL —e T 2 l
where t is the time axis (Figure 3-2).
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3-13

Simulated FID without damping

Simulated FID with Gaussian damping

Time axis
Figure 3-2: Example of simulated 27 A 1 FID (I = 5/2, Cq = 25 MHz, T| = 0 ) with
and without a Gaussian damping function (LBq = 10,000 Hz). The time axis runs
from 0 to 250 ps with a dwell of 0.4 ps.
The simulated time axis, t, is an array of incremented integer points the
length (al) of the FID. Each point of the FID is multiplied by a time factor (the
dwell) to create the time axis. The dwell in seconds is l/(spectral width in Hz). To
apply a damping function to a simulated spectrum, the spectrum must be inverse
Fourier transformed (IFT) to change the spectrum to the time domain (FID).
/ ( O — — —»/(v);
IFT
/( v )
>/ ( t )
The Fourier transform function is
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3' M

f((0 )=

J

f( t ) e i m dt or

—OO

J

/(f)cos(fl») + i

—CO

J

f(t)sin(fi)t)

—oo

3-15

f«o)e~ia)td(D.

3-16

w h e re /(v )= 4 ~
2jz
and the inverse Fourier transform function is
OO
/('> = T - f

2n J

— OO

The simulated FID may now be multiplied by the damping function and Fourier
transformed to return the damped FID to the frequency domain (Figure 3-3). The
simulated spectrum now contains a line-broadening factor indicative of a true NMR
spectrum.
Powder simulations (Figures 3-4 to 3-6) show that if undistorted NMR
spectra can be acquired for large Cq values singularities will exist which help in
tentatively assigning the Cq and r\ values to these large quadrupolar site. Good
matches of these quadrupolar values extracted from the experimental spectra to MO
and/or DFT calculations of the 27A1 powder samples would then provide insight
into the EFG at the 27 A 1 nuclei site without using single-crystal NMR.
The acquisition of powder NMR spectra of quadrupolar nuclei with large Cq
and q values that can be easily simulated is currently a major focus of many solidstate NMR spectroscopists and is the focus of this chapter. To attain this goal
higher static magnetic Helds were previously developed to narrow the spectral
width. Figure 3-7 shows the spectral narrowing effects of increasing the magnetic
field.
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d) LBG =

1 0 ,0 0 0

Hz

a) No line broadening

1000

500

0

-500

-1000

Frequency / kHz
Figure 3-3: The FID with line broadening (Gaussian damping) should mimic the
actual transverse relaxation in the xy plane perpendicular to the static magnetic
Held. While too much line broadening washes out the singularities, too little line
broadening (b or c) has no net effect on the undamped FID (a). Simulation d)
depicts a more accurate representation of the spectrum of a ^A 1 1= 5/2, Cq = I
MHz and q = 0.5 line shape.
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Cq = 1 MHz
|-l/2>-»|-3/2>
.

n =0

|-3/2>->|-5/2>

Cq = 5 MHz
T| = 0.5

Cq = 5 MHz
T1=0

-800

-600

-400

-200

0

200

400

600

800

Frequency / kHz
Figure 3-4: 27Al NMR simulation with Cq = 1 and 5 MHz (Appendix A)
of a static powder sample in a 9.4 T field with 5 kHz line broadening,
spectral width of 1.5 MHz and 1024 points.
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Cq = 10 MHz
11=0.5

Cq = 10 MHz
T| = 0

|-l/2>-»|-3/2>

Cn = 15 MHz

Cq = 15 MHz
11=0.5

Cq = 15 MHz

ri=0
-800

-600

-400

-200
0
200
Frequency /kH z

400

600

800

Figure 3-5: ^ M NMR simulation with Cq = 10 and 15 MHz (Appendix A) of
a static powder sample in a 9.4 T field with 5 kHz line broadening, spectral
width of 1.5 MHz and 1024 points.
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Cq = 20 MHz
T1=0
u

Ca = 25 MHz
11

=0.5

Cq = 25 MHz

n=o

u
-800

-600

-400

-200
0
Frequency/kHz

200

400

600

800

Figure 3-6: 27A1 NMR simulation of with Cq = 20 and 25 MHz (Appendix A)
of a static powder sample in a 9.4 T field with 5 kHz line broadening, spectral
width of 1.5 MHz and 1024 points.
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28.2 T
Not Currently Available

67 kHz

18.8 T
94 kHz

14.1 T
137 kHz

9.4 T
199 kHz
JL

-1000

-500

0

500

1000

Frequency/kHz
Figure 3-7: Simulated aluminum spectrum of I = 5/2, Cq = 25 MHz and q = 0 at
varying field strengths. At 9.4 T the RF needed to excite the central transition
would be a 1.25 ps nl2 2?A1 pulse while at 18.8 T the RF needed would be a
2.75 ps n/2 27 A1 pulse, a pulse power more accessible with current probe
designs.
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3.1.1. Static Hahn Spin Echo
A 27a i static n il

- x - i t - acquire Hahn spin echo pulse sequence** where

t>jf (the RF excitation pulse)
1
r-sec
f Jt
i
4 —pulse j

v t { = —7

1

-

3-17

exceeds the full width of the central transition has previously been used to detect Cq
values to 16 MHz in a 500 MHz lH field for the dehydrated zeolite H-ZSM-5^.

180

Figure 3-8: Pulse sequence for the Hahn spin echo
The central transition had a spectral width around 100 kHz. A 0.5 ps ^
of 20 ps, followed by a 1.0 ps

pulse, t

n pulse sequence was used (v,f = 167 kHz).

Optimally the pulse should be short compared to the inverse of the width of the
spectrum for even excitation of the spins. ^
kHz would require a solution ^

A spectrum with a width around 100

pulse length equal or less than 2.5 ps, (100 kHz).

In very rigid solids, the transverse relaxation of the NMR signal may be very
short. If the decay time of the FID is so short that the instrument dead time is longer
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a) Start

b) Apply 90° Pulse

z

z

z

d) Apply 180° Pulse

Figure 3-9:

c) Wait tau time

e) Wait tau time

0 Acquire

Hahn Echo formation
a) equilibrium position
b) 90° pulse moves magnetization from z to y axis
c) the magnetization spreads out along y during first tau
d) the 180° pulse moves the spreading magnetization quickly
to the -y axis
e) the magnetization refocuses at -y during second tau
0
the magnetization begins to spread out during acquisition.

than the NMR signal then a Hahn spin echo sequence might be used to detect the
NMR signal by refocusing the magnetization occurring from the ^

pulse with the

n pulse. The echo occurs by refocusing the magnetization that processes at
different frequencies (Figure 3-5)J®’l 1 The echo acquired is less intense than the
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original signal after a single ^

pulse but the acquisition does not begin until x time

after the 7t pulse. Very high power probes with low ring down time and samples
with similar 27A1 relaxation times along the xy plane during the x precessions are
necessary for effective acquisition using the Hahn echo pulse sequence.

3.1.2. Quantitation
Quantitation of the central transition is done with a very short single pulse
NMR experiment. Quantitation of the central transition of thermally treated zeoliteY has been done using a 90 kHz very short static

single pulse. *2 Quantitation

of the central transition of yttrium aluminum garnet, Y3 AI5 O 1 2 (Cq = 6 MHz for
the tetrahedral site, Cq = 0.6 MHz for the octahedral site;
previously done with a 60 kHz,
NH4 Y

r\ - 0 for both) was

static single p u lse . 13 Quantitation of zeolites,

faujasite and H -Z mordenite were also determined sim ila rly . 14
Cq values < 10 MHz can be determined by measuring the integrated

intensity as a function of pulse length for static single pulse 27 A1 NMR and
comparing the intensities to numerical calculations determined by Fenzke, et al
(Appendix A). 13 Pulse delays greater than 5 T j ’s must be used and the gain, tuning
and pulse power must be held constant among the quantitated samples.
The integrated intensity is proportional to the pulse length and dependent on
the value of Cq especially for large coupling constants. For effective quantitation
pulse widths less than ti/6 are necessary.
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27 Al NMR Pulse Responses

Alum
° c
o_ Cn = 0.38 MHz
e
o

Onfl_
\

• a-A l20 3
Cn = 2.38 MHz
Cn = 10 MHz

0.5

2.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

Pulse Length / us

Figure 3-10: The static quantitative 27A1 NMR spectra were acquired at room
temperature on a Chemagnetics 400 MHz Infinity spectrometer. The carrier
frequency was set on resonance for 1M aluminum nitrate at 104.243008 MHz
with an RF power equal to a 2.90 ps 90° solution pulse. A1(N03)3 and alum
where acquired with a 2 s delay between pulses and a-alumina with an 80 s delay
between pulses. Calculated intensities were determined as a function of pulse
length and power according to the work of Fenzke, et al (Appendix A).23 n/6 tip
angles (~0.5 ps) were necessary for effective quantitation.

The solution integrated intensities are multiplied by
3 [/(/ +1)-m(mj f l)] pr9/35 for t = 5/2 and m = _1/216.
2 /( /+ l) ( 2 /+ l)

3

This factor is used to compare quantitatively solution and solid intensities. All
transitions are observed in the solution state while only the central transition is
integrated in the solid state. The quantitation of the amount of 27Al in very rigid
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solids, solids with very large Cq values and solids with more than one site with
relatively large Cq values are difficult to determine effectively even using the short
powerful single pulses (Figure 3-10).
3.1.3. Pow der Very Fast MAS NMR
Powder aluminum samples with large Cq values and little internal molecular
motion give static single pulse powder NMR spectra with broad, featureless lines.
These static spectra provide little information. Spinning at the magic angle, f) =
54.74° (arccos( V l/3 )) with respect to the magnetic field provides the sample with
an artificial motion thereby reducing the anisotropy at the nuclear site (if spun fast
enough, the first-order quadrupolar effects are averaged out). 17 To reduce the
second-order quadrupolar line broadening the spinning frequency should be greater
than the quadrupolar frequency, o ) q , where w q = v q x

2n

(tin = ------ ■*=—.
u

21(21-1

i m
3-19

)h

If the spinning speed is much faster than any anisotropic interaction the
MAS yields a solution type spectra, purely isotropic, without any information
concerning the anisotropy at the nuclear site. If lower spinning speeds are used,
spin interactions become time dependent and sidebands may occur at spinning speed
intervals. 18 To eliminate the sidebands, the spinning frequency, (% should be much
greater than 2 it times the width of the static spectra. 19 However, the spinning side
band spectrum contains information about the anisotropy (chemical shift and the
first-order quadrupolar shift). If second-order quadrupolar line broadening is so
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large that the spectrum is undecipherable, increasing the field strength will narrow
the central transition thus aiding in the collection of an interpretable spectrum. A
formula to determine the held and spinning conditions necessary for a distortionless
centerband is:20:
c q 2(1+ ~ ) 2 < 1 U v iU rl2
.
6
9 ( I + |)
v ^ is the Larmor frequency and

3-20

v r is the spinning speed (both in Hz). The Larmor

frequency is dependent on the external magnetic field, B0, and y such that:

t>L =—

L

Hz

2n

= 2^x-2-6 -56—-1Q
2.3488T

3-21

m - =69.704xl06rad s 'l T _1.

3-22

Non-spinning (static) spectra were preferred over MAS for large Cq and r\
systems^ ^ until the advent of high field, fast MAS which gives good resolution and
high sensitivity for the determination of Cq,

r\ and 8.20 The simulated spinning

speeds required for large Cq sites using 27Al MAS NMR with r\ = 0 and q = 1 are
shown in Figure 3-11 using differing magnetic fields. The six-coordinate site in
andalusite (15.26 MHz) was clearly observed with an 800 MHz 'H field (18.8 T)
spinning at 30 kHz (263 kHz RF) 22>a 4 0 0 MHz *H field (9.4T) spinning at 32.5
kHz23, a 600 MHz 'H field (14.1 T) spinning at 19.5 kHz24 and with a 500 MHz
lH field (11.7 T) spinning at 18.4 k H z .2 5
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Samoson and Lippmaa determined an approximate analytical formula for the
first-order Hamiltonian of an MAS NMR powder spectrum spinning infinitely
fast.26 As in this study, they disregarded all interactions expect the Zeeman,
isotropic chemical shift and quadrupolar interaction. The simulated powder pattern
of the central transition of a spinning sample may be simulated by their
approximated analytical method if coq/ col is much less than one, with^6

(O l= 2 n x v i ;
m m ,m -l =
’

6

3

3-23

(1+ - r \2 ) x[2/ ( / +1) - 14m2 + 14m - 5] - - ( f i 2 + C 2 + 2D2 + 2 F 2 )
9

x [6 /(/ +1) - 34m2 + 34m -13]}
and

k = -Q ~ ;
(0L
C = —i/cos p sin 2a;
2

B = —[3sin2 /J+ r 7(l+ cos2 0 ) cos 2a];
4

D - —sin 2/3(3 -t;c o s 2a);
4

3-24

F = —n sin ^ sin 2a.
2 '
H
The Conroy-Wolfsburg 1 tiling scheme over a (0 to 2it) and p (0 to it) are
used in the determination of the MAS powder pattern (Appendix A). Figures 3-12
to 3-15 provide examples of a 27Al nucleus infinitely spinning in a 9.4 T field. The
total width of the central transition A (l/2) increases with Cq2 and decreases with
increasing magnetic field by: 27
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7.05 T

100

9.4’

14. IT

17.63T

T] =0

vr
in
kHz

Maximum spin
speed to date

10

20

30

Cq in MHz

100

7.05'

*1=1

9.4T,

14,IT

vr
in
kHz

Maximum spin
speed to date

Cq in MHz
Figure 3-11: The figures above show a combination of Cq, B0 and vr for
which 27Al MAS NMR is an effective experiment. Useful spectra are
accessible for the region bounded by the ordinate, the maximum spin rate,
and the curved trace. Thus, for Cq = 10 MHz, rj=l and B0 =7.05 T, vr must
be approximately greater than 25 MHz.
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17.63T

Ca = 5 MHz

n=o.5

-60

-20
Frequency I kHz

Figure 3-12: Simulated MAS spectra for Cq = 1 and S MHz at 9.4 T for
infinite spinning speed.
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Cq = 10 MHz
Tl=0

Cn = 15 MHz

Cq = 15 MHz
11=0

-60

-40

-20

0
20
Frequency / kHz

40
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Figure 3-13: Simulated MAS spectra for Cq = 10 and 15 MHz at 9.4 T for
infinite spinning speed. Speeds to 35 kHz were necessary at 9.4 T to resolve
the six-coordinate site ( Cq = 15.26 MHz) in andalusite.
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Cq = 20 kHz
ti =

1
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Ca = 20 kHz
1 = 0 .5

Cq = 20 kHz
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Figure 3-14: Simulated MAS spectra for Cq = 20 and 25 MHz at 9.4 T for
infinite spinning speed. MAS speeds to 75 kHz would be necessary at 9.4 T to
resolve the centerband where Cq = 25 MHz.
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This Held not
currently available
28.2 T
35kHz

18.8 T
53 kHz

14.1 T
70 kHz

9.4 T
105 kHz
-100

-50

0

50

100

Frequency / kHz

Figure 3-15: Simulated 27Al MAS spectrum of I = 5/2, Cq = 25 MHz and q = 1
at varying field strengths spinning infinitely fast. Even at infinite spinning
speeds where the second order quadrupolar line broadening is significantly
reduced, nuclei with large quadrupolar interaction have very broad spectral
widths due to the first-order quadrupolar interaction. The line broadening due to
this interaction may be reduced by increasing the field strength.
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9

c i I(I+ l)-4

.

,

Ad/ 2 ) = ----- f-«+hr ■
5 6 o>L I (21-1)

3-25

6

Sites with Cq values above 16 MHz give broad indiscernible patterns
unamenable to spectral simulation at 9.4 T by MAS NMR, chemical shift analysis
or quantitation under normal NMR conditions. This is due in part to the second
order quadrupolar broadening,

v 2 Q, which is no longer much smaller than the

Zeeman interaction.

3.1.4. Double-Rotation (DOR) Spinning NMR
Double-rotation spinning contains a fast spinning small rotor inserted into a
slower spinning larger rotor at designated angles to the magnetic Held. DOR can
significantly reduce the chemical shift anisotropy and the second-order quadrupolar
broadening. DOR has been used to detect Cq values to 7.35 MHz for A1PO-21
using both 500 MHz *H and 300 MHz ^H Helds with inner rotor speeds to 7.5
kHz.28 DOR was able to separate differing aluminum sites with similar chemical
shifts. DOR has also been used to detect the four six-coordinate sites in kyanite
with Cq values ranging from 3.6 to 10.1 MHz using both 500 MHz *H and 750
MHz lH fields with inner rotor speeds to 6.5 k H z .29 DOR requires specially
designed NMR probes which are technically demanding in order to achieve optimal
spin rates around two different axes. Currently the inner rotor speeds needed to
reduce the quadrupolar broadening of very large Cq sites are technically
unavailable.
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3.1.5. Multiple-Quantum Magic-Angle Spinning (MQ-MAS) NMR
In multiple-quantum magic-angle spinning (MQ-MAS) for I = 5/2 nuclei,
the single quantum coherence is transferred to the triple or quintuple quantum
coherence. The coherence transfer is performed using extensive phase cycling
schemes and a two or three pulse sequence. The

v q/ v ,f ratio

should range from 0.5 to 1 for optimum coherence transfer where29
1
6 2 /(2 7 -1 )

v n = ---------- —
^

and

3-26

v rf is the strength of the RF pulse. This implies the need for
a) probes with extremely powerful RF signals for large Cq values,
b) a predetermined knowledge of the probable Cq values within 1.5 MHz, and
c) sites with similar Cq values within the substance.
Using an 800 MHz ^H Held spinning at 20.63 kHz with a strong RF pulse

(280 kHz) the six-coordinate aluminum site of andalusite (15.26 MHz) is
o b s e rv e d .2 2

Using triple-quantum MAS NMR spinning at 3 0 .2 kHz with a strong

t>if of 2 6 5 kHz (4 0 0 MHz ^H field) the six-coordinate aluminum site of andalusite
(1 5 .2 6

MHz) is weakly o b se rv e d .2 3 Using normal MAS NMR conditions (a

spinning speed o f 12 kHz,

v rf of 6 2 .5 kHz and 3 0 0 MHz

field), the six-

coordinate aluminum site in andalusite is unobserved.30 Aluminum compounds
that contain relatively unknown, widely different and very large Cq values are not
good candidates for the extraction of quadrupolar information using MQ-MAS
NMR.
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3.1.6. Spinning Side-Band Analysis of MAS NMR Using SatelliteTransition Spectroscopy (SATRAS).
If the spinning speed is fast enough to significantly reduce the anisotropy of
the powder sample but still smaller than the anisotropic chemical shift, sidebands
develop around the central transition. Numerical simulations of the sideband
intensities can provide quadrupolar and chemical shift information if the secondorder quadrupolar interaction does not broaden the satellite transition sidebands into
obscurity (transitions cannot be distinguished from the background noise).3117
Herzfeld and Berger mathematically produced a method to calculate side-band
intensities given the chemical shift tensor and the spinning speed at a particular
field.32 Sun and Pines also derived a formula to approximate the spinning side
band intensities for quadrupolar systems at fast spinning speeds.33 These sidebands
are usually much less intense than the central transition and are spread out over a
wide frequency range approxim ately^
3CQ
2 x ------- *— .
2/ ( 2/ - 1)

3-27

The width of the sidebands depend on the width of the central transition and usually
have 1/2 to 1/3 less width than the central transition.
To determine the quadrupolar and chemical shift information from the
spinning side-bands, the following issues must be addressed:
•

the spinning speed must be stable;

•

the overlap of other aluminum sites should not interfere with
the analysis;
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•

baseline artifacts must be defined and the baseline corrected
accordingly;

•

The RF pulse should be strong enough to irradiate the entire
spinning sideband pattern and

•

the spectral width should be wide enough to reduce side-band
phase distortions.

If an extensive side-band spectrum is seen, it may be difficult to determine
the central transition. In this case, the central transition may be determined by
acquiring the spectrum at different spinning speeds. The peak with no frequency
shift due to the spinning speed is the central transition.
It was suggested, that I = 5/2 satellite-transition spectroscopy (SATRAS) is
most useful for Cq < 3.3 MHz.20 However, the availability of higher fields and
higher spin speeds has increased the Cq limit. SATRAS has been used to determine
the 27Al sites in sillimanite^^ with Cq values of:
8.9 MHz
6 .8

MHz

(six-coordinate),
(four-coordinate).

SATRAS has also been used to determine the four six-coordinate 27Al sites in
kyanite with Cq values ranging from 3.6 to 10.1 MHz in a 750 MHz
spinning at 15.2 kHz and a 500 MHz

field

field spinning at 19.1 kHz 29

Simulations showed that a Cq value of 14 MHz with r\ equal 0.60 might be
determined by spinning greater than 20 kHz in a 14.1 T field.20 SATRAS is not
successful in determining the quadrupolar information for very large Cq values, >14
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MHz, as the necessary spinning speeds and /or high magnetic fields have not yet
been achieved.

3.1.7. TRAPDOR (Transfer of Populations in Double Resonance) NMR
TRAPDOR (transfer of populations in double resonance) NMR uses the
dipolar interaction between the 27 Al nucleus and an I =
quadrupolar information. The

V2 spin to obtain

MAS NMR echo signal is reduced by 27 Al

irradiation. An analysis of the reduction can provide the Cq and q values at the
27 Al site that causes the reduction. Using TRAPDOR in a 300 MHZ *H field
spinning at 10 kHz, the Cq value of the anhydrous Bronsted aluminum site for
deammoniated NH4 Y zeolite was obtained (Cq = 15.3 MHz; q = 0 .4 ) . 3 5
Aluminum compounds that contain proton rich R group sites (i.e. methyl) directly
bonded to aluminum or indirectly bonded through oxygen or nitrogen may be a
candidate for TRAPDOR extraction of Cq and q if the ^H NMR is observable.

3.1.8. Field-Cycling NMR
Field-cycling NMR is a double resonance method in which the sensitivity of
a l H spin system is used to detect the zero-magnetic field spectrum of a quadrupolar
spin system. Field cycling has demonstrated success in determining high Cq values
for a spin 5/2 nuclei. Using

NMR field cycling, a Cq value of 13.364 MHz and

q = 0.540 was determine from the NO2 site in 3-nitrobenzoic acid.36 A 27Al fieldcycling probe was built by this lab and currently is being tested. If successful,
27a1-27a1 and 27a1-17o or 27a1-14N may possibly be deduced by the field126
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cycling NMR spectra. The T i (spin-lattice relaxation) of the protons must be long
enough,

>10

s, for the shuttle of the sample in and out of the magnetic field.

3.1.9. Nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR)
Nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) spectra display the transition
frequencies of the quadrupolar interaction in a zero magnetic field. NQR may be
used when strong electric field gradients or large quadrupole moments exist/* As
no external magnetic field is used, the Zeeman interaction is negligible compared to
the quadrupolar interaction. 27Al nuclei have two NQR transition frequencies for
each site. The frequency levels of the pure quadrupolar resonances are given by: 4
\
m NQ R

<o q ( 3m2 -1(1+1)

= —4

3 -2 8

1 (2 1 -1 )

The NQR transition frequencies for andalusite, sillimanite and kyanite (Cq’s to
1 5 .2 6

MHz) were previously re c o rd e d .3 7 For andalusite, the NQR frequencies

ranged from 1200 to 5 0 0 0 kHz. Wide varieties of organoaluminum compounds
were studied at observed frequencies from 3 .4 6 to 13.61 MHz. Cq values from
1 1 .5 2

to 4 5 .4 1 MHz were determined.38 The large frequency sweep necessary to

find the NQR transitions and low resonance frequencies make NQR difficult
especially for samples with unknown Cq and q values. The use of a homemade
probe with an automatically tuned loop—gap resonator made sweeping the
frequencies to find the NQR transitions in 8 *Br more automated, which could
extend to 27Al compounds with large quadrupolar coupling constants.39
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3.1.10. Pulsed Field-Stepped NMR
Spectra with very broad widths are difficult to acquire by single pulse or
Hahn spin echoes at high magnetic fields. For high Cq values, usually only the
central transition can be effectively irradiated and information in the inner and outer
satellite transitions is lost or highly deformed. Very small pulse lengths accentuate
the instrument dead time, alleviated in part by the Hahn echo. Because of the
difficulties in acquiring static spectra with very broad lines containing singularities
definitive enough to be simulated, few spectroscopists continue to acquire static
spectra of quadrupolar nuclei with very large Cq values. Thus, an NMR method is
needed that effectively and evenly pulses the spins throughout the broad powder
pattern of a nucleus with a large quadrupolar interaction. Even, effective excitation
of the nuclear spins allows the extraction of quadrupolar and chemical shift
anisotropy data of nuclei normally elusive to the NMR spectrometer. One such
method is field-stepped NMR. The magnetic field is stepped using a high field
magnet with the ability to easily change fields. Usually this magnet differs from the
normal solid-state NMR magnetic at a stationary field with a room temperature
bore. A field-stepped magnet must have a programmable power supply:*041 The
NMR probe is placed in a bore filled either with liquid nitrogen or liquid helium.
The probe must have a broadband capable of tuning for the full step range and
withstand cryogenic temperatures. The need for a special magnet, spectrometer, and
probe, plus the high cost of the cryogenic consumption (liquid nitrogen and liquid
helium) lowers the feasibility of field-stepped NMR. However, with pulsed fieldstepped 27A l n m

r

the acquisition of the complete NMR powder pattern is
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possible. Data points are obtained by signal averaging the Hahn echoes collected at
a field, Fourier transforming the signal, then integrating a specified area around the
carrier frequency. The intensity of the integrated area is the data point for that
specific field. The field is then changed, another signal-averaged echo is acquired,
and the processing repeated. In this way, each data point in a field-stepped
spectrum corresponds to the integrated Fourier Transform of the signal-averaged
echo at one field. The field is stepped and data points collected above and below
the field corresponding to the central transition in order to obtain a representative
powder pattern spectrum from the data points. Data is collected at very low (77K to
4.2 K) temperatures and high magnetic fields (S to 25 Tesla) to suppress molecular
motion and increase the S/N ratio for the very wide spectral widths required.
Simulation of the spectrum provides the quadrupolar information at the aluminum
sites.41
The central, inner, and outer satellite transitions of 9lZ r (I = 5/2) have
previously been detected using field-stepped NMR.42 The Cq value for zirconium
metal was determined to be 18.7 MHz. The central, inner and outer satellite
transitions of a-alumina ((X-AI2 O 3 ) were acquired and simulated (Cq = 2.3 MHz, q
= 0)43 at room temperature and (Cq = 2.33 MHz, q = 0)41 at 4 . 2 K using fieldstepped NMR in this lab.48 a 100 psec it/2 pulse was used in a Hahn echo pulse
sequence. The step-size should be no bigger than the 100 ps pulse can irradiate
effectively. Both results are in good agreement with previous literature values for
the Cq and q values o f 0 C-AI2 O 3 at room temperature.
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Table 3-1: Experimental Quadrupolar Results for YAG
Cg/MHz

n

Type of NMR Experiment

Reference

2.393

0

Single Crystal NMR

Pound44

2.403

.009

Single Crystal NMR

Vosegaard4^

2.38

0

7.525 kHz MAS

Skibsted20

Yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG), Y3 AI5 O 1 2 . has also previously been
acquired with room temperature field-swept NMR4^. Cq values of 0.6 MHz and q
=0 for the six-coordinate site and 6.0 MHz and q = 0 for the four-coordinate site are
resolved. These values are in agreement with single-crystal studies at room
temperature 46 4<7
Katherine Wu, in this lab, collected a Held-swept spectrum of a powder
sample of andalusite (crushed from a gem quality single crystal) at 4.2 K.
Simulation of Katherine Wu’s spectrum gave quadrupolar values of:

Table 3-2: Experimental Quadrupolar Results for Andalusite

Site

Field-Swept NMR
4.2 K Powder
Cg/MHz
3

Single-Crystal NMR
298 K Single-Crystal
Cg/MHz
3

5-coordinate

12.08

.0505

5.8323

.6733

6-coordinate

16.73

.004

15.261

.1029

The Cq and q values do not compare well to the literature values for
andalusite (Table 2-4). The andalusite powder appears to have undergone a phase
change, possibly caused by crushing to a fine powder or reducing the temperature to
4.2 K. The field-stepped 2^A1 NMR spectrum acquired by Katherine Wu contained
192 data points from 4.9 to 5.903 Tesla translating to a 7.743 MHz
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Simulation Cq = 12.2 MHz; T) = 0
Cq = 16.5 MHz; T) = 0

5-Coord.

Mrse Experimental

10.00

9.95

10.10

10.05

6 -Coord

10.20

10.15

Field /Tesla
Simulation
Cq = 12.08 MHz; T] = .004
Cq = 16.73 MHz; ti = .0505
|-l/2>->|-3/2>

|+3/2>-»|+l/2>

3/2>->|-5/2>

|+5/2>*|+3/2>

Coord
5-Coord

Wu Experimental

5.0

5.2

5.4

5.6

Field / Tesla.
Figure 3-16: Experimental (o) and simulated field-swept spectrum o f andalusite
at 77K (top) and 4K (bottom).
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spectral width. The spectrum contained the central, inner, and outer satellite
transitions. The central transition frequency was 59.60 MHz or 5.3724 T. The
simulation had a FID size of 256 data points and a line broadening of 7500 Hz. The
program to simulate field-swept NMR is shown in Appendix A.
The same andalusite powder sample was reacquired in this research group
by Anthony A. Mrse at 77 K. Anthony A. Mrse used 72 data points from 9.9665 to
10.2266 T with a central transition frequency of 112.094 MHz and a spectral width
of 2.88 MHz. This spectrum contained the central and inner satellite transitions for
the five- and six-coordinate aluminum sites but not the outer transition. The Cq was
simulated to be 12.20 MHz with q = 0 for the five-coordinate site and 16.5 MHz
with q=0 for the six-coordinate site. A FID size of 256 with line broadening of 50
Hz was used in the simulation. These values are comparable to Katherine Wu’s
field-stepped spectrum at lower field (4.9 - 5.3 T) and lower temperature (4K).

3.1.11. Pulsed Frequency-Stepped NMR
When it is not possible to sweep the field, the frequency of the nucleus may
be stepped above and below the Larmor frequency when the RF pulse is not strong
enough to excite the entire spectrum. The frequency-swept experiment was first
implemented by Wemmer, Wolff and Mehring^S and continued with the work of
Sindorf and B artuska^. Long pulse lengths with low power (1 ms) pulses and 500
Hz spacings for 256 steps have previously been used to acquire the 27AI frequencyswept spectra o f aluminum ammonium sulfate, A 1NH 4 (S0 4 )2 , with a Cq of 450
k H

z .

The spectrum suffered from artifacts (the second half of the spectrum was
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distorted) due to the low pulse power. However, the first half of the spectrum (high
frequency range) was free from distortions. Using a small tip angle, n/18, the 27A1
satellite transitions have been enhanced using frequency sweeping of OC-AI2 O 3 .5 I
The 17o (1=5/2) spectrum of

enriched (X-AI2 O 3 was acquired using RF sweeps

with cross polarization from 27 A1 to 17o.52

3.1.12. Microwave Spectroscopy
Using Fourier transform gas phase microwave spectroscopy, the 27^1 Cq
value of aluminum monochloride, 2 7 a i3 5 q , was determined to be from -29.2 (2.0)
MHz53 to -30.408(27) MHz5 4 and that of 2 7 a i3 7 q to b e -30.411 MHz. The
27A1 Cq value of aluminum monofluoride, A1F, is -37.59(1.0) MHz53,55 an(j that
of aluminum isocyanide, A1NC, is -35.6264(16) MHz.56 The 27^1 Cq value of
aluminum monohyride, A1H, is -36.72(33) MHz.57 These large Cq values are
comparable to those determined by microwave spectroscopy for ammonia
trimethylalane, (NH 3 Me3 Al), whose Cq value is 29.86 MHz^S and
trimethylamine-alane, (Me3 NAlH 3 ) whose Cq value is 25.032 MHz59. The results
of these alanes are comparable to the Cq values determined by NQR for similar

alanes.38 Thus, gas phase microwave spectroscopy is able to elucidate the very
large Cq values o f some NMR “invisible” 27A1 aluminum compounds.
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3.1.13. Tabulation of NMR Methods for High C q Extraction
From the above discussion, a list of the current experimental approaches to
resolve high Cq aluminum sites is formulated in Table 3-1. The evolution of 27 A1
solid-state NMR has expanded with the study of zeolites, glasses, ceramics,
cements, and catalysts. This NMR study is mainly concerned with the structure and
coordination of organometallic aluminum/nitrogen/carbon compounds as
determined from solid-state NMR with comparisons to molecular orbital and density
functional calculations. In this study, the NMR method of choice for elucidation of
high Cq values is a mixture of frequency-sweeping and field-stepping called
frequency-stepping. With the use of very short, powerful pulses, the frequencystepped NMR experiment may be used to obtain quantitatively correct powder
patterns of high spin (1= 9/2) systems.^®
Table 3-3: Current Experimental Approaches to Resolve High Cq 27A1 Sites
Sample

Coord.

Me3 Al-NH 3

#

Technique

H-ZSM-5
Dehydrated
Zeolite

4

Gas Phase Microwave
Spectroscopy
High Power Static NMR
500 MHz lH
vr f = 167 kHz

Andalusite*

6

High Speed, High Field

4

Al2 S i0 5
Kyanite*
Al2Si0 5

Cq/MHz

q

Ref.

29.86

0

58

16

0.1

9

15.3

0.08 23

10.1

0.27

MAS 400 MHz *H
vr = 32.5 kHz
6

High Field DOR
750 MHz *H
vr = 6.5 kHz (inner)
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29

Table 3-3 Continued
Sample

Coord. # Technique

Andalusite*
Al2 Si0 5

6

High Speed, High Field
MQMAS

Cq/MHz

q

Ref

15.26

0.13

22

1 0 .1

0.27

29

800 MHz ! h
Vjf = 280 kHz
vr = 20.63 kHz
Kyanite*
Al2 Si0 5

6

SATRAS
750 MHz ! h
vr = 15.2 kHz
vrf = 40-50 kHz

NH4 -Y

4

TRAPDOR

15.3

35

0 .4

Deammoniated
Zeolite

300 MHz ! h
vr = 10 kHz

3-nitrobenzoic
acid

*7o Field-Cycling

13.364

0.54

36

Andalusite*
Al2 SiC>5

6

Field-Swept
4 .9 -5 .3 Tesla

16.73

0.004 41

organoaluminum
<x-A12 0 3

6

NQR
Frequency-Swept

to 38.15
2.38

0 -1

6

0

38
51

* Only the largest Cq value of the 4 sites in kyanite or of the two sites in
andalusite are reported

3.2.

Methylaluminoxane

3.2.1. 27Ai Solid-State MAS NMR of MAO
The lack of progress in 27 A 1solution state NMR led to the search by
scientists for another means of structural characterization of MAO. Perhaps 27 A1
solid-state NMR could be used to characterize MAO. Thus, the objective of this
chapter is to determine the usefulness of 27A1 solid-state NMR in MAO
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VO

With air exposure
two days in the rotor

Freshly Packed

500

0

-500

5 / ppm
Figure 3-17: The MAS of “pristine” (a) and air-exposed (b) MAO show that
samples must be carefully handled. The MAS of slightly decomposed samples
show 3-, 4-, 5-, and 6 -coordinate aluminum sites. At the level of
decomposition (air-exposed) shown here the methoxy peak at 51 ppm ( ^ C
MAS NMR) is not yet observed (see Figure 3-18). A 0.9 ps n/ 6 single pulse
with phase cycling was used at a carrier frequency of 104.243000 MHz. The 5
mm zirconia rotors were packed under argon and spun at 9 kHz in air at room
temperature. Twelve hundred scans were acquired with a delay between pulses
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characterization. The NMR MAS experiments were performed on a Chemagnetics
Infinity 400 MHz NMR spectrometer. A triple-resonance Chemagnetics MAS
probe with a S mm ID solenoidal coil, and aluminum-free Polyflon tuning capacitor
were used for the NMR MAS acquisitions. The spectrometer deadtime was 14 ps.
The solution 27A190° pulse length was 4 ps. The FID was acquired with a dwell of
2

ps, data length of 2 k, pulse delay of 0.5 s, and an accumulation of

1200

transients.

The acquisition of informative 27 AI MAO spectra is hindered by the large
quadrupolar interaction and the air sensitivity o f the compound.
The room temperature 27 Al MAS NMR spectrum of MAO solid or gel gives
indiscernible patterns at 400 MHz and 750 MHz fields spinning at 9 MHz and 15
MHz respectively. 27 a i MAS NMR of MAO is also sensitive to slight air exposure
which changes the spectrum from an indiscernible pattern (Figure 3-17a) to a
spectrum showing several coordination environments, four-, five-, and sixcoordinate aluminum and possible three-coordinate aluminum as a very broad
underlying transition (Figure 3-17b). Previously published results show a 27A1
MAS NMR spectrum of solid MAO with the three characteristic peaks of what is
now determined to be a compromised solid MAO sample.^ ^ The main
determination of the extent of air exposure prior to this study was the

NMR

spectrum of MAO where a methoxy, -O CH 3 , peak at 51 ppm appears and rises in
intensity with MAO decomposition and the AI-CH 3 peak at approximately - 6 to - 8
ppm^2 decreases in intensity with decomposition/* 1 With degradation of MAO
clearly visible on the 27a i MAS NMR spectrum the

spectrum only shows a
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slight peak at -51 ppm (Figure 3-20). 27 a i MAS spectra are acquired over time
with the change in the 27Al spectrum clearly seen (Figure 3-18) with air exposure.
One explanation proposed is that MAO forms polymeric cages. With slight
exposure to air, the length of the polymer chains are shortened and the smaller
pieces begin to tumble increasing the intensity of the 27 a i NMR signal (Figure 318). The proposed structure for MAO shown in Figure 3-l9a contains an agostic
bond (one proton of a bridging methyl between two aluminum atoms is attached to
one aluminum atom).63,64^65 6 6 67 6 8 69f70 The slightly air exposed structure in
Figure 3-19b forms a six-member ring cage structure.
Reproducible NMR results are obtained with triplicate samples
loadings of MAO solid in an argon filled glove box. The 27Al MAS NMR of MAO
was reacquired for each loading spinning under nitrogen gas. Reproducibility
occurs only when samples are rigorously protected from air (Figure 3-21).
The solid-state 27 Al MAS spectrum of MAO was reacquired from 30° to
+120°C. The broad 27Al MAS NMR spectrum of MAO is unaffected by
temperature within this range indicating a very rigid framework with low symmetry
sites (Figure 3-22). The temperature controller was calibrated with Pb(N 0 3 ) 2 prior
to the variable temperature run (Section 3.2.5).
MAO sample was also reacquired from 30 ° to 120 °C with no change in the
spectrum for this temperature range indicating the retention of the very rigid cage
like structure (Figure 3-23). These spectra support the position that small pieces of
the polymer chain have broken and may tumble with more freedom than the
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Figure 3-18: The 27Al MAS NMR spectra of MAO acquired as a function of
time (40 hours). Each slice was collected in 1 hr increments of 3600 scans with
a delay between pulses of 1 second. A 0.9 jis n/ 6 single pulse with phase
cycling was used at a carrier frequency of 104.243000 MHz and a spectral
width of 300 kHz. The S mm zirconia rotors were packed under argon and spun
at 9 kHz in air at room temperature.
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agostic bond

Proposed “pristine” MAO M ejg A l^O g

Figure 3-19a: The pristine MAO shows a highly rigid polymeric cage structure
consistent with elemental analysis and the NMR spectra with distorted fourcoordinate aluminum sites. The polymeric nature keeps the molecules from
tumbling easily making the coordinate aluminum sites invisible. The structure
also contains the controversial agostic aluminum bond. The 10 member ring
formed may provide the structure needed by a cocatalytist in conjunction with a
metallocene for isotactic polymerization in polypropylene production. Also it
may be proposed that the difference between MAO and MAO gel may be the
cis or trans positioning of the non-agostic bonding protons on the bridging
methyl group.
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Me

Me

Proposed slightly oxidized MAO M e jg A l^ O ^

Figure 3-19b: Shown is the proposed slightly oxidized MAO structure, the
polymer units are separated into cage structures with four-, and five-coordinate
aluminum sites. The structure is still highly rigid, but each unit is able to
tumble easily.
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kHz

600

2 days in rotor

300

-300

0

8 / ppm
Figure 3-20: ^ c [ lH ] MAS NMR of MAO after two days in the rotor. While the
27Al MAS NMR shows a significant change, the ^ C [lH ] spectrum shows only a
slight peak at 51 ppm. A 4.5 ps ft/2 pulse was used with a delay between pulses of
50 seconds. Sixty scans were acquired spinning at 5 kHz using a 12 ps *H
decoupling power. Figure 3-26 shows the 13c spectrum for even more
decomposition.
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0

-1000

-2000

5 /ppm
Figure 3-21: The 27Al MAS NMR spectrum of MAO using three separate
loading of MAO solid.
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large polymeric chains but the rigidity of the cage-structure is retained. Thus the
“pristine” alkoxide-free MAO solid with extremely broad resonances, high Cq
values (>15 MHz), and air-sensitivity pushes the limits of modem solid-state NMR
methods.

3.2.2. Solid-State Static 27A1 NMR of MAO
The static solid-state 27 Al NMR experiment is performed on a
Chemagnetics Infinity 400 MHz NMR spectrometer. The probe consists of a 5 mm
ED solenoidal coil, fixed matching inductor, and 3-30 pf Jennings tuning capacitor.

120°C

90°C

60°C

30°C

” T--------------- r — ------- t --------------- 1--------------- 1--------------- 1---------------1

1000

I

I~

-1000
8

/ppm

Figure 3-22: The variable temperature 27Al MAS NMR of “pristine”
MAO. From 30° to 130° C the sample showed no change in the rigidity of
the structure.
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Figure 3-23: Variable temperature 27 Al MAS NMR of slightly air-exposed
MAO solid. From 30° to 130° C the sample showed no structural change.
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Figure 3-24: The static single-pulse 27Al NMR spectra of MAO solid.
a) represents a “pristine” alkoxide-free MAO sample;
b) represents a slightly decomposed spectrum where the center peak
has increased in intensity;
c) Represents an MAO sample with small alkoxide peaks seen in the
spectrum.
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Frequency / kHz

Figure 3-25: The 27Al static NMR spectra of MAO are shown as a function of
time (20 hours). Each slice was acquired in 30 minute increments of 3600
scans with a delay between pulses of 0.5 seconds. A 0.65 ps n/ 8 single pulse
with phase cycling was used at a carrier frequency of 104.243000 MHz and a
spectral width of 1492.5 kHz. The 5 mm PVC sample holder was packed
under argon and the spectra acquired in air at room temperature immediately
after packing.
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Figure 3-26. This 13C[*H] MAS NMR spectrum of MAO shows a definite
-OCH 3 peak at 51 ppm. The reaction of MAO with air has begun to form
alkoxides (seven days in rotor). However, many AI-CH3 bonds still exist, and
the 27Al aluminum static NMR signal is that shown in Figure 3-24c.
The probe quality factor, Q, is 25 and spectrometer deadtime is 5.5 ps. The
Q is given by

Q -

2 ttv L

R

— , where L and R are the coil inductance and resistance.^

The solution 27^190° pulse length is 2.75 ps. A static single pulse spectrum with
phase cycling is acquired using a 0.65 ps

nJS pulse. The FID is acquired with a

dwell of 0.67 ps, data length of 2k, pulse delay of 0.3 s, and an accumulation of
2200

transients.
The static single-pulse spectrum contains three peaks in a very broad range

(-80 kHz) wide (Figure 3-24a). A similar static spectrum of the zeolite H-ZSM-5
was acquired by Ernst and coworkers with a Cq value of 16 MHz and T) = 0.1.9
Thus, the static NMR o f MAO supports the supposition that MAO has a very large
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Cq value, >15 MHz, as indicated previously with the MAS NMR results. From the
static and MAS spectra, MAO must have aluminum sites with low symmetry. The
three distinct peaks in the static MAO spectrum are not indicative of three separate
aluminum transitions but rather broad overlapping aluminum resonances. The
second-order quadrupolar shift makes it difficult to determine the coordination of
the aluminum site(s) from the static spectrum. With slight exposure to air, the
central peak intensity increases (Figure 3-24b), and, when an alkoxide peak is seen
with

NMR (Figure 3-26), the static 27^1 spectrum looks like that in Figure 3-

24c. The spectrum was repeatable with three separate loadings. An array of static
spectra is acquired with time in air and is shown in Figure 3-25.
The static NMR spectrum of MAO was acquired as a function of
temperature from -80° to +130°C and, as with the MAS spectra, the static spectra
are unchanged through the temperature ranges tested. We expected to see a
narrowing of the spectral peaks with an increase in temperature. This behavior is
usually true as an increase in temperature usually increases the motion at an
aluminum site. The motion in turn reduces the broadening interactions and narrows
the peak width. A decrease in temperature has the opposite effect. Thus, both
variable temperature MAS NMR and variable temperature static 27Al NMR support
the fact that MAO is probably a highly rigid molecule, through the temperature
range tested, with little or no change in the structure at the aluminum site(s). The
variable temperature static probe was also calibrated with Pb(N0 3 ) 2 prior to the
variable temperature experiment. The variable temperature spectra were reacquired
with the same result using a different sample loading (Figure 3-27).
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Figure 3-27: The variable temperature 27^1 single-pulse static NMR of MAO
solid. A 0.65 ps fl/ 8 pulse at 104.242454 MHz with a 5 ps dead time and a
dwell o f 0.5 ps was used to acquire 1600 transients per spectrum with a delay
between pulses of 0.2 seconds. The spectra were acquired under dry nitrogen
gas using a Bruker temperature controller.
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Figure 3-28: The static Hahn echo 27 Al NMR spectrum of a “pristine” MAO
sample. Though very short tau values of 8.64 and 9.09 ps were used, much of
the NMR signal had decayed during probe ring giving the distorted spectrum
seen.
A Hahn echo pulse sequence was used to try and acquire a more
decipherable 27 Al spectrum of MAO. The pulse sequence, 90x-tau [-180y-tau2_acq
with 0.91 and 1.82 ps pulses and delays of 8.64 and 9.09 ps were used to acquire the
spectrum seen in Figure 3-28. Instead of a more decipherable spectrum, a less
informative spectrum was acquired. The Hahn echo did not begin to take the
expected shape of the static NMR spectrum of MAO until tau values less than 6 ps
were used.

3.2.3. Solid-State Frequency Stepped 27ai NMR
Due to the very broad spectral width of the MAO spectra, both MAS and
static, combined with a short T 2 , MAO are a stiff test of the 27Al frequency-stepped
NMR experiment. Using a static frequency-stepped experiment on the
Chemagnetics 400 MHz spectrometer,71 a very short, 0.4 ps, it l i l single-pulse was
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used with phase cycling. The FID was acquired with a dwell of 0.5 ps, data length
of 2k, pulse delay o f 0.5 s, and an accumulation of 3000 transients per spectrum.
The center frequency of the 33 different frequency settings was 104.243012 MHz,
which corresponded to an ^A 1 NMR chemical shift of 0 ppm. The frequency
increment was set to 40 kHz. The scan across frequency settings was done with
manual probe retuning at every frequency setting.
The frequency-shifting was done with?*
Sij=Sijxexp_2,7lAfitj

3-29

where Sy is the NMR signal and tj is the time domain axis. The center frequency at
104.243012 MHz is designated./^ and Afj is the frequency difference between/^
and/k, the fixed frequencies for each of the thirty-three echoes. The shifted FIDs
were Fourier transformed with a magnitude calculation, then summed to produce a
final spectrum seen in Figure 3-29a (Appendix A).
The frequency-stepped experiment was repeated using a Hahn spin echo
with 0.90 and 1.80 ps pulses and delays o f 5.15 and 5.60 ps. The echo was acquired
with a dwell of 0.4 ps and data length of lk. All other NMR parameters and
processing were done or acquired as with the single pulse frequency-stepped
experiment above. The results are shown in Figure 3-29b. Both experiments were
conducted under flowing dry nitrogen gas. The sample used in the spin echo
experiment was slightly decomposed prior to the start of the fiequency-stepped echo
experiment (in sample holder four days prior to acquisition). The sample holder is
being redesigned with an o-ring to prevent air contact with the highly air-sensitive
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MAO solid samples so that storage in the sample holders a few days prior to an
NMR run does not alter the integrity o f the sample.
In an attempt to find the coordination and quadrupolar information, the
frequency-stepped single-pulse spectrum was simulated (Figure 3-30). A possible
Cq of 26 MHz and q of 1 with a chemical shift of 140 ppm for one aluminum site
was determined from the single-pulse frequency swept experiment for a pristine
sample with similar results for the slightly air exposed sample. The isotropic
chemical shift of 140 ppm is indicative of a four-coordinate organometallic
aluminum site7*> Though not all aluminum sites of MAO solid are determined
from the frequency-stepped NMR, this NMR project does provide a good step
toward the characterization of MAO. Solid-state NMR could be used to determine:
• the spectrum of “pristine” alkoxide free MAO samples;
• the rigidity at the aluminum sites from -80 °C to 130 °C;
• the polymeric nature of the alkoxide free MAO solid;
•

that the polymeric chain breaks into smaller, yet rigid, pieces with slight
air exposure; and methyls are replaced with oxygen in the cage structure.

•

one aluminum site of a “pristine” sample has a Cq ~26 M H z, q ~ 1 and a
chemical shift of 140 ppm;

•

slightly oxidized MAO contains 4-, 5- and 6 -coordinate aluminum sites
all with Cq values > 10 MHz;

•

a suggested MAO polymeric cage structure;

•

a suggested MAO cage structure for slightly decomposed MAO; and
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Figure 3-29: The results of the frequency-stepped 27Al NMR of solid MAO is
shown using a) a short single pulse b) a Hahn spin echo. The Hahn spin echo
experiment suffered from sample degradation.
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Figure 3-30: The simulation of one possible four-coordinate aluminum site for
the static frequency-stepped spectrum of MAO solid.

•

a suggested difference between MAO solid and MAO gel may be due to the
position or number of agostic hydrogen bonds (cis or trans to each other).

Thus while not completely solved, this solid-state 27A1NMR MAO study has
helped to further the understanding of MAO, a truly difficult to characterize
material.

3J .

Frequency-Stepped NMR of Organo-AIuminum-Nitrogen Compounds
hi an attempt to better understand the 27 A1 frequency-stepped spectrum of

MAO, several organoaluminum-nitrogen compounds with known crystal structures
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and large quadrupolar interactions were studied with 27A1 frequency-stepped NMR.
As with aluminoxanes, organoaluminum nitrogen compounds, imidoalanes, have
highly distorted octahedral, tetrahedral, penta-coordinate or tri-coordinate aluminum
sites. The broadening of the 27 AI spectrum of organo-aluminum sites tend to
follow the trend AlYg < AIY4 < AIY 5

AIY3 where Y is a ligand.72 The chemical

shift and width of the spectrum is also affected by the bulkiness and fluxionality of
the ligand.73,74 Thus, depending on the ligand, overlap exists among the chemical
shift by coordination number.75,76,77 The chemical shift of aluminum coordinated
solely by nitrogens also follows the above trend.83
Nuclear quadrupole resonance spectroscopy was previously used to
determine the Cq and i\ values for some organoaluminum compounds.38,78,79,80
Most Cq values are >15 MHz which is out of the range of current high-speed, highfield MAS NMR 27 A1 spectroscopy. The NMR “invisibility” of imidoalanes with
low symmetry aluminum sites is a good test of the frequency-stepped and summed
NMR method. Picking imidoalane clusters with similar structures to the proposed
cage structure of MAO may help in determining the structure of MAO. Imidoalane
clusters are available in a convenient series. In this study, we chose four- and sixmember ring systems with four-coordinate aluminum sites and one six-member ring
system with three-coordinate aluminum sites. The four-membered rings have either
AIN4 or AIC2 N2 sites. The six-membered rings have AIN3 C or AIN3 sites. The
clusters are amenable to ab initio calculation of the electric field gradient tensors,
thus providing a useful second approach to this study of aluminum chemistry. If the
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experimental Cq and q values of imidoalanes with known crystal structures can be
extracted using frequency-stepped NMR, then the results can be compared to
molecular orbital (MO) or density functional calculations (DFT) at the aluminum
sites. Thus, both calculations and frequency-stepped experimentation may
contribute to the ultimate goal of MAO structure elucidation.

3.3.1. Cyclodi-p-tris(dimethylimido)-aluminum, [(Me2 N>3 Al]2
[(Me2 N)3 Al]2 , (sometimes called tris(dimethylimido)alane) an N-bridged
dimer, is a good test system for MAO as [(Me2 N>3 Al] 2 has a known crystal
structure (triclinic with space group P 1 ).®I This moisture and air sensitive organo
aluminum compound has a distorted four-coordinate aluminum site with four
covalent aluminum-nitrogen bonds. Within the four-membered planar ring of
alternating Al and N atoms the ZNA1N = 88.2° and the ZA1NA1 = 91.8°. The four
nitrogen-aluminum-nitrogen angles around the distorted four-coordinate aluminum
atom range from 88.2° to 114.9°. The Al-N distances in the ring (Al-endo-NMe2 )
are 1.979 A and 1.951 A and the average Al-exo-NMe2 distance is 1.800 A.81
The 27A1 solution state NMR of [(Me2 N) 3 Al] 2 was previously acquired
using a 300 MHz 'H magnet in benzene-d^. The isotropic chemical shift was
recorded as 107 ppm with a width of 840 Hz at 25°C81,82 indicative of AIN4
tetrahedral coordination.^ 83 For comparison, the 27 Al solid-state isotropic
chemical shift of aluminum nitride, AIN, with an AIN4 structural unit is 114-117
ppm using 27Al MAS NMR at 14 T (18-20 kHz spin speed) and at 11.7 T (6-8.5
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Figure 3-31: Crystal structure of the four-member ring system [(Me2 N>3 Al]2 .
Each aluminum atom is bonded to four nitrogen atoms in a distorted fourcoordinate system.
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kHz spin speed) 84,85 However, the isotropic chemical shift of aluminum nitride
was reported as 106 ppm at 11.7

and 103 ppm at 4.7 T.87The [(Me2 N)3 Al] 2

sample was prepared at Albemarle Corporation by Rhonda Matthews. Normal
preparation involves the mixture of a hexane slurry of LiNMe2 with a hexane
solution of AICI3 at zero degrees Celsius.81 The sample was packed in a 5 mm
rotor at Albemarle in a nitrogen atmosphere glove box. The sample was transported
to LSU and the solid-state 27 Al NMR of [(Me2 N)3 Al] 2 was acquired under flowing
dry nitrogen gas. The ^ C [lH ] CPMAS and the 27Al MAS NMR spectra of
[(Me2 N)3 Al] 2 were acquired with a 5 mm triple-resonance low aluminum
Chemagnetics probe on the 400 MHz spectrometer. The ^C [^H ] CPMAS had a
contact time of S ms, a *H n!2 pulse of 4 ps, a dwell of 10 ps, lk of data points and
a delay between pulses of IS seconds. Twenty transients were acquired at
100.604959 MHz at a spin speed of 8 kHz. The chemical shift was set with the
methyl peak of hexamethylbenzene set to 17.35 ppm. The carbon resonance at 45.6
ppm is indicative of methyl-imido sites and is the only peak observed in the
13C[lH] CPMAS spectrum (Figure 3-32).
The 27 Al MAS NMR spectrum of [(Me2 N)3 Al] 2 was acquired with a 0.4 ps
tc/20 single pulse, a dwell of 0.49 ps, 4k of data points and a delay between pulses
of 0.5 s. Nine hundred transients were acquired at 104.260360 MHz at a spin speed
of 8 kHz and the chemical shift was set with Al(H2 0 )g+ 3 to 0 ppm at 104.243061
MHz. The spectrum (Figure 3-33) shows a broad resonance (a Cq value >

8

MHz)
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Figure 3-32: *H{ 13c }CPMAS spectrum of [(Me2 N>3 Al] 2 showing only one
resonance indicative of methyl-imido bonding. Though two different methylimidio groups are seen in the structure, the CPMAS spectrum acquired did not
resolve two different methyl-imido groups.
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Figure 3-33: The 27Al MAS NMR spectrum o f [(Me2 N>3 Al] 2 spinning at 8
kHz
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Figure 3-34: The static 27^1 Hahn spin echo spectrum of [(Me2 N)3 Al]2 .
and another less intense resonance with spinning sidebands with the center band
obscured by the broader resonance (a Cq value <

8

MHz) (see Figure 3-11). A

static 27 Al Hahn spin echo (Figure 3-34) was acquired using the static low
aluminum 3 mm probe with 0.95 and 1.90 ps pulses and delays of S.07 and S.SSps.
The echo was acquired with a dwell of 0.4 ps, data length of lk, recycle delay of 1
s, and an accumulation of 3000 transients. The power was set to a 2.73 ps n/2
solution pulse using Al(H2 0 )g+ 3 A frequency-stepped experiment was run using
the parameters from the Hahn spin echo experiment. The center frequency of the 33
different frequency settings was 104.242997 MHz which corresponded to an 27Al
NMR chemical shift of 0 ppm. The frequency increment was set to 40 kHz. The
scan across frequency settings was done with manual probe retuning at every third
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frequency setting. The frequency shifting and summing are done as previously
explained in Section 2.2.5 and reference 71. The magnitude spectra are shown in
Figure 3-35, the frequency shifted, and summed final spectrum is shown in Figure
3-36 along with the simulation of the experimental data. Simulation of the
frequency-stepped spectrum is consistent with the 27 AJ MAS NMR predictions.
The Cq and q values for [(Me2 N)3 Al] 2 are 12.2 MHz and 0.8 with an isotropic
chemical shift of 110 ppm consistent with previous literature values. A 20%
impurity in the sample has a Cq of 6.4 MHz and q of 0 with an isotropic chemical
shift of 280 ppm.

Table 3-4: Chemical Shift of Possible Three-Coordinate Aluminum Impurities
Formula

*W PPm

(»Bu)3 A1

T/°C

Ref.

276

37

76,88

(tBu)3 Al

255

37

76

OPrbAl

256

37

76

(>Pr3 -N)3Al

143

70

83.

At first, the impurity was thought to be (Me2 N)3 Al, but the chemical shift of 280
ppm corresponds more to a trialkylaluminum compound.
A comparison of the experimental quadrupole information to ab initio

Table 3-5: Experimental and MO Quadrupolar Results for [(Me2 N)3 Al] 2
Formula

Cq/MHz
[(Me2N)3Al]2

MO

Experimental

12.1(5)

q
0.8(1)

§iso&mn
1 1 0 (2 0 )

(Me2 N)3 Al
Al Impurity

Cq/MHz

n

14.4

0.24

36.1
6.4(5)

0.0(1)

Set

0

280(20)
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Figure 3-3S: Shown are the magnitude spectra of the 33 different carrier
frequency settings for the 27Al frequency-stepped experiment of
[(Me2 N)3 Al]2 - To form the final spectrum, these spectra are frequency shifted
and summed.
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20%; Cq = 6.4 MHz
r| = 0 , Sjso = 280 ppm
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Figure 3-36: The 27Al static NMR frequency stepped experimental data of
[(Me2 N)3 Al] 2 is shown with the Cq, q and 5jso of the two sites fitted with a
non-linear least squares powder pattern simulation.
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calculations were done by Professor Randall W. Hall and Chris R. Harwell. The DZ
calculations for [(Me2 N)3 Al] 2 are within 1.7 MHz and a TZ analysis may provide a
better match. The TZ of Al(NMe2 > 3 verifies that the impurity is not Al(NMe2 ) 3

38

did the chemical shift from the frequency-stepped experiment. A TZ or DFT
calculation of several trialkylaluminum compounds should aide in the identification
of the impurity.
The solid-state NMR results are able to extract the quadrupolar information
of the aluminum site in [(Me2 N)3 Al] 2 and determine the impurity percentage,

2 0 %,

along with eliminating a plausible formula for the impurity. A complete high
quality TZ of [(Me2 N) 3 Al] 2 should then complement the NMR by providing the
electric field gradient tensor and the orientation of the electric field gradient at the
aluminum sites.

3.3.2. Cyclodi-p-dimethylamido-bis(dimethylaluminium)

(Me2AlNMe2>2
(NMe2 Me2 Al) 2 is also a good test system for MAO with a known crystal
structure (monoclinic with space group P 2 j/ a ) .8 9 t9 0 T h is moisture and air sensitive
organo-aluminum compound was donated by Professor Charles L. Watkins at the
University of Alabama, Birmingham, and has a distorted four-coordinate aluminum
nucleus with two carbon and two nitrogen bonds (Figure 3 -3 7 ). Within the fourmember planar ring of alternating Al and N atoms, the ZNA1N = 8 8 .3 ° and the
ZA1NA1 = 9 1 .7 ° are similar to (NMe2 Me 2 Al)2 - The four angles around the
distorted four-coordinate aluminum range from 8 8 .3 to 113.0°. The Al-N distances

16 4
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Figure 3-37: The crystal structure of the four-member ring system (NMe2 Me2 Al)2 Each aluminum atom is bonded to two nitrogen atoms and two carbon atoms in a
distorted four-coordinate system. Note: The y/b fractional coordinate for H(2) is
incorrectly listed in reference 109; it should be -0.150.
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in the ring are 1.948 and 1.967A while the Al-C distances external to the ring are
1.945 and 1.956 A . 8 9

The ^H,

and 27Al solution state NMR spectra of (NMe2 Me2 Al) 2 were

previously acquired using a 300 MHz *H magnet in benzene-d^ and toluene-dg.9 *
The 27 Al NMR solution peak ranged from (150-180 ppm) with a width of 990 Hz
indicative of tetrahedral c o o rd in a tio n .74-76

a

similar structure, (NEt2 Et2 Al) 2 has

an isotropic chemical shift of 160 p p m .74 The solid-state NQR of (NMe2 Me2 Al>2
was previously acquired by Dewar, et al.^8; Cq and ri were determined to be 15.77
MHz and I at room temperature and 16.43 MHz and 0.957 at 77K respectively.
Only the solid-state static 27 Al NMR of (NMe2 Me2 Al) 2 was acquired, as
not enough sample existed to fill an MAS rotor. A static 27 Al Hahn spin echo
(Figure 3-38) was acquired using the static low aluminum 5 mm probe with 1.25
and 2.5 ps pulses and delays of 5.62 and 6.25 ps. The echo was acquired with a
dwell of 0.4 ps, data length of Ik, recycle delay of 0.5 s, and an accumulation of
2000 transients. The power was set to a 2.75 }ts n il solution pulse using
Al(H2 0 )g+ 3 a frequency-stepped experiment was run using the parameters from
the Hahn spin echo experiment. The center frequency of the 33 different frequency
settings was 104.242997 MHz which corresponded to an 27Al NMR chemical shift
of 0 ppm. The frequency increment was set to 40 kHz. The scan across frequency
settings was done with manual probe retuning at every third frequency setting.
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Figure 3-38: 27^1 static Hahn spin echo spectrum of (NMe2 Me2 Al) 2
The spectrum had low S/N due to the small amount of sample available for loading.
By sight, the sample appeared to be a fine powder with several large crystallites
(-0.5 mm in diameter). The frequency-stepped and summed spectrum is shown is
Figure 3-39. The simulated values are taken from the room temperature NQR data
of Cq = 15.77 MHz and r\ = 1 (Figure 3-39)38. The isotropic chemical shift was
determined to be 170 ppm, which is consistent with previous solution data^l. The
simulated fit did not account for all singularities in the experimental spectrum which
are believed to be due to:
a)

large crystallites

b)

different phases of the sample

c)

some sample decomposition and/or impurities due to the heat
required to seal the quartz tube which held the sample.
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Figure 3-39: Shown is the simulation of the frequency-stepped 27Al NMR of
(NMe2 Me2 Al)2 > The spectrum is fitted with a non-linear least squares powder
pattern simulation to yield Cq, tj and 5jso. The thumbnail shows the
experimental (line) and simulated (dashes) at the same vertical position.
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A comparison of the experimental quadrupole information were compared to
the ab initio calculations provided by Professor Randall W. Hall and Chris Harwell.
Table 3-6: Experimental and Calculated Quadrupolar Results for (NMe2 Me2 Al>2
Formula

Experimental
C g /M H z

(NMe2 Me 2 Al) 2

15.77(1)

a
1

ab initio

6 |S0/p p m

C q /M H z

170(20)

(NMe2 Me2 Al) 2

a

Set

18.1

0 .9 3

TZ

16.5

0.91

DFT

Both the DFT and MO calculations give results similar to the experimental
frequency-stepped data. Though experimental and calculated results compare
reasonably well, further validation with a freshly prepared sample would be a good
extension of this research. (NMe2 Me2 Al) 2 is a good prospect for 27Al MAS NMR
at high field and speed (Andalusite with one aluminum site having Cq = 15.26 MHz
showed a well resolved central transition spinning at 30 kHz in an 18.8 T field).
The 27 Al MAS along with a 27 Al frequency-stepped and summed experiment on a
pure sample should further validate these preliminary results.
3.3.3. Hexakis(methyl-ti 3 -phenylimido-aluminiuin) [{Me(PhN)Al}6 ]
[{Me(PhN)Al)6 ] has a cage structure with S6 symmetry (rhombohedral with
space group R 3 ).^2 This sample is also moisture and air sensitive.
[{Me(PhN)Al}6 l has a distorted four-coordinate aluminum site with one carbon and
three nitrogen bonds (Figure 3-40). Within the six-membered planar ring of
alternating Al and N atoms the ZNA1N = 113.7° and the ZA1NA1 = 126.0°. The
four angles around the distorted four-coordinate aluminum site range from 90.7 to
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7*

Figure 3-40: Shown is the crystal structure of the cage structure,
[{Me(PhN)Al}6 ], containing two six-member rings. Each aluminum atom is
bonded to three nitrogen atoms and one carbon atom in a distorted 4-coordinate
system, (hydrogen atoms are omitted).
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123.1°. The Al-N distances in the ring (Al-ewfo-NPh) are 1.902 and 1.922 Aand
the average Al- N distance from ring to ring (Al-exo-NPh) are 1.951 A.^2 The
AI3 N 3 rings are unique in that they are isoelectronic with a benzene ring, thus are
potentially aromatic prior to ring dimerization.
The

and

solution state NMR of [{Me(PhN)Al}(j] were previously

acquired in C6 D 5 CD 3 and C5 D 5 respectively using a 360 MHz s p e c tro m e te r.^ ^
All attempts by that lab to obtain the solution state 27Al spectrum were
unsuccessful due to a broad 27^1 resonance. However, the solution 27a j spectra of
similar cage structures, where the phenyl group on nitrogen is replaced with a
C 2 H4 NMe2 group, (MeAlNC 2 H4 NMe2 )6 »or the methyl group on aluminum is
replaced with an ethyl group (EtAlNC 2 H4 NMe 2 )(j were acquired by subtracting out
the aluminum background on a 300 MHz spectrometer.^^ The isotropic chemical
shifts at the aluminum sites in

(room temperature) were 139.4 ppm and 141.2

ppm respectively.
The sample used in this NMR study was prepared by Dr. Brian Grant at
Albemarle Corporation. The sample rotor was packed in his nitrogen-filled glove
box at Albemarle Corporation and transferred to LSU for the NMR acquisitions.
The solid-state 27Al NMR of [{Me(PhN)Al }g] was acquired under flowing dry
nitrogen gas. The ^ c [ l H ] CPMAS and the 27Al MAS NMR spectra of
[{Me(PhN)Al}5 ], were acquired with a 5 mm triple-resonance low aluminum
Chemagnetics probe on a 400 MHz spectrometer. The ^ C [lH ] CPMAS has a
contact time of 5 ms, a *H n il pulse of 4 ps, a dwell of 10 ps, lk of data points and
171
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a delay between pulse of 10 seconds. One hundred transients were acquired at
100.604959 MHz at a spin speed of 8 kHz. The chemical shift was set with the
methyl peak of hexamethylbenzene to 17.35 ppm. The carbon resonance at - 8 ppm
is indicative of an AI-CH3 bond, the carbon resonances from 127 to 134 ppm
represent the phenyl carbons and the carbon resonance at 150 ppm is indicative of
an N-Ph bond (Figure 3-41).
The 27Al MAS NMR spectrum of [{Me(PhN)Al}(j] was acquired with a 0.4
ps 71/20 single pulse, a dwell of 0.98 ps, lk of data points and a delay between
pulses of 5 s. Three-hundred fifty transients were acquired at 104.242000 MHz at a
spin speed of 8 kHz and the chemical shift was set with Al(H2 0 )6 + 3 to 0 ppm at
104.243997 MHz. The spectrum (Figure 3-33) shows a broad resonance (Cq value
>

8

MHz) with no evidence of spinning sidebands (see Figure 3-42).
A static 27Al Hahn spin echo was acquired using the static low aluminum 5

mm probe with 0.95 and 1.90 ps pulses and delays of 5.07 and 5.55 ps. The echo
was acquired with a dwell o f 0.4 ps, data length of 1 k, recycle delay of 5 s, and an
accumulation of 1000 transients. The power was set to a 2.75 ps 7t/ 2 solution pulse
using Al(H 2 0 )6 +3 . A frequency-stepped experiment was run using the parameters
from the Hahn spin echo experiment. The center frequency of the 33 different
frequency settings was 104.243001 MHz which corresponded to a 27 Al NMR
chemical shift of 0 ppm. The frequency increment was set to 40 kHz. The scan
across frequency settings was done with manual probe retuning at every third
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Figure 3-41: l^ C ^ H ] CPMAS spectrum of [{Me(PhN)Al}g] showing
the expected carbon resonances. The * represents spinning side bands.
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Figure 3-42: The 27Al MAS NMR spectrum of [{Me(PhN)Al}<5] spinning at
8 kHz.
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Figure 3-43: Details of the frequency-stepped NMR data processing. Column (a)
shows three FIDs, both real (-) and imaginary (—), collected on- andoff-resonance.
Column (b) shows the FIDs after frequency-shifting to a common carrier frequency.
Column (c) shows three sub-spectra, all plotted on a common axis system (both
frequency and amplitude), ready for summation to generate a final spectrum.
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Figure 3-44: Shown are the magnitude spectra of the 33 different carrier
frequency settings for the frequency-stepped experiment of [{Me(PhN)Al}(j].
To form the final spectrum these spectra are frequency shifted and summed.

frequency setting. The frequency shifting and summing are done as previously
explained in Section 2.2.5 and reference 71. Three example echoes are shown in
Figure 3-43 with the results of frequency shifting and Fourier transformation. All
the magnitude echoes are shown in Figure 3-44 and the frequency shifted and
summed final spectrum is shown in Figure 3-45 along with the simulation of the
experimental data. Simulation of the frequency-stepped spectrum is consistent with
the 27Al MAS NMR predictions. The Cq and q values for [{Me(PhN)Al}g] are
17.5 MHz and 0.55 with an isotropic chemical shift of 160 ppm consistent with
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Figure 3-45: The simulation of the 27 Al static frequency-stepped experimental
data of [{Me(PhN)Al}<5] is shown. The spectrum is fitted with a non-linear least
squares powder pattern simulation to yield C q ,

tj

and 5jso.

the chemical shift of previous literature values for similar compounds. The
simulation shows singularities at ± 650 kHz that are not evident in the magnitude
spectrum but may be evident in the outlying individual slices as very broad
resonances (-500 kHz wide).
The experimental quadrupole information was compared to calculations
prepared by Professor Randall W. Hall and Chris R. Harwell.

Table 3-7: Experimental and Calculated Quadrupolar Results for [{Me(PhN)Al }g]
Formula
Experimental
ab initio
C q /M H z n
5jso/ppm
C q /M H z
rj
Set
[{Me(PhN)Al}6 J

17.5(3) 0.55(5)

160(20)

-16.5

.59
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DZ

The DZ molecular orbital calculation for Cq is within 1 MHz and that for tj is
within the experimental error range. This is an example where the MO calculation
provided the sign of Cq as well as the magnitude. The purity of the sample, the
goodness o f the simulated fit to the singularities in the NMR experimental spectrum,
and the added determination of the sign of eq 7 7 with the MO DZ calculations
illustrate the quality of information that may be gained from 27 Al frequency stepped
NMR in conjunction with MO calculations for structure determination.
3.3.4. Alumazine [(2 ,6 -iP t 2 C 6 H 3 ) NMeAl] 3
The poly(N-alkylimidoalane) [(2 ,6 -iPr2 C 6 H 3 )NMeAl]3 jl, 3 ,5 -tris(2 ,6 diisopropylphenyl)-2,4,6-trimethyl-l,3,5-triaza-2,4,6-trialuminine, contains a sixmembered ring of alternating Al and N atoms isoelectronic with a benzene ring and
thus may possess aromatic properties. Alumazine is also unique in that it contains a
rare three-coordinate aluminum site. The crystal structure (Figure 3-46) of
alumazine has been determined for a colorless crystal (trigonal with space group
P 3 c / 1) 94 Alumazine is highly moisture and air sensitive. The distorted threecoordinate aluminum site contains one carbon and two nitrogen bonds. Within the
six-membered planar ring of alternating Al and N atoms the ZNA1N is 115.3° and
the ZA1NA1 is 124.7°. The three angles around the distorted three-coordinate
aluminum site range from 115.3° to 122.3°. The average Al-N distance in the ring
(Al-emfo-NAr) is 1.782 A, the average Al-cxo-C distance is 1.978 Aand the
average N-exo-C distance is 1.442 A.94
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Figure 3-46: Shown is the crystal structure of the six-membered ring structure
[(2 ,6 -/Pr2 C 6 H 3 )MeNAl] 3 Each aluminum atom is bonded to one carbon and
two nitrogen atoms, forming a rare three-coordinate aluminum site with
aluminum-nitrogen bonds, (hydrogen atoms are omitted from the structure).
The Ifi and 27Al solution state NMR spectra of alumazine were previously
acquired in

using a 300 MHz s p e c t r o m e t e r .^ The 27 Al isotropic chemical

shift at the aluminum site was 168 ppm.
The sample used in this NMR study was prepared by Dr. Brian Grant at
Albemarle Corporation. The first sample received and studied was orange in color
indicative o f sample degradation. Another sample, composed of white crystals, was
reprepared by Dr. Grant and packed in his nitrogen-filled glove box. The sample
was transported to LSU and the NMR acquisitions begun the same day under
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Figure 3-47:
CPMAS spectrum of alumazine showing the
expected carbon resonances. The * represents spinning side bands.

flowing dry nitrogen gas. The ^ C [lH ] CPMAS and the 27 A1 MAS NMR spectra
o f alumazine were acquired with a 5 mm triple-resonance low aluminum
Chemagnetics probe on the 400 MHz spectrometer. The ^ C [lH ] CPMAS has a
contact time of 5 ms, a *H n/2 pulse of 4 us, a dwell of 10 |is, 2k data points and a
delay between pulses of IS seconds. One hundred seventy-six transients were
acquired at 100.604959 MHz with a spin speed of 8 kHz. The chemical shift was
set with the methyl peak o f hexamethylbenzene to 17.35 ppm. The ^C [^H ]
CPMAS spectrum is shown in Figure 3-47.
No resonance clearly above the background noise could be acquired using
27A1 MAS NMR spinning at 8 or 10 kHz. An attempt was made to acquire a static
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27A1 Hahn spin echo spectrum of alumazine on resonance at 104.243 MHz with no
success. The absence of a detectable signal was later attributed to the shape of the
absorbance, very low intensity at 0 ppm. Test spectra were acquired from a span of
carrier frequencies 1 MHz above and below 104.243 MHz in an attempt to find the
27A1 resonance of alumazine with an array of pulse lengths and delays. From these
tests, a frequency-stepped experiment was set up using 2.0 and 4.0 ps pulses and
delays of 4 and S ps. The echo was acquired with a dwell o f 0.4 ps, data length of
lk, recycle delay of 0.5 s and an accumulation of 4000 transients. The power was
set to a 2.75 ps n/2 solution pulse using Al(H2 0 )g+ 2 . The center frequency of the
33 different frequency settings was 104.243002 MHz and the frequency increment
was set to 40 kHz. The scan across frequency settings was done with manual probe
retuning at every third frequency setting. The frequency shifting and summing were
done as previously explained in Section 2.2.5 and reference 71. All the magnitude
echoes are shown in Figure 3-48. From Figure 3-48, it is understandable why no
resonances were observed at 104.243 MHz for either the 27 A1 static or MAS
experiments. The intensity of the signal at the central frequencies are very low.
Because no resonance could be seen above the background at 104.243 MHz, Cq
must be much larger than 18 MHz. More transients should increase the S/N with an
optimized recycle delay. It is difficult to set an appropriate recycle delay when one
cannot acquire a spectrum for a central carrier frequency. However, due to the
length of time required to find parameters which would produce a spectrum, the
time needed to acquire the frequency-stepped spectrum and the air and moisture
sensitivity of the sample less transients and a short recycle delay were used.
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Figure 3-48: Shown are the magnitude spectra of the 33 different carrier
frequency settings for the frequency-stepped experiment of alumazine. To
form the final spectrum these spectra are frequency shifted and summed.
The * denotes the reception of a radio station transmitting at 103.7 MHz.
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Figure 3-49: The simulation of the 27A1 static frequency-stepped experimental
data of alumazine is shown. The spectrum is fitted with a non-linear least
squares powder pattern simulation to yield Cq, q and Sjso. Two resonances are
seen and their relative percentages determined. The * represents a radio station
transmitting at 103.7 MHz. Based on the study of two samples, “orange” and
“colorless”, the resonance for the “colorless” component is assigned.
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From the similarity o f angles at the three-coordinate aluminum site to 120°,
(115.3° to 122.3°) and if the Al-N bonds are similar to Al-C bonds, q may be close
to zero. Additionally, planar three-coordinate sites can have large Cq values.
Simulation of the frequency-stepped spectrum is consistent with the predictions and
the isotropic chemical shift compares well to previous solution results (Figure 3-49).
The “colorless” resonance is the pristine sample while the orange sample shows
decomposition of the origonal alumazine. The aluminum site with Cq = 37 MHz
was chosen as the pure sample because a good match existed for the isotropic
chemical shift and the relative abundance in the orange sample compared to the
white sample.
A comparison of the experimental quadrupole information to ab initio
calculations done by Professor Randall W. Hall and Chris R. Harwell is:
Table 3*8: Experimental and Calculated Quadrupolar Results for Alumazine
Formula
Experimental
ab initio
Cg/MHz n
8 jso/ppm
Cg/MHz
rj
Set
Alumazine

37(1) 0.0(5) 170(20)

Orange Impurity

32(1) 0.0(5) 200(20)

in progress

[MeNMeAl] 3

30.8

0.06

DZ

[MeNMeAl] 3

39.95

0.01

TZ

Due to the large number of atoms in alumazine, [(2 ,6 -/Pr2 C 6 H 3 )NMeAl] 3 the
isopropylphenyl groups on the nitrogen atoms were replaced with methyl groups for
the ab initio calculations. The three-coordinate aluminum molecule calculated gave
surprisingly similar results to the experimental values determined.
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From the results of the 27A1 frequency-stepped NMR and the ab initio
calculations of the four imidoalanes discussed herein characterization of other
imidioalanes is now possible from the trends developed.

3.4.

Connecting Spectroscopy to Structure
From the 27A1 frequency-stepped NMR and ab inito calculations,

predictions may be made about the structure^ 0f other imidoalanes. Figure 3-50
provides the tabulated NMR results of the aluminum coordination number (A1CN),
number of atoms in the ring or cage, and the ZN-A1-N to the quadrupolar
information. Figures 3-51 provides the tabulated NMR results of the aluminum
coordination number (A1 CN), number of atoms in the ring or cage, and the Al-N
bond distance to the quadrupolar information.

Cage

A1CN
4

2 x6

Ring

17.5 MHz; 0.55

A1 CN

6

4

6

3

4

4

33-37 MHz; 0 .0 -0 .0 6
Cq = 13-16 MHz; T | =0.8 - 1
1
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Figure 3-50: The correlation of Cq and q values to the ZN-A1-N. From this
table a predicted Cq and q for four-coordinate aluminums in a six-membered
ring may be approximated from the aluminum bond angles.
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3
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1.80
Cq = 33-37 MHz;
T) =0 . 0 - 0.06

d(Al-N) /A

1.85

1.90

1.95

Cq = 17.5 MHz;
ri =0.55

2.00
Cq = 13-16 MHz;
H =0.8 - 1

2.05
Figure 3-51: The correlation of Cq and t\ values to the N-Al bond distances.
From this table a prediction of Cq and 1} values for 4-coordinate aluminums in
a six-membered ring may be determined.
The direction and orientation of the electric field gradient may be
determined from the ab inito calculations. This information should provide valuable
information to the synthetic chemist in preparing new catalysts. Finally, previously
“invisible” aluminum sites are now visible under ordinary spectrometer conditions.
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CHAPTER 4: VARIABLE TEMPERATURE 93Nb FREQUENCY-STEPPED
NMR, 93Nb MAS NMR, AND CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF

[NH4]5[NbF40][NbF7]2
4.1.

Introduction
In materials science research, quadrupolar nuclei are common, as is the need

to perform variable temperature NMR experiments. Recently, innovative NMR
techniques such as double-rotation NMR (DOR) and multiple quantum NMR have
been introduced as line narrowing methods, enabling greater signal-to-noise and
increased spectral resolution. Unfortunately, DOR is not easily converted to
variable temperature operation. Multiple-quantum MAS experiments, while useful
for systems with small or medium quadrupolar interactions, are difficult to
implement for systems with large quadrupolar interactions J Thus, field-swept3"^
and frequency-swept^ - 9 NMR methods are being reexamined. Herein, we evaluate
a frequency-stepped NMR method for the acquisition of quadrupolar powder
patterns with line widths on the order of 1 MHz. Clark's frequency-shifting and
summing algorithm is used.4 The title compound is particularly convenient as it
contains two sites, one of which undergoes substantial line narrowing of its 93Nb
resonance at 60 °C. In the course of this work, techniques are developed that have
immediate application to

3 3 Al

NMR spectroscopy of methylaluminoxane, a

material that is not yet well characterized.^"^
A material sold as ammonium hexafluoroniobate(V) is found to be
improperly labeled. We had sought a highly symmetric and/or fluxional
diamagnetic niobium complex as a test sample for 93Nb NMR experiments, hence
the purchase of the "hexafluoride". A previous crystal structure o f [NH^JtNbFg]
determined the compound to be rhombic having space group R 3/m with a = 5.19 A
and a = 9 6 ° .^ The sample's intriguing NMR behavior led to additional NMR
experiments and variable temperature X-ray crystallography. The sample is more
properly labeled as pentaammonium p-oxotetrafluoroniobium(V)
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bis[heptafluoroniobium(V)], [NH4]5[NbF40][NbF7]2, and has useful properties for
93>ib NMR spectrometer tuning and exploring techniques with applications for
27Al NMR spectroscopy.
Reports of isolated octahedral niobium(V) fluorides, NbFg' units, are few;
both KNbFg 12 ^

Hg3 NbF6 * 7 have well-formed octahedra with no bridging

ligands. An isolated NbF7 2 * unit is found for K 2 NbF7 ^ and js observed in 95100% HF solution. 1^ Bridging fluorides and oxides are common. Niobium
pentafluoride forms a tetrameric unit with six-coordinate niobium sites and bridging
fluorides, d(Nb-F) = 2.06 A versus the non-bridging d(Nb-F) =

1 .7 7

A. 19 Linear

chains of MOX 4 with bridging fluoride or oxygen are found in niobium, tungsten,
and tantalum chemistry.21 We have determined the structure of the putative
"ammonium hexafluoroniobate(V)". Crystallography shows the sample, sold as
[NH4 ][NbFg], to be [NH4 ]5 [NbF4 0 ][NbF7 ]2 , isomorphous with a previously
reported rubidium salt, Rb5 [NbF4 0 ][NbF7 ]2 - 2 2

4.2.

Experiment
4.2.1. Sample
Three separate samples of "ammonium hexafluoroniobate(V)", NH4 NbF 6 ,

99.99%, were purchased from Aldrich, the last two with lot number 00506CY, and
used as received. In most cases, manipulations were done in air. The sample is not
listed as sensitive to air or water, although, in our experience, the compound appears
to convert to volatile products on long standing in humid ambient conditions. In
one run, a new sample was opened in an argon-filled glove box, the MAS rotor
loaded and spectra acquired; essentially identical results were obtained for the 30 60 °C 93Nb MAS NMR spectra.
An elemental analysis from Aldrich enclosed with the sample reported
41.0% Nb. The niobium percentage calculated for [NH^lfNbFg] is 41.3% versus
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[NH4l5[NbF40][NbF7]2 with 38.3% Nb. Aldrich reran the elemental analysis and
determined the amount of oxygen present in the sample to be consistent with the
formula [NH4 l 5 [NbF4 0 ][NbF7 ] 2 . Aldrich presently is analyzing different methods
of preparation of [NffyJfNbFg]; all synthetic methods to date have significant
oxygen content consistent with [NH4 ] 5 [NbF4 0 ][NbF7 ]2 ^

4.2.2. NMR Solution Spectra
The 93Nb NMR spectrum of a 0.6 M aqueous solution of the putative
[NffyllNbFg] (Figure 4-la) shows a quintet consistent with a ^ N b - l^ F spin-spin
splitting (~345 Hz) where ^ N b shows coupling to four chemical-shift equivalent
fluorine atoms ( 1:4:6:4:1, binomial intensity distribution^) (Figure 4-2). When
coupled to four equivalent

(I = Vi) atoms the number of 93Nb splittings detected

for the coupled niobium nucleus is 2n I + 1 = 5. n is the number of equivalent
fluorine atoms and I is the spin number of fluorine. A seven-line

a)

19p

b)

93Nb

n ;i »
r> 1 i f!

HF

NbF4 (OH)(OH2 )
t

2500

i

i

“ i— 1— 1— 1— 1— 1— 1— 1— 1— r

1 ! 1 r

0

-2500

140

120

80

40

0 -20

5 / ppm
(referenced to F')

Frequency / Hz

Figure 4-1: a) 93Nb and b) 19F solution NMR spectra of a 0.6 M aqueous solution
o f the putative [NlfyltNbFg]. The HF/F intensity ratio is 1:2.
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Figure 4-2: Pictorial representation of the *J(9 3 N b-l 9 F) spin-spin splitting to
form the L:4:6:4:l binomial intensity distribution seen in Figure 4-la.
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Figure 4-3: Pictorial representation of the ^ J ( ^ - ^ N b ) spin-spin splitting to
form the 10 line decet seen in Figure 4-lb and 4-4.
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multiplet was expected if six chemical-shift equivalent fluorine atoms were coupled
to the niobium nucleus. The ^ N b NMR spectrum acquired with eighty transients at
97.949033 MHz uses a 2.73 ps solution 90° pulse and a 1 s delay between pulses on
a 400 MHz Chemagnetics spectrometer.
The

NMR spectrum (Figure 4-lb) acquired on a Bruker 250 MHz

spectrometer at 235.307 Mhz with eighty tramsoemts uses a 5 ps pulse and a 2 s
delay between pulses. The 19F spectrum (Figure 4-lb) shows a decet consistent
with coupling of an I = 9/2 ^ N b nucleus (-345 Hz)
(Figure 4-3) to fluorine atoms 2nl + 1 = 10. The
proposed NbF4 (OH)(OH2 ) has an octahedral
geometry, thus yielding a narrow l^F resonance
consistent with previous studies.20 The decet should
have equal intensities but differ such that the outer

Figure 4-4: The ^ F decet
indicative of l^ F -^ N b
coupling.

lines are more intense than the inner lines due to the

r

F

IF
+ HF + 2F-

+ 2 H2 O

V
HF

H+ + F-

oh2

J

Ka = 6 .7 x l0 ' 4
OH

r
F

o

'V
^F
+ H+ + H 2 0 -*
F

J

oh2

Figure 4-5: Proposed octahedral NbF4 (OH)(OH 2 ) structure consistent with
the solution NMR. For reference, HF dissociates 3.3% in a 0.6 M solution of
HF. This changes the 2:1 ratio of F* to HF only slightly.
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relaxation rate of the ^ N b and differences due to the Boltzmann distribution
(Figure 4-4).24-26

most intense sharp line is due to F" and the less intense

sharp line is due to HF in a 2:1 ratio. The proposed structure in solution might then
be the octahedral structure, NbF4 (OH)(OH2 ), seen in Figure 4-5.

4.2J . X-Ray Crystallography
An octant of diffraction data was collected at 100 K on an Enraf-Nonium
CAD4 diffractometer equipped with MoKa radiation, a graphite monochromator,
and an Oxford Cryostream cryostat (Table 4-1). Accurate unit cell parameters were
obtained by least-squares refinement vs. sin6 /A. values for 25 reflections
(14.9°<0<21.4°). Data reduction included corrections for background, Lorentz, and
polarization effects, and absorption corrections based on y scans. Standard
reflections indicated <1% decay during data collection. The structure was solved by
direct methods. Refinement was by full-matrix least squares, with neutral-atom
scattering factors and anomalous dispersion corrections. All nonhydrogen atoms
were refined anisotropically, while H atoms were not located. Atom F 6 was
modeled as a half-populated site both off the mirror plane. Calculations were
carried out using the MolEN programs.27 The absolute structure determination was
inconclusive. Atomic positions are listed in Table 4-2, and selected bond distances
are given in Table 4-3. Data were collected at 333 K (Figure 4-6) and a new
refinement was carried out. At this temperature, F6 was modeled as fully populated,
lying on the mirror. The chemical formula is determined by X-Ray and charge
balance as pentaammonium fi-oxotetrafluoroniobium(V)
bis[heptafluoroniobium(V)l, [NH 4 ]5 [NbF4

0

][NbF7 ]2 .
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a) 100 K

€^01

NbF72'

FI

O la
NbF4 0 -

b) 333 K

01
&
NbF7 2Nbl
FI

^ ^ O la
NbF4 0 -

Figure 4-6: ORTEP plots of the two Nb centers in [NH4 ]5 [NbF4 0 ][NbF7 ] 2
from crystallography at (a) 100 K and (b) 333 K. At 100 K the F6 atom
exhibits an ambiguous, resolved disorder across the mirror, with half
populated sites. At low temperature, the symmetry of the NbF72*anion is
reduced from mirror to asymmetric.
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Table 4-1: Crystal, Experimental, and Refinement Data for [NH4 J 5 [NbF4 0 ]
[NbF7]2
mol formula

(NH4 >5 0 Nb3 F ig

fw

726.9

crystal system

tetragonal

space group

I4 c m

Z

4

diffractometer / scan

Enraf-Nonius CAD4 / to-20

radiation

MoKa(X = 0.71073 A)

temp

100 K

333 K

a, A

15.346(3)

15.5636(10)

c, A

7.800(2)

7.8056(4)

V,A3

1836(1)

1890.7(3)

D calcd.gcm - 3

2.628

2.553

p, cm 'I

19.4

18.8

cryst dimens, mm

0.30 x 0.27 x 0.22

color/shape

colorless prism

min rel transmission, %

0.857

0.927

decay of standards

0 .6 %

3.0%

reflections collected

2980

3895

unique reflections

1188

1153

5 < 20 <80

5 < 2 0 < 70

4

cell constants

20

range, deg

range of h,k,l

-27 to 0, -27 to 0 ,0 to 13

0.40 x 0.23 x 0.23
colorless prism

-25 to 21, -25 to 0 ,0 to 12

obsd reflcns [I>0 ]

1179

1120

no. of params refined

74

71

weights

4Fo2 [o 2 (D+(0.02Fo 2 ) 2 ] - 1

R =2 |DF | / £ | F0 |

0.035

0.026

0.040

0.031

GOF

1.644

1.480

max. resid density, e A"3

1 .1 1

0.43

min. resid density, e A-3

-1.35

-0.44

RW = ( Z w(AF) 2 / 2 wF2

)m
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Table 4-2:

Coordinates and Equivalent Isotropic Displacement Parameters for
[NH4 ] 5 [NbF4 0 ] [N h ^ fe at 100 K

X

y

z

Ueq(A2)

Nbl

1 /2

1 /2

1

0 .0 1 1 0 ( 1 )

Nb2

0.34304(2)

1/2

-x

0.7338(1)

0.0098(1)

FI

0.4569(2)

0.3843(2)

0.9697(5)

0.024(2)

F2

0.3899(2)

0.2694(2)

0.6674(5)

0.018(1)

F3

0.4703(2)

0.1402(2)

0.7517(8)

0.029(1)

F4

0.3611(2)

1/ 2

-x

0.4934(6)

0.017(1)

F5

0.2605(2)

1/ 2

-x

0.8244(7)

0.023(2)

F6

0.3734(5)

0.1617(5)

0.9736(9)

0.040(4)

01

1 /2

1 /2

1.228(1)

0.033(1)

N1

1 /2

0

0.489(1)

0 .0 1 2 ( 2 )

N2

0.4184(3)

0.2769(3)

0.2657(6)

0.018(2)

i3
H

Atom

(8ti2 /3)Xj Sj

Uy ai*aj*aj • aj

F6 is half occupied
Table 4-3:

Bond Distances for [N H ^s [NbF4

Atoms

0

Distance (A)

Atoms

] [NbFyfc at 100 K

Distance (A)

Nbl

FI

1.909(4)

Nbl

or

2 .12(1)

Nb2

F3

1.975(3)

Nb2

F5

1.926(3)

Nbl

01

1.78(1)

Nb2

F2

1.941(3)

Nb2

F4

1.915(5)

Nb2

F6

1.929(7)

4.2.4. M ASNM R
Spectra were obtained with a Chemagnetics Infinity 4 0 0 MHz (9 .4 T) NMR
The ^ N b chemical shift scale was set based on E(^^Nb) = 2 4 .4 7 6 1 M H z.2 8 The
magnetic field was measured with the methyl resonance (5 = 17.35 ppm) of
hexamethylbenzene, HMB, and S(13C) = 2 5 .1 4 5 0 0 4 M H z2 4 . E is the absolute
frequency for the chemical shift reference (5 js o = 0 ppm) in a magnetic field such
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that the protons of trimethylsiiane, TMS, resonate at exactly 100 MHz.30

r VHMB ~ ''reference''
4-1

X 106 = 17.35 ppm

5 ( 13C),ppm

vreference ( 13Q

VHMB = 100.596148 MHz at 17.35 ppm for methyl peak of HMB
vreference(1 3 C) = 100.594403 MHz at 0 ppm for
fB o(100M Hz)^
-(1 3C) = vreference(13c)
(400 MHz),

S ( 1 3 C)

vreference( 1 3 C)

Bo(l00M H z)

B0 (400 MHz)

Bo(100 MHz)

S (1 3 C )

vreference(*3 C)

B0 (400 MHz)

s(1 3 c)

vreference(^3 C)

i(9 3 ^ b )

v re fe re n c e (^ 3 N b )

S(93Nb)
Bo(100MHz)

vreference(93Nb)
B0 (400 MHz)

H(93Nb)

vreference(^3Nl))

3.2

S(13C)

25.145004 MHz

100.594403 MHz

E(93Nb)

24.4761 MHz

vreference (9 3Nb)

The 9 3Nb vreference is 97.918404 MHz at 0 ppm and has positive shifts to higher
frequency. RF power, at the spectrometer frequency of 97.800292 MHz, was set
with a 0.6 M solution of the niobium sample in water to yield a 2.75 ps 90° 9 3Nb
pulse. For this I = 9/2 nucleus, the solid-state 90° pulse was assigned as
2.75 ps/[I(I+l)-m(m+l)] ^

= o.55 ps.31 The MAS probe ringdown after the 0.55

ps pulse was 12 ps. Spectra were acquired with and without 1 ^ decoupling. 1 ^
decoupling was achieved with a spin-lock pulse sequence; the 90° 1 ^ pulse length
was 9 ps. Samples were spun in a 5 mm zirconia rotor with dry N 2 at a rate of 9
kHz. For this MAS probe, both bearing and drive gases are at room temperature,
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and the sample temperature is set with an independent N 2 gas flow. The accuracy
of this system was evaluated with the temperature-dependent 207pb resonance of
lead nitrate and found to be within 1°C over this temperature range and spin rate
(see Figures 4-7 -4 -9 )3 2 a spectral width of 751.9 kHz (1.33 ps dwell) with 64k
data points is used for the MAS acquisition. Probe ringdown necessitated a FID
data shift to the first rotational echo. The dwell, 1.33 ps, made it difficult to locate
the echo maximum to within 0 . 1 ps as needed to avoid linear phase distortion.28
Reacquisition with a spectral width of 2985 kHz (0.33 ps dwell) and a n/5 pulse
width, showed that what was thought as baseline roll were actually the spinning
sidebands of the broad NbF7 ~ 2 component. Baseline correction was done using a
spline fitting routine. The carrier frequency was set at the NbF4 0 ~ centerband that
may have caused some additional distortion at this resonance, thus the experimental
intensity of the NbF4 <D* centerband is not well determined.
i^F spectra were acquired with the same rotor, probe, and spin rate. The
l^ F chemical shift was set with external trifluoroacetic acid at 5 = -78.5 ppm
(referenced to CF 3 CI at 8 = 0 ppm). For comparison, shifts were also assigned
based on S(^^F) = 94.093974 MHz 34; these differed by less than 5 ppm from those
assigned through trifluoroacetic acid. 93^b decoupling was done with a spin-lock
pulse sequence at an RF power equivalent to a 17 ps 93tfb solution-state 90° pulse.
4.2.5. Frequency-Stepped NMR
Spectra (Figure 4-11) were acquired with a single channel solenoid probe, 5
mm inner diameter coil and low Q. The RF power was set to a 0.55 ps solid pulse
(2.75 ps solution-state 90° pulse), as described above. No compensation in pulse
power was made for the different effective gyromagnetic ratios of the satellite
transitions. Temperature control was done with a Bruker temperature controller and
a thermocouple installed near the RF coil was calibrated with lead(II) nitrate. A
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Figure 4-7: 207pb statjc n m r 0f solid Pb(N 0 3 > 2 used to calibrate the
temperature controller. A 4.25 ps 90° pulse was used at a frequency of
83.402576 MHz with a delay between pulses of 20 seconds for 24 transients.
The experimental spectra were simulated and 5||, 5 , and 8 jso were determined.
Sjso = (2 8 + 8||)/3 when q = 0 .
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90 °C

5 = 46.1 ppm

60 °C

8
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)
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5 = -18.2 ppm
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= -39.8 ppm
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-90 °C
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100

0
Chemical Shift / ppm

= -80.2 ppm

-100

Figure 4-8: 207pfc MAS NMR of solid Pb(NC>3 ) 2 used to calibrate the
temperature controller. A 5.00 ps 90° pulse was used at a frequency of
83.402686 MHz with a delay between pulses of 30 seconds, a 5 kHz spin
speed and 4 transients.
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Figure 4-9: Temperature dependence of Pb(N0 3 ) 2 with the static and MAS
NMR probe. The 207pb calculated shift is determined from (T - 24 °C) x
0.753 ppm/°C from the work of Bielecki and Burum.27
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spin-echo sequence, 90° - tj -180° - 12 ~ acq with phase cycling, was used with tj =
43.18 ps (Figure 4-10).

1

sec

180
0.55 ps

1 .1

ps
43.45 ps

43.18 ps

Figure 4-10: Pulse sequence for the Hahn spin echo used for frequencystepping.
Each spectrum was acquired using 1600 transients, a recycle delay of 1
second and a spectral width of 1492.5 kHz (dwell = 0.67 ps). A set of 17 subspectra
was acquired with spectrometer frequency increments of 0.1 MHz from 96.96 to
98.56 MHz, for an observed spectral width of 3.092 MHz ([1.4925 MHz + (1 6 X
0.1 MHz]) with retuning of the probe after each acquisition.
Echoes were transferred to a workstation and processed by:
•

a linear interpolation in the time domain to increase the spectral
width by 2 ^, necessary to avoid fold over and account for the

100

kHz increase in the spectral width;
•

frequency-shifting each echo using

e

n

1

where fn is the

frequency difference between the on-resonance frequency and the
actual frequency, f/ is the time of the i1*1 data point in the time
domain. (Frequency shifting makes each individual echo appear to
be acquired at the same carrier frequency as the middle acquired
echo); ^
•

Fourier transformation in the magnitude mode to offset phase errors;
and

•

addition of each subspectrum into a final spectrum (Figure 4-15).
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a) Static Hahn echo
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b) Frequency-Stepped
Hahn Echo
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Figure 4-11: Two 93p«jb NMR (spin 9/2) experiments for covering large spectral
widths are: a )^ N b static FT NMR Hahn spin-echo and the b) frequency shifted
and summed FT magnitude ^ N b frequency-stepped NMR Hahn spin-echo of the
17 subspectra acquired in 0.1 MHz increments.
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4.3.

Results and Discussion
The decomposition of [NH^ltNbFg] into [NH4 ][NbF4 0 ][NbF 7 ] is proposed

to follow:
1 NH4 + + 1 NbF6- + H 2 O + 2 NH 3 -» 3 NH4 + + NbOF4" + 2 F2

NH4 + + 2 NbFg- + 2F-

2

NH4 + + 2NbF72’

3 NH 4 + + 3 NbF6 - + H 2 O + 2 NH 3 -» 5 NH4 + + NbOF4* + 2 NbF72'
To understand where the excess H 2 O and NH3 may have been introduced
into the system the method of preparation was studied. Hexafluoroniobates can be
prepared by the reaction of excess brominetrifluoride, BrF3 , (the solvent) with an
equal molar mixture of M+ to Nb metal . 6 The M+ is in the form of a carbonate or
fluoride (M+ = NH4+ K+, Na+, Rb+, Cs+, Li+, or Ag+. For Ca+ 2 and Ba+ 2 a 1:2
ratio is used.
A second method is to dissolve NbFs and MF in BrF3 at -50°C. The excess
BrF 3 is distilled off in a vacuum at temperatures to 130 °C and the precipitant is the
MNbFg com pound.^ A third method is to mix NbFs and MF in SF4 to form
MNbFg.^d Though BrF3 and SF 4 are highly reactive with water, NH 4 F easily
absorbs moisture from the air enough to eventually deliquesce. Water autoionizes
into H+ + OH* and the hydroxide ion can react with excess ammonium ion to form
NH3.
NH4 + + OH-

NH 3 + H 2 O

Kb = 1.8 x 10-5

The NH 3 impurity may then cause the decomposition of [NH^ItNbFg] into
[NH 4 ][NbF4 0 ][NbF7]. We speculate that the Aldrich synthesis of [N ^ lfN b F g ]
may be improved by careful control of ammonia—use dry NH4 F.
The [NH4 ][NbF4 0][N bF7] structure contains isolated NbF72" ions of
crystallographic mirror symmetry, and chains of NbF4 0 " units lying on a
crystallographic C4 axis, these ions being present in a 2:1 ratio. Nb-F distances in
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NbF40 -

NbF40 -

Figure 4-12: The structure at 333 K contains isolated NbF7 ^- ions with mirror
symmetry and chains of NbF4 0 " units lying on a C4 axis in a 2:1 ratio. The
NbF4 0 ' coordination geometry is square pyramidal.
the NbFyZ- ion range 1.915(5)-1.975(3) A( 1 0 0 K results), while the Nb-F distance
in the oxo-ion is 1.909(4) A. In the chains of NbF4 0 “ ions along the fourfold axis,
the coordination geometry may be considered as square pyramid, with the Nb atom
lying 0.236(3) Afrom the plane of the four F atoms, with an apical Nb- 0 bond of
length 1.78(1)

A. There is a much longer axial Nb - 0

contact of length 2 . 1 2 ( 1 ) Ato

another NbF4 0* ion, such that the N bl coordination geometry may also be thought
o f as a highly distorted octahedral (Figure 4-12). Displacement parameters are
generally high, as expected, in the 333 K structure, typically about 0.2 A^ for F
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atoms. RMS amplitudes for two of the F atoms lying on the mirror of the NbF7 2_
ion are larger than most (Fig. 4-6b), with maxima of 0.37

A2(in plane) for F5 and

0.S4 A2(across the plane) for F6 , suggestive of unresolved disorder of these atoms.
At 100 K, displacement parameters show the expected decrease, including that for
FS, which has its RMS displacement along the principal ellipsoid axis reduced to
0.19 A2. However, F6 at

100

K exhibits an ambiguous, resolved disorder across the

mirror, with half-populated sites separated by 0.76(2) A(Fig. 4-6a), each having a
principal amplitude of 0.32

A2.Thus, at low temperature, the symmetry of an

individual NbF7 2' anion is reduced from mirror to asymmetric.
NMR spectroscopy of the isolated NbF7 2_ ions and chains of NbF4 0 " units
shows the former undergo a motional process that significantly affects the ^2Nb and
l^F spectra. The ^ N b j^ ^ F ] MAS NMR spectra, illustrated in Figure 4-13, show a
strong temperature dependence above room temperature. The spectrum at 30 °C is
dominated by the NbF4 0 ~ resonance, centered at 8 0 bs = -1103 ppm and surrounded
by an extensive spinning sideband pattern 2 2 that nearly obscures a weak broad
resonance for the NbFy2' site at S0 bs = -1572 ppm. On warming to 60 °C, the
resonance for the NbFy2" site becomes more clearly visible, and spin-spin coupling
is observed in the ^ N b MAS spectrum (Figure 4-14) giving rise to an apparent
five-line pattern. The NbF 7 2" quintet shows ^ N b -^ ^F coupling of 340 Hz in an
intensity ratio that is consistent with either an NbF4 (1:4:6:4:1) or an NbFg unit (
1:6:15:20:15:6:1), but not an NbF 7 2" unit (1:7:21:35:35:21:7:1 binomial intensity
distribution); this issue will be revisited below in the discussion of the l^F NMR
spectra. The temperature effects are reversible with some historesis.
The l^F MAS NMR spectra, shown in Figure 4-15, also show considerable
temperature dependence. At 30 °C, two poorly resolved resonances are detected,
while at 60 °C, a 10-line pattern is observed, characteristic of ^ N b , 1 = 9/2
coupling . ^ 2 Based on the spin-spin coupling, which is similar to that observed in
213
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93N b[19F] MAS NMR Spectra
NbF72*
o

60 °C

Onset of Motion

50 °C

Invisible Site

m

40

°C

1

1

1---------- 1--------- 1--------- 1--------- 1---------- 1--------- 1--------- 1----------r

-1000

-1500
Chemical Shift /ppm

Figure 4-13: ^N b t^^F ] MAS NMR spectra of [NH4 l 5 [NbF4 0 ][NbF7 ] 2 as a
function of temperature. The peaks at -1095 and -1103 ppm are the centerbands
of extensive spinning sideband patterns determined by a series o f variable spinrate spectra. The peak at -1572 ppm is indicative of an ‘invisible’ quadrupolar
site. The line narrowing and increase in signal amplitude at -1570 ppm indicates
onset of motion in the solid state by 50 °C.
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2000

0

-2000

Frequency / Hz
Figure 4-14: This figure of the 93Mb MAS spectrum at 60 °C without fluorine
decoupling shows a 340 Hz 93Nb_19p spin-spin splitting at the -1572 ppm site of
the NbF7 ^- unit (NbF7 2 - would have shown an 8 -line pattern with two equalintensity peaks in the center). The quintet intensity ratio is consistent with NI3F4
or NbFg (with a septet and two outer transitions obscured by line broadening) but
not NbF7 . This spin-spin splitting of the 93>fb spectrum shows coupling to six
chemical-shift equivalent fluorine atoms while one fluorine site shows no
coupling.
the 93Nb spectrum for the NbF 7 2 - unit, the

resonance at 103 ppm is assigned to

the NbF7 2 * unit. The other 19p resonance at 78 ppm shows poorly resolved
coupling to 93Nbt and is assigned to the NbF 4 0 - unit. A 19p[93Nb] MAS NMR
spectrum at 60 °C is shown in Figure 4-16; the resonances for both the NbF 7 2 - and
NbF4 0 " sites are narrowed. The resonance at 95 ppm, unaffected by 93tfb
decoupling, is assigned to the fluxional fluorine associated with the NbF7 ^~ unit.
The temperature dependent 93^b and

spectra of the NbF7 2 - unit indicate

motion at 60 °C. The 93Nb spectrum shows coupling to six chemical-shift
equivalent fluorine atoms (Figure 4-16), while one fluorine sites shows no coupling.
To explain these observations, we propose the following:
•

a hindered rotation o f an NbFg' unit exists that creates chemical-shift
equivalency among six fluorine sites or
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19F MAS NMR VT Spectra

Q.
a
m
60 °C

50 °C

40 °C

sa.
a.

30 °C

150

100
Chemical Shift / ppm

Figure 4-15: The
MAS is used to more fully understand the spin-spin
splitting at the ^ N b -1572 ppm site for 60 °C. The
m a s NMR spectra of
[NH4 ]5 [NbF4 0 ][NbF7 ] 2 is shown as a function of temperature. The resonance
at 95 ppm is assigned to a fluxional fluorine site attached to the N b F ^ - unit.
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•

a two-site jump motion for the fluorine site labeled F6 in Figure
4-6a effectively averages its 93Nb_19p spin-spin coupling to
zero.

Precedence exists for the first explanation, as seen in the l^F spectrum of
solid UFg, which shows averaging of equatorial and axial s ite s .3 6 -3 7 por the
second effect, we speculate that the sign of the 93ni>.19f spin-spin coupling
depends upon the niobium-fluorine d-p overlap; F6 is uniquely situated so as to
experience couplings of the same magnitude, but opposite in sign, hence the
possibility of motional averaging to zero. A search of l^F NMR literature of MFX
(M = Si, S, P, Y, Te, Xe, V, Ti, Pt) revealed no other examples of motion-induced
change in the M -l^F spin-spin coupling constant to the extent seen here.34 In
summary, at 60 °C,

e
oc
r-

150

100

50

0

Chemical Shift / ppm
Figure 4-16: Shown is the l^ F f^ N b ] MAS NMR spectrum at 60 °C. The peak
at 94 ppm is unaffected by niobium decoupling and is assigned to a fluxional
fluorine associated with the NbF7 ~ 2 site.
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the N b F ^ - unit behaves, in an NMR sense, as a [NbFg'JF* unit. Precedence exits
for considerable variation in spin-spin coupling "constants": U(^H-31p) in HPO 3
depends upon solution p H ;3 4 5j(lH_19p) in fluorobenzene has a considerable
temperature dependence;^ and 2j(lH -31p) in salts of fr<ww-HFe(CO)3 PR4 _ even
shows a null in the coupling constant as a function of temperature 41
The 93Nb chemical shifts, both as observed and after correction for secondorder quadrupolar shifts 42-44, ^

listed in Table 4-4. The shifts are consistent

with previous reports for niobium complexes. A theoretical analysis of chemical
shifts for NbX(j_nYn (X,Y = halides) shows that d-d* splitting is the main
contributor to the paramagnetic component of the chemical shift, with reduced d-d*
splitting shifts leading to a more positive observed chemical shift.45 The range of
calculated 93Nb chemical shifts extends from NbFg- at -1490 ppm to NbBrg" at 735
ppm. Values of 93Nb-19p coupling for the NbFg' species in solution are 334 Hz
(dimethylformamide 46) to 345 Hz (ethanol 47), which compare well with the 340
Hz observed for the NbFy^* species in this study. For other MF6 species, PFg' and
PtF(j2 - for example, the spin-spin couplings of solution and solid-state forms show
similar small differences.48,49
The quadrupole coupling constants, Cq, and asymmetry parameters, q, for
the 93>jb sites were determined from the frequency-stepped NMR spectra, shown in
Figure 4-1 la for 30 and 60 °C and processed similar to Clark.5 The objective is a
good quality spectrum with a wide spectral width. Besides frequency-stepping,
Held-sweeping can also provide a wide spectral width but requires a magnet with a
programmable power su p p ly .3 ,4 To date, Held-sweeping has been, provided a
suitable magnet is available, easier to implement than frequency-stepping. An issue
in the present work is to assess the usefulness of frequency-stepping.
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Figure 4-17: 93Nb deconvolved frequency-stepped NMR spectrum at a) 30 °C and
b) 60 °C. The NbF4 0 ‘ site was fitted first based on singularities for the central
transition and six surrounding singularities in the quadrupolar powder pattern. The
NbF7 ^~ site was fitted second. The sum of the two sites is scaled to a 1:2 ratio of
peak areas.
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The assessment is done on the basis of the ease of performing the experiment and
the quality of the spectra: Is the fidelity of the line shape sufficiently well preserved
so that deconvolution of two over-lapping powder patterns is possible?
The deconvolution of the frequency-stepped spectra (Figure 4-17) of
[NH 4 ]5 [NbF4 0 ][NbF7 ] 2 at 30 °C was constrained to yield two 1=9/2 quadrupolar
powder patterns satisfying these conditions:
•

central transitions lie at the observed chemical shifts found, corrected
for the second-order quadrupolar shift, in the 93Nb[19p] MAS NMR
spectrum;

•

the ratio o f integrated peak areas for the two quadrupolar powder
patterns is fixed at

•

1 :2

based on the chemical formulation;

the site corresponding to the NbF4 0 " unit has an asymmetry
parameter of zero based on the four-fold site symmetry at niobium;

•

Cq for NbFyZ- exceeds 10 MHz.

The last constraint reflects the poor observation of the NbFy^- site in the 93Nb[19p]
MAS NMR spectrum. The MAS spectrum is undeciperable above the baseline for
NbFy^*. This indicates a large second-order quadrupolar line broadening
ineffectively reduced at 9.4 T spinning at 9 kHz. A formula to determine the field
and spinning conditions necessary for a distortionless centerband is^O;
Cq 2 ( l +

^ )2

< 11 2 VLVrI 2

4-3
9 ( I + |)

6

v l is the Larmor frequency and vr is the spinning speed (both in Hz). The Larmor
frequency is dependent o f the external magnetic field, B0 and y such that:
v l = y B J ln . A simulation of the spinning speed required at different magnetic
fields for a distortionless centerbands can be calculated and graphed.( Figure 4-18).
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The result of deconvolution of the 30 °C spectrum is shown in Figure 4-17a,
including residuals. The deconvolution o f the 60 °C spectrum used the same
constraints, but with a reduced Cq value for N b F ^ - and the results are shown in
Figure 4 -17b.
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Spinning Speed / kHz

25

20

15
9.4 T

10
9 kHz spinning
speed________

18.8 T
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0

0
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20
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Figure 4-18: A simulation of the spinning speed required for a distortionless
centerband at 9 kHz shows that the Cq value must be larger than 10 MHz.
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30

Returning to the ^ N b j^ ^ F ) MAS NMR spectra, the spinning sideband
pattern associated with the NbF4 .0 " site can be used to independently determine Cq
and q .35,51,53 The axially symmetric site, NbF4 0 ", dominates the spinning
sideband patterns at 30 and 60 °C. The large Cq for the NbFy^- site at 30 °C yields
spinning sidebands with little intensity. At 60 °C Cq for the NbF7 2 - site is
<0.15MHz and yields few detectable sidebands about its centerband at -153.7 kHz
(relative to E (93Nb) at this field). The 93Nb[19p] MAS NMR spectra are not
symmetric; slightly more intensity exists in the spinning sideband pattern to higher
field (lower frequency),
b) spline fit

suggesting an anisotropic
chemical shift interaction. An
extensive baseline roil was
corrected using a spline fitting
routine (Figure 4-19). The
NbF 4 0 ~ site has axial

a) MAS with
baseline roll

symmetry, so the unknown
parameters are Cq, 5js0, and

Figure 4-19: 93Nb[19F] MAS NMR 30 °C
spectrum with a)extensive baseline roll b) after
spine fit.

5||. An estimated chemical
shift anisotropy value, AS, of
300 ppm (29.3 kHz) with an

asymmetry, q, of 0, determined by symmetry (see above), was used for the 30 and
60 °C spectra, respectively. The anisotropy is defined as AS = S|| - 5 js 0 .5 3 , 5 4 The
initial value of S|| was estimated by visual inspection of the asymmetry of the
sideband pattern. The centerband, and thus the Sjs0, was determined by a series of
variable spin rate spectra. Simulations of the spectra were then made as a function
o f Cq (Figure 4-20). A comparison of these sideband pattern simulations with the
NbF4 0 ~ portion of the sideband pattern (excluding the centerband and sidebands of
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the NbFy^- site) confirm the values of Cq listed in Table 4-4. The spinning
sideband analysis thus provides a necessary verification of the implementation of
the spin-echo frequency-stepped and summed method.
Table 4-4:

NMR parameters for [NH4 .]5 [NbF4 0 ][NbF7 ] 2

Site

Cq/MHz

NbF4 0 -

NbF7 2 -

SfobsVppm

n

SfisoVppm

T/°C

4.0

0

-1103

-1105

30

2 .8

0

-1095

-1096

60

13.8

1

-1572

-1608

30

<0.15

ND*

-1570

-1570

60

’'‘not determined
4.4.

Conclusions
The title complex is an interesting example of a high-spin NMR system that

is both challenging, but accessible with normal solid-state NMR techniques. The
temperature dependence of the NbF7 2 - site converts a resonance difficult to observe
via MAS NMR at 30 °C (9.4 T) into a strong, narrow resonance at 60 °C. The
sample also contains a second niobium site, NbF4 0 ~, which has little temperature
dependence and an extensive sideband pattern. The two ^ N b resonances illustrate
the "invisible 27Al" problem quite n ic e ly 5 5 -5 6 fo r the NbF7 2 - unit. At the same
time, the NbF4 0 ~ unit provides a reference subspectrum. We note that for this
particular sample, a spinning sideband analysis is an alternative to frequency or
field-swept NMR methods. The magnitude of the ^^Nb quadrupolar coupling
constant is such that a slightly faster spin rate, or acquisition of spectra at a higher
field should have yielded an interpretable spinning sideband pattern at 30 °C for
both niobium sites.57.58_
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Figure 4-20: Spinning sideband analysis (vr = 9 kHz) of the 93Nb[19p] MAS
NMR spectrum of [NH4 J5 [NbF4 0 ][NbF7 ] 2 as a function of Cq for the NbF4 0 "
site at 30 and 60 °C. Extensive baseline correction was done with a spline fitting
routine. Note: the sideband pattern of the N b F ^ - site (bracket) was not include in
the simulation and the experimental intensity of the NbF4 0 ~ centerband (*) is not
well determined. The spinning sideband analysis uses a chemical shift anisotropy
of 300 ppm ( 5|| - 5jso) and a chemical shift asymmetry of zero. Numerical
simulations employed a Monte-Carlo powder average with 1000 orientations each.
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The strong quadrupolar interactions of many alumina supports and zeolites
have limited the characterization of these structurally interesting compounds. For
example, failure to observe 27^1 MAS NMR spectra of dehydrated zeolites has
given rise to the term "invisible Al".35,59 Here, we have shown that spin-echo
frequency-stepped NMR yields useful spectra for high-spin nuclei with quadrupole
interactions too large to permit MAS NMR spectroscopy.
4.5.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
The overall objective of this research project was to develop nuclear
magnetic resonance, NMR, methods for the study of difficult quadrupolar spin
systems. The issues studied were:
•

the assignment of crystallographically equivalent, but
magnetically inequivalent quadrupolar nuclei using current NMR
experiments and density function theory, DFT, calculations;

•

the accuracy of ab initio calculations in aluminosilicate minerals
and organoaluminum species where 27 A1 NMR of large
quadrupolar systems represents the forefront of solid-state NMR
spectroscopy;

•

a new method of frequency-stepped NMR, refined for use on
commercial solid-state NMR spectrometers.

From the development and implementation of these issues, we
determined the first full assignment of a five-coordinate aluminum site including
solutions for the chemical shift anisotropy and crystallographically equivalent
but magnetically inequivalent sites. The quadrupolar coupling constants, Cq,
and asymmetry parameters, t), for several imidoalanes previously considered
NMR “invisible” were determined with values ranging to 37 MHz, the largest
value determined by 27A1 NMR spectroscopy to date. Previously, large 27^1
NMR Cq values, >18 MHz, were determined using either nuclear quadrupole
resonance, NQR, or gas phase microwave spectroscopy. By comparing the ab
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initio calculations to the 27A1 NMR results trends could be developed which
relate the structure of organoaluminum rings and cages to 27A1 Cq and q values.
The 27 A1 frequency-stepped NMR acquisition of MAO was limited by
the short T 2 values due to the rigidity of the MAO. The 27A1 static NMR probe
was optimized for short ring down (<5ps) and a Hahn echo sequence was used
to further reduce the effects of a short T 2 . One four-coordinate aluminum site
with a Cq around 26 MHz and T) around 1 was possibly identified and a
plausible structure of MAO was developed consistent with the NMR results, and
previous elemental analysis studies.
As an extension of this preliminary work, other members of this lab are
currently working on field-stepped and field-cycling NMR techniques and
automated NQR techniques to further characterize MAO. The solid-state 17o
and 2 h NMR of 17o and 2 h labeled MAO should be able to validate or decry
the MAO structure proposed in this study. If the proposed structure is valid, the
l7 o NMR should contain a resonance consistent only with a three-coordinate
oxygen structure and may be amenable to multiple-quantum 1 >2 high-field/highspeed NMR spectroscopy^. NQR^.5 and ab initio calculations^. The deuterium
NMR study is predicted to show narrow lines due to motion at the methyl sites
and restricted motion (a pake doublet) for the agostically-bonded hydrogen sites.
Molecular modeling of the proposed structure should aid in determining the
dynamics and differences due to the position of the agostic hydrogens thus
providing information that may determine the structural difference between
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MAO solid and MAO gel. If the Cq and q values determined from the ab initio
calculations further validate the proposed structure of MAO then this study
should definitely lead to the synthesis of improved polypropylene catalysts
optimized for cost and active sites.
NMR is a powerful analytical tool that has been used successfully with
ab initio calculations and imaging to determine complicated protein structures of
non-quadrupolar nuclei

The new frontier of solid-state NMR is the ability to

construct quadrupolar inorganic structures in a similar manner. As an extension
of the above 27 A1 solid-state NMR studies, the frequency-stepped experiment
may be a good technique to characterize the metal binding sites of aluminum
derivatives of biomolecules where aluminum can substitue isomorphously for
the bioactive metal. Some examples are ferrichrome cyclohexapetides^ and the
proteins: 10,11,12 ovotransferrin, serotransferrin and lactoferrin. It is highly
probable that frequency-stepped 27A1 NMR at very high fields (to 750 MHz)
would he able to determine the quadrupolar information at the binding sites.
The line narrowing due to the high Held plus the success in this study of the
frequency-stepped method for sites with large quadrupolar interactions make
high-field frequency-stepped 27a i NMR an excellent analytical tool. As an
application, the Alzheimer ^-protein is a major component of the plaque
deposits in Alzheimer’s disease and Down’s syndrome; the association of
aluminum and the Alzheimer f) -protein is a major concern of scientist. 12 A
particular aluminum phosphate complex may form a structure that seeds the
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plaques associated with Alzheimer’s d isea se.^ Solid state 27 A1 NMR may
provide new insights into the aluminum complex and the deposits of aluminum
in the brain. Thus, experimental quadrupolar results in conjunction with ab
initio calculations offers scientist a new tool for an added understanding of the
metal binding sites in biomolecules.
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APPENDIX A: COM PUTER PROGRAMS
A .I.

First-Order Rotation of QCTcrySta| to QCTl a B

Mathematica Program to determine the QCT tensor relationship to the sinusoidal
curve coefficients (see Equation 2-41).
In[l]: = (* VolkoffRotation.nb *)
(*QCT tensor in the crystal from (see Equation 1-32 *)
QCTcrystal= ^(Q ^Txx’ QCTXy, QCTXZ},
{QCTXy, QCTyy, QCTyz },
{QCTXZ, QCTyj;, QCTZZ}};
MatrixForm[QCTcrystaii
Out[ 1]//MatrixForm=
(QCT** QCTIy Q C T ^
QCTXy QCTyy QCTyjj
QCTXZ QCTyZ QCTZZ^
In[2]: = (* If the c-axis of the crystal is aligned with the Z lab axis and 0LAB-Y is
chosen as the rotation axis then the rotation tensor is R 0 lab-y (see Equation 140) *)
r 0LAB-Y =

( {Cos[0l a B-Y1»Sin[0L^B_Y l}, {0,1,0}, {-Sin[0LAB-Yl>°»

Cos[0l a B-Y11 };
Matri xForm [R0LAB- Y1
Out[2]//MatrixForm=
T :° s[0 LAB-Y]
0

1

jS in [ 0 LAB_Y]

SintOLAB-Yl^

0
0
0

CosCOlaB-Y],

In[3]:= (* Using the Rose convention to do an Euler rotation to align the crystal caxis with LAB Z (LAB Z is parallel to the magnetic Held)
1 ) rotate counter-clockwise <j>degrees about the crystal c-axis (Equation 2-35);
2) rotate counter-clockwise 0 degrees about the new b-axis; (Equation 2-36);
3) rotate counter-clockwise % degrees about the new c-axis. (Equation 2-37);*)
rZphi = { {Cos[<|>], Sin[<j>], 0}, {- Sin[<M, Cos[<|>], 0}, 0 ,0 ,1 } };
rYtheta = { {Cos[0J. 0, -Sin[0]}, {0,1,0}, {Sin[0], 0, Cos[0]} };
rZchi = { {Cosfx], Sin[jc], 0}, {- Sinfx], Cos[x], 0}, 0 ,0 ,1 } };
(* The Euler Rotation Matrix (see Equation 2-39) may be derived by
multiplying rZchi * rYtheta * rzphi Equation 2-38 *)
R euim-- rZ chi. rY theta. rZphi;
MatrixFormfRp.,1^)
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Out[3]//MatrixForm=
/Cos[0]Cos[(|)]Cos[x] - Sin[(j>]Sin[x]
Cos[0]Cos[x]Sin[<J>] + Cos[<J>]Sin[x]

" \
-Cos[x]Sin[0]

-Cos[x]Sin[<()]- Cos[0]Cos[<t>]Sin[x]
Cos[(()]Cos[x] - Cos[0]Sin[ij>]Sin[x]
Sin[0]Sin[x]
Cos[<t>]Sin[0]
Sin[0]Sin[0]

y

Cost©]

ju[ 4 ]. —(*
rotation ********************* *)
(* Find equation for rotation about the a-axis *)
(* the a-axis rotation angles required to align the c-axis with the magnetic field
are <j) =90°, 0=90° and x = 0° *)
QCTcRYtoLABA ® REuler • QCTcrystal • Transpose[REulerlL ( 4>->Pi/2 , 0 >Pi/2,x->0};
MatrixForm[QCTcRYtoLABA]
Out[4]//MatrixForm=
V QCTZZ QCTXZ -QCTyz ^
QCTxz QCTXX -QCTxy
^QCTyz -QCTxy QC^yy ^
In[5]:= Q C T la b A = R0 LAB-Y- QCTcRYtoLABA • Transpose[R0LAB_Yl;
VolkoffAaxis = Simplify[Hxpand[QCTLABAt[33]]]l
Out[5] = QCTyy C o s [ 0 l a b _ y ] 2 + QCTZZ Sin[©LAB-Y] 2 + QCTyz Sint 2
Y

0

LAB-

In[6 ]' s (* *********************b_axis rotation ******************* *)
(* Find equation for rotation about the b-axis *)
(* the b-axis rotation angles required to align the c-axis with the magnetic field are
• = 0 °, 0 = 0 ° and x = 0 ° *)
QCTCRYtoLABB = REuler • QCTCrystal • T ranspose[R E ulerl1^> °» ®->0.
x->o};
MatrixForm[QCTcRYtoLABB]i

QCTlaBB = R0LAB-Y • QCTCRYtoLABB • Transpose[R0LAB-Yl;
Volkoffgaxis = Simplify[Expand[QCTLABB[[3,3]]]]
Out[6 ] = QCTZZ Cos[©laB-Y1 2 + QCTXX Sin[©LAB-Y]2_
QCTxz Sin[2 0 LAB-Y]
In[7]* _ ^**************************c_axjs rotation *******************)
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(* Find equation for rotation about the c-axis *)
(* the c-axis rotation angles required to align the c-axis with the magnetic field are <{>
= 0°, 0=-9O° and % - -90° *)
QCTCRYtoLABC = REuler • QCTCrystal • Transpose[REuier] {‘M * . 0->Pi/2, x->-Pi/2};
MatrixForm[QCTcRYtoLABC]i
QCTl a b C = R0LAB-Y • QCTCRYtoLABC *Transpose [R0l a B-Y1:
VolkoffCaxis = Sim plify[Expand[Q CTCLABc[[3,3]]]]
Out[7] = QCTXX Cos[0ja(j]

QCTyy Sin[0[ajj] 2 QCTXy Sin[2 0jab]

In[8 ]: = (* Replace QCTZZ with -QCTXX-QCTyy since QCTXX + QCTyy + QCTZZ
=0
Tensor has a vanishing trace. (See Equation 1-42 *)
VolkoffAaxis (QCTZZ -> -QCTXX—QCTyy}
Volkoffgaxis/■ (QCTZZ -> -QCTXX —QCTyy}
V olkoffC axis

Out[8 ] = QCTyyCos[0LAB_Y] 2 + (*QCTXX —QCTyy)Sin[0LAB-Yl2 +
Q^TyzSin [ 2 0 jabl
Out[9] = ( QCTXX —QCTyy)Cos[0LAB-Y] + QCTxxSin[0LAB-Yl - QCTxzSin[2
LAB-Yl
Out[10] = QCTxxC os[0laB -Y ] 2 + QCTyySin[0 LAB-Y]2_ QCTxySin [ 2 0 LAB-Y]
0

In[ 1 1 ] = (* make a coefficient matrix for use in calculation of the QCT from
VolkoffAaxis> Volkoffgaxis and VolkoffCaxis* See Equation 1-44). Columns in
matrix are QCTXX, QCTyy, QCTXy, QCTXZ, QCTyjj; the rows are Aa, Ba Ca,
Ab, Bb, Cb, A^;, Bc, Cc*)

-1
0
-1
1
0
1
0
ML

l
-l
0
-1
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-1

0
0
0
0
0
-1
0
0
0

>
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

y

(* check accuracy o f the coefficient Matrix *)
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variablesMatrix

=

fcCTxJ]
QCTyy
QCTXy

QCTXZ
^C T yz

K
a
Ab
Bb = coefficientMatrix. variablesMatrix
Cb
Ac

Bc
bc
O u t[ll] = { {QCTyy}, { -QCTXX -QCTyy}, {QCTyzb { -QCTXX-QCTyy},
{QCTXX}, {-QCTXZ},{QCTXX}> {QCTyy}, {-QCTxy} }

A.2.

First-Order Single-Crystal Least Squares Analysis

FitVolkoff_LS.m (executable program for Volkoff first order analysis)
FitVolkoff_ABC.m ( a function call for least-squares analysis).

%

FItVolkoff_LS.m

% Delta_Freq_expt Freq|+3/2>-> |+l/2> - Freq|-l/2> -> |-3/2> ( Equation 2-45)
%
for a 5- or 6-coordinate site for the first satellite transition
global Theta Delta_Freq_expt
Trace =[3 3 3]
% use Trace = [3 3 3] for Al(2);
%use Trace = [444] for AI(2)’;
%use Trace = [1 1 1 ] for Al(l);
%use Trace = [2 2 2] for A l(l)\
Figure(l);clf
*************************************************

‘a-axis’ Rotation of 3 or 6-coordinate sites
*************************************************

if Trace(l) = 1 % trace(l) is a-axis 1 means A l(l) data
<^******************************************************

%

R O T A T I O N ’ a-axis' T R A C E T f o r s ite A l(l)

afo*t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

% order of entry of raw experimental data
%theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 t o -3/2 delta_fireq theta +1/2 t o -1/2
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Data=[Experimental raw data (See Section A.5.) is entered here in order of
line above, preliminary extraction of coefficients are used to sort
curves at each rotation axis and labeled. The A l(l) site is arbitrarily
assigned to Trace 111; the A l(l)’ site is arbitrarily assigned to Trace
222; the Al(2) site is arbitrarily assigned to Trace 333 and the Al(2)’
site is arbitrarily assigned to Trace 444. This is done for each
rotation axes; a, b, and c.];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
Theta =(pi/180)*Data((l:59),l);
%(59 is the number of data points
taken)
Delta_Freq_expt = Data((l:59),5); %kHz;
% Delta_Freq_expt = Freq|+3/2> -*|+l/2> - Freq|-l/2>->|-3/2>
end; % end of if Trace(l) = 1;
if Trace(l) = 2 % trace(l) is a-axis 2 means A l(l)’ data
< ^ ,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

%

R O T A T I O N 'a-ax is' T R A C E ‘2’ forsite A l(l)‘

<^******************************************************

%theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data =[ experimental Trace 222 data for a-axis ];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
Theta =(pi/180)*Data((l:59),l); % radians used for least-squares fit
De!ta_Freq_expt = Data((l:59),5); %kHz;
%Delta_Freq_expt = Freq|+3/2> ->|+l/2> - Freq|-13/2>-^|-3/2>
end; % end of if Trace(l) = 2
if Trace(l) = 3 % trace(l) is a axis 3 means Al(2) data
<^******************************************************

%

R O T A T I O N 'a-ax is' T R A C E ‘3’ forsite Al(2)

% ******************************************************

% th e ta +3/2 t o +1/2 theta -1/2 t o -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data=[experimental Trace 333 data for a-axis.];
Theta =(pi/180)*Data((l:59),l);
%(59 is the number of data points for Theta)
Delta_Freq_expt = Data((l:59),5); % kHz
%kHz; Delta_Freq_expt = Freq|+3/2> ->|+l/2> - Freq|-13/2>-> |-3/2>
end; % end of if Trace(l) = 3;
if Trace(l) — 4 % trace(l) is a-axis 4 means Al(2)’ data
^******************************************************

%

R O T A T I O N 'a -ax is' T R A C E ‘4 ’ forsite Al(2)‘

<^******************************************************

% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_ffeq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data =( experimental Trace 444 data for a-axis ];
%assign angles and transition frequencies ftom raw data
Theta =(pi/180)*Data(( 1:59), 1); % radians used for least-squares fit
DeltaJFreqjexpt = Data((l:59),5); %kHz;
Delta_Freq_expt = Freq|+3/2>->|+l/2> - Freq|-13/2>-»|-3/2>
end; % end of if Trace(l) = 4
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XO = [500 2000 100]; %initial values for Aa, Ba, and Ca
X = Ieastsq('Volkoff_ABC_eq', XO) % least squares fit to experimental data
% using Theta and DeIta_Freq_expt
Aa = X (l), Ba = X(2), Ca = X(3),
Theta_LAB = Iinspace(min(Theta), max (Theta), 30);
y_calc = Aa*cos(Theta_LAB).A2 +Ba*sin(Theta_LAB).A2 +...
Ca*sin(2* Theta_LAB); %(See Equation 2- 45)
Cfo * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

%

‘b-axis’ Rotation of 5-coordinate sites

CJ0 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

if Trace(2) = 1 % trace(2) is b-axis 1 means A l(l) data
<^******************************************************

%

ROTATION

b-axis' T R A C E ‘1’ forsite A l(l)

% ******************************************************

% theta +3/2 t o +1/2 theta -1/2 t o -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 t o -1/2
Data = [experimental Trace 111 data for b-axis];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
Theta = (pi/180)*Data((l:86),l); % radians
Delta_Freq_expt = Data((l:86),5); %kHz;
% Delta_Freq_expt Freq|+3/2> ->|+l/2> - Freq|-l3/2>->|-3/2>
end; % end of if Trace(2) = I
if Trace(2) — 2 %trace(2) is b-axis 2 means A l(l)’ data
<^************************************************************

%

R O T A T I O N ’ b-axis’ T R A C E ‘2’ forsite A l(l)’

<^******************************************************

% theta +3/2 t o +1/2 theta -1/2 t o -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 t o -1/2
Data =[ experimental Trace 222 data for b-axis *];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
Theta = (pi/180)*Data((l:88),l); % radians used for least-squares fit
Delta_Freq_expt = Data((l:88),5); %kHz
% Delta_Freq_expt = Freq|+3/2> ->|+l/2> - Freq|-13/2>-> |-3/2>
end; % endofifT race(2) = 2
if Trace(2) = 3 % trace(2) is b-axis 3 means Al(2) data
^******************************************************

%

R O T A T I O N 'b -ax is' T R A C E ‘3’ forsite AI(2)

<^******************************************************

% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_fireq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data = [experimental Trace 333 data for b-axis];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
Theta = (pi/180)*Data((l:86),l); % radians used for least-squares fit
Delta_Freq_expt = Data((l;86),5); %kHz
% Delta_Freq_expt = Freq|+3/2> ->|+l/2> - Freq|-13/2>->|-3/2>
end; % endofifT race(2) = 3
if Trace(2) = 4 %trace(2) is b-axis 4 means Al(2)’ data
^******************************************************
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%

ROTATION

b-axis’ T R A C E ‘4 ’ forsite Al(2)’

<^******************************************************

% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 t o -3/2 delta_fireq theta +1/2 t o -1/2
Data =[ experimental Trace 444 data for b-axis *];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
Theta = (pi/180)*Data(( 1:88), 1); % radians used for least-squares fit
Delta_Freq_expt = Data((l:88),5); %kHz
% Delta_Freq_expt = Freq|+3/2> ->|+l/2> - Freq|-13/2>-> |-3/2>
end; % end of if Trace(2) = 4
XO = [2500 -3000 105]; %initial guesses for Ab, Bb, and Cb
X = leastsq(’Volkoff_ABC_eq\ X0)
Ab = X (l), Bb = X(2), Cb = X(3),
Theta_LAB = linspace(min(Theta), max (Theta), 30);
y_calc = Ab*cos(Theta_LAB) A2 + Bb*sin(Theta_LAB).A2 + ...
Ca*sin(2* Theta_LAB); %(See Equation 2-45)
^

*************************************************

%
‘c-axis’ Rotation of 5-coordinate sites
% *************************************************
if Trace(3) = 1 %trace(3) is c-axis 1 means Al(l) data
^******************************************************

%

R O T A T I O N 'e -ax is’

T R A C E ‘1’ forsite Al(l)

<^******************************************************

% theta +3/2 t o +1/2 theta -1/2 t o -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 t o -1/2
Data=[experimental Trace 111 data for c-axis *];
Theta = (pi/180)*Data((l:52),l);
Delta_Freq_expt = Data((l:52),5) %kHz;
%Delta_Freq_expt = Freq|+3/2> ->|+l/2> - Freq|-13/2>->|-3/2>
end; % end of if Trace(3) = 1
if Trace(3) = 2 %trace(3) is c-axis 2 means A l(l)’ data
<^******************************************************

%

R O T A T I O N ’c-axis’

T R A C E ‘2’ forsite A l(l)’

^******************************************************

% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data = [experimental Trace 222 data for c-axis *];
Theta = (pi/180)*Data((l:55),l);
Delta_Freq_expt = Data((l:55),5) %kHz;
%Delta_Freq_expt = Freq|+3/2> ->|+l/2> - Freq|-13/2>-> |-3/2>
end; % end of if Trace(3) = 2
if Trace(3) = 3 %trace(3) is c-axis 3 means Al(2) data
^******************************************************

%
R O T A T I O N 'e -ax is' T R A C E ‘3’ forsite Al(2)
^******************************************************
% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_ffeq
Data=[experimental Trace 333 data for c-axis *];
Theta = (pi/180)*Data((l:52),l);
Delta_Freq_expt = Data((l:52),5) %kHz;

theta +1/2 to -1/2
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%Delta_Freq_expt = Freq|+3/2> ->|+l/2> - Freq|-13/2>->|-3/2>
end; % end of if Trace(3) — 3
if Trace(3) = 4 %trace(3) is c-axis 4 means Al(2)’ data
^******************************************************

%

R O T A T I O N 'e -ax is’ T R A C E ‘4 ’ forsite Al(2)’

<^******************************************************

% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data = [experimental Trace 444 data for c-axis *];
Theta = (pi/180)*Data((l:55),l);
Delta_Freq_expt = Data((l:55),5) %kHz;
%Delta_Freq_expt = Freq|+3/2> -»|+l/2> - Freq|-13/2>-»|-3/2>
end; % end of if Trace(3) = 4
XO = [-4000 2000 -500]; %initial starting values
X = IeastsqCVolkoff_ABC_eq\ X0)
Ac = X (l), Be = X(2), Cc = X(3),
Theta_LAB = linspace(min(Theta), max(Theta), 30);
y_calc = Ac*cos(Theta_LAB).A2 + Bc*sin(Theta_LAB).A2 +...
Ca*sin(2* Theta_LAB); %(See Equation 2-45)
%

Prepare QCT Tensor from Coefficients’
<^***************************** I*************************
%coeftMatrix taken from “VolkoffRotation.nb” In[l 1] (see A .l)
coeffMatrix =
[0 1 0 0 0;
% see Equation 2-44
- l - l 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 1;
- 1-1 0 0 0 ;
1 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0-1 0 ;
1 0 0 0 0;
0 1 0 0 0;
0 0- 1 0 0]
measurementMatrix =[Aa; Ba; Ca; Ab; Bb; Cb; Ac; Be; Cc];
% U = inv(A’ A )A 'M
variablesMatrix = inv(coeffMatrix' * coeffMatrix) * coeffM atrix'...
"‘measurementMatrix
% QCT Quadrupolar Coupling Energy Tensor
QCTxx = variablesMatrix(l,l);
QCTyy = variablesMatrix(2,l);
QCTzz = -l*(QCTxx + QCTyy);
QCTxy = variablesMatrix(3,l);
QCTxz = variablesMatrix(4,l);
QCTyz = variablesMatrix(5,l);
% For Spin = 5/2, there is a factor of -10/3, Also, convert to MHz from
%kHz with le-3
QCTCrystal = (le-3)*(-10/3)*[ QCTxx
QCTxy
QCTxz;
QCTxy
QCTyy
QCTyz;
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QCTxz
QCTyz
QCTzz] % M Hz
% change to PAS
E = sort(abs(eig(QCTCrystal))); ;
eta = (E(2) - E(l))/E(3); % see Equation 2-19
Cq = E(3); % quadrupole coupling constant in MHz(Equation 2-20)
[DirectionCosine, QCTPAS] = eig(QCTCrystal)
%************************************************************

%

end of
FitVolkoff _LS.m
%********************#***************************************
%************************************************************
%

F i t V o 1k o f f _ A B C _ e q . m

<^****************************************«*******************

function Frequency = Volkoff_ABC_eq(X0);%
global Theta Delta_Freq_expt
A = X0(1); B = X0(2); C = X0(3);
Frequency = Delta_Freq_expt - (A * cos(Theta).A2 + B * sin(Theta).A2 + ...
Ca*sin(2* Theta_LAB); %(See Equation 2- 45)
%

end of fu n ctio n

call

F i t V o 1k o f f _ A B C _ e q . m

<^************************************************************

AJ .

The Least-Squares Fit of the Total Hamiltonian to the Experimental
Transitions For One Magnetically Inequivalent Site
LeastSqrFit_NMR_lsite.m (Main Program)
FitVolkoff_LS.m
Expt_Transitions.m
LS_A127_init.m
LS_A127_QCT_CSA.m LS_AI27_QCT_CSA_P.m
Spinmatrix.m
RotationMatrix.m
%**********************************************************
% L e a s t S q r F i t _ N M R _ l s i t e . m (Main Executable Program)
% This Matlab program:
% calculates least-square fit of sinusoidal first-satellite transitions and central
% transition curves of experimental data to transition frequencies calculated
%from Hamiltonian.
% for one magnetically inequivalent Aluminum site
% calculates both the |+3/2> 4 |+l/2> and |-l/2> 4 |-3/2> for one A1 site;
% calls
%FitVolkoff_LS.m (See A.3);
%Expt_Transitions.m,
%LS_A127_initjn;
% LS_A127_QCT_CSA.m,
%spinmatrix.m and
%RotationMatrix.m.
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% fit variables are QCTxx, QCTxy, and QCTyy; CSAxx, CSAxy and CSAyy;
% offset angle for a-axis, offset angle for b-axis and offset angle for c-axis.
clc; clear;
%

Define Global Variables

global ThetaAp ThetaBp ThetaCp TransAp TransBp TransCp
global ThetaAm ThetaBm ThetaCm TransAm TransBm TransCm
global ThetaAhalf TransAhalf ThetaBhalf TransBhalf ThetaChalf TransChalf
global OrientA OrientB OrientC CSAiso Angle_correct
global Carrier R_Xray Residuals StepDegrees
global T_p3_to_pl_A T_pl_to_m l_A T_ml_to_m3_A T_p3_to_pl_B
global T_pl_to_ml_B T_ml_to_m3_B
global T_p3_to_pl_C T_pl_to_m l_C T_ml_to_m3_C ThetaArray
^******************************************
% Load Experimental Data and Starting QCT
<^******************************************
% Run "Expt_Transitions.m" to get experimental data sets
% Run “FitVolkoff_LS.m “preliminary QCTcrystal values for Least-squares;
%
A l(l); A l(l)’; Al(2);
Al(2)’
Expt_Transitions % set trace in program to [ 111] ; [2 2 2]; [3 3 3] or [4 4 4]
FitVolkoff_LS
%set trace in program to [1 1 1]; [2 2 2]; [3 3 3] or [4 4 4]
OrientA = [90 90 0];
% phi=90, theta=90, chi=0
OrientB = [0 0 0 ];
% phi=0, theta=0, chi=0
OrientC = [0-90-90]; % phi=0, theta=-90, chi=-90
Carrier = 104.244187e6; % Hz Experimental value from A1(N03)2 (aq)
%on-resonance at 104.244187MHz for 27-A
if T ra c e = [l 1 I ] | T ra ce = [2 2 2]
CSAiso = 10; % 6-coord, site CSAiso = sigma_iso %
% guess at CS A in crystal frame in units of ppm
CSACrystal= [100 20 0; 20 100 0; 1 5 (3*CSAiso - 200)];
elseif T race= [3 3 3] | T ra ce= [4 4 4]
CSAiso = 3 5 ; % 5-coord
% guess at CSA, in crystal frame in ppm units
CSACrystal = [100 20 0; 20 100 0; 1 5 (3*CSAiso - 200)];
end
StepDegrees = 5;
% Orientation of crystal in cube measured by Frank Fronczek
% QCT in cube frame
% R_Xray = Rrxray * Ro (see Equation 2-47)
% REuler * R_Xray * QCTCrystal * R_Xray' * REuler’ (see Equation 2-49)
R_Xray = [0.126843,0.018699, 0.014437;
-0.018631,0.125411, -0.007325;
-0.010684,0.003633, 0.179428]*[7.7731,0,0;0,7.8834,0;0,0,5.5507]
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% Set initial values for least-squares analysis
XOjQCT = le6*[QCTCrystal(l, 1) QCTCrystaI(l,2) QCTCrystal(2,2)];
XO_CSA = [CSACrystal(l,l) CSACrystal(l,2) CSACrystal(2,2)]; %ppm
X0_angle=[0 0 0]*pi/180;
XO = [XO_QCT XOjCSA XO_angle]; %initial starting values
options(l) s i ;
% Display parameter (Default:0). 1 displays some results
LS_A127_init;
% initializes and defines the misc. Hamiltonian constants,
% and the spin operators which use “spinmatrix.m”

% Run least-squares routine and display results
<^************************************************
% All of the residuals are in units of Hertz
[x,options,Residuals Jacob] = leastsqCLS_A127_QCT_CSA', XO, options);
[Confidencelnterval, Variance] = confint(x,Residuals Jacob)
% QCT returned from fitting program in units of Hertz
%(matched experimental curves
% TransAp, TransBp, TransCp, Trans Am, TransBm, TransCm.
disp(’new QCTCrystal, in MHz’);
NewQCTCrystal = le-6*[x(l)
x(2)
0;
x(2)
x(3)
0;
0
0
-l*(x(l)+x(3))]
disp('new CSACrystal, in ppm');
NewCSACrystal = [x(4)
x(5)
0;
x(5)
x(6)
0;
0
0
(3*CSAiso - x(4) - x(6))]
New_ang_offset=[x(7) x(8) x(9)]
% New_ang_offset=XO_angle %once the angle offset values are established
%no need exists to find the angle offsets for each set of curves as they
% should be identical.
dispOQCT std, in MHz’);
QCTstd = le-6*([Variance(l)Variance(2)
0;
Variance(2)
Variance(3)
0;
0
0
(Variance(l)+Variance(3))].A0.5)
disp('CSA std, in ppm');
CSAiso_std = sqrt(Variance(7));
CSAstd = [Variance(4)
Variance(5)
0;
Variance(5)
Variance(6)
0;
0
0 (3*Variance(7) +Variance(4)+Variance(6))].A0.5;
Theta_deg=ThetaArray* (180/pi); figure;
Residuals =LS_A127_QCT_CSA_P(x);
save And_Tl 11_LS % or And_T222_LS or And_T333_LS or And_T444_LS
% plotting routine
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Figure(l); elf; PlotAxisLimits = [-10 260 -2500 2500];
% plot a-axis satellite transition
subplot(221);
plot((ThetaAp - New_ang_offset(l))*(180/pi), TransAp*le-3, 'w+',...
(ThetaAm - New_ang_offset(l))*(180/pi), TransAm*le-3, 'wx'); hold on;
plot(Theta_deg,T_p3_to_pl_A*le-3,'w-\Theta_deg,T_ml_to_m3_A*le-3,'w-');
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500 ],V ); text(0,-2250,'b Bo');
plot([180 180], [-2500 2500 ],V ); text(180,-2250,,b-bar Bo’);
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],'r-'); text(90,-2250,'c Bo');
axis(PlotAxisLimits); title(’a-axis satellite transition ’);
xlabel(’rotation angle/deg’); ylabelCFrequency offset, kHz’);
< ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

%

plot b-axis satellite transition
s* 3 * * * 3 * s |t3 |t* * 3 |t3 tc * 3 |i 3 * * * 3 * 3|t3|t3|t 3* s|i 3* 3 * 3 |ts|i3 |t* * 3 |c 3 * * 3 * 3* 3|c3|t3fE *3|'*3|(3|i3|c*3|t3|t*3|t*3|c 3*3*3* 3* 3* 313* 3 * * 3 1 1

subplot(222);
plot((ThetaBp- New_ang_offset(2))*( 180/pi), TransBp*le-3, ’w+\...
(ThetaBm- New_ang_offset(2))*( 180/pi), TransBm*le-3, ’wx1);
hold on;
plot(Theta_deg,T_p3_to_pl_B*le-3,'w-',Theta_deg,T_ml_to_m3_B*le-3,'w--');
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500],'r-');
text(0,-2250,'c Bo');
plot([180 180], [-2500 2500],'r-'); text(180,-2250,'c-bar Bo');
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],’w-’); text(90,-2250,'a-bar Bo');
axis(PlotAxisLimits); title('b-axis satellite transition');
<^************************************************************

%

plot c-axis satellite transition

^************************************************************

subplot(223);
plot((ThetaCp- New_ang_offset(3))*( 180/pi), TransCp*le-3, ’w+',...
(ThetaCm- New_ang_offset(3))*( 180/pi), TransCm*le-3, ’wx1);
hold on;
plot(Theta_deg,T_p3_to_pl_C*le-3,'w-',Theta_deg,T_ml_to_m3_C*le-3,’w--');
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500],'w-'); text(0,-2250,’a-bar Bo');
plot([180 180], [-2500 2500],'w-'); text(180,-2250,'a Bo');
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],'b-'); 16x1(90,-2250,1) Bo’);
axis(PlotAxisLimits); title([’c-axis satellite transition ’]);
^************************************************************
%
plot QCT and STD
^************************************************************
subpIot(224); plot(0,0,'b.'); axis(PlotAxisLimits); axis('off);
xtext = 10; ytext = 2200; yshift = -400;
temp_E = sort(abs(eig(NewQCTCrystal)));
temp_eta = (temp_E(2) - temp_E(l))/temp_E(3);
tempjCq = temp_E(3);
text(xtext, ytext+0*yshift,['QCT= r,num2str(temp_Cq),' MHz; eta=
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\num2str(temp_eta)]);
text(xtext, ytext+l*yshift,['QCT, crystal frame, LS fitted site']);
text(xtext, ytext+2*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(NewQCTCrystal(l,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+3*yshift,[’ ’,mat2str(NewQCTCrystal(2,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+4*yshift,[' ',mat2str(NewQCTCrystal(3,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+5*yshift,['std, in MHz']);
text(xtext, ytext+6*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(QCTstd(l,:),3)]);
text(xtext, ytext+7*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(QCTstd(2,:),3)]);
text(xtext, ytext+8*yshift,[' ',mat2str(QCTstd(3,:),3)]);
text(xtext, ytext+9*yshift,[Trace= ’,mat2str(Trace),'; fcount =
’,num2str(options( 10))]);
text(xtext, ytext+10*yshift,['Calc QCT/deg = \num2str(StepDegrees),' deg']);
figure(2); elf; % Now plot the CS A results
^************************************************************

%

plot a-axis central transition
<^************************************************************
subplot(221);
plot((ThetaAhalf- New_ang_offset(l))*(180/pi), TransAhalf*le-3, 'wo',
Theta_deg,T_p l_to_m 1_A* le-3 ,’w-'); hold on;
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500 ],V ); text(0,-50,'b Bo’);
plot([180 180], [-2500 2500 ],’b-’); text(180,-50,'b-bar Bo’);
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],'r-'); text(90,-50,’c Bo');
axis([-10 260 -60 60]); title('a-axis, central transition');
xlabel('rotation angle/deg'); ylabelCFrequency offset, kHz');
^************************************************************
%
plot b-axis satellite transition
<^************************************************************
subplot(222);
plot((ThetaBhalf- New_ang_offset(2))*( 180/pi), TransBhalf*le-3, 'wo',
Theta_deg,T_pl_to_ml_B*le-3,'w-'); hold on;
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500],'r-');
text(0,-50,’c Bo');
plot([180 180], [-2500 2500],'r-'); text(180,-50,'c-barBo');
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],'w-'); text(90,-50,’a-bar Bo*);
axis([-10 260 -60 60]); title('b-axis central transition');
^************************************************************
%
plot c-axis central transition
^************************************************************
subplot(223);
p!ot((ThetaChalf- New_ang_offset(3))*(180/pi), TransChalf*le-3, 'wo',
Theta_deg,T_pl_to_ml_C*le-3,'w-'); hold on;
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500],'w-'); text(0,-50,'a-bar Bo1);
plot([180 180], [-2500 2500],'w-'); text(180,-50,'a Bo’);
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],V ) ; text(90,-50,'b Bo’);
axis([-10 260 -60 60]); title([‘c-axis central transition’]);
^************************************************************
%

plot CS A and STD
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<^************************************************************
subplot(224); plot(0,0,'b.'); axis(PlotAxisLimits); axis(’off);
RawShift = (l/3)*sum(diag(NewCSACrystal));
text(xtext, ytext+0*yshift,[’CSA, crystal frame, ppm; iso =. . .
\num2str(RawShift),' ppm']);
text(xtext, ytext+l*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(NewCSACrystal(l,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+2*yshift,[’ ’,mat2str(NewCSACrystal(2,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+3*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(NewCSACrystal(3,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+4*yshift,['std, in ppm']);
text(xtext, ytext+5*yshift,[’ ’,mat2str(CSAstd(l,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+6*yshift,[' ',mat2str(CSAstd(2,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+7*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(CSAstd(3,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+8*yshift,['orientation matrix!);
text(xtext, ytext+9*yshift,[’ ’,mat2str(R_Xray(l,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+10*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(R_Xray(2,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+11*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(R_Xray(3,:),5)]);
<^************************************************************
%
end of L e a s t S q r F i t _ N M R _ l s i t e .m
<JJ)************************************************************
<^************************************************************

%

E x p t _ T r a n s i t i o n s . m (ProgramCall)

^g************************************************************

% Delta_Freq_expt= Freq|+3/2> - > |+l/2> - Freq|-l3/2> - > |-3/2>
%
for S- or 6-coordinate site for the first satellite and central transition
Trace =[3 3 3] % use Trace = [3 3 3] for Al(2); use Trace = [444] for Al(2)’;
%use Trace = [1 1 1] forA l(l);
%use Trace = [2 2 2] for A l(l)’.
% *************************************************
%
‘a-axis’ Rotation of Aluminum sites
^ *************************************************
if Trace(l) = 1 % trace(l) is a-axis 1 means Al(i) data
^************************************************************

%
R O T A T I O N ' a - a x i s ' T R A C E ‘1’ forsite Al(l)
^************************************************************
% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data=[Experimental raw data Trace 111 for a-axis (see Section A.5.).];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
ThetaAp=(pi/180)*Data((l :54),1);
ThetaAm=(pi/I80)*Data((l:54),3);
TransAp=1000*Data((l :54),2);
TransAm=1000*Data((l :54),4);
ThetaAhalf=(pi/180)*Data((l :55),6);
TransAhalf=1000*Data(( 1:55),7);
end; % end of if Trace(l) = I;
if Trace(l) = 2 % trace(l) is a-axis 2 means A l(l)’ data
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2

<^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

%
R O T A T I O N a-axis' T R A C E ‘2’ forsite A l(l)‘
<^************************************************************
% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data =[ experimental Trace 222 data for a-axis ];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
ThetaAp=(pi/180)*Data((l:58),l);
ThetaAm=(pi/ 180)*Data(( 1:58),3);
TransAp=1000*Data((l :58),2);
TransAm=1000*Data((l:58),4);
ThetaAhalf=(pi/180)*Data((l :55),6);
Trans AhaIf=1000*Data(( 1:55),7);
end; % end of if Trace( 1) = 2
if Trace(l) = 3 % trace(l) is a axis 3 means Al(2) data
<^***********************************************************
%
R O T A T I O N 'a -a x is' T R A C E ‘3’ forsite Al(2)
<^***********************************************************
% theta +3/2to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data=[ experimental Trace 333 data for a-axis .];
ThetaAp=(pi/l 80)*Data(( 1:59), 1);
ThetaAm=(pi/180)*Data((l :59),3);
TransAp=1000*Data(( 1:59),2);
TransAm=1000*Data(( 1:59),4);
ThetaAhalf=(pi/180)*Data((l :53),6);
TransAhaIf=1000*Data((l:53),7);
end; % end of if Trace(l) — 3;
if Trace(l) = 4 % trace(l) is a-axis 4 means Al(2)’ data
<^************************************************************
%
R O T A T I O N 'a -a x is' T R A C E ‘4’ forsite Al(2)‘
<^************************************************************

% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data =[ experimental Trace 444 data for a-axis ];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
ThetaAp=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:59), 1);
ThetaAm=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:59),3);
TransAp=1000*Data((l :59),2);
TransAm=1000*Data(( 1:59),4);
ThetaAhalf=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:53),6);
TransAhalf=1000*Data(( 1:53),7);
end; % en d o fifT race(l) = 4
%

'b-axis' Rotation of 5-coordinate sites

Cfo *************************************************
if Trace(2) — 1 % trace(2) is b-axis 1 means A l(l) data
^************************************************************
%

R O T A T I O N 'b -a x is' T R A C E ‘1’ forsite Al(l)
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<^*********************************************%**************
% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
^************************************************************
Data - [experimental Trace 111 data for b-axis];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
ThetaBp=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:56), 1);
ThetaBm=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:56),3);
TransBp=1000*Data((l:56),2);
TransBm=1000*Data((l:56),4);
ThetaBhalf=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:91),6);
TransBhalf=1000*Data(( 1:91),7);
end; % end of if Trace(2) = 1
if Trace(2) — 2 %trace(2) is b-axis 2 means A l(l)’ data

%
R O T A T I O N 'b -ax is' T R A C E ‘2’ forsite A l(l)’
<^************************************************************
% theta +3/2 t o +1/2 theta -1/2 t o -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data =[ experimental Trace 222 data for b-axis *];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
ThetaBp=(pi/180)*Data((l:66),l);
ThetaBm=(pi/180)*Data((l :66),3);
TransBp=lOOO*Data((l :66),2);
TransBm=1000*Data((l:66),4);
ThetaBhalf=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:85),6);
TransBhalf=1000*Data((l :85),7);
end; % endofifT race(2) = 2
if Trace(2) = 3 % trace(2) is b-axis 3 means Al(2) data
%

R O T A T I O N 'b -ax is' T R A C E ‘3’ forsite Al(2)
I*************** *****************************

% theta +3/2 t o +1/2 theta -1/2 t o -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data = [experimental Trace 333 data for b-axis];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
ThetaBp=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:86), 1);
ThetaBm=(pi/180)*Data((l :86),3);
T ransBp=1000*Data(( 1:86),2);
TransBm=1000*Data(( 1:86),4);
ThetaBhalf=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:87),6);
TransBhalf=1000*Data((l :87),7);
end; % end of ifTrace(2) = 3
if Trace(2) = 4 %trace(2) is b-axis 4 means Al(2)’ data
%

R O T A T I O N ’ b-axis’ T R A C E ‘4’ forsite Al(2)’

% theta +3/2 t o +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta.freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data =[ experimental Trace 444 data for b-axis *];
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%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
ThetaBp=(pi/l80)*Data((l:88), 1);
ThetaBm=(pi/180)*Data((l:88),3);
TransBp=lOOO*Data(( 1:88),2);
TransBm=1000*Data((l:88),4);
ThetaBhalf=(pi/180)*Data((l:87),6);
TransBhalf=1000*Data((l :87),7);
end; % end of if Trace(2) = 4
CJ0 *************************************************
%

‘c-axis’ Rotation of 5-coordinate sites

Ofo * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

if Trace(3) — 1 %trace(3) is c-axis 1 means Al(l) data
1^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

%
R O T A T I O N e-axis' T R A C E T forsite A1(I)
%************************************************************
% theta +3/2 t o +1/2 theta -1/2 t o -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data=[experimental Trace 111 data for c-axis *];
ThetaCp=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:55), 1);
ThetaCm=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:55),3);
TransCp=1000*Data((l:55),2);
TransCm=1000*Data((l :55),4);
ThetaChalf=(pi/180)*Data((l:54),6);
T ransChalf=1000*Data(( 1:54),7);
end; % end of if Trace(3) = 1
if Trace(3) = 2 %trace(3) is c-axis 2 means A l(l)’ data
<^************************************************************

%

R O T A T I O N 'e -a x is' T R A C E ‘2’ forsite A l(l)‘

% theta +3/2 t o +1/2 theta -1/2 t o -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 t o -1/2
Data = [experimental Trace 222 data for c-axis *];
ThetaCp=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:42), 1);
ThetaCm=:(pi/180)*Data(( 1:42),3);
TransCp=1000*Data(( 1:42),2);
T ransCm= lOOO*Data(( 1:42),4);
ThetaChalf=(pi/l 80)*Data(( 1:53),6);
TransChalf=1000*Data(( 1:53),7);
end; % end of if Trace(3) = 2
if Trace(3) = 3 %trace(3) is c-axis 3 means Al(2) data
^^3|C^C3tt3fC3|C3|C3|C3|C3|C3|C3|t3|C3fC3|e3|C3|C9|t3|C3|C3|t4t3|e4C3|C3(C3|C3|C3|C3|C3|C3|c4C3(C3|C3|C3|C3|C3fC9|C3|e4c3|C3|e4c3|Cj(C]fC3tl4C3tC3(t3|C3|C9|C3|C9fC3|C3|C3|t3|C
%

R O T A T I O N 'c-axis* T R A C E ‘3’ forsite Al(2)

% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data=[experimental Trace 333 data for c-axis *];
ThetaCp=(pi/ 180)*Data((l :55), 1);
ThetaCm=(pi/180)*Data((I:55),3);
TransCp=1000*Data((l:55),2);
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TransCm=1000*Data((l :55),4);
ThetaChalf=(pi/180)*Data((l:53),6);
TransChalf=1000*Data((l:53),7);
end; % end of if Trace(3) — 3
if Trace(3) = 4 %trace(3) is c-axis 4 means Al(2)’ data
t^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

%
R O T A T I O N ’ e-axis' T R A C E ‘4’ for site Al(2)’
<^************************************************************
% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data = [experimental Trace 444 data for c-axis *];
ThetaCp=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:52), 1);
ThetaCm=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:52),3);
TransCp=1000*Data(( 1:52),2);
TransCm=1000*Data(( 1:52),4);
ThetaChalf=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:53),6);
TransChalf=1000*Data(( 1:53),7);
end; % end of if Trace(3) = 4
<^************************************************************
%

e n d of E x p t _ T r a n s i t i o n s . m

<^** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
< ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ********************************************

%
L S _ A 1 2 7 _ i n i t . m (ProgramCall)
^************************************************************
^******************************************
%
Define Global Variables
^******************************************
global H_xx_op H_xy_op H_xz_op H_yy_op H_yz_op H_zz_op H_constant
global Sz Bo gamma_A127
global Carrier
global Carrier R_Xray Residuals StepDegrees
global T_p3_to_pl_A T_pl_to_ml_A T_m 1_to_m3_A T_p3_to_p 1_B
global T_pl_to_ml_B T_ml_to_m3_B
global T_p3_to_pl_C T_pl_to_ml_C T_ml_to_m3_C ThetaArray
<^************************************************************
%
Define variables and miscellaneous constants
^************************************************************
gamma_A127 = 2*pi*26.057e6/2.3488; % rad sec-1 T -l (see Equation 2-2)
Spin = 5/2;
Bo = (2*pi*Carrier)/gamma_A127 % Tesla (see Equation 2-3)
h_plain = 6.626176e-27; % erg second
h_bar = h_plain/(2*pi); % erg second rad-1
k_Boltz = 1.380662e-l6; % erg Kelvin-1
^************************************************************
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%
Run spinmatrix to define I2, I*, Iy, and Iz
<^************************************************************
[S,Sx,Sy,Sz] = spinmatrix(Spin);
Ssqr = SxA2 + SyA2 + SzA2;
<^************************************************************
%

Define Hamiltonian Constants (see Equation 2-51)

H_constant = 2*pi* 1/(6*S*(2*S-1)); % in units of rad sA-l
H_xx_op = 3*SxA2 - Ssqr;
H_yy_op = 3*SyA2 - Ssqr;
H_zz_op = 3*SzA2 - Ssqr;
H_xy_op = (3/2)*(Sx*Sy + Sy*Sx);
H_xz_op = (3/2)*(Sx*Sz + Sz*Sx);
H_yz_op = (3/2)*(Sy*Sz + Sz*Sy);
%************************************************************
%

Set angle arrays for different transitions

ThetaArray = (0:StepDegrees:270) * (pi/180);
T_p3_to_pl_A = zeros(size(ThetaArray));
T_pl_to_m l_A = zeros(size(ThetaArray));
T_ml_to_m3_A = zeros(size(ThetaArray));
T_p3_to_pl_B = zeros(size(ThetaArray));
T_pl_to_ml_B = zeros(size(ThetaArray));
T_ml_to_m3_B = zeros(size(ThetaArray));
T_p3_to_pl_C = zeros(size(ThetaArray));
T_pl_to_m l_C = zeros(size(ThetaArray));
T_ml_to_m3_C = zeros(size(ThetaArray));
%************************************************************
%

end of

L S _ A I 2 7 _ i n i t . m (programcall)

<^*************************************************** *********
%

spinmatrix.m

( a function call)

function [S,Sx,Sy,Sz] = spinmatrix(spin);
% Written by Katherine Wu at Louisiana State University
%used for Equation 2-51
i = sqrt(-l);
S = spin;
size = 2*S+1;
Sx = zeros(size, size);
Sy = zeros(size, size);
Sz = zeros(size, size);
S z(l,l) = S;
Sx(l,2) = (l/2)*sqrt(spin*2);
Sy(l,2) = -i*(l/2)*sqrt(spin*2);
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Sz(size,size) = -S;
Sx(size,size-1) = (l/2)*sqrt(spin*2);
Sy(size,size-1) = i*(l/2)*sqrt(spin*2);
for k = 2:size-l
Sx(k,k) = 0;
Sy(k,k) = 0;
Sz(k,k) = S - k+1;
Sx(k, k-1) = ( l/2)*sqrt((spin*2-k+2)*(k-1));
Sx(k, k+1) = (l/2)*sqrt((spin*2-k+l)*k);
Sy(k, k-1) = i*(l/2)*sqrt((spin*2-k+2)*(k-l));
Sy(k, k+1) = -i*(l/2)*sqrt((spin*2-k+l)*k);
end;
%
R o t a t i o n M a t r i x . m ( a function call)
<^************************************************************
function A = RotationMatrix(phi, theta, chi)
% generate rotation matrix, Rose convention
A_11 = cos(theta)*cos(phi)*cos(chi) - sin(phi)*sin(chi);
A_12 = cos(theta)*cos(chi)*sin(phi) + cos(phi)*sin(chi);
A_13 = -cos(chi)*sin(theta);
A_21 = -cos(chi)*sin(phi) - cos(theta)*cos(phi)*sin(chi);
A_22 = cos(phi)*cos(chi) - cos(theta)*sin(phi)*sin(chi);
A_23 = sin(theta)*sin(chi);
A _31= cos(phi)*sin(theta);
A_32 = sin(theta)*sin(phi);
A_33 = cos(theta);
A = [A_l 1 A_12 A_13; A_21 A_22 A_23; A_31 A_32 A_33];
<^************************************************************
%

end of

R o t a t i o n M a t r i x . m ( a function call)

%

LS_AL27_QET_CSA.m

( a function call)

function Residuals = LS_AI27_QCT_CS A(x)

%
Define Global Variables
(^#*****************************************
global ThetaAp ThetaBp ThetaCp TransAp TransBp TransCp
global ThetaAm ThetaBm ThetaCm Trans Am TransBm TransCm
global ThetaAhalf TransAhalf ThetaBhalf TransBhalf ThetaChalf TransChalf
global OrientA OrientB OrientC Angle_correct CS Aiso
global Carrier R.X ray Residuals StepDegrees
global H_xx_op H_xy_op H_xz_op H_yy_op H_yz_op H_zz_op H_constant
global Sz Bo gamma_A127
global T_p3_to_pl_A T_pl_to_ml_A T_ml_to_m3_A T_p3_to_pl_B
T_pl_to_m l_B
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global T_ml_to_m3_B
global T_p3_to_pl_C T_pl_to_ml_C T_ml_to_m3_C ThetaArray
% Define variables to be fit
QCTCrystal = real([x(l) x(2) 0; x(2) x(3) 0; 0 0 -l*(x(l)+x(3))]);
% in Hertz (see Eq. 1-22)
CSACrystal = real( [x(4) x(5) 0 ; x(5) x(6) 0 ; 0 0 (3*CSAiso - x(4) - x (6 » ]);
% in ppm
Angle_correct = [x(7) x(8) x(9)];

% calculate Hamiltonian for QCTCrystal and CSACrystal in LAB for a-axis
<^************************************************************
R_Euler = ...
RotationMatrix(OrientA( 1)*pi/180, OrientA(2)*pi/180, ... OrientA(3 )*pi/180);
for T hetajndex = l:length(ThetaArray)
Theta = ThetaArray(Theta_index);
R_LABY =
[ cos(Theta), 0,
sin(Theta);
0,
1,
0;
-sin(Theta), 0,
cos(Theta)]; %see Eq. L-56.
Left = R_LABY * R_Euler *R_Xray; %(see Equation 2-49)
Right = R_Xray'* R_Euler * R_LABY; %(see Equation 2-49)
QCT_LAB = Left*QCTCrystal*Right; %(see Equation 2-50)
CSA_LAB = Left*CSACrystal*Right;
%(see Equation 2-50)
H_xx = QCT_LAB( 1,1 )*H_xx_op; %(see Equation 2-51)
H_yy = QCT _LAB(2,2)*H_yy_op;
H_zz = QCT _LAB(3,3)*H_zz_op;
H_xy = QCT _LAB( 1,2)*H_xy_op;
H_yx = H_xy';
H_xz - QCT _LAB(l,3)*H_xz_op;
H_zx = H_xz';
H_yz = QCT _LAB(2,3)*H_yz_op;
H_zy = H_yz';
H_quad = H_constant*...
(H_xx + H_xy + H_xz + H_yx + H_yy + H_yz + H_zx + H_zy + H_zz);
H_zeeman = -Bo*gamma_A127*(l+(le-6)*CSA_LAB(3,3))*Sz;
% in units of rad sA-l
H_total = H.zeeman + H_quad; %see Equation 2-51

% Sort Transitons for 5/2 to -5/2 in order in PAS Frame
%**********************************************************
[U ^] = eig(H_total);
[Y.Index] = sort(-l*real(diag(inv(U)*Sz*U))); U = U(:,Index);
EnergyLevels = real(diag((inv(U) * H_total * U)))/(2*pi);
%See Equation 2-52.
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T_p3_to_pl_A(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLevels(3) - EnergyLevels(2)) - Carrier);
T_p l_to_m l_A(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLevels(4) - EnergyLevels(3» - Carrier);
T_ml_to_m3_A(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLevels(5) - EnergyLevels(4)) -Carrier);
end % forTheta_index = l:length(ThetaArray)
<^************************************************************
% Determine residuals from least-squares fit to experimental transitions
y_calc = interpl(ThetaArray,T_p3_to_pl_A,ThetaAp+Angle_correct(l), 'spline');
Residuals = TransAp - y_calc;
y_calc = ...
interpl(ThetaArray,T_pl_to_ml_A,ThetaAhalf+Angle_correct(l),'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransAhalf - y_calc)];
y_calc = .. .
interpl(ThetaArray,T_ml_to_m3_A,ThetaAm+Angle_conect(l), 'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransAm - y_calc)];
%************************************************************

% calculate Hamiltonian for QCTCrystal and CSACrystal in LAB for b-axis
<^*****************************************************%******
R_Euler = ...
RotationMatrix(OrientB(l)*pi/180, OrientB(2)*pi/180, OrientB(3)*pi/180);
for Thetajndex = l:length(ThetaArray)
Theta = ThetaArray(Theta_index);
R_LABY =
[ cos(Theta),
0,
sin(Theta);
0,
1,
0;
-sin(Theta),
0,
cos(Theta)]; %seeEq. 1-56.
Left = R_LABY * R_Euler *R_Xray;
Right = R_Xray'* R.Euler * R.LABY;
QCT_LAB = Left*QCTCrystal *Right;
CSA_LAB = Left*CSACrystal*Right;
H_xx = QCT_LAB( 1,1 )*H_xx_op;
H_yy = QCT _LAB(2,2)*H_yy_op;
H_zz = QCT _LAB(3,3)*H_zz_op;
H_xy = QCT _LAB( 1,2)*H_xy_op;
H_yx = H_xy';
H_xz = QCT _LAB( 1,3)*H_xz_op;
H_zx = H_xz';
H_yz = QCT _LAB(2,3)*H_yz_op;
H_zy = H_yz';
H_quad = H_constant*...
(H_xx + H_xy +• H_xz + H_yx + H_yy + H_yz + H_zx + H_zy + H_zz);
H_zeeman = -Bo*gamma_A127*(l+(le-6)*CSA_LAB(3,3))*Sz;
% in units of rad sA-l
H_total = H.zeeman + H_quad; %see Equation 2-51
% Sort Transitons for 5/2 to -5 /2 in order in PAS Frame
********************************************************
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[U,E] = eig(H_total);
[Y,Index] = sort(-l*real(diag(inv(U)*Sz*U))); U = U(:,Index);
EnergyLevels = real(diag((inv(U) * H_total * U)))/(2*pi);
T_p3_to_pl_B(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLevels(3) - EnergyLevels(2)) -Carrier);
T_pl_to_ml_B(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLevels(4) - EnergyLevels(3)) -Carrier);
T_ml_to_m3_B(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLevels(5) - EnergyLevels(4)) -Carrier);
end % for Theta_index = I:length(ThetaArray)
% Determine residuals from least-squares fit to experimental transitions
y_calc = interp 1(ThetaArray,T_p3_to_p 1_B ,ThetaBp+Angle_correct(2), ’spline1);
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransBp - y_calc)];
y_calc = ...
interpl(ThetaArray,T_pl_to_ml_B,ThetaBhalf+Angle_correct(2),'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransBhalf - y_calc)];
y_calc =...
interp 1(ThetaArray,T_ml_to_m3_B,ThetaBm+Angle_correct(2),'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransBm - y_calc)];
% calculate Hamiltonian for QCTCrystal and CSACrystal in LAB for c-axis
(^************************************************************
R_Euler =...
RotationMatrix(OrientC( 1)*pi/180, OrientC(2)*pi/l80, OrientC(3)*pi/180);
for Theta_index = l:length(ThetaArray)
Theta = ThetaArray(Theta_index);
R_LABY =
[ cos(Theta), 0,
sin(Theta);
0,
1,
0;
-sin(Theta),
0,
cos(Theta)]; %see Eq. 1-56.
Left = R_LABY * R_Euler *R_Xray;
Right = R_Xray'* R_Euler * R_LABY;
QCT_LAB = Left*QCTCrystal*Right;
CSA_LAB = Left*CSACrystal*Right;
H_xx = QCT_LAB( 1,1 )*H_xx_op;
H_yy = QCT _LAB(2,2)*H_yy_op;
H_zz = QCT _LAB(3,3)*H_zz_op;
H_xy = QCT _LAB(l,2)*H_xy_op;
H_yx = H_xy';
H_xz = QCT _LAB (1,3)* H_xz_op;
H_zx = H_xz';
H_yz = QCT _LAB(2,3)*H_yz_op;
H_zy = H_yz';
H_quad = H_constant*...
(H_xx + H_xy + H_xz + H_yx + H_yy + H_yz + H_zx + H_zy + H_zz);
H.zeeman = -Bo*gamma_A127*(l+(le-6)*CSA_LAB(3,3))*Sz;
% in units of rad sA-l
Hjtotal = H_zeeman + Hjquad;
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<^************************************************************
% Sort Transitons for 5/2 to -5/2 in order in PAS Frame
%************************************************************
[U,E] = eig(H_total);
[Y,Index] = sort(-l*real(diag(inv(U)*Sz*U))); U = U(:,Index);
EnergyLevels = real(diag((inv(U) * H_total * U)))/(2*pi);
T_p3_to_p l_C(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLevels(3) - EnergyLevels(2)) Carrier);
T_pl_to_ml_C(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLevels(4) - EnergyLevels(3)) Carrier);
T_ml_to_m3_C(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLevels(5) - EnergyLevels(4)) Carrier);
end % forTheta_index = l:length(ThetaArray)
<^************************************************************
% Determine residuals from least-squares fit to experimental transitions
<^************************************************************
y_calc =...
interpl(ThetaArray,T_p3_to_pl_C,ThetaCp+Angle_correct(3), 'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransCp - y_calc)];
y_calc = ...
interpl(ThetaArray,T_pl_to_ml_C,ThetaChalf+Angle_correct(3), 'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransChalf - y_calc)];
y_calc = ...
interpl(ThetaArray,T_ml_to_m3_C,ThetaCm+Angle_correct(3), 'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransCm - y_calc)];
<^************************************************************
%

end of

L S _ A L 2 7 _ Q E T _ C S A . m ( a function call)

<^g************************************************************
<^************************************************************

%
L S _ A L 2 7 _ Q E T _ C S A _ P . m ( a function call)
%
to set up calculated transitions for printing
<^************************************************************
function Residuals = LS_A127_QCT_CS A_P(x)
<^******************************************

%
Define Global Variables
^******************************************
global OrientA OrientB OrientC CSAiso
global Carrier R_Xray Residuals StepDegrees
global H_xx_op H_xy_op H_xz_op H_yy_op H_yz_op H_zz_op H_constant
global Sz Bo gamma_A127
global T_p3_to_pl_A T_pl_to_m l_A T_ml_to_m3_A T_p3_to_pl_B global
global T_ml_to_m3_B T_pl_to_ml_B
global T_p3_to_pl_C T_pl_to_m l_C T_ml_to_m3_C ThetaArray
^************************************************************

% Define variables to be fit
<^************************************************************
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QCTCrystal = real([x(l) x(2) 0; x(2) x(3) 0; 0 0 -l*(x(l)+x(3))]); % in Hertz
%(see Eq. 1-22)
CSACrystal = real( [x(4) x(5) 0 ; x(5) x(6) 0 ; 0 0 (3*CSAiso - x(4) - x(6))]);
% in ppm
Angle_correct = [x(7) x(8) x(9)];
% calculate Hamiltonian for QCTCrystal and CSACrystal in LAB for a-axis
<^************************************************************
R_Euler = ...
RotationMatrix(OrientA(l)*pi/180, OrientA(2)*pi/180, OrientA(3)*pi/180);
forTheta_index = l:length(ThetaArray)
Theta = ThetaArray(Theta_index);
R_LABY =
[ cos(Theta),
0,
sin(Theta);
0,
1,
0;
-sin(Theta),
0,
cos(Theta)]; %see Eq. 1-56.
Left = R_LABY * R_Euler *R_Xray;
Right = R_Xray'* R_Euler * R_LABY;
QCT_LAB = Left*QCTCrystal*Right;
CSA.LAB = Left*CSACrystal*Right;
H_xx = QCT_LAB(l,l)*H_xx_op;
H_yy = QCT _LAB(2,2)*H_yy_op;
H_zz = QCT _LAB(3,3)*H_zz_op;
H_xy = QCT _LAB( 1,2)*H_xy_op;
H_yx = H_xy';
H_xz = QCT _LAB(l,3)*H_xz_op;
H_zx = H_xz';
H_yz = QCT _LAB(2,3)*H_yz_op;
H_zy = H_yz’;
H_quad = H_constant*...
(H_xx + H_xy + H_xz + H_yx + H_yy + H_yz + H_zx + H_zy + H_zz);
H_zeeman = -Bo*gamma_A127*(l+(le-6)*CSA_LAB(3,3))*Sz;
% in units of rad sA-l
H_total = H_zeeman + H_quad;

% Sort Transitons for 5/2 to -5/2 in order in PAS Frame
[U £]=eig(H _total);
[Y,Index] = sort(-l *real(diag(inv(U)*Sz*U))); U = U(:,Index);
EnergyLevels = real(diag((inv(U) * H_total * U)))/(2*pi);
T_p3_to_pl_A(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLevels(3) - EnergyLevels(2)) -Carrier);
T_pl_to_ml_A(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLevels(4) - EnergyLevels(3)) -Carrier);
T_ml_to_m3_A(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLevels(S) - EnergyLevels(4)) -Carrier);
end % forT hetaJndex = l:length(ThetaArray)

% calculate Hamiltonian for QCTCrystal and CSACrystal in LAB for b-axis
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R_Euler = ...
RotationMatrix(OrientB( 1)*pi/180, OrientB(2)*pi/180, OrientB(3)*pi/180);
for Theta_index = l:length(ThetaArray)
Theta = ThetaArray(Theta_index);
R_LABY =
[ cos(Theta), 0,
sin(Theta);
0,
1,
0;
-sin(Theta), 0,
cos(Theta)]; %see Eq. 1-56.
Left = R_LAB Y * R_Euler *R_Xray;
Right = R_Xray'* R.Euler * R_LABY;
QCT_LAB = Left*QCTCrystal*Right;
CSA_LAB = Left*CSACrystal*Right;
H_xx = QCT_LAB( 1,1 )*H_xx_op;
H_yy = QCT JLAB(2,2)*H_yy_op;
H_zz = QCT _LAB(3,3)*H_zz_op;
H_xy = QCT _LAB( 1,2)*H_xy_op;
H_yx = H_xy';
H_xz = QCT _LAB( 1,3 )*H_xz_op;
H_zx = H_xz';
H_yz = QCT _L AB (2,3) *H_yz_op;
H_zy = H_yz';
H_quad = H_constant*...
(H_xx + H_xy + H_xz + H_yx + H_yy + H_yz + H_zx + H_zy + H_zz);
H.zeeman = -Bo*gamma_Ai27*(l+(le-6)*CSA_LAB(3,3))*Sz;
% in units of rad sA-l
H_total = H_zeeraan + H_quad;
% Sort Transitons for 5/2 to -5/2 in order in PAS Frame
[U,E] = eig(H_total);
[Y,Index] = sort(-l*real(diag(inv(U)*Sz*U))); U = U(:,Index);
EnergyLevels = real(diag((inv(U) * H_total * U)))/(2*pi);
T_p3_to_pl_B(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLevels(3) - EnergyLevels(2)) -Carrier);
T_pl_to_ml_B(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLevels(4) - EnergyLevels(3)) -Carrier);
T_ml_to_m3_B(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLevels(5) - EnergyLevels(4)) -Carrier);
end % for T hetajndex = l:length(ThetaArray)

% calculate Hamiltonian for QCTCrystal and CSACrystal in LAB for c-axis
R _ E u ler= ...
RotationMatrix(OrientC( 1)*pi/180, OrientC(2)*pi/180, OrientC(3)*pi/180);
for T hetajndex = l:length(ThetaArray)
Theta = ThetaArray(ThetaJndex);
R_LABY =
[ cos(Theta), 0,
sin(Theta);
0,
1,
0;
-sin(Theta), 0,
cos(Theta)]; %see Eq. 1-56.
Left = R.LABY * R.Euler *R_Xray;
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Right = R_Xray'* R .Euler * R_LABY;
QCT_LAB = Left*QCTCrystal*Right;
CSA_LAB = Left*CSACrystal*Right;
H_xx = QCT_LAB( 1,1) *H_xx_op;
H_yy = QCT _LAB(2,2)*H_yy_op;
H_zz = QCT _LAB(3,3)*H_zz_op;
H_xy = QCT _LAB(l,2)*H_xy_op;
H_yx = H_xy';
H_xz = QCT _LAB(l,3)*H_xz_op;
H_zx = H_xz';
H_yz = QCT _LAB(2,3)*H_yz_op;
H_zy = H_yz';
H_quad = H_constant*(H_xx + H_xy + H_xz + H_yx + H_yy + H_yz + ...
H_zx + H_zy + H_zz);
H_zeeman = -Bo*garama_A127*(l+(le-6)*CSA_LAB(3,3))*Sz;
% in units of rad sA-l
H_total = H_zeeman + H_quad;
<^************************************************************

% Sort Transitons for 5/2 to -5/2 in order in PAS Frame
<^************************************************************

[U^E] = eig(H_total);
[Y,Index] = sort(-l*real(diag(inv(U)*Sz*U))); U = U(:,Index);
EnergyLevels = real(diag((inv(U) * H_totaI * U)))/(2*pi);
T_p3_to_p l_C(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLeveIs(3) - EnergyLevels(2)) -Carrier);
T_pl_to_ml_C(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLeveIs(4) - EnergyLeveIs(3)) -Carrier);
T_ml_to_m3_C(Theta_index) = ((EnergyLeveis(5) - EnergyLevels(4)) -Carrier);
end % for Thetajndex = l:length(ThetaArray)
Residuals = 0;
% ************************************************************

%

end of

L S _ A L 2 7 _ Q E T _ C S A _ P . m ( a function call)

% ************************************************************

A.4.

The Least-Squares Fit of the Total Hamiltonian to the Experimental
Transitions for Both Magnetically Inequivalent But
Crystallographically Equivalent Sites
LeastSqrFit_NMR_both.m (Main Program)
Expt_transit_both.m
LS_A127QCT_CSA_T.m
^*****************************************************

% L e a s t S q r F i t _ N M R _ b o t h . m (Main Executable Program)
^*****************************************************

% This Matlab program:
% calculates least-square fit o f sinusoidal first-satellite transitions and
%central transition curves of experimental data to transition frequencies
%calculated from Hamiltonian curves of experimental data to transition
%frequencies calculated from Hamiltonian curves of experimental data to
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% transition frequencies calculated from Hamiltonian for both magnetically.
% inequivalent but crystallographically equivalent Aluminum sites
% i.e. A l(l) and A l(l)’ or Al(2) and Al(2)’
% calculates the |+3/2>
|+l/2>, |-l/2>
|-3/2> and |+l/2>
|-l/2> for % both
A1 sites;
% calls programs LeastSqrFit_NMR_lsite.m,
% Expt_transit_both.m,
% LS_A127_init.m;
% LS_A127_QCT_CSA_P.m,
% LS_A127_QCT_CSA_T.m
% spinmatrix.m and
% RotationMatrix.m
% fit variables are QCTxx, QCTxy, and QCTyy;
% CS Axx, CSAxy and CSAyy;
% offset angle for a-axis, offset angle for b-axis and offset angle for c-axis.
clc; clear;
%

Define Global Variables

global ThetaApl ThetaBpl ThetaCpl TransApl TransBpl TransCpl
global ThetaAml ThetaBml ThetaCml TransAml TransBml TransCml
global ThetaAhalfl TransAhalfl ThetaBhalfl TransBhalfl ThetaChalfl
global TransChalfl
global ThetaAp2 ThetaBp2 ThetaCp2 TransAp2 TransBp2 TransCp2
global ThetaAm2 ThetaBm2 ThetaCm2 Trans Am2 TransBm2 Tran sC m2
global ThetaAhalf2 TransAhalf2 ThetaBhalf2 TransBhalf2 ThetaChalf2
global TransChalf2
global OrientA OrientB OrientC Angle_correct CSAiso
global Carrier R_Xray Residuals StepDegrees
global T_p3_to_pl_A T_pi_to_ml_A T_ml_to_m3_A T_p3_to_pl_B
global T_ml_to_m3_B T_pl_to_ml_B
global T_p3_to_pl_C T_pl_to_ml_C T_ml_to_m3_C ThetaArray
% Load Experimental Data and Starting QCT
^******************************************

%
A l(l)and A l(l)’; Al(2) and Al(2)’
Trace = [111]
%[1 1 1] ;
[3 3 3]
% Run "Expt_Transitions.m" to get experimental data sets
OrientA = [90 90 0]; % phi=90, theta=90, chi=0
OrientB = [0 0 0 ];
% phi=0, theta=0, chi=0
OrientC = [0-90-90]; % phi=0, theta=-90, chi=-90
Carrier = 104.244187e6; % A1(N03)2 on-resonance at 104.244187MHz
if T ra c e = [l 1 1 ] | T race= [2 2 2]
CSAiso = 10; % 6-coord, site
elseif T race= [3 3 3] | T race= [4 4 4]
CSAiso = 35; % 5-coord site StepDegrees = 5;
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% Orientation o f crystal in cube measured by Frank Fronczek
% QCT in cube = R_Xray * QCTCrystal * R_Xray'
R_Xray = [0.126843,0.018699, 0.014437;
-0.018631,0.125411, -0.007325;
-0.010684,0.003633,0.179428]*[7.7731,0,0;0,7.8834,0;0,0,5.5507]
<^********************************************
% Set initial values for least-squares analysis
%from results of single-site fits
^********************************************
ifT ra c e = [l 11]
QCTCrystal 1=[9.489 10.0610 ; 10.061 -.95859 0 ; 0 0 -8.5273]
% MHz [1 1 1]
QCTCrystal2=[[10.796 8.7558 0 ; 8.7558 -2.2866 0 ; 0 0 -8.5098]] %MHz
[2 2 2]
%changed sign of (1,2) and (2,1)
CSACrystal 1 = [-27.95 -45.9140; -45.914 -35.397 0;0 0 31.576];
% ppm [1 1 1]
CSACrystal2 = [-28.305 -24.245 0; -24.245 -95.323 0;0 0 -10.541];
% ppm [2 2 2]
%changed sign of (1,2) and (2,1)
elseif T race= [3 3 3]
QCTCrystal 1=[-1.1176 -.84394 0 ; -.8394 -4.6758 0 ; 0 0 5.7934]
% MHz [3 3 3]
QCTCrystal2=[-1.399 -1.3025 0 ; -1.3025 -4.3963 0 ; 0 0 5.7953]
% MHz [4 4 4 ]
%changed sign of (1,2) and (2,1)
CSACrystal l=[-9.1864 -23.005 0; -23.005 -5.0823 0;0 0 4.4204 ];
% ppm [3 3 3]
CSACrystal2 = [-29.319 -10.134 0; -10.134 -88.246 0;0 0 -6.8772];
% ppm [4 4 4]
%changed sign of (1,2) and (2,1)
end
QCTCrystal=(QCTCrystall + QCTCrystal2)/2;
% in MHz average of single-site fits
CSACrystal=(CSACrystall+CSACrystal2)/2
% in ppm average of single-site fits
Angle_correct=[6.19 4.97 -.026] ♦pi/180;
PlotAxisLimits = [-10 260 -2500 2500];
% Set initial values for least-squares analysis
XOjQCT = le6*[QCTCrystal(l,l) QCTCrystal(l,2) QCTCrystal(2,2)];
XOjCSA = [CSACrystal(l,l) CSACrystal(l,2) CSACrystaI(2,2) ];
X0 = [X0_QCT XOjCSA];
options(l) s i ;
% Display parameter (DefaultrO). 1 displays some results
LS_A127_init;
% initializes and defines the misc. Hamiltonian
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%constants,and spin operators and calls “spinmatrix.m”
% Run least-squares routine and display results
% All of the residuals are in units of Hertz
[x,options,Residuals Jacob] =
leastsq( 'LS_A127_QCT_C SA_T\ XO, options);
[Confidencelnterval,Variance] = confint(x,Residuals Jacob)
% QCT returned from fitting program in units of Hertz
%(matched to experiemental curves ThetaAp, ThetaBp, ThetaCp, %TransAp,
TransBp, TransCp, ThetaAm, ThetaBm, ThetaCm, Trans Am, %TransBm and
TransCm.
disp('new QCTCrystal, in MHz');
NewQCTCrystall = le-6*[x(l)
x(2)
0;
x(3)
0;
x(2)
0
0
-l*(x(l)+x(3))]
NewQCTCrystal2 = le-6*[x(l)
-x(2)
0;
-x(2)
x(3)
0;
0
0
-l*(x(l)+x(3))]
disp('new CSACrystal, in ppm');
NewCSACrystall = [x(4)
x(5)
0;
x(5)
x(6)
0;
0
0
(3*CSAiso - x(4) - x(6))]
NewCSACrystal2 = [x(4)
-x(5)
0;
-x(5)
x(6)
0;
0
0
(3*CSAiso - x(4) - x(6))]
dispCQCT std, in MHz');
QCTstd= le-6*([Variance(l)Variance(2)
0;
Variance(2)
Variance(3)
0;
0
0
(Variance( 1)+Variance(3))] .*0.5)
disp(’CSA std, in ppm');
CS Aiso_std = sqrt(Variance(7));
CSAstd =
[Variance(4) Variance(5)
0;
Variance(5)
Variance(6)
0;
0
0
(3*Variance(7)...
+Variance(4)+Variance(6)) ].A0.5
if Trace = [1 1 1]
save combined_l 11_222
elseif Trace = [3 3 3]
save combined_333_444
end
Theta_deg=ThetaArray* (180/pi);
figure(l); elf
%plot Trace [11 1] or [3 3 3]
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<^*******************************************************

Plotting for Traces [11 1] or [3 3 3]
<^********************************************************
if T ra c e = [l 1 1];
if x(2)<0
x(2)=-x(2);x(5)=-x(5);
end
elseif T race= [3 3 3];
if x(2)>0
x(2)=-x(2);x(5)=-x(5);
end
end
Residuals = LS_A127_QCT_CSA_P(x);
% Find new transitions (global variables)
<^********************************************************
% plot a-axis satellite transition
<^********************************************************
subplot(221);
plot((ThetaApl - New_ang_offset(l))*( 180/pi), TransApl*le-3, 'w+',...
(ThetaAml - New_ang_offset(l))*( 180/pi), TransAm*le-3, 'wx');
hold on;
plot(Theta_deg,T_p3_to_p i_A* le-3,'w-',Theta_deg,...
T_ml_to_m3_A* le-3,'w-');
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500 ],V ); 16x1(0,-2250,^ Bo');
plot([180 180], [-2500 2500 ],’b-'); text(180,-2250,’b-bar Bo');
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],'r-'); text(90,-2250,'c Bo');
axis(PlotAxisLimits); title('a-axis satellite transition');
xlabeI('rotation angle/deg'); ylabeiCFrequency offset, kHz');
<^**************************************************

%

plot b-axis satellite transition

<^**************************************************

subplot(222);
plot((ThetaBpl- New_ang_offset(2))*( 180/pi), TransBpl*le-3, ’w+',...
(ThetaBml - New_ang_offset(2))*( 180/pi), TransBml*le-3, 'wx');
hold on;
plot(Theta_deg,T_p3_to_p 1_B* le-3,'w-',Theta_deg,...
T_ml_to_m3_B*le-3,'w-');
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500],'r-'); text(0,-2250,'c Bo1);
plot([ 180 180], [-2500 2500],'r-'); text(180,-2250,'c-barBo');
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],'w-'); text(90,-2250,'a-bar Bo1);
axis(PlotAxisLimits); title('b-axis satellite transition');
^**************************************************

%

plot c-axis satellite transition

^**************************************************

subplot(223);
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plot((ThetaCpl - New_ang_offset(3))*( 180/pi), TransCpl*le-3, 'w+',...
(ThetaCml - New_ang_offset(3))*( 180/pi), TransCml*le-3, ’wx1);
hold on;
plot(Theta_deg,T_p3_to_pl_C*le-3,'w-',Theta_deg,..
T_ml_to_m3_C* le-3,'w—');
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500],'w-'); text(0,-2250,'a-bar Bo’);
plot([180 180], [-2500 2500],'w-'); text(180,-2250,'a Bo’);
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],V ) ; text(90,-2250,’b Bo’);
axis(PlotAxisLimits); title(['c-axis satellite transition']);
<^**************************************************
%

plot QCT and STD

subplot(224); plot(0,0,'b.'); axis(PlotAxisLimits); axis('ofF);
xtext = 10; ytext = 2200; yshift = -400;
temp_E = sort(abs(eig(NewQCTCrystal)));
temp_eta = (temp_E(2) - temp_E(l))/temp_E(3);
temp_Cq = temp_E(3);
text(xtext, ytext+0*yshift,['QCT= ’,num2str(temp_Cq),' M H z;...
eta= ’,num2str(temp_eta)]);
text(xtext, ytext+l*yshift,['QCT, crystal frame, LS fitted site']);
text(xtext, ytext+2*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(NewQCTCrystal(l,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+3*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(NewQCTCrystal(2,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+4*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(NewQCTCrystal(3,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+5*yshift,['std, in MHz']);
text(xtext, ytext+6*yshift,[' \mat2str(QCTstd(l,:),3)]);
text(xtext, ytext+7*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(QCTstd(2,:),3)]);
text(xtext, ytext+8*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(QCTstd(3,:),3)]);
text(xtext, ytext+9*yshift,[Trace= ’,mat2str(Trace),'; fcount =
',num2str(options( 10))]);
text(xtext, ytext+10*yshift,['Calc QCT/deg =...
',num2str(StepDegrees),' deg']);
figure(2); elf; % Now plot the CS A results

%

plot a-axis central transition

subplot(221);
plot((ThetaAhalfl- New_ang_offset( 1))*( 180/pi), TransAhalfl*le-3, 'wo',
Theta_deg,T_pl_to_ml_A*le-3,'w-'); hold on;
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500 ] > ') ; text(0,-50,*b Bo');
plot([180 180], [-2500 2500 ],'b-'); text(180,-50,1>-bar Bo’);
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],'r-'); text(90,-50,’c Bo*);
axis([-10 260 -60 60]); title('a-axis, central transition');
xlabel('rotation angle/deg'); ylabelCFrequency offset, kHz');
%

plot b-axis satellite transition
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subplot(222);
plot((ThetaBhalfl- New_ang_offset(2))*( 18 0 /p i),...
TransB halfl*le-3, 'wo', Theta_deg,T_pl_to_m l_B*le-3,'w -');
hold on;
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500],'r-');
text(0,-50,’c Bo');
plot([180 180], [-2500 2500],'r-'); text(180,-50,'c-bar Bo');
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],'w-'); text(90,-50,’a-bar Bo');
axis([-10 260 -60 60]); titleCb-axis central transition1);
<^**************************************************

%

plot c-axis central transition

t^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

subplot(223);
plot((ThetaChalfl- New_ang_offset(3))*( 180/pi), TransC halfl*le-3, 'wo',
Theta_deg,T_pl_to_m l_C*le-3,'w -’); hold on;
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500],'w-'); text(0,-50,’a-bar Bo’);
plot([180 180], [-2500 2500],'w-'); text(180,-50,'a B o y
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],'b-'); 16x1(90,-50,1) Bo’);
axis([-10 260 -60 60]); title([‘c-axis central transition’]);
<^**************************************************

%

plot CSA and STD

^**************************************************

subplot(224); plot(0,0,!>.'); axis(PlotAxisLimits); axis('off);
RawShift = (l/3)*sum(diag(NewCSACrystal));
text(xtext, ytext+0*yshift,['CSA, crystal frame, p p m ;...
iso = ',num2slr(RawShift),’ ppm']);
text(xtext, ytext+l*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(NewCSACrystal(l,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+2*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(NewCSACrystal(2,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+3*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(NewCSACrystal(3,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+4*yshift,['std, in ppm']);
text(xtext, ytext+5*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(CSAstd(l,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+6*yshift,[' ',mat2str(CSAstd(2,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+7*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(CSAstd(3,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+8*yshift,['orientation matrix']);
text(xtext, ytext+9*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(R_Xray(l,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+lO*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(R_Xray(2,;),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+ll*yshift,[' ',mat2str(R_Xray(3,:),5)]);
^**************************************************

% plot for Trace [2 2 2 or [4 4 4]
^**************************************************
if T ra c e = [l 1 1];
Trace = [2 2 2];
if x(2)>0
x(2)=-x(2);x(5)=-x(5);
end
elseif T race= [3 3 3];
Trace = [4 4 4 ];
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if x(2)<0
x(2)=-x(2);x(5)=-x(5);
end
end
figure(3); elf
Residuals = LS_A127_QCT_CSA_P(x);
% Find new transitions (global variables)
% plot a-axis satellite transition
(^**************************************************
subplot(221);
plot((ThetaAp2 - New_ang_offset(l))*( 180/pi), TransAp2*le-3, ’w+',...
(ThetaAm2 - New_ang_offset(l))*( 180/pi), TransAm2*le-3, 'wx');
hold on;
plot(Theta_deg,T_p3_to_pl_A* le-3,'w -’,Theta_deg,...
T_ml_to_m3_A* le-3 ,'w -’);
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500 ],V ); text(0,-2250,'b Bo’);
plot([180 180], [-2500 2500 ],V ) ; text(180,-2250,'b-bar Bo');
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],'r-'); text(90,-2250,'c Bo');
axis(PlotAxisLimits); title('a-axis satellite transition');
xlabel('rotation angle/deg'); ylabelCFrequency offset, kHz');
%

plot b-axis satellite transition

subp!ot(222);
plot((ThetaBp2- New_ang_offset(2))*( 180/pi), TransBp2*le-3, 'w+',...
(ThetaBm2- New_ang_offset(2))*( 180/pi), TransBm2*le-3, 'wx');
hold on;
plot(Theta_deg,T_p3_to_pl_B* le-3,'w -',Theta_deg,...
T_ml_to_m3_B* le-3,’w -');
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500],'r-');
text(0,-2250,'c Bo’);
plot([180 180], [-2500 2500],'r-'); text(180,-2250,'c-bar Bo’);
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],'w-'); text(90,-2250,'a-bar Bo’);
axis(PlotAxisLimits); title('b-axis satellite transition ');
<^**************************************************

%

plot c-axis satellite transition

subplot(223);
plot((ThetaCp2- New_ang_offset(3))*( 180/pi), TransCp2*le-3, 'w+',...
(ThetaCm2- New_ang_offset(3))*( 180/pi), TransCm2*le-3, ’wx1);
hold on;
plot(Theta_deg,T_p3_to_pl jC * le-3,'w -',Theta_deg,...
T_m l_to_m 3_C*le-3,'w—');
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500],'w-'); text(0,-2250,’a-bar Bo0;
plot([180 180], [-2500 2500],'w-'); text(180,-2250,'a Bo1);
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],V ) ; text(90,-2250,'b Bo');
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axis(PlotAxisLimits); title(['c-axis satellite transition']);
%

plot QCT and STD

subplot(224); plot(0,0,rb.'); axis(PlotAxisLimits); axis('off);
xtext = 10; ytext = 2200; yshift = -400;
temp_E = sort(abs(eig(NewQCTCrystal)));
temp_eta = (temp_E(2) - temp_E(l))/temp_E(3);
temp_Cq = temp_E(3);
text(xtext, ytext+0*yshift,['QCT= ’,num2str(temp_Cq),' M Hz;...
eta= ’,num2str(temp_eta)]);
text(xtext, ytext+l*yshift,['QCT, crystal frame, LS fitted site!);
text(xtext, ytext+2*yshift,[' \m at2str(NewQCTCrystal(l,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+3*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(NewQCTCrystal(2,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+4*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(NewQCTCrystal(3,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+5*yshift,['std, in MHz’]);
text(xtext, ytext+6*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(QCTstd(l,:),3)]);
text(xtext, ytext+7*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(QCTstd(2,:),3)]);
text(xtext, ytext+8*yshift,[' ',mat2str(QCTstd(3,:),3)]);
text(xtext, ytext+9*yshift,[Trace= ’,mat2str(Trace),'; fcount = ...
',num2str(options( 10))]);
text(xtext, ytext+10*yshift,['Calc QCT/deg = ',...
num2str(StepDegrees),' deg']);
figure(4); elf; % Now plot the CSA results
%*************#*****************#******************
%

plot a-axis central transition

subplot(221);
plot((ThetaAhalf2- New_ang_offset(l))*( 180/pi), TransAhalf2*le-3, 'wo',
Theta_deg,T_p 1_to_m 1_A* 1e-3,'w-'); hold on;
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500 ],’b-'); 16X1(0,-50,1)80’);
plot([180 180], [-2500 2500 ],’b-’); text(180,-50,'b-bar Bo');
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],'r-'); text(90,-50,’c Bo');
axis([-10 260 -60 60]); title('a-axis, central transition');
xlabel('rotation angle/deg'); ylabelCFrequency offset, kHz');
%

plot b-axis satellite transition

subplot(222);
plot((ThetaBhalf2- New_ang_offset(2))*( 180/pi),...
TransBhalf2*le-3, 'wo', Theta_deg,T_p 1_to_m 1_B* 1e-3,'w-');
hold on;
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500],'r-'); text(0,-50,'c Bo’);
plot([180 180], [-2500 2500],’r-*); text(180,-50,'c-bar Bo*);
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],'w-1); text(90,-50,'a-bar B oy,
axis([-10 260 -60 60]); titleCb-axis central transition');
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%

plot c-axis central transition

subplot(223);
plot((ThetaChalf2- New_ang_offset(3))*( 180/pi), TransChalf2*le-3, 'wo',
Theta_deg,T_p l_to_m 1_C* le-3,'w -'); hold on;
plot([0 0], [-2500 2500],'w-'); text(0,-50,'a-bar Bo1);
plot([180 180], [-2500 2500],'w-'); text(180,-50,'a Bo y,
plot([90 90], [-2500 2500],^-'); 16x1(90,-50,1) Bo');
axis([-10 260 -60 60]); title([‘c-axis central transition’]);
%

plot CS A and STD

subplot(224); plot(0,0,'b.'); axis(PlotAxisLimits); axis(’ofF);
RawShift = (l/3)*sum(diag(NewCSACrystal));
text(xtext, ytext+0*yshift,['CSA, crystal frame, ppm; iso = ...
\num2str(RawShift),' ppm']);
text(xtext, ytext+l*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(NewCSACrystal(l,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+2*yshift,[' ',mat2str(NewCSACrystal(2,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+3*yshift,[' \mat2str(NewCSACrystal(3,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+4*yshift,['std, in ppm']);
text(xtext, ytext+5*yshift,[' \m at2str(CSAstd(l,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+6*yshift,[' ',mat2str(CSAstd(2,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+7*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(CSAstd(3,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+8 *yshift, ['orientation matrix1]);
text(xtext, ytext+9*yshift,[' ’,mat2str(R_Xray(I,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+l0*yshift,[' \mat2str(R_Xray(2,:),5)]);
text(xtext, ytext+1 l*yshift,[’ \mat2str(R_Xray(3,:),5)]);
end
%end

of

L e a s t S q r F i t _ N M R _ b o t h . m (Main Executable Program)

^*****************************************************

%

E x p t _ T r a n s i t _ b o t h . m (Program Call)

<^*****************************************************

% Delta_Freq_expt Freq|+3/2> —> |+l/2> - Freq|-13/2> —> |-3/2>
%
for 5- or 6-coordinate site for the first satellite and central transition
% use Trace = [3 3 3] for Al(2) and Al(2)’;
%use Trace = [ 1 1 1] for A l(l) and A l(l)’;
Cjfo * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

%
‘a-axis’ Rotation of A1 sites
(j0 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
if Trace(l) = I % trace(l) is a-axis 1 means A l(l) data and
<^*#*********************#*******************#***********

% R O T A T I O N 'a -a x is ' T R A C E T f o r s ite A l(l) an d A l(l)’
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% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_fireq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data=[Experimental raw data Trace [1 11] for a-axis
%(see Section A.5.).];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
ThetaA pl=(pi/180)*D ata((l:54),l);
ThetaAml=(pi/180)*Data((l:54),3);
TransApl=1000*Data((l:54),2);
TransAm l=1000*Data((l :54),4);
ThetaAhalf1=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:55),6);
TransAhalf l=lOOO*Data(( 1:55),7);
Data =[ experimental Trace 222 data for a-axis ];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
ThetaAp2=(pi/180)*Data((l :58), 1);
ThetaAm2=(pi/l 80)*Data(( 1:58),3);
TransAp2=1000*Data((l:58),2);
TransAm2=1000*Data((l:58),4);
ThetaAhalf2=(pi/l 80)*Data(( 1:55),6);
Trans Ahalf2=1000*Data(( 1:55),7);
end; % end of if Trace(l) = 1
if T race(l) = 3 % trace(l) is a axis 3 means Al(2) data
<^********************************************************

%

R O T A T I O N 'a -a x is' T R A C E ‘3’ forsite A l(2)andA l(2)’

<2£ , * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

%theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
D ata-[ experimental Trace 333 data for a-axis .];
ThetaApl=(pi/180)*Data((l :59), 1);
ThetaAm 1=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:59),3);
T rans Ap1=1000*Data(( 1:59),2);
TransA m l=l000*D ata((l:59),4);
ThetaAhalf l= (p i/l 80)*Data((l :53),6);
TransAhalfl=1000*Data((l:53),7);
Data =[ experimental Trace 444 data for a-axis ];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
ThetaAp2=(pi/180)*Data((l :59), 1);
ThetaAm2=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:59),3);
TransAp2=1000*Data(( 1:59),2);
Trans Am2=1000*Data(( 1:59),4);
ThetaAhalf2=(pi/l 80)*Data(( 1:53),6);
TransAhalf2=1000*Data(( 1:53),7);
end; % end of if Trace(l) ~ 3
Cfo * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

%

‘b-axis’ Rotation of 3-coordinate sites

% *************************************************
if Trace(2) = 1 % trace(2) is b-axis 1 means A l(l) data
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<^****************************************************

%

R O T A T I O N 'b -a x is' T R A C E T f o r s ite A l(l)a n d A l(l)’

<^****************************************************

%theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data = [experimental Trace 111 data for b-axis];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
ThetaBp 1=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:56), 1);
ThetaBml=(pi/180)*Data((l:56),3);
TransBp l=1000*Data((l :56),2);
TransBml=1000*Data((l:56),4);
ThetaBhalf=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:91 ),6);
TransBhalfl=1000*Data((l:9l),7);
Data =[ experimental Trace 222 data for b-axis *];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
ThetaBp2=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:66), 1);
ThetaBm2=(pi/180)*Data((l:66),3);
TransBp2=1000*Data((l :66),2);
TransBm2=1000*Data(( 1:66),4);
ThetaBhalf2=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:85),6);
TransBhalf2=1000*Data(( 1:85),7);
end; % end of if Trace(2) = 1
if Trace(2) = 3 % trace(2) is b-axis 3 means Al(2) data
^****************************************************

%

R O T A T I O N 'b -a x is' T R A C E ‘3’ forsite A l(2)andA l(2)’

<^****************************************************

%theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 t o -1/2
Data = [experimental Trace 333 data for b-axis];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
ThetaBp 1=(pi/l 80)*Data(( 1:86), 1);
ThetaBml=(pi/180)*Data((l:86),3);
TransBpl=1000*Data((l :86),2);
TransBml=1000*Data((l:86),4);
ThetaBhalfl= (pi/180)*Data(( 1:87),6);
TransBhalfl=1000*Data((l:87),7);
Data =[ experimental Trace 444 data for b-axis *];
%assign angles and transition frequencies from raw data
ThetaBp2=(pi/l 80)*Data(( 1:88), 1);
ThetaBm2=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:88),3);
TransBp2=1000*Data((l:88),2);
TransBm2=1000*Data(( 1:88),4);
ThetaBhalf2=(pi/180)*Data((l :87),6);
TransBhalf2=1000*Data(( 1:87),7);
end; % endo fifT race(2 ) = 3
Cfo * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

%

‘e-axis’ Rotation of 5-coordinate sites

% *************************************************
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if Trace(3) = 1 %trace(3) is c-axis 1 means AI(1) data
%
R O T A T I O N 'e -a x is ' T R A C E T f o r s ite A l(l)andA 1(I)’
<^*******************************************************
%theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data=[experimental Trace 111 data for c-axis *];
ThetaCpl=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:55), 1);
ThetaCm=(pi/180)*Data((l:55),3);
TransCpl=lOOO*Data((l:55),2);
TransCml=1000*Data((l:55),4);
ThetaChalfl=(pi/l 80)*Data((l :54),6);
TransChalfl=1000*Data((l:54),7);
Data = [experimental Trace 222 data for c-axis *];
ThetaCp2=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:42), 1);
ThetaCm2=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:42),3);
TransCp2=1000*Data((l :42),2);
T ransCm2=1000*Data(( 1:42),4);
ThetaChalf2=(pi/180)*Data((l :53),6);
TransChalf2=lOOO*Data((l :53),7);
end; % end of if Trace(3) = 1
if Trace(3) = 3 %trace(3) is c-axis 3 means Al(2) data
%*******************************************************
% R O T A T I O N ' c-axis ' T R A C E ‘3’ for site Al(2) and Al(2)’
% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data=[experimental Trace 333 data for c-axis *];
ThetaCp 1=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:55), 1);
ThetaCml=(pi/180)*Data((l:55),3);
TransCpl=1000*Data((l:55),2);
TransCml=1000*Data((l:55),4);
ThetaChalf 1=(pi/180)*Data(( 1:53),6);
T ransChalf1=1000*Data(( 1:53),7);
Data = [experimental Trace 444 data for c-axis *];
ThetaCp2=(pi/l 80)*Data(( 1:52), 1);
ThetaCm2=(pi/l80)*Data(( 1:52),3);
TransCp2=1000*Data(( 1:52),2);
TransCm2=lOOO*Data((l :52),4);
ThetaChalf2=(pi/l 80)*Data((l :53),6);
TransChalf2=1000*Data((l:53),7);
end; % end of if Trace(3) = 3

%

e n d of E x p t _ T r a n s i _ b o t h . m

%

L S _ A L 2 7 _ Q E T _ C S A _ T . m ( a function call)
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function Residuals = LS_A127_QCT_CSA_T(x)
<^******************************************

%

Define Global Variables

global ThetaApl ThetaBp 1 ThetaCpl TransApl TransBpl TransCpl
global ThetaAml ThetaBm l ThetaCm l Trans Am i TransBm l TransCm l
global ThetaAhalfl TransA halfl ThetaBhalfl TransBhalfl ThetaChalf I
global TransChalfl
global ThetaAp2 ThetaBp2 ThetaCp2 TransAp2 TransBp2 TransCp2
global ThetaAm2 ThetaBm2 ThetaCm2 TransAm2 TransBm2 TransCm2
global ThetaAhalf2 TransAhalf2 ThetaBhalf2 TransBhalf2 ThetaChalf2
global TransChalf2
global OrientA OrientB OrientC Angle_correct CSAiso
global Carrier R_Xray Residuals StepDegrees
global H_xx_op H_xy_op H_xz_op H_yy_op H_yz_op H_zz_op
global H .constant
global Sz Bo gamma_A127
global T_p3_to_pl_A T _pl_to_m l_A T_ml_to_m3_A T_p3_to_pl_B
global T_pl_to_m l_B
global T_ml_to_m3_B
global T_p3_to_pl_C T _pl_to_m l_C T_ml_to_m3_C ThetaArray
% Define variables to be fit
QCTCrystal 1 = real([x(l) x(2) 0; x(2) x(3) 0; 0 0 -l*(x(l)+x(3))]);
% in Hertz (see Eq. 1-22)
QCTCrystal2 = real([x(l) -x(2) 0; -x(2) x(3) 0; 0 0 -l*(x(l)+x(3))]);
% in Hertz
CSACrystal I = real([x(4) x(5) 0; x(5) x(6) 0; 0 0 (3*CSAiso - x(4) - x(6))]);
%ppm
CSACrystal2 = real([x(4) -x(5) 0; -x(5) x(6) 0; 0 0 (3*CSAiso - x(4) - x(6))]);
% in ppm
% calculate Hamiltonian for given QCTCrystal 1 and CSACrystal 1 in LAB frame %
for a-axis
R_Euler = ...
RotationMatrix(OrientA( 1)*pi/l 80, OrienA(2)*pi/180, OrientA(3)*pi/180);
for T hetajndex = l:length(ThetaArray)
Theta = ThetaA rray(ThetaJndex);
R_LABY =
[ cos(Theta), 0,
sin(Theta);
0,
1,
0;
-sin(Theta), 0,
cos(Theta)];
%see Equation 2-40.
Left = R_LABY * R_Euler *R_Xray; %(see Equation 2-49)
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Right = R_Xray'* R_Euler * R_LABY; %(see Equation 2-49)
QCT_LAB = Left*QCTCrystall*Right;
%(see Equation 2-50)
CS A_LAB = Left*CS ACrystal 1*Right;
%(see Equation 2-50)
H_xx = QCT_LAB( 1, l)*H_xx_op;
H_yy = QCT _LAB(2,2)*H_yy_op;
H_zz = QCT _LAB(3,3)*H_zz_op;
H_xy = QCT _LAB( 1,2)*H_xy_op;
H_yx = H_xy';
H_xz = QCT _LAB(l,3)*H_xz_op;
H_zx = H_xz';
H_yz = QCT _LAB(2,3)*H_yz_op;
H_zy = H_yz';
H _quad= ...
H_constant*(H_xx + H_xy + H_xz + H_yx + H_yy + H_yz + . . .
H_zx + H_zy + H_zz); %see Equation 2-51
H_zeeman = -Bo*gamma_A127*(l+(le-6)*CSA_LAB(3,3))*Sz;
% in units of rad sA-l
% see Equation 2-51
H_total = H_zeeman + H_quad; %see Equation 2-51
% Sort Transitons for 5/2 to -5 /2 in order in PAS Frame
[U,E] = eig(H_total);
[Y,Index] = sort(-1*real(diag(inv(U)*Sz*U))); U = U(:,Index);
EnergyLevels = real(diag((inv(U) * H_total * U)))/(2*pi);
%See Equation 2-52.
T_p3_to_pl_A(Theta_index)=((EnergyLevels(3)-EnergyLevels(2))-Carrier);
T_pl_to_m l_A(Theta_index)=...
((EnergyLevels(4)-EnergyLevels(3))-Carrier);
T_ml_to_m3_A(Theta_index)=...
((EnergyLevels(5)-EnergyLevels(4))-Carrier)
end % for T hetajndex = l:length(ThetaArray)
Ofo* * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * # * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4c* * * *

% Determine residuals from least-squares fit to experimental transitions
y_calc = . . .
interp 1(ThetaArray,T_p3_to_p l_A,ThetaAp 1+Angle_correct( 1), 'spline');
Residuals = TransApl - y_calc;
y_calc = . . .
interp l(ThetaArray,T_p l_to_m 1_A,ThetaAhalfl+Angle_correct( 1), 'spline1);
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransAhalfl - y.calc)];
y_calc = ...
interp 1(ThetaArray,T_m 1_to_m3_A,ThetaAm l+AngIe_correct( 1), 'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransAm i - y_calc)];
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< ^*****************************************************

% calculate Hamiltonian for QCTCrystal2 and CSACrystal2 in LAB
%for a-axis
for T hetajndex = l:length(ThetaArray)
Theta = ThetaArray(Theta_index);
R_LABY =
[ cos(Theta), 0,
sin(Theta);
0,
1,
0;
-sin(Theta),
0,
cos(Theta)];
%see Equation 2-40.
Left = R_LABY * R_EuIer *R_Xray; %(see Equation 2-49)
Right = R_Xray'* R_Euler * R_LAB Y; %(see Equation 2-49)
QCT_LAB = Left*QCTCrystal2*Right;
%(see Equation 2-50)
CSA_LAB = Left*CSACrystal2*Right;
%(see Equation 2-50)
H_xx = QCT_LAB( 1,1 )*H_xx_op;
H_yy = QCT _LAB(2,2)*H_yy_op;
H_zz = QCT _LAB(3,3)*H_zz_op;
H_xy = QCT _L AB( 1,2)*H_xy_op;
H_yx = H_xy';
H_xz = QCT _LAB(l,3)*H_xz_op;
H_zx = H_xz';
H_yz = QCT _LAB(2,3)*H_yz_op;
H_zy = H_yz';
H_quad =
H_constant*(H_xx + H_xy + H_xz + H_yx + H_yy + H_yz + ...
H_zx + H_zy + H_zz); %see Equation 2-51
H_zeeman = -Bo*gamma_A127*(l+(le-6)*CSA_LAB(3,3))*Sz;
% in units of rad sA-l
% see Equation 2-51
H_totaI = H_zeeman + H_quad; %see Equation 2-51
^****************************************************

% Sort Transitons for 5/2 to -5 /2 in order in PAS Frame
<^**#*****************************#*******************
[U,E] = eig(H_total);
[Y,Index] = sort(-l*real(diag(inv(U)*Sz*U))); U = U(:,Index);
EnergyLevels = real(diag((inv(U) * H_total * U)))/(2*pi);
%See Equation 2-52.
T_p3_to_pl_A(Theta_index) = . . .
((EnergyLevels(3) - EnergyLevels(2)) - Carrier);
T_pl_to_m l_A(Theta_index) = ...
((EnergyLevels(4) - EnergyLevels(3)) - Carrier);
T_ml_to_m3_A(Theta_index) = ...
((EnergyLevels(5) - EnergyLeveIs(4)) - Carrier);
end % for T hetajndex = l:length(ThetaArray)
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< 2 ^*******************************************************

% Determine residuals from least-squares fit to experimental transitions
^*******************************************************
y_calc = ...
inteipl(ThetaArray,T_p3_to_pl_A,ThetaAp2+Angle_correct(l), 'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransAp2 - y_calc)];
y_calc = . . .
interp 1(ThetaArray,T_p l_to_m l_A,ThetaAhalf2+Angle_correct( 1), ’spline1);
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransAhalf2 - y_calc)];
y_calc = ...
interpl(ThetaArray,T_ml_to_m3_A,ThetaAm2+Angle_correct(l), ’spline*);
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransAm2 - y_calc)];
<^*******************************************************

% calculate Hamiltonian for given QCTCrystalland CSACrystall in
%
LAB frame for b-axis
^*****************************************************

R_Euler = . . .
RotationM atrix(OrientB(l)*pi/180, OrientB(2)*pi/180, OrientB(3)*pi/l80);
for T hetajndex = l:length(ThetaArray)
Theta = ThetaArray(Theta_index);
R_LABY =
[ cos(Theta),
0,
sin(Theta);
0,
1,
0;
-sin(Theta),
0,
cos(Theta)];
%see Equation 2-40.
Left = R_LABY * R_Euler *R_Xray; %(see Equation 2-49)
Right = R_Xray'* R_Euler * R_LABY; %(see Equation 2-49)
QCT_LAB = Left*QCTCrystal 1*Right;
%(see Equation 2-50)
CS A_LAB = Left*CS ACrystal 1*Right;
%(see Equation 2-50)
H_xx = QCT_LAB( 1,1 )*H_xx_op;
H_yy = QCT _LAB(2,2)*H_yy_op;
H_zz = QCT _LAB(3,3)*H_zz_op;
H_xy = QCT _LAB( 1,2)*H_xy_op;
H_yx = H_xy';
H_xz = QCT _LAB(l,3)*H_xz_op;
H_zx = H_xz';
H_yz = QCT _LAB(2,3)*H_yz_op;
H_zy = H_yz';
H_quad = ...
H_constant*(H_xx + H_xy + H_xz + H_yx + H_yy + . . .
H_yz + H_zx + H_zy + H_zz); %see Equation 2-51
H_zeeman = -Bo*gamma_A127*(l+(le-6)*CSA_LAB(3,3)):,tSz;
% in units of rad sA-l
% see Equation 2-51
H_total = H.zeeman + H_quad; %see Equation 2-51
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<^****************************************************

% Sort Transitons for 5/2 to -5 /2 in order in PAS Frame

end

%

[U,E] = eig(H_total);
[Y,Index] = sort(-l*real(diag(inv(U)*Sz*U))); U = U(:,Index);
EnergyLevels = real(diag((inv(U) * H_total * U)))/(2*pi);
%See Equation 2-52.
T_p3_to_p l_B(ThetaJndex) = ...
((EnergyLevels(3) - EnergyLevels(2)) - Carrier);
T_pl_to_m l_B (ThetaJndex) = . . .
((EnergyLevels(4) - EnergyLevels(3)) - Carrier);
T_ml_to_m3_B(Theta_index) = . . .
((EnergyLevels(5) - EnergyLeveis(4)) - Carrier);
for T hetajndex = l:length(ThetaArray)

<^*******************************************************

% Determine residuals from least-squares fit to experimental transitions
y_calc = . . .
interpl(ThetaArray,T_p3_to_pl_B,ThetaBpl+Angle_correct(2), 'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransBpl - y_calc)];
y_calc = . . .
interpl(ThetaArray,T_pl_to_m l_B,ThetaBhalfl+Angle_correct(2), 'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransBhalfl - y_calc)];
y_calc = ...
interpl(ThetaArray,T_ml_to_m3_B,ThetaBml+Angle_correct(2), 'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransBml - y_calc)];

% calculate Hamiltonian for given QCTCrystal2 and CSACrystal2
%in LAB frame for b-axis
for T hetajndex = l:Iength(ThetaArray)
Theta = ThetaArray(ThetaJndex);
R_LABY =
[ cos(Theta),
0,
sin(Theta);
0,
1,
0;
-sin(Theta),
0,
cos(Theta)];
%see Equation 2-40.
Left = R_LAB Y * R_Euler *R_Xray; %(see Equation 2-49)
Right = R_Xray'* R_Euler * R_LAB Y; %(see Equation 2-49)
QCT_LAB = Left*QCTCrystal2*Right;
%(see Equation 2-50)
CS A_LAB = Left*CSACrystal2*Right;
%(see Equation 2-50)
H_xx = QCT_LAB( 1, l)*H_xx_op;
H_yy = QCT _LAB(2,2)*H_yy_op;
H_zz = QCT _LAB(3,3)*H_zz_op;
H_xy = QCT LAB(l,2)*H_xy_op;
H_yx = H_xy';
H_xz = QCT _LAB( 1,3)*H_xz_op;
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H_zx = H_xz’;
H_yz = QCT JLAB(2,3)*H_yz_op;
H_zy = H_yz';
H_quad = . . .
H_constant*(H_xx + H_xy + H_xz + H_yx + H_yy + ...
H_yz + H_zx + H_zy + H_zz); %see Equation 2-51
H_zeeman = -Bo*gam m a_A127*(l+(le-6)*CSAJAB(3,3))*Sz;
% in units of rad sA-l
% see Equation 2-51
H_total = H_zeeman + H_quad; %see Equation 2-51
% ****************************************************

% Sort Transitons for 5/2 to -5/2 in order in PAS Frame

end

%

[U,E] - eig(H_total);
[Y,Index] = sort(-l*real(diag(inv(U)*Sz*U))); U = U(:,Index);
EnergyLevels = real(diag((inv(U) * H_total * U)))/(2*pi);
%See Equation 2-52.
T_p3_to_p l_B(Theta_index) = ...
((EnergyLevels(3) - EnergyLevels(2)) - Carrier);
T_p l_to_m l_B(Theta_index) = ...
((EnergyLevels(4) - EnergyLevels(3)) - Carrier);
T_m l_to_m3_B (T hetajndex) = ...
((EnergyLeveIs(5) - EnergyLevels(4)) - Carrier);
for T hetajndex = l:length(ThetaArray)

<^**************************************************

% Determine residuals from least-squares fit to experimental transitions
^**************************************************
y_calc = . . .
interp 1(ThetaArray,T_p3 jo _ p l_B,ThetaBp2+Angle_correct(2), 'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransBp2 - y_calc)];
y_calc= ...
interpl(ThetaA rray,T_pljo_m l_B,ThetaBhalf2+Angle_correct(2), 'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransBhalf2 - y_calc)];
y_calc = . . .
interpl(ThetaArray,T_m lJo_m3_B,ThetaBm2+Angle_correct(2), 'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransBm2 - y.calc)];
% calculate Hamiltonian for given QCTCrystall and CSACrystall
%in LAB frame for c-axis
R_Euler = . . .
RotationMatrix(OrientC( 1)*pi/180, OrientC(2)*pi/180, OrientC(3)*pi/180);
for T hetajndex = 1:length(ThetaArray)
Theta = ThetaArray(ThetaJndex);
R_LABY = [ cos(Theta), 0,
sin(Theta);
0,
1,
0;
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-sin(Theta), 0,
cos(Theta)];
%see Equation 2-40.
Left = R_LABY * R_Euler *R_Xray; %(see Equation 2-49)
Right = R_Xray’* R_Euler * R_LAB Y; %(see Equation 2-49)
QCT_LAB = Left*QCTCrystal 1*Right;
%(see Equation 2-49)
CSA_LAB = Left*CSACrystall*Right;
%(see Equation 2-49)
H_xx = QCT_LAB( 1,1 )*H_xx_op;
H_yy = QCT _LAB(2,2)*H_yy_op;
H_zz = QCT _LAB(3,3)*H_zz_op;
H_xy = QCT _LAB(l,2)*H_xy_op;
H_yx = H_xy';
H_xz = QCT _LAB( 1,3)*H_xz_op;
H_zx = H_xz';
H_yz = QCT _LAB(2,3)*H_yz_op;
H_zy = H_yz';
H _quad=...
H_constant*(H_xx + H_xy + H_xz + H_yx + H_yy + ...
H_yz + H_zx + H_zy + H_zz); %see Equation 2-51
H_zeeman = -Bo*gamma_A127*(l+(le-6)*CSA_LAB(3,3))*Sz;
% in units of rad sA-l
% see Equation 2-51
H_total = H_zeeman + H_quad; %see Equation 2-51
^ **************************************************

% Sort Transitons for 5/2 to -5 /2 in order in PAS Frame
^**************************************************

[U.E] = eig(H_total);
[Y,Index] = sort(-l*real(diag(inv(U)*Sz*U))); U = U(:,Index);
EnergyLevels = real(diag((inv(U) * H_total * U)))/(2*pi);
%See Equation 2-52
T_p3_to_p l_C(Theta_index) = . . .
((EnergyLevels(3) - EnergyLevels(2)) - Carrier);
T_pl_to_ml_C(Theta_index) = ...
((EnergyLevels(4) - EnergyLevels(3)) - Carrier);
T_ml_to_m3_C(Theta_index) = . . .
((EnergyLevels(5) - EnergyLevels(4)) - Carrier);
end % for T hetajndex = l:length(ThetaArray)
% ***************************************************

% Determine residuals from least-squares fit to experimental transitions
^***************************************************
y_calc = . . .
interp l(ThetaArray,T_p3_to_p l_C,ThetaCp l+Angle_correct(3), 'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransCpl - y_calc)];
y_calc = . . .
interpl(ThetaArray,T_pl_to_m l_C,ThetaChalfl+Angle_correct(3), 'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransChalfl- y.calc)];
yjcalc = ...
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interpl(ThetaArray,T_ml_to_m3_C,ThetaCml+Angle_conect(3), 'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransCml - y_calc)];

% calculate Hamiltonian for given QCTCrystal2 and CS ACrystal2
% in LAB frame for c-axis
for T hetajndex = l:length(ThetaArray)
Theta = ThetaArray(ThetaJndex);
R_LABY = [ cos(Theta), 0,
sin(Theta);
0,
I,
0;
-sin(Theta), 0,
cos(Theta)];
%see Equation 2-40.
Left = R_LABY * R_Euler *R_Xray; %(see Equation 2-49) .
Right = R_Xray'* R_Euler * R_LABY; %(see Equation 2-49)
QCT_LAB = Left*QCTCrystal2*Right;
%(see Equation 2-50)
CSA_LAB = Left*CSACrystal2*Right;
%(see Equation 2-50)
H_xx = QCT_LAB( 1,1 )*H_xx_op;
H_yy = QCT _LAB(2,2)*H_yy_op;
H_zz = QCT _LAB(3,3)*H_zz_op;
H_xy = QCT _LAB( 1,2)*H_xy_op;
H_yx = H_xy';
H_xz = QCT _LAB(l,3)*H_xz_op;
H_zx = H_xz';
H_yz = QCT _LAB(2,3)*H_yz_op;
H_zy = H_yz';
H_quad = . . .
H_constant*(H_xx + H_xy + H_xz + H_yx + H_yy + H_yz + H_zx
+ H_zy + H_zz); %see Equation 2-51
H_zeeman = -Bo*gamma_AI27*(l+(le-6)*CSA_LAB(3,3))*Sz;
% in units of rad sA-l
% see Equation 2-51
H jo ta l = H_zeeman + H_quad; %see Equation 2-51
^**************************************************

% Sort Transitons for 5/2 to -5/2 in order in PAS Frame
<^**********************%***************************
[U,E] = eig(H_total);
[Y,Index] = sort(-l*real(diag(inv(U)*Sz*U))); U = U(:,Index);
EnergyLevels = real(diag((inv(U) * H_total * U)))/(2*pi);
%See Equation 2-52.
T_p3_to_pl_C(ThetaJndex) = . . .
((EnergyLevels(3) - EnergyLevels(2)) - Carrier);
T_pl_to_m ljC (T hetaJndex) = . . .
((EnergyLeveIs(4) - EnergyLeveIs(3)) - Carrier);
T_m l_to_m 3_C(ThetaJndex) = . . .
((EnergyLevels(5) - EnergyLeveIs(4)) - Carrier);
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end % for T hetajndex = l:length(ThetaArray)
%***************************************************
% Determine residuals from least-squares fit to experimental transitions
y_calc = . . .
interpl(ThetaArray,T_p3_to_pl_C,ThetaCp2+Angle_correct(3), 'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransCp2 - y_calc)];
y_calc = ...
interpl(ThetaArray,T_pl_to_m ljC,ThetaChalf2+Angle_correct(3),'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransChalf2- y.calc)];
y_calc = . . .
interp l(ThetaArray ,T_ml_to_m3_C,ThetaCm2+Angle_correct(3), 'spline');
Residuals = [Residuals; (TransCm2 - y.calc)];
%

end of

L S _ A L 2 7 _ Q E T _ C S A _ T . m ( a function call)

A.5. Raw Data From Single-Crystal Experiment
% Experimental Data sorted by traces, transitions, and axes.
%

Trace =[3 3 3] a-axis

% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data=
[9.000e+00 6.749e+02 9.000e+00 -5.497e+02 1.2246e+03 1.320e+01 2.1
1.300e+01 5.775e+02 9.100e+00 -5.366e+02 l.U 4 le+ 0 3 l.630e+01 1.2
2.210e+01 4.388e+02 1.340e+0l -4.731e+02 9.119e+02 2.210e+01 -1.1
2.760e+01 3.192e+02 1.850e+01 -3.822e+02 7.014e+02 2.760e+01 -3.4
3.230e+01 1.920e+02 2.210e+01 -3.438e+02 5.358e+02 3.230e+01 -5.1
3.500e+01 1.254e+02 2.760e+01 -2.242e+02 3.496e+02 3.500e+01 -7.0
4.020e+01 -2.140e+01 3.230e+01 -1.107e+02 8.930e+0l 4.020e+01 -6.1
4.340e+01 -1.046e+02 3.500e+01 -2.740e+01 -7.720e+01 4.340e+01 -6.6
4.830e+01 -2.454e+02 4.020e+01 9.670e+01 -3.421e+02 4.830e+01 -6.8
5.330e+01 -4.095e+02 4.340e+01 1.709e+02 -5.804e+02 5.400e+01 -7.2
5.400e+01 -4.346e+02 4.830e+01 3.041e+02 -7.387e+02 5.750e+01 -6.9
5.730e+01 -5.124e+02 5.270e+01 4.049e+02 -9.173e+02 6.240e+01 -7.7
5.750e+01 -5.164e+02 5.400e+01 4.403e+02 -9.567e+02 6.590e+01 -8.1
6.150e+01 -6.048e+02 5.750e+014.797e+02 -1.0845e+03 7.080e+01 -6.7
6.610e+01 -7.137e+02 5.751e+015.139e+02 -1.2276e+03 7.650e+01 -1.2
7.030e+01 -7.788e+02 6.190e+015.987e+02 -1.3775e+03 7.960e+01 -4.0
7.490e+01 -8.243e+02 6.591e+017.122e+02 -1.5365e+03 8.520e+01 -.1
7.910e+01 -8.424e+02 7.031e+01 7.546e+02 -1.597e+03 8.880e+01 -.2
8.360e+01 -8.591e+02 7.491e+018.288e+02 -1.6879e+03 9.220e+01 -.7
8.810e+01 -8.560e+02 7.911e+018.454e+02 -1.7014e+03 9.790e+01 -1.8
9.230e+01 -8.348e+02 8.350e+018.575e+02 -1.6923e+03 1.014e+02 -2.0
9.700e+01 -7.955e+02 8.820e+018.560e+02 -1.6515e+03 1.060e+02 -3.5
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1.013e+02 -7.440e+02 9.260e+01 8.424e+02 -1.5864e+03 1.088e+02 -5.0
1.056e+02 -6.653e+02 9.630e+01 8.076e+02 -1.4729e+03 1.153e+02 -7.7
1.102e+02 -5.805e+02 1.009e+02 7.470e+02 -l.3275e+03 1.186e+02 -7.9
1.146e+02 -4.837e+02 1.058e+02 6.338e+02 -1.1175e+03 1.239e+02 -7.9
1.153e+02 -5.028e+02 1.1021e+02 5.775e+02 -1.0803e+03 1.271e+02 -8.9
1.186e+02 -4.195e+02 1.1461e+02 4.867e+02 -9.062e+02 1.313e+02 -7.9
1.271e+02 -2.030e+02 1.153e+02 5.039e+02 -7.069e+02 1.362e+02 -6.6
1.313e+02 -1.622e+02 1.186e+02 4.221e+02 -5.843e+02 1.415e+02 -5.6
1.362e+02 -4.700e+00 1.271e+02 2.178e+02 -2.225e+02 1.455e+02 -4.1
1.415e+02 1.497e+02 1.313e+02 1.103e+02 3.940e+01 1.540e+02 .4
1.455e+02 2.481e+02 1.362e+02 -4.700e+00 2.528e+02 1.605e+02 4.0
1.506e+02 3.616e+02 1.415e+02 -1.470e+02 5.086c+02 1.628e+02 4.7
1.540e+02 4.252e+02 1.455e+02 -2.409e+02 6.661e+02 1.686e+02 6.8
1.584e+02 5.200e+02 1.494e+02 -3.550e+02 8.750e+02 1.719e+02 7.1
1.605e+02 5.357e+02 1.536e+02 -4.367e+02 9.724e+02 l.756e+02 7.5
l.628e+02 5.614e+02 1.540e+02 -4.180e+02 9.794e+02 1.800e+02 7.8
1.675e+02 5.881e+02 1.582e+02 -5.064e+02 1.0945e+03 1.844e+02 7.3
1.719e+02 5.962e+02 1.605e+02 -5.224e+02 1.1186e+03 1.891e+02 5.0
1.756e+02 6.038e+02 1.668e+02 -5.987e+02 1.2025e+03 1.949e+02 2.6
1.800e+02 6.235e+02 l.716e+02 -6.184e+02 1.2419e+03 2.016e+02 -1.4
1.844e+02 6.386e+02 1.804e+02 -6.108e+02 1.2494e+03 2.034e+02 -1.7
1.891e+02 5.720e+02 1.890e+02 -5.351e+02 1.1071e+03 2.069e+02 -3.5
1.949e+02 4.797e+02 1.974e+02 -3.889e+02 8.686e+02 2.116e+02 -5.3
2.016e+02 3.661e+02 2.016e+02 -3.499e+02 7.160e+02 2.150e+02 -5.3
2.034e+02 3.131e+02 2.034e+02 -3.045e+02 6.176e+02 2.197e+02 -7.2
2.069e+02 2.481e+02 2.069e+02 -2.379e+02 4.860e+02 2.245e+02 -6.7
2.116e+02 1.330e+02 2.116e+02 -1.258e+02 2.588e+02 2.292e+02 -7.2
2.160e+02 5.130e+01 2.160e+02 -7.800e+00 5.910e+01 2.336e+02 -6.7
2.197e+02 -7.290e+01 2.197e+02 7.400e+01 -1.469e+02 2.377e+02 -6.3
2.245e+02 -1.985e+02 2.245e+02 2.011e+02 -3.996e+02 2.413e+02 -5.1
2.292e+02 -3.226e+02 2.292e+02 3.222e+02 -6.448e+02 2.461e+02 -4.0
2.329e+02 -4.473e+02 2.329e+02 4.064e+02 -8.537e+02 0 0
2.336e+02 -4.256e+02 2.336e+02 4.282e+02 -8.538e+02 0 0
2.373e+02 -5.457e+02 2.377e+02 5.266e+02 -1.0723e+03
0 0
2.377e+02 -5.209e+02 2.3771e+02 5.154e+02 -1.0363e+03
0 0
2.413e+02 -5.815e+02 2.413e+02 6.144e+02 -1.1959e+03
0 0
2.454e+02 -6.729e+02 2.461e+02 6.568e+02 -1.3297e+03
0 0];
<^*************************************************************

%

Trace =[4 4 4] a-axis

% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 t o -3/2 delta.freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data =
[8.600e+00 6.804e+02 9.100e+00 -5.366e+02 1.217e+03 1.320e+01 2.1
9.000e+00 6.749e+02 1.340e+01 -4.731e+02 1.148e+03 1.630e+01 1.2
1.300e+01 5.775e+02 2.210e+01 -3.438e+02 9.213e+02 2.210e+01 -1.1
2.180e+01 4.155e+02 2.760e+01 -2.242e+02 6.397e+02 2.760e+01 -3.4
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2.210e+01 4.388e+02 3.230e+01 -1.107e+02 5.495e+02 3.230e+01 -5.1
2.760e+01 3.192e+02 3.500e+01 -2.740e+01 3.466e+02 3.500e+01 -7.0
3.230e+01 1.920e+02 4.020e+01 9.670e+01 9.530e+01 4.020e+01 -6.1
3.500e+01 1.254e+02 4.340e+01 1.709e+02 -4.550e+01 4.340e+01 -6.6
4.020e+01 -2.140e+01 4.830e+01 3.041e+02 -3.255e+02 4.830e+01 -6.8
4.340e+01 -1.046e+02 5.270e+01 4.049e+02 -5.095e+02 5.400e+01 -7.2
4.830e+01 -2.454e+02 5.400e+01 4.403e+02 -6.857e+02 5.750e+01 -6.9
5.330e+01 -4.095e+02 5.750e+01 4.797e+02 -8.892e+02 6.240e+01 -7.7
5.400e+01 -4.346e+02 5.751e+01 5.139e+02 -9.485e+02 6.590e+01 -8.1
5.730e+01 -5.124e+02 6.190e+01 5.987e+02 - l. l l l l e + 0 3 7.080e+01 -6.7
5.750e+01 -5.164e+02 6.591e+01 7.122e+02 -1.2286e+03 7.650e+01 -1.2
6.150e+01 -6.048e+02 7.031e+01 7.546e+02 -1.3594e+03 7.960e+01 -4.0
6.610e+01 -7.137e+02 7.491e+01 8.288e+02 -1.5425e+03 8.520e+01 -.1
7.030e+01 -7.788e+02 7.911e+01 8.454e+02 -1.6242e+03 8.880e+01 -.2
7.490e+01 -8.243e+02 8.350e-f0l 8.575e+02 -1.6818e+03 9.220e+01 -.7
7.910e+01 -8.424e+02 8.820e+01 8.560e+02 -1.6984e+03 9.790e+01 -1.8
8.360e+01 -8.591e+02 9.260e+01 8.424e+02 -1.7015e+03 1.014e+02 -2.0
8.810e+01 -8.560e+02 9.630e+01 8.076e+02 -1.6636e+03 1.060e+02 -3.5
9.230e+01 -8.348e+02 1.009e+02 7.470e+02 -1.5818e+03 1.088e+02 -5.0
9.700e+01 -7.955e+02 1.058e+02 6.338e+02 -1.4293e+03 1.153e+02 -7.7
1.013e+02 -7.440e+02 l.l021e+02 5.775e+02 -1.3215e+03 1.186e+02 -7.9
1.056e+02 -6.653e+02 1.1461e+02 4.867e+02 -1.152e+03 1.239e+02 -7.9
1.102e+02 -5.805e+02 1.153e+02 5.039e+02 -1.0844e+03 1.271e+02 -8.9
1.146e+02 -4.837e+02 1.186e+02 4.221e+02 -9.058e+02 1.313e+02 -7.9
1.153e+02 -5.028e+02 1.271e+02 2.178e+02 -7.206e+02 1.362e+02 -6.6
1.186e402 -4.195e+02 l.313e+02 l.l03e+02 -5.298e+02 1.415e+02 -5.6
1.271e+02 -2.030e+02 1.362e+02 -4.700e+00 -1.983e+02 1.455e+02 -4.1
1.313e+02 -1.622e+02 1.415e+02 -1.773e+02 1.510e+01 1.540e+02 .4
1.362e+02 -4.700e+00 1.455e+02 -2.757e+02 2.7l0e+02 1.605e+02 4.0
1.415e+02
1.497e+02 1.494e+02 -3.550e+02 5.047e+02 1.628e+02 4.7
1.455e+02
2.859e+02 1.536e+02 -4.927e+02 7.786e+02 1.686e+02 6.8
1.506e+02 4.100e+02 1.582e+02 -5.957e+02 1.0057e+03 1.719e+02 7.1
1.540e+02 4.842e+02 1.605e+02 -5.936e+02 1.0778e+03 1.756e+02 7.5
1.5401e+02 5.048e+02 1.629e+02 -6.305e+02 1.1353e+03 1.800e+02 7.8
1.584c+02 6.077e+02 1.668e+02 -6.774e+02 1.2851e+03 1.844e+02 7.3
1.605e+02 6.114e+02 1.716e+02 -7.001e+02 1.3115e+03 1.891e+02 5.0
1.675e+02 6.955e+02 1.765e-K)2 -7.137e+02 1.4092e+03 1.949e+02 2.6
1.709e+02 7.092e+02 1.804e+02 -7.047e+02 1.4139e+03 2.016e402 -1.4
1.803e+02 7.183e+02 1.845e+02 -6.710e+02 1.3893e+03 2.034e+02 -1.7
1.889e+02 6.365e+02 1.890e+02 -6.275e+02 1.264e+03 2.069e+02 -3.5
1.983e+02 4.927e+02 1.949e+02 -4.755e+02 9.682e+02 2.116e+02 -5.3
2.016e+02 4.539e+02 2.016e+02 -4.452e+02 8.991e+02 2.150e+02 -5.3
2.034e+02 4.040e+02 2.034e+02 -3.907e+02 7.947e+02 2.197e+02 -7.2
2.069e+02 3.359e+02 2.069e+02 -3.287e+02 6.646e+02 2.245e+02 -6.7
2.116e+02 2.193e+02 2.116e402 -2.106e+02 4.299e+02 2.292e+02 -7.2
2.160e+02 1.270e+02 2.160e+02 -1.258e+02 2.528e+02 2.336e+02 -6.7
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2.197e+02 1.650e+01 2.197e+02 -6.200e+00 2.270e+01 2.377e+02 -6.3
2.245e+02 -1.349e+02 2.245e+02 1.330e+02 -2.679e+02 2.413e+02 -5.1
2.292e+02 -2.651e+02 2.292e+02 2.647e+02 -5.298e+02 2.461e+02 -4.0
2.329e+02 -3.959e+02 2.329e+02 4.064e+02
-8.023e+020 0
2.336e+02 -3.786e+02 2.336e+02 4.282e+02
-8.068e+020 0
2.373e+02 -5.033e+02 2.377e+02 5.266e+02
-1.0299e+030 0
2.377e+02 -5.209e+02 2.3771e+02 5.154e+02 -1.0363e+03
0 0
2.413e+02 -5.815e+02 2.413e+02 6.144e+02
-1.1959e+030 0
2.454e+02 -6.729e+02 2.461e+02 6.568e+02
-1.3297e+030 0];
<^*************************************************************
%
Trace =[3 3 3] b-axis
<^*************************************************************

% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data=
[8.610e+00 -7.667e+02 8.600e+00 7.621e+02 -1.5288e+03 3.700e+00 -.5
1.280e+01 -7.137e+02 1.209e+01 7.249e+02 -1.4386e+03 7.600e+00 -1.5
1.775e+01 -6.435e+02 1.775e+01 6.460e+02 -1.2895e+03 9.000e+00 -1.6
1.780e+01 -6.381e+02 1.790e+01 6.365e+02 -1.2746e+03 1.209e+01 -.9
2.110e+01 -5.905e+02 2.110e+01 5.992e+02 -1.1897e+03 1.281e+01 -1.7
2.230e+01 -5.276e+02 2.200e+01 5.866e+02 -1.1142e+03 1.629e+01 -I
2.530e+01 -5.149e+02 2.530e+01 5.190e+02 -1.0339e+03 1.775e+01 -1.6
2.640e+01 -5.179e+02 2.640e+01 5.190e+02 -1.0369e+03 2.110e+01 -1.7
2.651e+01 -4.821e+02 2.650e+01 5.154e+02 -9.975e+02 2.180e+01 -2.1
3.010e+01 -4.543e+02 3.010e+0l 4.327e+02 -8.870e+02 2.530e+01 -2.5
3.11 le+01 -3.974e+02 3.110e+01 4.049e+02 -8.023e+02 2.640e+01 -2.3
3.420e+01 -3.529e+02 3.420e+01 3.540e+02 -7.069e402 3.010e+01 -2.0
3.520e+01 -3.332e+02 3.520e+0l 3.343e+02 -6.675e+02 3.080e+01 -2.1
3.85le+01 -2.696e+02 3.85le+01 2.738e+02 -5.434e+02 3.420e+01 -1.6
3.970e+01 -2.424e+02 3.970e+01 2.526e+02 -4.950e+02 3.520e+01 -.8
4.27 le+01 -1.909e+02 4.271e+0l 1.951e+02 -3.860e+02 3.851e+01 -1.4
4.390e+01 -1.622e+02 4.390e+01 1.663e+02 -3.285e+02 3.970e+01 -.8
4.460e+01 -1.455e+02 4.760e+01 1.058e+02 -2.513e+02 4.271e+01 -.5
4.800e+01 -8.350e+01 4.800e+01 9.820e+01 -1.817e+02 4.390e+01 -.3
5.150e+01 -3.050e+01 5.150e+01 3.760e+01 -6.810e+01 4.760e+01 .6
5.310e+01 5.900e+00 5.310e+01 5.900e+00 1.0867e+01 4.800e+01 .7
5.730e+01 6.040e+01 5.730e+01 -5.170e+01 1.121e+02 5.150e+01 1.2
5.840e+01 7.100e+01 5.840e+01 -6.070e+01 1.317e+02 5.310e+01 1.7
6.049e+01 9.820e+01 6.049e+01 -8.950e+01 1.877e+02 5.730e+01 3.6
6.l70e+ 0l 1.209e+02 6.l70e+01 -1.107e+02 2.316e+025.840e+013.4
6.430e+01 1.436e+02 6.430e+01 -1.349e+02 2.785e+02 6.049e+01 3.9
6.590e+01 1.648e+02 6.590e+01 -1.470e+02 3.118e+02 6.170e+01 4.1
6.91 le+01 1.860e+02 6.91 le+01 -1.743e+02 3.603e+02 6.430e+01 4.9
7.080e+01 2.026e+02 7.080e+01 -1.894e+02
3.920e+026.590e+015.1
7.371e+01 2.178e+02 7.371e+01 -2.045e+02
4.223e+026.91 le+01 5.8
7.490e+01 2.238e+02 7.490e+01 -2.106e+02
4.344e+027.080e+015.7
7.801e+01 2.330e+02 7.801e+01 -2.197e+02
4.527e+027.371e+016.4
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7.930e+01 2.344e+02 7.930e+01 -2.197e+02 4.541e+02 7.490e+01 7.1
8.349e+01 2.330e+02 8.349e+01 -2.182e+02 4.512e+02 7.801e+01 7.3
8.35le+01 2.299e+02 8.351e+01 -2.227e+02 4.526e+02 7.930e+01 7.1
8.790e+01 2.208e+02 8.790e+01 -1.985e+02 4.193e+02 8.349e+01 6.7
8.840e+01 2.163e+02 8.840e+01 -2.076e+02 4.239e+02 8.351e+01 6.9
9.210e+01 1.981e+02 9.210e+01 -1.818e+02 3.799e+02 8.790e+01 6.6
9.231 le+01 1.890e+02 9.231 le+01 -1.788e+02 3.678e+02 8.840e+01 6.5
9.670e+01 1.512e+02 9.670e+01 -1.379e+02 2.891e+02 9.210e+01 5.6
9.760e+01 1.482e+02 9.760e+01 -1.364e+02 2.846e+02 9.231 le+01 6.4
1.0111e+02 9.820e+01 1.013e+02 -9.200e+01 1.902e+02 9.670e+01 4.7
1.048e+02 5.580e+01 1.048e+02 -3.500e+01 9.080e+01 9.760e+01 4.7
1.0549e+02 3.760e+01 1.0549e+02 -2.590e+01 6.350e+01 1.0111e+02 4.4
1.085e+02 -4.260e+01 1.085e+02 8.150e+01 -1.241e+02 1.013e+02 3.9
1.0989e+02 -9.710e+01 1.0989e+02 1.058e+02 -2.029e+02 1.048e+02 3.0
1.132e+02 -1.667e+02 1.132e+02 1.542e+02 -3.209e+02 1.0549e+02 2.6
1.148e+02 -1.773e+02 1.148e+02 1.815e+02 -3.588e+02 1.085e+02 1.7
1.1759e+02 -2.409e+02 1.1759e+02 2.284e+02 -4.693e+02 1.0989e+02 1.6
1.222e+02 -3.014e+02 1.222e+02 3.056e+02 -6.070e+02 1.132e+02 .2
1.229le+02 -3.21le+02 1.229 le+02 3.253e+02 -6.464e+02 1.148e+02 .7
l.264e+02 -3.771e+02 1.264e+02 3.828e+02 -7.599e+02 1.1759e+02 -.3
1.274e+02 -3.923e+02 l.274e+02 3.979e+02 -7.902e+02 1.185e+02 -.3
1.278e+02 -3.913e+02 1.276e+02 4.034e+02 -7.947e+02 1.222e+02 -1.3
l.308e+02 -4.498e+02 l.308e+02 4.600e+02 -9.098e+02 1.229le+02 -.6
1.318e+02 -4.700e+02 1.320e+02 4.761e+02 -9.461e+02 1.264e+02 -1.8
1.354e+02 -5.220e+02 1.354e+02 5.402e+02 -1.0622e+03 1.274e+02 -1.4
1.364e+02 -5.497e+02 l.364e+02 5.972e+02 -1.1469e+03 l.308e+02 -2.0
1.408 le+02 -6.199e+02 1.408e+02 6.244e+02 -1.2443e+03 1.318e+02 -1.6
1.450le+02 -6.895e+02 1.450e+02 6.849e+02 -1.3744e+03 1.354e+02 -2.1
1.496e+02 -7.455e+02 1.494e+02 7.394e+02 -1.4849e+03 1.364e+02 -1.8
1.540e+02 -7.894e+02 1.541e+02 7.894e+02 -1.5788e+03 1.410e+02 -1.1
1.626e+02 -8.439e+02 l.635e+02 8.469e+02 -l.6908e+03 1.454e+02 -2.0
1.670e+02 -8.606e+02 1.675e+02 8.651e+02 -1.7257e+03 1.498e+02 -1.3
1.723e+02 -8.666e+02 1.717e+02 8.681e+02 -1.7347e+03 1.538e+02 -1.5
1.772e+02 -8.560e+02 1.752e+02 8.605e+02 -1.7165e+03 1.583e+02 -.1
1.847e+02 -8.061e+02 1.846e+02 8.015e+02 -1.6076e+03 1.628e+02 .1
1.893e+02 -7.592e+02 1.891e+02 7.606e+02 -1.5198e+03 1.6749e+02 1.1
1.935e+02 -7.134e+02 1.9351e+02 7.107e+02 -1.4241e+03 1.712e+02 .4
1.98le+02 -6.438e+02 1.978e+02 6.350e+02 -l.2788e+03 1.765e+02 .9
2.0229e+02 -5.85le+02 2.023e+02 5.623e+02 -1.1474e+03 1.800e+02 .7
2.0649e+02 -5.167e+022.063e+02 5.154e+02 -1.0321e+03 1.844e+02 -.9
2.109e+02 -4.428e+02 2.111e+02 4.382e+02 -8.810e+02 1.879e+02 -1.4
2.153e+02 -3.338e+02 2.150e+02 3.640e+02 -6.978e+02 1.935e+02 -.9
2.157e+02 -3.259e+02 2.157e+02 3.568e+02 -6.827e+02 1.981e+02 -1.44
2.1971e+02 -2.472e+02 2.1971e+02 2.584e+02 -5.056e+02 2.023e+02 -2.1
2.2409e+02 -1.655e+02 2.2409e+02 1.706e+02 -3.361e+02 2.0649e+02 -2.5
2.241 le+02 -1.622e+02 2.2411e+02 1.709e+02 -3.331e+02 2.1091e+02 -2.1
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2.283 le+02 -1.163e+02 2.2831e+02 1.300e+02 -2.463e+02 2.157e+02 -1.2
2.2849e+02 -8.680e+01 2.2849e+02 9.640e+01 -1.832e+02 2.1971e+02 -1.2
2.3289e+02 4.100e+00
2.3289e+02 2.830e+01 -2.420e+01
2.2409e+02-.5
2.375 le+02 6.190e+01 2.3751e+02 -4.410e+01 1.060e+02 2.2849e+02 .9
2.417le+02 1.133e+02 2.417le+02 -1.03 le+02 2.164e+02 2.3289e+02 1.4
2.4172e+02 1.115e+02 2.4172e+02 -1.034e+02 2.149e+02 2.373 le+02 3.0
2.463e+02 1.630e+02 2.463e+02 -1.503e+02 3.133e+02 2.417le+02 4.4
2.464e+02 1.618e+02 2.464e+02 -1.501e+02 3.119e+02 2.463e+02 4.8
0
0
0
0
0
2.464e+02 5.9];

%

Trace =[4 4 4] b-axis

% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data =
[8.610e+00 -7.667e+02 8.600e+00 7.621e+02 -1.5288e+03 3.700e+00 -.5
1.280e+01 -7.137e+02 1.209e+01 7.249e+02 -1.4386e+03 7.600e+00 -1.5
1.775e+01 -6.435e+02 1.775e+01 6.460e+02 -1.2895e+03 9.000e+00 -1.6
1.780e+01 -6.381e+02 1.790e+0l 6.365e+02 -1.2746e+03 1.209e+01 -.9
2.110e+01 -5.905e+02 2.110e+01 5.992e+02 -1.1897e+03 1.281e+01 -1.7
2.230e+0l -5.276e+02 2.200e+01 5.866e+02 -1.1142e+03 1.629e+01 -1.0
2.530e+0l -5.149e+02 2.530e+01 5.190e+02 -1.0339e+03 1.775e+01 -1.6
2.640e+01 -5.179e+02 2.640e+01 5.l90e+02 -1.0369e+03 2.1l0e+01 -1.7
2.65 le+01 -4.821e+02 2.650e+01 5.154e+02 -9.975e+02 2.180e+01 -2.1
3.010e+01 -4.543e+02 3.010e+01 4.327e+02 -8.870e+02 2.530e+01 -2.5
3.111e+01 -3.974e+02 3.110e+01 4.049e+02 -8.023e+02 2.640e+01 -2.3
3.420e+01 -3.529e+02 3.420e+01 3.540e+02 -7.069e+02 3.010e+01 -2.0
3.520e+01 -3.332e+02 3.520e+01 3.343e+02 -6.675e+02 3.080e+01 -2.1
3.85le+01 -2.696e+02 3.851e+01 2.738e+02 -5.434e+02 3.420e+01 -1.6
3.970e+01 -2.424e+02 3.970e+01 2.526e+02 -4.950e+02 3.520e+01 -.8
4.27le+01 -l.909e+02 4.271e+01 1.951e+02 -3.860e+02 3.851e+01 -1.4
4.390e+01 -1.622e+02 4.390e+01 1.663e+02 -3.285e+02 3.970e+01 -.8
4.460e+01 -1.455e+02 4.760e+01 1.058e+02 -2.513e+02 4.271e+01 -.5
4.800e+01 -8.350e+01 4.800e+01 9.820e+01 -1.817e+02 4.390e+01 -.3
5.150e+01 -3.050e+01 5.150e+01 3.760e+01 -6.810e+01 4.760e+01 .6
5.310e+01 5.900e+00 5.310e+01 5.900e+00 2.743e+01 4.800e+01 .7
5.730e+01 -1.300e+00 5.730e+01 -5.170e+0l 5.040e+01 5.150e+01 1.2
5.840e+01 -2.800e+00 5.840e+01 -6.070e+01 5.790e+01 5.310e+01 1.7
6.049e+01 3.610e+01 6.049e+01 -8.950e+01 1.256e+02 5.730e+01 3.6
6.170e+01 5.880e+01 6.170e+01 -4.110e+01 9.990e+01 5.840e+01 3.4
6.430e+01 7.700e+01 6.430e+01 -6.680e+01 1.438e+02 6.049e+01 3.9
6.590e+01 9.670e+01 6.590e+01 -8.190e+01 1.786e+02 6.170e+01 4.1
6.91 le+01 1.133e+02 6.91 le+01 -1.03 le+02 2.164e+02 6.430e+01 4.9
7.080e+01 1.315e+02 7.080e+01 -1.168e+02 2.483e+02 6.590e+01 5.1
7.37le+01 1.436e+02 7.371e+0l -1.303e+02 2.739e+02 6.91 le+01 5.8
7.490e+01 1.497e+02 7.490e+01 -1.379e+02 2.876e+02 7.080e+01 5.7
7.80le+01 1.557e+02 7.80le+ 0l -l.425e+02 2.982e+02 7.37le+01 6.4
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7.930e+01 1.572e+02 7.930e+01 -1.395e+02 2.967e+02 7.490e+01 7.1
8.349e+01 l.557e+02 8.349e+01 -l.409e+02 2.966e+02 7.801e+01 7.3
8.35 le+01 1.542e+02 8.351e+01 -1.425e+02 2.967e+02 7.930e+01 7.1
8.790e+01 1.421e+02 8.790e+01 -1.258e+02 2.679e+02 8.349e+01 6.7
8.840e+01 1.36le+02 8.840e+01 -l.288e+02 2.649e+02 8.35le+01 6.9
9.210e+01 1.164e+02 9.210e+01 -1.031e+02 2.195e+02 8.790e+01 6.6
9.231 le+01 1.148e+02 9.2311e+01 -9.860e+01 2.134e+02 8.840e+01 6.5
9.670e+01 8.000e+01 9.670e+01 -5.920e+0l 1.392e+02 9.210e+01 5.6
1.0111e+02 9.820e+01 1.0111e+02 -5.920e+01 1.574e+02 9.2311e+01 6.4
1.013e+02 9.670e+01 1.013e+02 -4.570e+01 1.424e+02 9.670e+01 4.7
1.048e+02 5.580e+01 1.048e+02 -2.800e+00 5.860e+01 9.760e+01 4.7
1.0549e+02 3.760e+01 1.0549e+02 -2.590e+01 6.350e+01 1.011 le+02 4.4
1.085e+02 -4.260e+01 1.085e+02 8.150e+01 -1.241e+02 1.013e+02 3.9
1.0989e+02 -9.710e+01 1.0989e+02 1.058e+02 -2.029e+02 1.048e+02 3.0
1.132e+02 -1.667e+02 1.132e+02 1.542e+02 -3.209e+02 1.0549e+02 2.6
1.148e+02 -1.773e+02 1.148e+02 1.815e+02 -3.588e+02 l.085e+02 1.7
1.1759e+02 -2.409e+02 1.1759e+02 2.284e+02 -4.693e+02 1.0989e+02 1.6
1.222e+02 -3.014e+02 1.222e+02 3.056e+02 -6.070e+02 1.132e+02 2.0
1.229le+02 -3.21 le+02 1.2291e+02 3.253e+02 -6.464e+02 1.148e+02 .7
1.264e+02 -3.771e+02 1.264e+02 3.828e+02 -7.599e+02 1.1759e+02 -.3
1.274e+02 -3.923e+02 1.274e+02 3.979e+02 -7.902e+02 1.185e+02 -.3
1.278e+02 -3.913e+02 1.276e+02 4.034e+02 -7.947e+02 1.222e+02 -1.3
1.308e+02 -4.498e+02 1.308e+02 4.600e+02 -9.098e+02 1.2291e+02 -.6
1.318e+02 -4.700e+02 1.320e+02 4.761e+02 -9.461e+02 l.264e+02 -1.8
1.354e+02 -5.220e+02 1.354e+02 5.402e+02 -l.0622e+03 1.274e+02 -1.4
1.364e+02 -5.497e+02 1.364e+02 5.972e+02 -1.1469e+03 1.308e+02 -2.0
1.408le+02 -6.199e+02 1.408e+02 6.244e+02 -l.2443e+03 1.318e+02 -1.6
1.450le+02 -6.895e+02 1.450e+02 6.849e+02 -1.3744e+03 1.354e+02 -2.1
1.496e+02 -7.455e+02 1.494e+02 7.394e+02 -1.4849e+03 1.364e+02 -1.8
1.540e+02 -7.894e+02 1.541e+02 7.894e+02 -1.5788e+03 1.410e+02 -1.1
1.626e+02 -8.439e+02 1.635e+02 8.469e+02 -1.6908e+03 1.454e+02 -2.0
1.670e+02 -8.606e+02 1.675e+02 8.651e+02 -1.7257e+03 1.498e+02 -1.3
1.723e+02 -8.666e+02 1.7l7e+02 8.681e+02 -1.7347e+03 1.538e+02 -1.5
1.772e+02 -8.560e+02 1.752e+02 8.605e+02 -1.7165e+03 1.583e+02 -.1
1.847e+02 -8.061e+02 1.846e+02 8.015e+02 -1.6076e+03 1.628e+02 .1
1.893e+02 -7.592e+02 1.891e+02 7.606e+02 -1.5198e+03 1.6749e+02 1.1
1.935e+02 -7.134e+02 1.9351e+02 7.107e+02 -1.4241e+03 1.712e+02 .4
1.98 le+02 -6.438e+02 1.978e+02 6.350e+02 -1.2788e+03 1.765e+02 .9
2.0229e+02 -5.851e+02 2.023e+02 5.623e+02 -l.l474e+03 1.800e+02 .7
2.0649e+02 -5.167e+02 2.063e+02 5.154e+02 -1.0321e+03 1.844e+02 -.9
2.109e+02 -4.428e+02 2.11 le+02 4.382e+02 -8.810e+02 1.879e+02 -1.4
2.153e+02 -3.338e+02 2.150e+02 3.640e+02 -6.978e+02 1.935e+02 -.9
2.157e+02 -3.259e+02 2.157e+02 3.568e+02 -6.827e+02 1.981e+02 -1.4
2.197 le+02 -2.472e+02
2.1971e+022.584e+02
-5.056e+02
2.023e+02 -2.1
2.2409e+02 -1.655e+02
2.2409e+021.706e+02 -3.361e+02
2.0649e+02 -2.5
2.241 le+02 -1.622e+02
2.2411e+021.709e+02 -3.331e+02
2.1091e+02 -2.1
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2.283 le+02 -1.163e+02 2.2831e+02 1.300e+02 -2.463e+02 2.157e+02 -1.2
2.2849e+02 -8.680e+01 2.2849e+02 9.640e+01 -1.832e+02 2.197le+02 -1.2
2.3289e+02 -4.290e+01 2.3289e+02 2.830e+01 -7.120e+01 2.2409e+02 -.5
2.333e+02 -3.960e+01 2.333e+02 6.940e+01 -1.090e+02 2.2849e+02 -.9
2.373 le+02 -2.600e+00 2.3731e+02 5.700e+01 -5.960e+01 2.3289e+02 1.4
2.375le+02 4.300e+00 2.375 le+02 4.300e+00 6.438e+01 2.373le+02 3.0
2.417le+02 4.980e+01 2.4171e+02 -4.110e+01 9.090e+01 2.417ie+02 4.4
2.4172e+02 4.950e+01 2.4172e+02 -4.290e+01 9.240e+01 2.463e+02 4.8
2.463e+02 9.340e+01 2.463e+02-8.370e+01 1.771e+02 2.464e+02 5.9
2.464e+02 9.520e+01 2.464e+02 -8.800e+01 1.832e+02
0
0];
<^*********************************************************
%
Trace =[3 3 3] c-axis
<^************************************************************

% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data=
[2.700e+01 3.646e+02 2.701e+01 -3,505e+02 7.151e+02 2.700e+01 8.0
3.070e+01 3.989e+02 3.071e+01 -3.944e+02 7.933e+02 3.120e+01 5.0
3.120e+01 4.100e+02 3.120e+01 -4.013e+02 8.113e+02 3.580e+01 4.6
3.580e+01 4.570e+02 3.580e+01 -4.452e+02 9.022e+02 4.000e+01 6.6
4.000e+01 5.008e+02 3.920e+01 -4.867e+02 9.875e+02 4.420e+01 5.4
4.420e+01 5.675e+02 4.420e+01 -5.300e+02 1.0975e+03 4.910e+01 5.8
4.42le+01 5.699e+02 4.421e+01 -5.276e+02 1.0975e+03 5.370e+01 5.6
4.860e+01 5.88 le+02 4.861e+01 -5.836e+02 1.1717e+03 5.880e+01 5.4
5.420e+01 6.395e+02 5.371e+01 -6.184e+02 1.2579e+03 6.230e+01 5.0
5.760e+01 6.622e+02 5.740e+01 -6.471e+02 1.3093e+03 6.690e+0l 6.4
6.180e+01 6.925e+02 6.190e+01 -6.820e+02 1.3745e+03 7.250e+01 7.2
6.670e+01 7.167e+02 6.480e+01 -6.926e+02 l.4093e+03 7.650e+01 7.6
7.070e+01 7.243e+02 7.120e+01 -7.183e+02 l.4426e+03 8.020e+01 6.6
7.470e+01 7.364e+02 7.500e+01 -7.213e+02 1.4577e+03 8.500e+01 7.4
7.920e+01 7.515e+02 7.930e+01 -7.274e+02 1.4789e+03 8.870e+01 8.0
8.390e+01 7.228e+02 8.391e+01 -7.198e+02 1.4426e+03 9.250e+0l 7.8
8.820e+01 7.167e+02 8.850e+01 -7.137e+02 1.4304e+03 l.010e+02 8.0
9.360e+01 6.789e+02 9.251e+01 -6.940e+02 1.3729e+03 1.061e+02 7.4
1.0101e+02 6.501e+02 1.011e+02 -6.365e+02 1.2866e+03 1.105e+02 6.8
1.105e+02 5.917e+02 1.103e+02 -5.457e+02 1.1374e+03 1.149e+02 7.6
1.147e+02 5.275e+02 1.1471e+02 -5.124e+02 1.0399e+03 1.194e+02 7.2
1.189e+02 4.700e+02 1.191e+02 -4.700e+02 9.400e+02 1.240e+02 6.2
1.274e+02 3.800e+02 1.273e+02 -3.822e+02 7.622e+02 1.279e+02 6.0
l.279e+02 3.828e+02 1.279e+02 -3.711e+02 7.539e+02 1.328e+02 3.9
1.328e+02 3.328e+02 1.328e+02 -3.196e+02 6.524e+02 1.367e+02 4.4
1.367e+02 2.965e+02 1.367e+02 -2.848e+02 5.813e+02 1.4l4e+02 6.2
1.414e+02 2.54le+02 1.414e+02 -2.454e+02 4.995e+02 1.456e+02 5.6
1.456e+02 2.208e+02 l.456e+02 -2.106e+02 4.314e+02 1.518e+02 6.9
1.518e+02 1.860e+02 1.518e+02 -1.743e+02 3.603e+02 1.555e+02 7.5
1.555e+02 1.618e+02 l.555e+02 -1.53le+02 3.149e+02 1.588e+02 6.5
1.588e+02 1.482e+02 1.588e+02 -1.379e+02 2.861e+02 1.630e+02 8.0
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1.630e+02
1.679e+02
1.712e+02
1.764e+02
1.808e+02
1.852e+02
1.896e+02
1.954e+02
1.985e+02
2.019e+02
2.07le+02
2.103e+02
2.12le+02
2.158e+02
2.193e+02
2.210e+02
2.244e+02
2.288e+02
2.323e+02
2.368e+02
2.41 le+02
2.464e+02
2.542e+02
2.590e+02

1.376e+02 1.630e+02 -1.213e+02 2.589e+02 1.679e+02 6.8
1.300e+02 1.679e+02 -1.152e+02 2.452e+02 1.722e+02 5.8
1.376e+02 1.722e+02 -1.243e+02 2.619e+02 1.764e+02 6.5
1.406e+02 1.764e+02 -1.289e+02 2.695e+02 1.808e+02 6.3
1.557e+02 1.808e+02 -1.470e+02 3.027e+02 1.852e+02 6.2
1.799e+02 1.852e+02 -1.667e+02 3.466e+02 1.896e+02 7.2
2.057e+02 1.896e+02 -1.970e+02 4.027e+02 1.954e+02 7.2
2.496e+02 1.954e+02 -2.409e+02 4.905e+02 1.985e+02 6.6
2.783e+02 1.985e+02 -2.68 le+02 5.464e+02 2.029e+02 6.0
3.207e+02 2.029e+02 -3.029e+02 6.236e+02 2.071e+02 8.1
3.63 le+02 2.071e+02 -3.362e+02 6.993e+02 2.121e+02 7.1
4.064e+02 2.113e+02 -3.853e+02 7.917e+02 2.158e+02 7.1
4.100e+02 2.121e+02 -3.968e+02 8.068e+02 2.210e+02 7.4
4.509e+02 2.1581e+02 -4.367e+02 8.876e+02 2.244e+02 7.7
4.957e+02 2.200e+02 -4.746e+02 9.703e+02 2.288e+02 6.2
5.039e+02 2.210e+02 -4.937e+02 9.976e+02 2.346e+02 4.9
5.337e+02 2.244e+02 -5.088e+02 1.0425e+03 2.384e+02 5.6
5.826e+02 2.288le+02 -5.669e+02 1.1495e+03 2.444e+02 6.5
6.168e+02 2.3461e+02 -6.2l4e+02 1.2382e+03 2.479e+02 6.5
6.532e+02 2.3841e+02 -6.517e+02 1.3049e+03 2.562e+02 7.4
6.804e+02 2.432e+02 -6.804e+02 l.3608e+03 2.599e+02 8.1
7.l52e+02 2.477e+02 -6.986e+02 1.4138e+03 2.640e+02 7.3
7.379e+02 2.560e+02 -7.228e+02 1.4607e+03 0
0
7.455e+02 2.595e+02 -7.228e+02 1.4683e+03 0
0];

%*********************************************************

%

Trace =[4 4 4] c-axis

% theta +3/2to+l/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta + l / 2 t o - l / 2
Data=
[ 2.700e+01 l .42 le+02 2.700e+01 -1.258e+02 2.679e+02 2.700e+01 8
3.120e+01 1.557e+02 3.120e+01 -1.379e+02 2.936e+02 3.120e+01 5
3.580e+01 l.663e+02 3.580e+01 -1.637e+02 3.300e+02 3.580e+01 4.6
4.000e+01 l.920e+02 4.000e+01 -1.846e+02 3.766e+02 4.000e+01 6.6
4.420e+01 2.314e+02 4.420e+01 -2.106e+02 4.420e+02 4.420e+01 5.4
4.910e+01 2.677e+02 4.910e+01 -2.545e+02 5.222e+02 4.910e+01 5.8
5.370e+01 3.056e+02 5.370e+01 -2.939e+02 5.995e+02 5.370e+01 5.6
5.880e+01 3.555e+02 5.880e+01 -3.453e+02 7.008e+02 5.880e+01 5.4
6.180e+01 3.900e+02 6.190e+01 -3.732e+02 7.632e+02 6.230e+01 5.0
6.670e+01 4.400e+02 6.480e+01 -4.049e+02 8.449e+02 6.690e+01 6.4
7.070e+01 4.800e+02 7.120e+01 -4.746e+02 9.546e+02 7.250e+01 7.2
7.470e+01 5.366e+02 7.500e+01 -5.155e+02 1.0521e+03 7.650e+01 7.6
7.920e+01 5.715e+02 7.930e+01 -5.609e+02 1.1324e+03 8.020e+01 6.6
8.820e+01 6.547e+02 8.850e+01 -6.350e+02 1.2897e+03 8.500e+01 7.4
9.360e+01 6.789e+02 9.251e+01 -6.622e+02 1.341 le+03 8.870e+01 8.0
1.0101e+02 7.183e+02 1.01 le+02 -7.047e+02 1.423e+03 9.250e+01 7.8
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1.057e+02
1.098e+02
1.189e+02
1.228e+02
1.274e+02
1.323e+02
1.372e+02
1.405e+02
1.449e+02
1.497e+02
1.518e+02
1.546e+02
1.555e+02
1.588e+02
1.593e+02
1.630e+02
1.679e+02
l.722e+02
1.764e+02
1.808e+02
1.852e+02
i.896e+02
1.954e+02
l.985e+02
2.029e+02
2.07 le+02
2.121e+02
2.158e+02
2.210e+02
2.244e+02
2.288e+02
2.346e+02
2.384e+02
2.444e+02
2.479e+02
2.542e+02
0
0

7.516e+02
7.319e+02
7.213e+02
7.152e+02
6.834e+02
6.501e+02
6.153e+02
5.760e+02
5.366e+02
4.972e+02
4.75le+02
4.382e+02
4.403e+02
4.070e+02
3.973e+02
3.586e+02
3.101e+02
2.738e+02
2.390e+02
2.057e+02
1.799e+02
1.557e+02
1.406e+02
1.330e+02
1.315e+02
1.376e+02
1.497e+02
1.678e+02
2.01 le+02
2.208e+02
2.57 le+02
3.116e+02
3.464e+02
4.070e+02
4.403e+02
5.139e+02
0

1.0611e+02 -7.198e+02 1.4714e+03 1.010e+02 8.0
1.103e+02 -7.228e+02 1.4547e+03 1.061e+02 7.4
1.191e+02 -7.168e+02 1.4381e+03 1.105e+02 6.8
1.242e+02 -6.895e+02 1.4047e+03 1.149e+02 7.6
1.273e+02 -6.774e+02 1.3608e+03 1.194e+02 7.2
1.324e+02 -6.441e+02 1.2942e+03 1.240e+02 6.2
1.370e+02 -6.123e+02 1.2276e+03 1.279e+02 6.0
1.4141e+02 -5.669e+02 1.1429e+03 1.328e+02 3.9
1.454e+02 -5.336e+02 1.0702e+03 1.367e+02 4.4
1.498e+02 -4.837e+02 9.809e+02 1.414e+02 6.2
1.518e+02 -4.634e+02 9.385e+02 1.456e+02 5.6
1.542e+02 -4.473e+02 8.855e+02 1.518e+02 6.9
1.555e+02 -4.271e+02 8.674e+02 1.555e+02 7.5
1.588e+02 -3.923e+02 7.993e+02 1.588e+02 6.5
1.628e+02 -3.595e+02 7.568e+02 1.630e+02 8.0
1.630e+02 -3.529e+02 7.115e+02 1.679e+02 6.8
1.679e+02 -3.014e+02 6.115e+02 1.722e+02 5.8
1.722e+02 -2.606e+02 5.344e+02 1.764e+02 6.5
1.764e+02 -2.303e+02 4.693e+02 1.808e+02 6.3
1.808e+02 -1.924e+02 3.981e+02 1.852e+02 6.2
1.852e+02 -1.667e+02 3.466e+02 1.896e+02 7.2
1.896e+02 -1.455e+02 3.012e+02 1.954e+02 7.2
1.954e+02 -1.273e+02 2.679e+02 1.985e+02 6.6
1.985e+02 -1.213e+02 2.543e+02 2.029e+02 6.0
2.029e+02 -1.198e+02 2.513e+02 2.071e+02 8.1
2.071e+02 -1.289e+02 2.665e+02 2.121e+02 7.1
2.121e+02 -1.379e+02 2.876e+02 2.158e+02 7.1
2.158e+02 -1.531e+02 3.209e+02 2.210e+02 7.4
2.210e+02 -l.788e+02 3.799e+02 2.244e+02 7.7
2.244e+02 -2.061e+02 4.269e+02 2.288e+02 6.2
2.288e+02 -2.439e+02 5.010e+02 2.346e+02 4.9
2.346e+02 -2.923e+02 6.039e+02 2.384e+02 5.6
2.384e+02 -3.332e+02 6.796e+02 2.444e+02 6.5
2.444e+02 -3.877e+02 7.947e+02 2.479e+02 6.5
2.477e+02 -4.216e+02 8.619e+02 2.562e+02 7.4
2.560e+02 -5.124e+02 1.0263e+03 2.599e+02 8.1
0
0
2.640e+02 7.3];

%

Trace =[1 1 I] a-axis

% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta.freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data=[
8.600e+00 6.804e+02 9.100e+00 -6.683e+02 1.3487e+03 9.000e+00....-5.1
1.320e+01 7.082e+02 1.340e+0l -7.047e+02 1.4129e+03 1.320e+01 2.1
1.760e+01 7.712e+02 l.850e+01 -7.592e+02 1.5304e+03 1.630e+01 1.2
2.180e+01 8.106e+02 2.21 le+01 -7.970e+02 1.6076e+03 2.210e+01 9
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2.620e+01 8.62 le+02 2.640e+01 -8.409e+02 1.703e+03 2.760e+01 9.7
3.060e+01 9.120e+02 3.090e+01 -8.954e+02 1.8074e+03 3.230e+01 11.3
3.520e+01 9.695e+02 3.550e+01 -9.515e+02 1.921e+03 3.500e+01 12.3
3.940e+01 1.0195e+03 3.970e+01 -9.983e+02 2.0178e+03 4.020e+01 13.6
4.39 le+01 1.074e+03 4.390e+01 -1.0483e+03 2.1223e+03 4.340e+01 14.7
4.83 le+01 1.1209e+03 4.850e+01 -1.0952e+03 2.2161e+03 4.830e+01 16.8
5.270e+01 1.1618e+03 5.330e+01 -1.1376e+03 2.2994e+03 5.400e+01 17.4
5.75le+01 1.201 le+03 5.730e+01 -1.1754e+03 2.3765e+03 5.750e+01 18.4
6.190e+01 1.2314e+03 6.150e+01 -1.2057e+03 2.437le+03 6.240e+01 24.3
6.59 le+01 1.251 le+03 6.610e+01 -1.2284e+03 2.4795e+03 6.590e+01 24.9
7.03 le+01 1.2692e+03 7.030e+01 -1.2405e+03 2.5097e+03 7.080e+01 25.5
7.491e+01 1.2768e+03 7.490e+01 -1.2572e+03 2.534e+03 7.650e+01 26.7
7.91 le+01 1.2753e+03 7.910e+01 -1.2526e+03 2.5279e+03 7.960e+01 27.2
8.350e+01 1.2677e+03 8.360e+01 -1.2405e+03 2.5082e+03 8.520e+01 24.1
9.260e+01 1.2284e+03 9.230e+01 -1.2087e+03 2.4371e+03 8.880e+01 23.6
9.630e+01 1.201 le+03 9.700e+0l -l.l785e+03 2.3796e+03 9.220e+01 22.5
1.009e+02 l.l618e+03 1.013e+02 -1.1391e+03 2.3009e+03 9.790e+01 26.1
1.058e+02 1.1148e+03 1.056e+02 -1.1013e+03 2.2161e+03 1.014e+02 23.3
1.1021e+02 1.077e+03 l.l02e+02 -1.0559e+03 2.l329e+03 1.060e+02 21.5
1.1461e+02 1.0165e+03 1.146e+02 -1.0074e+03 2.0239e+03 1.088e+02 16
1.1881e+02 9.635e+02 1.188e+02 -9.650e+02 1.9285e+03 1.153e+02 10.4
l.230e+02 9.27le+02 1.229e+02 -9.120e+02 1.8391e+03 1.186e+02 7.6
1.280e+02 8.696e+02 1.269e+02 -8.666e+02
1.7362e+03 1.239e+026.3
1.318e+02 8.288e+02 1.322e+02 -8.061e+02
1.6349e+03 1.271e+025.3
1.357e+02 7.864e+02 1.361e+02 -7.622e+02
1.5486e+03 1.313e+024.2
1.406e+02 7.258e+02 1.4l0e+02 -7.153e+02
1.441 le+03
1.362e+022.4
1.4521e+02 6.895e+02 1.452e+02 -6.759e+02 1.3654e+03 1.415e+02 0.6
1.498e+02 6.547e+02 1.494e+02 -6.44le+02 1.2988e+03 1.455e+02 0.1
1.540le+02 6.289e+02 1.536e+02 -6.154e+02 l.2443e+03 1.506e+02 -0.9
1.584e+02 6.077e+02 1.582e+02 -5.957e+02 1.2034e+03
1.540e+02-1.3
1.605e+02 6.114e+02 1.629e+02 -5.790e+02 1.1904e+03
1.605e+02-3
1.686e+02 5.932e+02 1.668e+02 -5.987e+02 l.l919e+03
1.628e+02-4.1
1.709e+02 5.972e+02 1.719e+02 -6.193e+02 1.2165e+03
1.686e+02-3
1.756e+02 6.038e+02 1.765e+02 -6.214e+02 1.2252e+03
1.719e+02-2.8
1.803e+02 6.244e+02 1.804e+02 -6.108e+02 1.2352e+03
1.756e+02-2.7
1.844e+02 6.386e+02 1.845e+02 -6.426e+02 1.2812e+03
1.800e+02-1.7
1.889e+02 6.834e+02 1.890e+02 -6.668e+02 1.3502e+03
1.844e+020.1
1.934e+02 7.243e+02 1.930e+02 -7.047e+02 1.429e+03 1.891e+02 5
1.983e+02 7.697e+02 l.974e+02 -7.53U+02 1.5228e+03
1.949e+022.6
2.025le+02 8.182e+02 2.025e+02 -7.985e+02 1.6167e+03 2.016e+02 7.8
2.065le+02 8.651e+02 2.065e+02 -8.553e+02 1.7204e+03 2.034e+02 9.1
2.109e+02 9.196e+02 2.108e+02 -8.924e+02 1.812e+03 2.069e+02 9.8
2.155e+02 9.710e+02 2.153e+02 -9.484e+02 1.9194e+03
2.116e+0211.2
2.202e+02 1.0286e+03 2.201e+02 -1.0029e+03 2.0315e+03 2.160e+02 12.4
2.245le+02 1.0785e+03 2.241e+02 -1.0528e+03 2.1313e+03 2.197e+02 13.3
2.285e+02 1.1179e+03 2.287e+02 -1.0952e+03 2.2131e+03 2.245e+02 15
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2.329e+02 1.1633e+03 2.329e+02 -1.133 le+03 2.2964e+03 2.292e+02 16
2.377 le+02 1.2026e+03 2.373e+02 -1.1709e+03 2.3735e+03 2.336e+02 17.6
2.419e+02 1.2359e+03 2.422e+02 -1.2073e+03 2.4432e+03 2.377e+02 17.1
2.464e+02 1.2662e+03 2.454e+02 -1.2208e+03 2.487e+03 2.413e+02 18.9
0
0
0
0
0
2.46le+02 23.8];
%

Trace =[2 2 2] a-axis

% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data = [
9.000e+00 -l.243e+02 9.000e+00 1.209e+02 -2.452e+02 9.000e+00 -29.7
1.320e+01 -9.400e+01 1.320e+01 8.910e+01 -1.831e+02 1.320e+01 -30
1.630e+01 -5.920e+01 1.630e+01 5.580e+01 -1.150e+02 1.630e+01 -29.4
2.210e+01 -2.900e+01 2.210e+01 -2.0000e-01 -2.880e+0l 2.210e+01 -30.3
2.760e+01 1.103e+02 2.760e+01 -1.198e+02 2.301e+02 2.760e+0l -28
3.230e+01 2.163e+02 3.230e+01 -2.182e+02 4.345e+02 3.230e+01 -26.7
3.500e+01 2.753e+02 3.500e+01 -2.772e+02 5.525e+02 3.500e+01 -24.8
3.940e+01 4.125e+02 3.970e+01 -4.216e+02 8.34le+02 4.020e+01 -20.8
4.020e+01 3.979e+02 4.020e+01 -3.998e+02 7.977e+02 4.340e+01 -20.8
4.340e+01 4.736e+02 4.340e+01 -4.679e+02 9.415e+02 4.830e+01 -16.3
4.39 le+01 5.260e+02
4.390e+01
-5.200e+021.046e+03 5.400e+01-7.2
4.83 le+01 6.365e+02
4.850e+0l
-6.335e+021.270e+03 5.750e+01-5.4
5.270e+01 7.455e+02 5.330e+01 -7.455e+02 1.491e+03 6.240e+01 -5.3
6.190e+01 9.529e+02 6.150e+01 -9.378e+02 1.8907e+03 6.590e+01 8.1
6.59le+01 1.0376e+03 6.610e+01 -1.0226e+03 2.0602e+03 7.080e+01 13.7
7.03 le+01 1.1148e+03 7.030e+01 -1.0982e+03 2.213e+03 7.650e+01 20.5
7.491e+01 1.1799e+03 7.490e+01 -1.1588e+03 2.3387e+03 7.960e+01 22.2
7.91 le+01 1.2254e+03 7.9l0e+01 -1.2087e+03 2.4341e+03 8.520e+01 24.1
8.350e+01 1.2677e+03 8.360e+01 -1.2405e+03 2.5082e+03 8.880e+01 23.6
9.260e+01 1.2874e+03 9.230e+01 -1.2496e+03 2.537e+03 9.220e+01 22.5
9.630e+01 1.2677e+03 9.700e+01 -1.242e+03 2.5097e+03 9.790e+01 26.1
1.009e+02 1.2344e+03 1.013e+02 -1.2133e+03 2.4477e+03 1.014e+02 23.3
1.058e+02 1.1799e+03 1.056e+02 -1.1679e+03 2.3478e+03 1.060e+02 21.5
1.1021e+02 1.1209e+03 1.102e+02 -1.1073e+03 2.2282e+03 1.088e+02 16.0
1.1461e+02 1.0482e+03 1.146e+02 -1.0286e+03 2.0768e+03 1.153e+02 10.4
1.1881e+02 9.877e+02 1.188e+02 -9.650e+02 1.9527e+03 1.186e+02 7.6
1.230e+02 8.727e+02 1.229e+02 -8.651e+02 1.7378e+03 1.239e+02 6.3
1.280e+02 7.56le+02 1.269e+02 -7.713e+02 1.5274e+03 l.271e+02 -1
1.318e+02 6.683e+02 1.322e+02 -6.517e+02 1.320e+03 1.313e+02 -1
1.357e+02 5.760e+02 1.361e+02 -5.518e+02 1.1278e+03 1.362e+02 -6.6
1.362e+02 5.856e+02 1.362e+02 -5.845e+02 1.1701e+03 1.415e+02 -16.1
l.406e+02 4.428e+02 1.410e+02 -4.352e+02 8.780e+02 1.455e+02 -19.7
1.415e+02 4.660e+02 1.415e+02 -4.573e+02 9.233e+02 1.506e+02 -22.1
1.455e+02 3.661e+02 1.455e+02 -3.620e+02 7.281e+02 1.540e+02 -23.3
1.506e+02 2.465e+02 1.506e+02 -2.394e+02 4.859e+02 1.605e+02 -25.9
1.540e+02 1.709e+02 1.540e+02 -1.728e+02 3.437e+02 1.628e+02 -26.8
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1.605e+02 4.670e+01 1.605e+02 -4.260e+01 8.930e+01 1.686e+02 -27.7
1.628e+02 -3.050e+01 1.628e+02 5.580e+01 -8.630e+01 1.719e+02 -28.3
1.686e+02 -7.290e+01 1.686e+02 6.790e+01 -1.408e+02 1.756e+02 -29.5
1.7l9e+02 -1.016e+02 1.719e+02 9.970e+01 -2.013e+02 1.800e+02 -29.6
1.756e+02 -1.289e+02 1.756e+02 1.239e+02 -2.528e+02 1.844e+02 -29.8
1.800e+02 -1.440e+02 1.800e+02 1.376e+02 -2.816e+02 1.891e+02 -29.8
1.844e+02 -1.470e+02 1.844e+02 1.436e+02 -2.906e+02 1.949e+02 -30.1
1.89le+02 -l.289e+02 1.891e+02 1.239e+02 -2.528e+02 2.016e+02 -29.5
1.949e+02 -7.890e+01 1.949e+02 7.250e+01 -1.514e+02 2.034e+02 -29
2.016e+02 1.040e+01 2.016e+02 1.040e+01 1.023e+02 2.069e+02 -28.2
2.034e+02 4.670e+01 2.034e+02 -5.010e+01 9.680e+01 2.116e+02 -26.5
2.069e+02 9.820e+01 2.069e+02 -1.046e+02 2.028e+02 2.150e+02 -25.7
2.116e+02 1.905e+02 2.116e+02 -1.955e+02 3.860e+02 2.197e+02 -22.8
2.160e+02 2.677e+02 2.160e+02 -2.651e+02 5.328e+02 2.245e+02 -19.7
2.197e+02 3.813e+02 2.197e+02 -3.771e+02 7.584e+02 2.292e+02 -15.4
2.202e+02 4.322e+02 2.20le+02 -4.292e+02 8.614e+02 2.336e+02 -6.7
2.245e+02 5.024e+02 2.241e+02 -5.306e+02 1.033e+03 2.377e+02 -6.3
2.285e+02 6.441e+02 2.287e+02 -6.396e+02 1.2837e+03 2.413e+02 -5.1
2.329e+02 7.500e+02 2.329e+02 -7.334e+02 l.4834e+03 2.46le+02 -4
2.377le+02 8.590e+02 2.373e+02 -8.348e+02 1.6938e+03
0
0
2.419e+02 9.529e+02 2.422e+02 -9.423e+02 l.8952e+03
0
0
2.464e+02 1.0392e+03 2.454e+02 -l.0074e+03 2.0466e+03
0
0];
<^***********************************************************

%
Trace =[1 1 1] b-axis
<^*************************#**************#*******************
% theta +3/2 to +1/2 theta -1/2 to -3/2 delta_freq theta+1/2 to -1/2
Data= [
8.600e+00 9.998e+02 8.610e+00 -9.923e+02 1.9921e+03 3.700e+00 12.5
1.629e+01 7.143e+02 1.280e+01 -8.727e+02 1.587e+03 7.600e+00 8.9
1.775e+01 6.460e+02 1.775e+01 -6.435e+02 1.2895e+03 9.000e+00 1.6
1.790e+01 6.365e+02 1.780e+01 -6.941e+02 1.3306e+03 1.209e+01 -0.9
2.110e+01 5.054e+02 2.110e+01 -5.073e+02 1.0127e+03 1.281e+01 -0.8
2.180e+01 4.600e+02 2.180e+01 -4.664e+02 9.264e+02 1.629e+01 -13.8
2.200e+01 4.594e+02 2.230e+01 -4.322e+02 8.916e+02 1.775e+01 -17.0
2.530e+01 3.026e+02 2.530e+01 -3.075e+02 6.101e+02 2.110e+01 -19.9
2.640e+01 2.359e+02 2.640e+01 -2.439e+02 4.798e+02 2.180e+01 -21.1
3.010e+01 4.980e+01 3.010e+01 -3.960e+01 8.940e+01 2.530e+01 -22.6
3.080e+01 -1.700e+00 3.080e+01 -3.350e+01 3.180e+01 2.640e+01 -25.9
3.420e+01 -1.834e+02 3.420e+01 1.648e+02 -3.482e+02 3.010e+01 -30.1
3.520e+01 -2.348e+02 3.520e+01 2.178e+02 -4.526e+02 3.080e+01 -32.2
3.85le+01 -4.089e+02 3.851e+01 3.919e+02 -8.008e+02 3.420e+01 -35.5
3.96le+01 -4.882e+02 3.960e+01 4.700e+02 -9.582e+02 3.520e+01 -36.4
4.27 le+01 -6.344e+02 4.271e+01 6.159e+02 -1.2503e+03 3.851e+01 -39.1
4.450e+01 -7.501e+02 4.410e+01 7.061e+02 -1.4562e+03 3.970e+01 -48.1
4.821e+01 -9.408e+02 4.820e+01 9.135e+02 -1.8543e+03 4.271e+01 -48.2
5.290e+01 -l.l618e+ 03 5.270e+01 1.1376e+03 -2.2994e+03 4.390e+01 -48.1
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5.770e+01 -1.3616e+03 5.710e+01 1.3222e+03 -2.6838e+03 4.760e+01 -44.5
6.190e+01 -1.5115e+03 6.630e+01 1.6325e+03 -3.144e+03 4.800e+01 -44.8
7.03le+01 -1.7501e+03 7.030e+01 1.7213e+03 -3.4714e+03 5.150e+01 -44.4
9.02le+01 -l.7698e+03 9.020e+01 1.7561e+03 -3.5259e+03 5.310e+0l -43.1
9.55le+01 -1.6577e+03 9.550e+01 1.6426e+03 -3.3003e+03 5.730e+01 -37.4
1.011 le+02 -1.4827e+03 1.011e+02 1.463e+03 -2.9457e+03 5.840e+01 -36.2
1.055e+02 -1.3192e+03 1.060e+02 1.2798e+03 -2.599e+03 6.049e+01 -35.1
1.100e+02 -1.1116e+03 1.099e+02 1.0937e+03 -2.2053e+03 6.170e+01 -30.7
1.186e+02 -6.017e+02 1.187e+02 6.622e+02 -1.2639e+03 6.430e+01 -29.3
1.222e+02 -5.058e+02 1.222e+02 4.903e+02 -9.% le+02 6.590e+01 -26.7
1.229le+02 -4.452e+02 1.229le+02 4.297e+02 -8.749e+02 6.91 le+01 -24.5
1.264e+02 -2.772e+02 1.264e+02 2.587e+02 -5.359e+02 7.080e+01 -21.4
1.274e+02 -1.864e+02 1.274e+02 2.087e+02 -3.951e+02 7.371e+01 -20.0
1.308e+02 -3.200e+00 1.308e+02 1.950e+01 -2.270e+01 7.490e+01 -18.2
1.318e+02 3.010e+01 1.318e+02 -2.140e+01 5.150e+01 7.801e+01 -18.5
1.364e+02 2.511e+02 1.364e+02 -2.636e+02 5.147e+02 7.930e+01 -18.2
1.408e+02 4.806e+02 1.4081e+02 -4.821e+02 9.627e+02 8.349e+01 -18.4
1.410e+02 4.721e+02 1.410e+02 -4.755e+02 9.476e+02 8.351e+01 -17.8
1.450e+02 6.516e+02 1.4501e+02 -6.895e+02 1.341 le+03 8.790e+01 -20.7
1.494e+02 8.515e+02 1.496e+02 -8.500e+02 1.7015e+03 8.840e+0l -20.4
1.54 le+02 1.0149e+03 1.540e+02 -9.892e+02 2.0041e+03 9.210e+01 -22.8
1.635e+02 l.2571e+03 1.626e+02 -1.1875e+03 2.4446e+03 9.2311e+01 -22.5
1.675e+02 1.2844e+03 1.670e+02 -1.2436e+03 2.528e+03 9.670e+01 -28.2
1.752e+02 1.2587e+03 1.772e+02 -1.2375e+03 2.4962e+03 9.760e+01 -28.6
1.846e+02 1.1179e+03 1.847e+02 -1.0998e+03 2.2177e+03 1.01 i le+02 -33.4
1.89le+02 1.0104e+03 1.893e+02 -9.756e+02 l.986e+03 1.0l3e+02 -33.6
1.935 le+02 8.696e+02 1.934e+02 -8.697e+02 1.7393e+03 1.048e+02 -36.7
1.978e+02 6.744e+02 1.973e+02 -7.213e+02 1.3957e+03 1.0549e+02 -38.9
2.023e+02 4.367e+02 2.023 le+02 -5.484e+02 9.85 le+02 1.085e+02 -43.0
2.0649e+02 2.417e+02 2.0649e+02 -3.850e+02 6.267e+02 1.0989e+02 -43.5
2.1091e+02 -5.000e+00 2.1091e+02 -3.830e+01 3.330e+01 1.132e+02 -46.6
2.157e+02 -2.518e+02 2.157e+02 2.311e+02 -4.829e+02 l.l48e+02 -47.8
2.196e+02 -4.670e+02 2.1969e+02 4.518e+02 -9.188e+02 1.1759e+02 -48.2
2.197le+02 -4.697e+02 2.197e+02 4.518e+02 -9.215e+02 1.185e+02 -48.6
2.285e+02 -9.257e+02 2.283e+02 1.0452e+03 -1.9709e+03 1.222e+02 -48.2
2.373 le+02 -1.3314e+03 2.375e+02 1.3207e+03 -2.6521e+03 1.2291e+02 -46.4
2.4169e+02 -1.4933e+03 2.417e+02 1.4781e+03 -2.9714e+03 1.264e+02 -47.1
0
0
0
0
1.274e+02 -44.6
0
0
0
1.308e+02 -42.5
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.318e+02 -38.9
0
0
0
0
0
1.354e+02 -34.6
0
0
0
0
1.364e+02 -32.9
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.410e+02
-27.9
0
0
0
0
0
1.454e+02 -20.9
0
0
0
0
0
1.498e+02
-9.3
0
0
0
0
1.583e+02 18.1
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.628e+02 21.0
1.6749e+02 25.8
1.712e+02 26.2
1.765e+02 21.3
l.800e+02 20.8
1.844e+02 13.8
1.879e+02 6.4
1.935e+02 -6.7
1.98 le+02 -16.8
2.023 le+02 -27.6
2.0649e+02 -34.3
2.1091e+02 -39.9
2.157e+02 -44.5
2.197 le+02 -47.2
2.2409e+02 -48.4
2.241 le+02 -47.1
2.283 le+02 -44.7
2.2849e+02 -44.4
2.3289e+02 -43.8
2.333e+02 -•39.6
2.373 le+02 -37.5
2.375 le+02 -36.5
2.417 le+02 -32.9
2.4172e+02 -30.8
2.463e+02 -•27.2
2.464e+02 -:24.4];

Trace =[2 2 2] b-axis

% theta +3/2 t o +1/2 theta -1/2 t o -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 t o -1/2
Data= [
8.600e+00 9.998e+02 8.610e+00 -9.923e+02 1.9921e+03 3.700e+00 -0.5
1.629e+01 7.143e+02 1.280e+01 -8.409e+02 1.5552e+03 7.600e+00 -1.5
1.775e+01 6.460e+02 1.775e+01 -6.435e+02 1.2895e+03 1.209e+01 -5.7
1.790e+01 6.365e+02 1.780e+01 -6.941e+02 1.3306e+03 1.629e+01 -13.8
2.110e+01 5.992e+02 2.110e+01 -5.905e+02 1.1897e+03 1.775e+01 -17.0
2.200e+01 5.508e+02 2.180e+01 -4.664e+02 1.0172e+03 2.110e+01 -25.0
2.530e+01 4.327e+02 2.230e+01 -5.775e+02 1.0102e+03 2.180e+01 -26.1
2.640e+01 3.707e+02 2.640e+01 -3.741e+02 7.448e+02 2.500e+01 -32.4
2.650e+01 3.610e+02 2.651e+01 -3.580e+02 7.190e+02 2.640e+01 -33.8
3.010e+01 2.269e+02 3.010e+01 -2.348e+02 4.617e+02 3.010e+01 -39.9
3.080e+01 1.815e+02 3.080e+01 -1.864e+02 3.679e+02 3.080e+01 -40.5
3.420e+01 4.670e+01 3.420e+01 -5.920e+01 1.059e+02 3.420e+01 -44.0
3.520e+01 -2.0000e-01 3.520e+01 -3.650e+01 3.630e+01 3.520e+01 -44.5
3.85le+01 -1.349e+02 3.850e+01 1.194e+02 -2.543e+02 3.851e+01 -46.8
3.970e+01 -1.940e+02 3.970e+01 1.845e+02 -3.785e+02 3.970e+01 -41.3
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4.27le+01 -3.105e+02 4.270e+01 2.980e+02
-6.085e+02 4.271e+01-42.4
4.390e+01 -3.817e+02 4.390e+01 3.661e+02
-7.478e+02 4.390e+01-43.5
4.760e+01 -5.088e+02 4.760e+01 4.933e+02
-1.0021e+03 4.760e+01-44.5
4.82le+01 -5.578e+02 4.820e+01 5.366e+02
-1.0944e+03 4.800e+01-44.8
5.290e+01 -7.259e+02 5.270e+01 7.061e+02
-1.432e+03 5.150e+01-44.4
5.770e+01 -8.757e+02 5.710e+01 8.439e+02
-1.7196e+03 5.310e+01-43.1
6.190e+01 -9.892e+02 6.130e+01 9.559e+02
-1.9451e+03 5.730e+01-43.3
6.590e+01 -1.074e+03 6.630e+01 1.0664e+03 -2.1404e+03 5.840e+01 -42.9
7.049e+01 -l.l467e+03 7.050e+01 1.130e+03 -2.2767e+03 6.049e+01 -43.6
7.650e+01 -1.1951e+03 7.560e+01 1.1754e+03 -2.3705e+03 6.170e+01 -40.3
7.950e+01 -1.2027e+03 8.110e+01 1.1799e+03 -2.3826e+03 6.430e+01 -41.2
8.350e+01 -1.1891e+03 8.310e+01 1.1724e+03 -2.3615e+03 6.590e+01 -39.3
8.770e+01 -1.1436e+03 8.81 le+01 1.1254e+03 -2.269e+03 6.91 le+01 -39.1
9.23 le+01 -1.068e+03 9.230e+01 1.0573e+03 -2.1253e+03 7.080e+01 -36.9
1.011 le+02 -8.560e+02 1.01 le+02 8.348e+02 -1.6908e+03 7.371e+01 -37.1
1.055e+02 -7.168e+02 1.060e+02 6.774e+02 -1.3942e+03 7.490e+01 -37.1
1.0989e+02 -5.497e+02 1.0989e+02 5.342e+02 -1.0839e+03 7.801e+01 -36.5
1.100e+02 -5.457e+02 1.099e+02 5.321e+02
-1.0778e+03 7.930e+0l-36.8
1.132e+02 -4.180e+02 1.132e+02 4.055e+02
-8.235e+02 8.349e+01-39.6
1.148e+02 -3.544e+02 1.148e+02 3.434e+02
-6.978e+02 8.351e+01-37.3
1.1759e+02 -2.409e+02 1.175e+02 2.284e+02 -4.693e+02 8.790e+01 -36.3
1.185e+02 -1.788e+02 1.185e+02 1.936e+02 -3.724e+02 8.840e+01 -37.8
1.222e+02 -3.650e+01 l.222e+02 -5.010e+01 l.360e+01 9.210e+01 -39.1
1.229le+02 -2.0000e-01 1.2291e+02 -3.200e+01 3.180e+01 9.231 le+01 -38.3
1.264e+02 1.406e+02
1.264e+02 -1.485e+02
2.891e+02 9.670e+01-41.3
1.274e+02 2.087e+02
1.274e+02 -1.864e+02
3.951e+02 9.760e+01-41.6
1.308e+02 3.343e+02
1.308e+02 -3.378e+02
6.721e+02 1.011 le+02 -44.0
1.318e+02 3.737e+02 1.3l8e+02 -3.61 le+02
7.348e+02 1.013e+02-43.6
1.354e+02 5.402e+02
1.354e+02 -5.010e+02
1.0412e+03 1.045e+02-43.6
1.364e+02 5.972e+02
1.362e+02 -5.155e+02
1.1127e+03 1.0549e+02 -44.1
1.364e+02 5.493e+02
1.364e+02 -5.497e+02
1.099e+03 1.085e+02-43.0
1.408e+02 7.183e+02 1.4081e+02 -7.122e+02 1.4305e+03 1.0989e+02 -43.5
1.450e+02 8.636e+02 1.4501e+02 -8.576e+02 1.7212e+03 1.132e+02 -42.7
1.494e+02 1.0028e+03 1.496e+02 -9.877e+02 1.9905e+03 1.148e+02 -42.0
1.541e+02 1.1194e+03 1.540e+02 -1.0922e+03 2.2116e+03 1.1759e+02 -39.9
1.635e+02 1.2571e+03 1.626e+02 -1.2239e+03 2.481e+03 1.185e+02 -39.6
1.675e+02 1.2844e+03 1.670e+02 -1.2436e+03 2.528e+03 1.222e+02 -37.1
1.752e+02 1.2587e+03 1.772e+02 -1.2118e+03 2.4705e+03 1.2291e+02 -36.5
1.846e+02 1.1179e+03 1.847e+02 -1.0998e+03 2.2177e+03 1.264e+02 -32.3
1.935le+02 8.696e+02 1.934e+02 -8.348e+02 1.7044e+03 1.274e+02 -31.1
1.978e+02 7.909e+02 1.973e+02 -7.213e+02 1.5122e+03 1.308e+02 -25.4
2.023e+02 5.623e+02 2.0229e+02 -5.503e+02 1.1126e+03 1.318e+02 -23.5
2.063e+02 3.746e+02 2.065e+02 -3.9l3e+02 7.659e+02 1.354e+02 -20.7
2.109le+02 1.978e+02 2.1091e+02 -2.018e+02 3.996e+02 1.364e+02 -18.7
2.157e+02 l.000e+00 2.157e+02 1.000e+00 3.7523e+02 1.4l0e+02 -14.2
2.197le+02 -1.836e+02 2.1971e+02 1.736e+02 -3.572e+02 1.454e+02 -2
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2.2409e+02 -3.653e+02 2.2409e+02 3.537e+02 -7.190e+02 1.498e+02 -1.3
2.241 le+02 -3.665e+02 2.241 le+02 3.540e+02 -7.205e+02 1.538e+02 15.4
2.329e+02 -7.016e+02 2.333e+02 6.961e+02 -1.3977e+03 1.583e+02 18.1
2.373 le+02 -8.376e+02 2.375e+02 8.272e+02 -1.6648e+03 1.628e+02 21.0
2.4169e+02 -9.559e+02 2.417e+02 9.483e+02 -1.9042e+03 1.6749e+02 19.5
0
0
0
0
0
1.712e+02 20.3
0
0
0
0
0
1.765e+02 21.3
0
0
0
0
0
1.800e+02 20.8
0
0
0
0
0
1.844e+02 13.8
0
0
0
0
0
1.879e+02 6.4
0
0
0
0
0
1.935e+02 -6.7
0
0
0
0
0
1.98 le+02 -16.8
0
0
0
0
0
2.023 le+02 -18.9
0
0
0
0
0
2.0649e+02 -24.7
0
0
0
0
0
2.109 le+02 -31.1
0
0
0
0
0
2.157e+02 -36.4
0
0
0
0
0
2.197 le+02 -40.1
0
0
0
0
0
2.2409e+02 -42.4
0
0
0
0
0
2.283 le+02 -42.6
0
0
0
0
0
2.283 le+02 -42.6
0
0
0
0
0
2.3289e+02 -43.8
0
0
0
0
0
2.3289e+02 -43.8
0
0
0
0
0
2.373 le+02 -37.5
0
0
0
0
0
2.375le+02 -32.9];
Trace =[1 1 1] c-axis

% theta +3/2 t o +1/2 theta -1/2 t o -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 to -1/2
Data= [
[1.870e+01 -8.015e+02 1.840e+01 7.924e+02 -1.5939e+03 2.700e+01 -34.6
2.241e+01 -5.896e+02 2.240e+01 5.7l5e+02 -1.161 le+03 3.120e+01 -27.5
2.700e+01 -3.060e+02 2.700e+01 3.010e+02 -6.070e+02 3.580e+01 -18.9
2.70le+01 -5.35le+02 3.120e+01 1.190e+01 -5.470e+02 4.000e+01 -14.1
3.120e+01 -2.900e+01 3.580e+01 -1.637e+02 1.347e+02 4.420e+01 5.4
3.580e+01 1.663e+02 3.920e+01 -3.64le+02 5.304e+02 4.910e+01 9.8
4.000e+01 3.767e+02 4.000e+0l -3.695e+02 7.462e+02 5.370e+01 18.4
4.120e+01 4.412e+02 4.420e+01 -5.300e+02 9.712e+02 5.880e+01 24.0
4.420e+01 5.675e+02 4.421e+01 -5.276e+02 1.0951e+03 6.230e+01 26.5
4.42 le+01 5.699e+02 4.861e+01 -7.107e+02 1.2806e+03 6.690e+01 27.3
4.860e+01 7.364e+02 5.37le+01 -8.454e+02 l.5818e+03 7.250e+01 26.3
5.420e+01 8.984e+02 5.740e+01 -9.196e+02 1.818e+03 7.650e+01 22.2
5.760e+01 9.680e+02 6.190e+01 -9.877e+02 1.9557e+03 8.020e+01 16.3
6.180e+01 1.02le+03 6.480e+01 -1.0044e+03 2.0254e+03 8.500e+01 7.4
6.670e+01 1.0407e+03 7.120e+01 -9.877e+02 2.0284e+03 8.870e+01 -5.6
7.070e+01 1.0195e+03 7.500e+01 -9.378e+02 1.9573e+03 9.250e+01 -21.18
7.470e+01 9.589e+02 7.930e+01 -8.424e+02 1.8013e+03 9.750e+01 -21.8
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7.920e+01 8.636e+02 8.391e+01 -6.971e+02 1.5607e+03 1.010e+02 -26.9
8.390e+01 7.228e+02 8.850e+01 -6.350e+02 1.3578e+03 1.061e+02 -33.8
9.250e+01 4.206e+02 9.250e+01 -3.438e402 7.644e+02 1.105e+02 -38.0
9.750e+01 1.300e+02 9.251e+01 -3.746e+02 5.046e+02 1.149e+02 -39.8
1.010e+02 -9.300e+00 9.750e+01 -1.258e+02 1.165e+02 1.194e+02 -38.0
1.06le+02 -3.408e+02 1.010e+02 -9.300e+00 -3.315e+02 1.240e+02 -34.2
1.061 le+02 -3.232e+02 1.061e+02 3.389e+02 -6.621e+02 1.279e+02 -30.3
1.103e+02 -5.457e+02 1.098e+02 5.593e+02 -1.105e+03 1.328e+02 -24.8
1.105e+02 -6.042e+02 1.105e+02 5.917e+02 -1.1959e+03 1.367e+02 -16.7
1.147 le+02 -9.257e+02 1.147e+02 8.363e+02 -1.762e+03 1.414e+02 -12.2
1.191e+02 -1.071e+03 1.189e+02 1.0573e+03 -2.1283e+03 1.456e+02 -7.2
1.242e+02 -1.3389e+03 1.228e+02 1.3026e+03 -2.6415e+03 1.518e+02 -4.9
1.326e+02 -1.7304e+03 1.2371e+02 1.3519e+03 -3.0823e+03 1.555e+02 -3.2
1.412e+02 -2.0347e+03 1.274e+02 1.5326e+03 -3.5673e+03 1.588e+02 -3.4
1.512e+02 -2.242e+03 1.326e+02 1.853e+03 -4.095e+03 1.630e+02 -4.7
1.599e+02 -2.2542e+03 1.412e+02 2.0588e+03 -4.313e+03 1.679e+02 -9.4
1.705e+02 -2.0876e+03 1.5121e+02 2.2526e+03 -4.3402e+03 1.722e+02 -13.8
1.794e+02 -1.7713e+03 1.5991e+02 2.2511e+03 -4.0224e+03 1.764e+02 -16.9
1.850e+02 -1.4873e+03 l.709e+02 2.0452e+03 -3.5325e+03 1.808e+02 -22.2
1.885e+02 -1.3277e+03 1.7939e+02 1.7561e+03 -3.0838e+03 1.852e+02 -30.2
1.892e+02 -1.3495e+03 1.814e+02 l.6416e+03 -2.991 le+03 1.896e+02 -36.1
1.945e+02 -1.0725e+03 1.927e+02 1.083e+03 -2.1555e+03 l.954e+02 -39.5
1.98 le+02 -8.636e+02 1.982e+02 8.257e+02 -1.6893e+03 1.985e+02 -37.7
2.014e+02 -5.972e+02 2.019e+02 5.623e+02 -l,1595e+03 2.029e+02 -36.7
2.029e+02 -5.724e+02 2.029e+02 5.569e+02 -1.1293e+03 2.07 le+02 -32.9
2.07le+02 -3.362e+02 2.071e+02 3.631e+02 -6.993e+02 2.121e+02 -28.3
2.12 le+02 -2.900e+01 2.121e+02 1.040e+01 -3.940e+01 2.158e+02 -20.0
2.158e+02 1.345e+02 2.158e+02 -1.531e+02 2.876e+02 2.210e+02 -13.0
2.210e+02 3.903e+02 2.210e+02 -3.741e+02 7.644e+02 2.244e+02 -6.6
2.235e+02 5.396e+02 2.244e+02 -5.088e+02 1.0484e+03 2.288e+02 6.2
2.244e+02 5.337e+02 2.245e+02 -5.124e+02 1.0461e+03 2.346e+02 19.5
2.288e+02 6.961e+02 2.288 le+02 -6.653e+02 1.3614e+03 2.384e+02 22.6
2.323e+02 8.378e+02 2.346le+02 -8.424e+02 1.6802e+03 2.444e+02 26.2
2.368e+02 9.483e+02 2.3841e+02 -9.272e+02 1.8755e+03 2.479e+02 27.7
2.41 le+02 1.0104e+03 2.432e+02 -9.877e+02 1.9981e+03 2.562e+02 24.6
2.464e+02 1.0392e+03 2.477e+02 -1.0089e+03 2.0481e+03 2.599e+02 20.5
2.542e+02 9.832e+02 2.560e+02 -9.484e+02 1.9316e+03 2.640e+02 7.3
2.590e+02 8.893e+02 2.595e+02 -8.933e+02 1.7826e+03
0
0];
%

Trace =[2 2 2] c-axis

% theta +3/2 t o +1/2 theta -1/2 t o -3/2 delta_freq theta +1/2 t o -1/2
Data= [
[3.58le+01 -2.2722e+03 3.580e+01 2.276e+03 -4.5482e+03 2.700e+01-3.3
4.620e+01 -2.1467e+03 4.621e+01 2.l27e+03 -4.2737e+03 3.120e+01 -2.5
5.371 le+01 -1.909e+03 5.370e+01 1.889e+03 -3.798e+03 3.580e+01 -2.3
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6.250e+01 -1.523e+03 6.250e+01 1.4988e+03 -3.0218e+03 4.000e+01 -1.7
7.120e+01 -1.0964e+03 7.070e+01 1.0694e+03 -2.1658e+03 44.2 -8.0
7.500e+01 -8.606e+02 7.470e+01 8.182e+02 -1.6788e+03 4.910e+01 -13.5
7.930e+01 -5.609e+02 7.920e+01 5.715e+02 -1.1324e+03 5.370e+01 -17.3
8.020e+01 -5.285e+02 8.020e+01 5.220e+02 -1.0505e+03 5.880e+01 -25.0
8.500e+01 -2.606e+02 8.500e+01 2.541e+02 -5.147e+02 6.230e+01 -29.9
8.870e+01 -5.920e+01 8.870e+01 5.280e+01 -1.120e+02 6.690e+01 -36.0
9.250e+01 1.784e+02 9.250e+01 -1.803e+02 3.587e+02 7.250e+01
-38.8
9.710e+01 3.943e+02 9.730e+01 -3.686e+02 7.629e+02 7.650e+01
-38.4
1.010e+02 5.478e+02 1.010e+02 -5.285e+02 1.0763e+03 8.020e+01 -37.2
1.0101e+02 5.593e+02 1.01 le+02 -5.336e+02 1.0929e+03 8.500e+01 -31.3
1.057e+02 7.516e+02 1.061 le+02 -7.047e+02 1.4563e+03 8.870e+01 -10.7
1.098e+02 8.605e+02 1.103e+02 -8.243e+02 1.6848e+03 9.750e+01
-9.4
1.147e+02 9.710e+02 l.l471e+02 -9.257e+02 1.8967e+03 1.010e+02 8.0
1.189e+02 1.0573e+03 1.191e+02 -9.892e+02 2.0465e+03 1.061e+02 7.4
1.228e+02 1.0437e+03 1.242e+02 -1.0029e+03 2.0466e+03 1.105e+02 17.6
1.274e+02 1.021e+03 1.273e+02 -9.953e+02 2.0163e+03 l.l49e+02 23.0
1.323e+02 9.620e+02 1.324e+02 -9.348e+02 1.8968e+03 1.194e+02 26.9
1.372e+02 8.469e+02 1.370e+02 -8.454e+02 1.6923e+03 1.240e+02 27.3
1.405e+02 7.258e+02 1.4141e+02 -7.137e+02 1.4395e+03 1.279e+02 26.1
1.456e+02 5.659e+02 1.454e+02 -5.760e+02 1.1419e+03 1.328e+02 21.8
1.518e+02 2.935e+02 1.518e+02 -2.863e+02 5.798e+02 1.367e+02
17.1
1.555e+02 1.618e+02 1.555e+02 -1.53 le+02 3.l49e+02 1.414e+02
6.2
1.588e+02 -6.200e+00 1.588e+02 -3.050e+01 2.430e+01 1.456e+02 5.6
1.630e+02 -3.075e+02 1.630e+02 2.965e+02 -6.040e+02 1.518e+02 -18.6
1.674e+02 -5.291e+02 1.673e+02 5.760e+02 -1.105le+03 1.555e+02 -20.6
1.679e+02 -5.921e+02 1.679e+02 5.780e+02 -1.1701e+03 1.588e+02 -27.9
1.71 le+02 -7.395e+02 1.716e+02 7.894e+02 -1.5289e+03 1.630e+02 -37.4
1.760e+02 -l.0226e+03 1.780e+02 1.1754e+03 -2.198e+03 1.679e+02 -38.2
1.8041e+02 -l.2542e+03 1.814e+02 1.3646e+03 -2.6188e+03 1.722e+02 -38.2
1.885e+02 -1.697le+03 1.8851e+02 1.691e+03 -3.3881e+03 1.764e+02-37.0
1.974e+02 -2.015e+03 1.9841e+02 2.0316e+03 -4.0466e+03 1.808e+02-35.0
2.06 le+02 -2.2208e+03 2.061 le+02 2.2269e+03 -4.4477e+03 1.852e+02 -30.5
2.148e+02 -2.2829e+03 2.1481e+02 2.2814e+03 -4.5643e+03 1.896e+02 -22.5
2.255e+02 -2.1376e+03 2.2751e+02 2.0997e+03 -4.2373e+03 1.954e+02 -13.6
2.3955e+02 -1.7032e+03 2.3956e+02 1.6653e+03 -3.3685e+03 1.985e+02 -12.3
2.477e+02 -1.3329e+03 2.464e+02 1.3237e+03 -2.6566e+03 2.029e+02-8.4
2.560e+02 -8.893e+02 2.542e+02 9.832e+02 -1.8725e+03 2.071e+02 -6.2
2.595e+02 -6.804e+02 2.580e+02 7.455e+02 -1.4259e+03 2.121e+02 -1.9
0
0 0 2.158e+02
-1.0
0
0
0
0
0 2.210e+02
-3.2
0
0
-6.6
0
0 0
2.244e+02
0
0
0
2.288e+02
0
0
-11.3
0
0
0
0
0
2.346e+02
-15.3
0
0
0
0
0 2.384e+02
-21.8
0
0
0
0
0 2.444e+02
-31.1
0
0
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0
0
0
0

A.6.

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

2.479e+02
2.562e+02
2.599e+02
2.650e+02

-33.9
-39.5
-36.8
-33.4];

Program To Plot An Experimental EFG And A DFT Calculated EFG
Using DFT Crystal Coordinates

% This appendix contains the main programs
PlotA12Si05_Wien_6.m and PlotA12Si05_Wien_5.m
and the function cryst_cc_prim
%****♦**********************************************
%
P lo t A 1 2 S i O 5 _ W i e n _ 6 . m
%***************************************************
% plots the QCT for the experimental data and the calculated EFG %
%
converted to QCT
% data from Wien calculations and Wien crystal coordinates
clc; clear; hold off;
%6 coordinate QCT
%***************************************************

%

(0,0, z) A l(l) site

<^****************************************************

efg_Al_l_calc = [9.076 8.344 0; 8.344-1.617 0 ; 0 0 -7.459]
% (0,0, z) A l(l)
efg_Al l_exper=[10.229 9.269 0;
9.269 -1.814 0;
0
0 -8.416]
% All numbers are in fractional crystal axis system, unit is atomic units
A11=[0 0 .2418]; % (0,0, z) origin for experimental tensor
01=[0.2298000 0.1334000 0.2395000] ;% 0 13
0240.9246000 0.1375000 0.5000000]+[-l 0 0 ] ;%07
0340.7702000 0.8666000 0.2395000]+[-l -1 0];%O16
0440.0754000 0.8625000 0.5000000]+[0 -1 0];%O6
0540.9229000 0.1372000 0.0000000]+[-l 0 0] ;%03
0640.0771000 0.8628000 0.0000000]+[0-1 0];%O2
%create unit cell
Celll = [ 0 0 0 ] ;
Cell2 = [ 1 0 0 ] ;
Cell3 = [ 0 1 0 ] ;
Cell4 = [l 1 0];
Cell5 = [0 0 1];
Cell6 = [ 1 0 1 ] ;
Cell7 = [0 1 1];
Cell8 = [ 1 1 1 ] ;
%Unit Cell Parameters from Chris Harwell
a=14.73042;
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b=14.90806;
c= 10.49724;
alpha=90*pi/180;
beta=90*pi/180;
ganuna=90 * pi/180;
% convert Fractional crystal, coordinates to Cartesian coordinates
% from Wien97 manual page 41 P primitive lattices
% [a sin(gamma), a cos(gamma), 0], [0, b, 0], [0,0, c]
% calls cryst_cc_prim
%aluminum
for i= l: 1
fraccoord=['atom_frac_cryst=Al' sprintf('% li',i)];eval(fraccoord);
Crystal_to_cartesian=...
Cryst_cc_prim(atom_frac_cryst, a, b, c ,alpha .beta .gamma);
cartcoord=
['Alee' sprintf('%li',i) ’=Crystal_to_cartesian;'];eval(cartcoord);
end
%oxygen
for i= 1:6
fraccoord=['atom_frac_cryst=0' sprintf('%li',i) ];eval(fraccoord);
Cry staI_to_cartesian=...
cryst_cc_prim(atom_frac_cryst, a ,b ,c .alpha, beta, gamma);
cartcoord=...
['Occ' sprintf('%li,,i) '=Crystal_to_cartesian;'];eval(cartcoord);
end
%unit cell
fori= l:8
fraccoord=[’atom_frac_cryst=CeU' sprintf(’% li’,i)];eval(fraccoord);
Crystal_to_cartesian=...
cryst_cc_prim(atom_frac_cryst, a, b ,c, alpha, beta, gamma);
cartcoord=...
['Cellcc' sprintf('%li',i) ’=Crystal_to_cartesian;'];eval(cartcoord);
end
UnitCell=...
[C elled; Cellcc2; Cellcc4; Cellcc3; C elled ; Cellcc5; Cellcc6; Cellcc2;...
Cellcc6; Cellcc8; Cellcc4; Cellcc8; Cellcc7; Cellcc3; Cellcc7; Cellcc5];
<^***************************************************

%

Plot parameters

hndl = plot3(UnitCell(:,l),UnitCell(:,2),UnitCell(:,3),'w-.'); hold on;
grid; axis(’square');
axis([-2 8 -2 8 -3 7]);
xlabel('a/A'); ylabelCb/A'); zlabel('c/A');
plot3(0,0,0,,y*r);
title('Andalusite Wien Calculation QCT 6-Coordinate');
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%

Plot Aluminum, Oxygen atoms and Bonds

<^***************************************************

Al_size = 14; O jsize = 10; ANjO_bond = 1; AN_bond = 3;
EFG_line_zz = 3; EFG_line_yy = 1; EFG_line_xx = 1;
h = plot3(Alccl(l), Alccl(2), Alccl(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',Al_size);
h = plot3(Occl(l), Occl(2), Occl(3), 'wo'); set(h,,MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([Alccl(l), O ccl(l)],[A lccl(2), Occl(2)],[Alccl(3), Occl(3)],'w-’);
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(Occ3(l), Occ3(2), Occ3(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([Alccl(l), Occ3( 1)], [Alee 1(2), Occ3(2)],[Alccl(3), Occ3(3)],'w-’);
set(h,'LineWidth\AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(Occ2(l), Occ2(2), Occ2(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([Alccl(l), Occ2(l)],[Alccl(2), Occ2(2)],[ Alec 1(3), Occ2(3)],’w-’);
set(h,UneWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(Occ4(l), Occ4(2), Occ4(3), 'wo'); set(h,’MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([Alccl(l), Occ4( 1)], [Alee 1(2), Occ4(2)],[Alccl(3), Occ4(3)],'w-’);
set(h,’LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(Occ5(l), Occ5(2), Occ5(3), 'wo'); set(h,MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([ Alec 1(1), Occ5( 1)], [Alec 1(2), Occ5(2)],[Alec 1(3), Occ5(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(Occ6(l), Occ6(2), Occ6(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([Alccl(l), Occ6(!)],[ Alec 1(2), Occ6(2)],[Alec 1(3), Occ6(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
%

Plot QCT vectors for aluminum

for k = 1:2
if k — 1, Origin_EFG = Alccl; EFG = efg_Al_l_calc; end;
if k = 2, Origin_EFG = Alccl; EFG = efg_All_exper; end;
[RotMat, qcc_raw]= eig(EFG);
[qcc_ordered, qcc_index] = sort(abs(diag(qcc_raw)));
RotMat = (RotMat(:,qcc_index))';
qxx = [ 1 0 0 ] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qyy = [ 0 1 0 ] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qzz = [ 0 0 1 ] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
if k = 1
h = ...
pIot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qxx(3)], 'w-');
set(h,’LineWidth'£FG_line_xx);
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], 'w-');
set(h,ljneW idth'^FG_line_yy);
h =...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
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qzz(2)], Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], 'w-');
set(h,UneWidth’,EFG_line_zz);
end
hold on
if k = 2
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qxx(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth\EFG_Iine_xx);
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l)qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth’JEFG_line_yy);
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth',EFG_line_zz);
end
end;
view(70,15)
%*****************************************************
%

(1/2,1/2, */2+z) A l(l)’ site

efg_Al_l_calc = [9.076 -8.3440; -8.344 -1.617 0 ;0 0-7.459]
efg_All_exper=[10.229 -9.269 0;
-9.269 -1.814
0;
0
0
-8.416]
All=[.5 .5 .7418]; % (l/2 ,1/2, */i+z) A l(l)’
0l=[0.5754000 0.6375000 0.0000000]+[0 0 1];%08
02=[0.4246000 0.3625000 0.0000000]+[0 0 1];%05
03=[ 0.2702000 0.6334000 0.7395000]+ [0 0 0 ];%014
04= [ 0.7298000 0.3666000 0.7395000]+ [0 0 0 ];%15
05=[0.4229000 0.3628000 0.5000000]+[0 0 0];%Ol
06=[0.5771000 0.6372000 0.5000000]+[0 0 0];%O4
%aluminum
for i= l: 1
ffaccoord=[,atom_ffac_cryst=Al' sprintf('%li',i) ];eval(fracccx)rd);
Crystal_to_cartesian=...
cryst_cc_prim(atom_frac_cryst, a, b, c .alpha ,beta,gamma);
cartcoord=['Alcc' sprintf('%li’,i) '=...
Crystal_to_cartesian;'];eval(cartcoord);
end
%oxygen
fo ri= l:6
fraccoord=['atom_frac_cryst=0' sprintf('% li\i)];eval(ffaccoord);
Crystal_to_cartesian=...
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cryst_cc_prim(atom_frac_cryst, a ,b , c ,alpha, beta, gamma);
cartcoord=...
['Occ1sprintf('%li',i) '=Crystal_to_cartesian;'];eval(cartcoord);
end
h = plot3(Alccl(l), Alccl(2), Alccl(3), ’wo*); set(h,'MarkerSize',Al_size);
h =plot3(O ccl(l), Occl(2), Occl(3), 'wo'); set(h,MarkerSize’,0_size);
h = plot3([Alccl(l), Occl(l)],[Alccl(2), Occl(2)],[Alccl(3), Occl(3)],’w-’);
set(h,'LineWidthl,AN_0_bond);
h =plot3(Occ3(l), Occ3(2), Occ3(3), ’wo’); set(h,MarkerSize',0_size);
h =plot3([A lccl(l), Occ3( 1)],[Alee 1(2), Occ3(2)],[Alccl(3), Occ3(3)],’w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h =plot3(Occ2(l), Occ2(2), Occ2(3), 'wo'); set(h,MarkerSize’,0_size);
h =plot3([A lccl(l), Occ2( 1)], [Alee 1(2), Occ2(2)],[Alccl(3), Occ2(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth,,AN_0_bond);
h =plot3(Occ4(l), Occ4(2), Occ4(3), 'wo'); set(h,’MarkerSize’,0_size);
h = plot3([Alccl(l), Occ4( 1)],[Alee 1(2), Occ4(2)],[Alccl(3), Occ4(3)],'w-’);
set(h,’LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h =plot3(Occ5(l), Occ5(2), Occ5(3), ’wo1); set(h,MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([AIccl(l), Occ5( 1)],[Alee 1(2), Occ5(2)],[Alccl(3), Occ5(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h =plot3(Occ6(l), Occ6(2), Occ6(3), 'wo'); set(h,*MarkerSize',0_size);
h =plot3([A lccl(l), Occ6( 1)],[Alee 1(2), Occ6(2)],[ Alee 1(3), Occ6(3)],'w-');
set(h,’LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
%

Plot EFG vectors for both aluminum and nitrogen sites

% ***************************************************

for k = 1:2
if k = 1, Origin_EFG = Alee 1; EFG = efg_AI_l_calc; end;
ifk — 2, Origin_EFG = Alccl; EFG = efg_All_exper, end;
[RotMat, qcc_raw]= eig(EFG);
[qcc_ordered, qccjndex] = sort(abs(diag(qcc_raw)));
RotMat = (RotMat(:,qccjndex))';
qxx = -[1 0 0] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qyy = [0 1 0] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qzz = [0 0 1] * RotMat + OriginJEFG;
If k = 1
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)... qxx(2)],
[Origin_EFG(3) qxx(3)], 'w-'); set(h,rLineWidth',EFG_Iine_xx);
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], 'w-');
set(h,UneW idth'^FGJine_yy);
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
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qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], 'w-');
set(h,'LineW idth' ,EFG_li ne_zz);
end
if k = 2
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qxx(3)], 'w-.');
set(h/LineWidth',EFG_line_xx);
h =...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l)qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], ’w-.’);
set(h,TjneWidth’,EFG_line_yy);
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l)qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth',EFG_line_zz);
end
end;

%

( 0 ,0 ,1 -z) A l(l) site

efg_Al_l_calc = [9.076 8.3440; 8.344-1.617 0 ;0 0-7.459] %EFG tensor for A1
efg_Al l_exper=[10.229 9.269 0;
9.269 -1.814 0;
0
0 -8.416]
% All numbers are in fractional crystal axis system, unit is atomic units
A11=[0 0 .7582];
% (0 ,0 ,1 -z)
01=[0.0754000 0.8625000 0.5000000]+[0 -1 0]; ;%06
02=[0.9246000 0.1375000 0.5000000]+[-l 00];% 07
03=10.0771000 0.8628000 0.0000000]+[0-1 1];%02
04=10.9229000 0.1372000 0.0000000]+[-l 0 1]; %3
05=10.7702000 0.8666000 0.7605000]+[ -I -1 0 ];%17
06=10.2298000 0.1334000 0.7605000 ]+[0 0 0];%O20
for i= l:l
fraccoord=l'atom_frac_cryst=Al' sprintf('%li',i) ];evaI(fraccoord);
Crystal_to_cartesian=...
cryst_cc_prim(atom_frac_cryst, a, b, c ,alpha ,beta,gamma);
cartcoord=...
I'Alcc’ sprintf('%li\i) '=Cry stal_to_cartesian;'] ;eval(cartcoord);
end
%oxygen
for i=l:6
fraccoord=['atom_frac_cryst=0' sprintf('%li’,i) ];eval(fraccoord);
Crystal_to_cartesian=...
cryst_cc_prim(atom_frac_cryst, a ,b ,c .alpha, beta, gamma);
cartcoord=...
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['Occ' sprintf('%li\i) '=Crystal_to_cartesian;'];eval(cartcoord);
end
<^ 4 c4 ‘ 4‘ 4‘ 4t4'4<4>4t4‘4t4‘ 4‘4t4‘ 4 > * * * * * # * * 4 ‘ 4 '4 ‘ 4t4t4‘ *4i4>4t4t4i4<4i4t4<4‘ 4i4‘4i4‘4i4‘ 4i4t4t4t

%

Plot Aluminum, Nitrogen, Carbon atoms and Bonds

^£y4c4c4c4t4'4c4c4t4t4c4c4c4t4c4t4t3lc $ 4 c3lt:lc4c:l '3lc4c4t4t4'4t4c4c4c4c4t4'4c4'4(4c4(4c4t4t4c4t4t4c4t4c4c4c

Al_size = 14; 0_size = 10; ANjO_bond = 1; AN_bond = 3;
EFG_line_zz = 3; EFG_line_yy = 1; EFG_line_xx = 1;
h = plot3(Alccl(l), Alccl(2), Alccl(3), 'wo'); set(h,MarkerSize',Al_size);
h = plot3(Occl(l), Occl(2), Occl(3), 'wo'); set(h,MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([Alccl(l), O ccl(l)],[A lccl(2), Occl(2)],[Alccl(3), Occ 1(3)],'w-');
set(h,’LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(Occ3(l), Occ3(2), Occ3(3), 'wo'); set(h,MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([Alccl(l), Occ3( 1)], [Alee 1(2), Occ3(2)],[Alee 1(3), O cc3(3)]> -’);
set(h,UneWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(Occ2(l), Occ2(2), Occ2(3), 'wo'); set(h,MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([Alccl(l), Occ2( 1)], [Alec 1(2), Occ2(2)], [Alec 1(3), Occ2(3)],'w-’);
set(h,'LineWidth’,AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(Occ4(l), Occ4(2), Occ4(3), 'wo'); set(h,MarkerSize’,0_size);
h = plot3([Alccl(l), Occ4( 1)], [Alec 1(2), Occ4(2)],[Alec 1(3), Occ4(3)],'w-’);
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(Occ5(l), Occ5(2), Occ5(3), ’wo'); set(h,lMarkerSize’,0_size);
h = plot3([Alccl(l), Occ5( 1)], [Alec 1(2), Occ5(2)],[Alec 1(3), Occ5(3)],'w-’);
set(h,,LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(Occ6(l), Occ6(2), Occ6(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize,,0_size);
h = pIot3([ Alec 1(1), Occ6( I)],[Alec 1(2), Occ6(2)],[Alec 1(3), Occ6(3)],'w-');
set(h,’LineWidth’,AN_0_bond);
^

%

3ft 3(C* * $ ★ ift * :ft $ * ♦ ♦ ♦ * * * * * * * * * * * ♦ * * * * 3|C$ $ * $ $ $ $ * 3ft * * 3fC* $ * * $ * 3(E*

Plot EFG vectors for both aluminum and nitrogen sites

(fe 4c * * * * * * * * # * 4<* * * 4<;* * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * # # * * * * * # * * # * * * * * * * *

for k = 1:2
if k = 1, Origin_EFG = A lccl; EFG = efg_Al_l_calc; end;
if k = 2, Origin_EFG = Alccl; EFG = efg_All_expen end;
RotMat, qcc_raw]= eig(EFG);
[qcc_ordered, qccjndex] = sort(abs(diag(qcc_raw)));
RotMat = (RotMat(:,qccjndex))';
qxx = -[1 0 0] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qyy = -[0 10] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qzz = [0 0 1] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
if k = 1
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qxx(3)], 'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',EFGJine_xx);
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
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qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], 'w-');
set(h/LineWidth',EFG_line_yy);
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], 'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',EFG_line_zz);
end
if k = 2
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l)qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qxx(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth',EFG_line_xx);
h = ...

plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth',EFG_line_yy);
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth’,EFG_line_zz);
end
end;

%

(1/2,1/2,

Vi-z) A l(l)’ site

efg_Al_l_calc = [9.076 -8.344 0; -8.344 -1.617 0 ;0 0 -7.459]
efg_All_exper=[10.229 -9.269 0;
-9.269 -1.814 0;
0
0 -8.416]
A ll=[.5 .5 .2582]; % (l/2 ,1/2, Vt-z)
O l=[0.4229000 0.3628000 0.5000000]+[ 0 0 0]; ;%01
02=[0.5771000 0.6372000 0.5000000]+[ 0 0 0];;%04
03=[0.4246000 0.3625000 0.0000000]+[ 0 0 0 ] ;%05
04=[0.5754000 0.6375000 0.0000000]+[ 0 0 0]; %08
05=[0.7298000 0.3666000 0.2605000]+[ 0 0 0];%18
06=[0.2702000 0.6334000 0.2605000]+[ 0 0 0];%O19
%aluminum
fo ri= l:l
firaccoord=['atom_frac_cryst=Al’ sprintf('% li',i)];eval(fraccoord);
Crystal_to_caitesian=...
cryst_cc_prim(atom_frac_cryst, a, b, c .alpha ,beta .gamma);
cartcoord=['Alcc’ sprintf('%li'4 ) '=...
Crystal_to_cartesian;T ;eval(cartcoord);
end
%oxygen
fori=l:6
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fraccoord=['atotn_frac_cryst=0' sprintf('% li',i)];eval(fraccoord);
Crystal_to_cartesi an=...
cryst_cc_prim(atom_frac_cryst, a ,b , c ,alpha, beta, gamma);
cartcoord=...
['Occ' sprintf('%li',i) '=Crystaljo_cartesian;'];eval(cartcoord);
end
<^***************************************************

%

Plot Aluminum, Nitrogen, Carbon atoms and Bonds

<^***************************************************

h = plot3(Alccl(l), Alee 1(2), Alec 1(3), ’wo’); set(h,’MarkerSize',Al_size);
h = plot3(Occl(l), Occl(2), Occl(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([ Alec 1(1), Occ 1(1)],[Alec 1(2), Occl(2)],[Alccl(3), Occl(3)],'w-');
set(h,line Width',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(Occ3(l), Occ3(2), Occ3(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([Alccl(l), Occ3(l)],[Alccl(2), Occ3(2)],[Alec 1(3), Occ3(3)],'w-’);
set(h,'LineWidth’,AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(Occ2(l), Occ2(2), Occ2(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([Alccl(l), Occ2( 1)] ,[Alcc 1(2), Occ2(2)],[Alccl(3), Occ2(3)],’w-’);
set(h,'LineWidth’,AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(Occ4(l), Occ4(2), Occ4(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = p!ot3([Alccl(l), Occ4( 1)],[Alec 1(2), Occ4(2)],[Alec 1(3), Occ4(3)],'w-');
set(h,’LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(Occ5(l), Occ5(2), Occ5(3), 'wo'); set(h,MarkerSize',0_size);
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(Occ6(l), Occ6(2), Occ6(3), 'wo'); se^h^arkerS ize'.O .size);
h = plot3([ Alec 1(1), Occ6( 1)J,[Alec 1(2), Occ6(2)],[Alccl(3), Occ6(3)l,'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
%

Plot EFG vectors for both aluminum and nitrogen sites

for k = 1:2
if k — 1, Origin_EFG = Alccl; EFG = efg_Al_l_calc; end;
if k = 2, Origin_EFG = Alccl; EFG = efg_All_exper; end;
[RotMat, qcc_raw]= eig(EFG);
[qcc_ordered, qccjndex] = sort(abs(diag(qcc_raw)));
RotMat = (RotMat(:, qccjndex))';
qxx = [1 0 0] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qyy = -[0 1 0] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qzz = [ 0 0 1 ] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
if k = 1
h =...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qxx(3)], 'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',EFGJine_xx);
h ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l)qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
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qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], 'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth'£FG_Iine_yy);
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l)qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], 'w-');
set(h,TjneWidth',EFG_line_zz);
end
if k = 2
h = ...
piot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qxx(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth',EFG_line_xx);
h = ...
p!ot3([Origin_EFG(l) qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth'JEFGJine_yy);
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l)qzz(I)], [Origin_EFG(2) ...
qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,’LineWidth’,EFG_line_zz);
end
end;
%
e n d o f PI o t A i 2 S 10 5_ W i en _6 . m
%*****************************************************
%***********#*****************************************
%
PlotA12SI05_Wien_5.m
<^*****************************************************
% plots the QCT for the experimental data and
%the calculated EFG converted to QCT
% data from Wien calculations and Wien crystal coordinates
clc; clear, hold off;
%5 coordinate QCT

%

(x, y, 1/2) Al(2) site

efg_AI2_calc=[-.920 -1.020 0;-1.020 -4.658 0; 0 0 5.578]
efg_Al l_exper=[-1.2462 -1.0328 0;
-1.0328 -4.5891 0;
0
0 5.8323]
All=[.3701 .1389 .5];
01=[0.4229000 0.3628000 0.5000000]+[0 0 0];%Ol
02=[0.3972000 0.9002000 0.5000000]+[0 -1 0];%10
03=[0.6028000 0.0998000 0.5000000]+[0 0 0];%Ol 1
04= [ 0.2298000 0.1334000 0.2395000]+[0 0 0];%13
05=[0.2298000 0.1334000 0.7605000 ]+[0 0 0];%20
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%create unit cell
C elll = [0 0 0 ];
Cell2 = [ 1 0 0 ] ;
Cell3 = [ 0 1 0 ] ;
Cell4=[l 10];
Cell5 = [0 0 1];
Cell6 = [ 1 0 1 ] ;
Cell7 = [0 1 I];
Cell8 = [ 1 1 1 ] ;
%Unit Cell Parameters from Chris Harwell
a=14.73042; % in atomic units
b=14.90806;
c=10.49724;
alpha=90*pi/180;
beta=90*pi/180;
gamma=90 * pi/180;
A = 7.7950; % in Angstroms
B = 7.8890;
C = 5.5549;
UnitCell=...
[Celll; Cell2; Cell4; Cell3; Celll; Cell5; Cell6; Cell2;...
Cell6; Cell8; Cell4; Cell8; Cell7; Cell3; Cell7; Cell5];
<^***************************************************

%

Plot parameters

<^***************************************************

cell_size = 10
hndl = plot3(UnitCell(:,l),UnitCell(:,2),UnitCell(:,3),'w-.'); hold on;
set(hndl,'MarkerSize',cell_size)
grid; axis('square');
axis([[-l 8]/A [-1.0 8.0]/B [0 8]/C]);xlabel(’a’); ylabelCb'); zlabel('c');
plot3(0,0,0,’y*');
title('Andalusite Wien Calculation Results 5-Coordinate Site')
% *************** piot Aluminum, Oxygen atoms and Bonds
Al_size = 14; 0_size = 10; AN_0_bond = 1; A N Jxm d = 3;
EFG_line_zz = 3; EFGJine_yy = 1; EFG_line_xx = 1;
h = plot3(A ll(l), All(2), All(3), W ) ; set(h,'MarkerSize',Al_size);
h = plot3(01(l), 01(2), 01(3), ’wo1); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([AIl(l), 01(1)],[A11(2), 01(2)],[A11(3), 01(3)],'w-');
set(h,UneWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(03(l), 03(2), 03(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 03(1)],[A11(2), 03(2)],[A11(3), 03(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_OJbond);
h = plot3(02(l), 02(2), 02(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 02(1)],[AU(2), 02(2)],[A11(3), 02(3)],'w-');
set(h,’LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(04(l), 04(2), 04(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
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h = plot3([All(l), 04(1)],[A11(2), 04(2)],[AU(3), 04(3)],’w-’);
set(h,,LineWidth,,AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(05(l), 05(2), 05(3), ’wo1); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = PIot3([All(l), 05(1)],[A11(2), 05(2)], [All (3), 05(3)],'w-');
set(h,UneWidth',AN_0_bond);
<^***************************************************

%

end plot atoms and bonds
(***************************************************
for k = 1:2
if k = 1, Origin_EFG = All; EFG = efg_A12_calc; end;
if k = 2, Origin_EFG = All; EFG = efg_All_exper; end;
[RotMat, qcc_raw]= eig(EFG);
[qcc_ordered, qccjndex] = sort(abs(diag(qcc_raw)));
RotMat = (RotMat(:,qccjndex))';
qxx = -[1 0 0] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qyy = [ 0 1 0 ] * RotMat + OriginJiFG;
qzz = [ 0 0 1 ] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
if k = l
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qxx(3)], 'w-');
set(h ,'LineW idth'^FGJi ne_xx);
h =...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], ’w-’);
set(h,’LineWidth',EFGJine_yy);
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG( 1) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], 'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth’£F G Jine_zz);
end
if k = 2
h =...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qxx(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth,,EFGJine_xx);
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth',EFGJine_yy);
h =...
plot3([Origin_EFG( 1) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) ...
qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], 'w-.1);
set(h,lineW idth',EFGJine_zz);
end
end;
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view(20,80)
< 2 g ,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

%

(1 - x, 1 - y, 1/2) Al(2) site

^g******************************************************

efg_A12_calc=[-.920 -1.020 0,-1.020 -4.658 0; 0 0 5.578]
efg_Al l_exper=[-1.2462 -1.0328 0;
-1.0328 -4.5891 0;
0
0 5.8323]
% All numbers are in fractional crystal axis system, unit is atomic units
All=[[.6299 .8611 .5]];
% (1 - x, 1 - y, 1/2)
01=[0.5771000 0.6372000 0.5000000]+[0 0 0];%O4
02=[0.3972000 0.9002000 0.5000000]+[0 00];% 10
03=[0.6028000 0.0998000 0.5000000]+[0 1 0];%OU
0 4= [ 0.7702000 0.8666000 0.2395000]+[0 0 0];%16
05=[0.7702000 0.8666000 0.7605000 ]+[0 0 0];%17
<^***************************************************

%

Plot parameters

<^***************************************************

%Plot Aluminum, Oxygen atoms and Bonds
^***************************************************
Al_size = 14; 0_size = 10; AN_0_bond = 1; AN_bond = 3;
EFG_line_zz = 3; EFG_line_yy = 1; EFG_line_xx = 1;
h = plot3(All(l), All(2), All(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',Al_size);
h = plot3(01(l), 01(2), 01(3), ’wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 01(1)],[A11(2), 01(2)],[AU(3), 01(3)],'w-');
set(h,UneWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(03(l), 03(2), 03(3), ’wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 03(1)],[A11(2), 03(2)],[AU(3), 03(3)],'w-');
set(H,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(02(l), 02(2), 02(3), ’wo’); set(h,’MarkerSize',0_size);
h = PIot3([All(l), 02(l)],[A ll(2), 02(2)],[AU(3), 02(3)],’w-’);
set(h,’LineWidth’,AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(04(l), 04(2), 04(3), 'wo'); set(h,’MarkerSize’,0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 04(1)],[A11(2), 04(2)],[A11(3), 04(3)],'w-');
set(h,’LineWidth’,AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(05(l), 05(2), 05(3), 'wo'); set(H,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([AU(l), 05(1)],[A11(2), 05(2)],[A11(3), 05(3)],'w-');
set(h,’LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
^***************************************************

%

Plot EFG vectors for both aluminum and nitrogen sites

^***************************************************

for k = 1:2
if k = 1, Origin_EFG = All; EFG = efg_A12_calc; end;
if k = 2, Origin_EFG = All; EFG = efg_All_exper; end;
[RotMat, qcc_raw]= eig(EFG);
[qcc_ordered, q ccjndex] = sort(abs(diag(qcc_raw)));
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RotMat = (RotMat(:,qccjndex))';
qxx = [ 1 0 0 ] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qyy = -[0 1 0] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qzz = [ 0 0 1 ] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
if k = l
h = .. .
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qxx(3)], ’w-’);
set(h,'LineWidth',EFG_line_xx);
h =...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l)qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], 'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',EFG_line_yy);
h =...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], 'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth'£FG_line_zz);
end
if k = 2 ,
h =...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l)qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qxx(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth',EFG_Iine_xx);
h =...
pIot3([Origin_EFG(l)qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth'tEFGJine_yy);
h =...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l)qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], ’w-.*);
set(h,'LineWidth'JEFG_line_zz);
end
end;
^******************************************************

%

(1/2 - x, Vi + y, 0) Al(2)’ site

efg_A12_calc=[-.920 1.020 0; 1.020-4.658 0; 0 0 5.578]
efg_Al l_exper=[-1.2462 1.0328 0;
1.0328 -4.5891 0;
0
0 5.8323]
All=[.1299 .6389 0];
% (l/2 - x, Vz + y, 0)
01=[0.0771000 0.8628000 0.0000000]+[0 0 0 ];% 02
O2=[0.1028000 0.4002000 0.0000000]+[0 0 0 ];;%9
03=[0.8972000 0.5998000 0.0000000]+[-l 0 0 ];%012
04= [ 0.2702000 0.6334000 0.7395000]+[0 0 -1 ];%14
05=[0.2702000 0.6334000 0.2605000]+[0 0 0 ];%19
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h = plot3(All(l), All(2), A ll(3), 'wo'); set(h,MarkerSize',Al_size);
h = plot3(01(l), 01(2), 01(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 01(1)],[A11(2), 01(2)],[A11(3), 01(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(03(l), 03(2), 03(3), 'wo'); set(h,’MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 03(1)],[A11(2), 03(2)],[A11(3), 03(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(02(l), 02(2), 02(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 02(1)],[A11(2), 02(2)],[A11(3), 02(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(04(l), 04(2), 04(3), 'wo'); set(h,’MarkerSize’,0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 04(1)],[A11(2), 04(2)],[AU(3), 04(3)],'w-');
set(h,UneWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(05(l), 05(2), 05(3), 'wo'); set(h,MarkerSize’,0_size);
h = plot3([AU(l), 05(l)],[A ll(2), 05(2)],[A11(3), 05(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
% *************** pjot gpQ vectors for (,0 ^ aluminum and nitrogen sites
for k = 1:2
if k = l,Origin_EFG = All; EFG = efg_A12_calc; end;
ifk = 2, Origin_EFG = All; EFG = efg_All_exper; end;
[RotMat, qcc_raw]= eig(EFG);
[qcc_ordered, qccjndex] = sort(abs(diag(qcc_raw)));
RotMat = (RotMat(:,qccjndex))';
qxx = [ 1 0 0 ] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qyy = [ 0 1 0 ] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qzz = [ 0 0 1 ] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
if k = l
h =...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qxx(3)], ’w-');
set(h,'LineW idth'^FGJine_xx);
h =...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], 'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth'£FG_line_yy);
h =...
p!ot3([Origin_EFG(l) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], 'w-');
set(h,rLineWidth',EFGJine_zz);
end
if k = 2
h =...
pIot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qxx(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth'^FGJine_xx);
h = ...
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plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth',EFG_line_yy);
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,’LineWidth',EFG_line_zz);
end
end;
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

%
(1/2 + x ,'/z - y, 0) Al(2)’ site
%***************************************************
efg_A12_calc=[-.920 1.020 0; 1.020 -4.658 0; 0 0 5.578]
efg_All_exper=
[-1.2462 1.0328 0;
1.0328 -4.5891 0;
0
0
5.8323]
All=[.8701 .3611 0];
%(l/2 + x, */4 - y, 0)
01=[0.9229000 0.1372000 0.0000000]+[0 0 0 ];%03
O2=[0.1028000 0.4002000 0.0000000]+[1 0 0 ];;%9
03=[0.8972000 0.5998000 0.0000000]+[0 0 0 ];%012
04= [ 0.7298000 0.3666000 0.7395000]+[0 0-1 ];%15
05=[0.7298000 0.3666000 0.2605000]+[0 0 0 ];%18
% *************** plot Aluminum, Oxygen atoms and Bonds
h = plot3(All(l), All(2), A ll (3), ’wo'); set(h,MarkerSize’,Al_size);
h = plot3(01(l), 01(2), 01(3), ’wo1); set(h,’MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 01(1)],[A11(2), 01(2)],[A11(3), 01(3)],'w-');
set(h,’UneWidth’,AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(03(l), 03(2), 03(3), 'wo'); set(h,*MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 03(1)],[A11(2), 03(2)],[A11(3), 03(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(02(l), 02(2), 02(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = pIot3([Al 1(1), 02(1)], [All (2), 02(2)],[A11(3), 02(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(04(l), 04(2), 04(3), 'wo*); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 04(1)],[A11(2), 04(2)],[A11(3), 04(3)],'w-');
set(h,’LineWidth,,AN_0_bond);
h - plot3(05(l), 05(2), 05(3), ’wo’); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 05(1)],[A11(2), 05(2)],[A11(3), 05(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_lx)nd);
%

Plot EFG vectors for both aluminum and nitrogen sites

f o r k =1:2
if k = 1, Origin_EFG = A ll; EFG = efg_A12_calc; end;
if k = 2, Origin_EFG = A l l ; EFG = efg_AU_exper; end;
[RotMat, qcc_raw]= eig(EFG);
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[qcc_ordered, qccjndex] = sort(abs(diag(qcc_raw)));
RotMat = (RotMat(:,qccjndex))';
qxx = -[1 0 0] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qyy = -[0 10] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qzz = [ 0 0 1 ] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
if k = l
h =...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l)qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qxx(3)], 'w-');
set(h,rLineWidth',EFG_line_xx);
h =...
p!ot3([Origin_EFG(l) qyy(l)], [OriginJEFG(2)...
qyy(2>], [Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], ’w-’);
set(h,'LineWidth',EFGJine_yy);
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], 'w-');
set(h,’LineWidth'.EFGJine_zz);
end
if k = 2
h =...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)....
qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qxx(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth',EFGJine_xx);
h = ...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l)qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], ’w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth',EFGJine_yy);
h =...
plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2)...
qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], 'w-.');
set(h,'LineWidth',EFGJine_zz);
end
end;

%

cryst_cc_prim.m

function [Crystaljo_cartesian] =...
cryst_cc_prim(atom_firac_cryst, a, b, c, alpha ,beta... .gamma);
% from Wien97 manual page 41 P all primitive lattices
% [a sin(gamma), a cos(gamma), 0], [0, b, 0], [0,0, c]
C rystaljo_cartesian=...
([atom_ffac_cryst(l)*a*sin(gamma) atom_frac_cryst(l)*...
a*cos(gamma) 0] + atom_frac_cryst(2)*b*[0 10] + ...
atom_firac_cryst(3)*c*[0 0 1])*.529177;
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A.7.

Program To n o t An Experimental EFG And An Mo Calculated EFG
Using MO Crystal Coordinates

% This appendix contains the main programs
PlotA12Si05_Gau_6.m and PlotA12Si05_Gau_5.m
and the function cryst_cc_prim
%

PlotA12Si05_Gau_6.m

% plots the QCT for the experimental data and the calculated EFG %
%
converted to QCT
% data from Gaussian calculations and Gaussian crystal coordinates
clc; clear; hold off;
%6 coordinate QCT
clc; clear; figure( 1);clf;hold o n ; ;
% From GGA-95 August 18,1997 communication from Chris Harwell
% file named anduO.l_biglm_96gga_175k.scf.less
%xc = 96 GGA Perdew et al
%RMT*KMAX = 9
%GMAX = 24.98
%L= -6..6 M=0..6
% A ndall5K.xyz
%P Lattice nonequiv. atoms; 7
%mode of calc= NREL
% Conversion factor from efg in le21 V/mA2 to efg in MHz
ConvFactor_Vm2_MHz = 3.626976055;
%5 and 6 coordinate sites
efg_A12_calc = [-.16342 -.31466
.000;
-.31466 -1.41851
.000;
.00000
.00000
1.58193] *Con vFactor_V m2_MHz;
%efg_A12_calc=[-2.549 -1.308 -2.630;
-1.308 -1.912 -0.387;
-2.63 -.387 4.461]
efg_Al l_exper=[-1.2462 -1.0328 0;
-1.0328 -4.5891 0;
0
0 5.8323]
efg_Al l_exper=[-l .2462 1.0328 0;
1.0328 -4.5891 0;
0
0 5.8323]
% All numbers are in fractional crystal axis system, unit is atomic units
format short
%EFG tensor for Al on this atom
All=[.3701 .1389 .5];
%A12-1 from Chris Harwell
A12=[.3701 .1389 .5]+[.2.35 .2];
%EFG origin for singlextal efg
A13=[.3701 .1389 .5]+[.2.6.5];
%EFG origin for singlextal efg
%[.2 -.4.2] use for opposite tensor
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01=[0.4229000 0.3628000 0.5000000]+[0 0 0];%Ol
02=[0.3972000 0.9002000 0.5000000]+[0 -1 0];%10
03=[0.6028000 0.0998000 0.5000000]+[0 0 0];%Ol 1
04 = [ 0.2298000 0.1334000 0.2395000]+[0 0 0];%13
05=[0.2298000 0.1334000 0.7605000 ]+[0 0 0];%20
%create unit cell
Celll = [ 0 0 0 ] ;
Cell2 = [ 1 0 0 ] ;
Cell3 = [ 0 1 0 ] ;
Cell4 = [ 1 1 0 ] ;
Cell5 = [0 0 1];
Cell6 = [ 1 0 1 ] ;
Cell7 = [0 1 I];
Cell8 = [ 1 1 1 ] ;
%Unit Cell Parameters from Chris Harwell
a= 14.73042; % in atomic units
b=14.90806;
c=10.49724;
alpha=90*pi/t80;
beta=90*pi/180;
gamma=90 * pi/180;
A = 7.7950; % in Angstroms
B = 7.8890;
C = 5.5549;
% convert Fractional crystal, coordinates to cartesian coordinates
% [a sin(gamma), a cos(gamma), 0], [0, b, o], [o, 0, c]
% calls cryst_cc_prim
UnitCell=[CelIl; Cell2; CelI4; Cell3; Celll; Cell5; CeI16; Cell2;
Cell6; Cell8; Cell4; Cell8; Cell7; Cell3; Cell7; Cell5];

%

Plot parameters

cell_size = 10
%hndl = plot3(UnitCell(:,l),UnitCell(:,2),UnitCell(:,3),'w-.'); hold on;
%set(hndl,'MarkerSize',cell_size)
grid; axis(’square');
axis([[-l 8]/A [-1.0 8.0]/B [0 8]/C]);xlabel(’a'); ylabelCb'); zlabel(’c’);
plot3(0,0,0,’y*’);
title(’Andalusite MO Calculation Results 5-Coordinate Site1)
%

Plot Aluminum, Oxygen atoms and Bonds

Al_size = 14; 0_size = 10; AN_0_bond = 1; AN_bond = 3;
EFG_line_zz = 3; EFG_line_yy= 1; EFG_line_xx= 1;
h = plot3(A ll(l), All(2), All(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',Al_size);
h = plot3(01(l), 01(2), 01(3), 'wo'); set(h,’MarkerSize',0_size);
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h = plot3([All(l), 01(1)],[A11(2), 01(2)],[AII(3), 01(3)],’w-*);
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(03(l), 03(2), 03(3), ’wo*); set(h,'MarkerSize,,0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 03(1)],[A11(2), 03(2)],[Al 1(3), 03(3)],’w-*);
set(h,lineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(02(l), 02(2), 02(3), 'wo'); set(h,’MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 02(1)],[A11(2), 02(2)],[A11(3), 02(3)],’w-*);
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(04(l), 04(2), 04(3), 'wo'); set(h,’MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 04(1)],[A11(2), 04(2)],[A11(3), 04(3)],’'w-1);
set(h,’LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(05(l), 05(2), 05(3), 'wo'); set(h,MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 05(1)],[A11(2), 05(2)],[A11(3), 05(3)],'w-');
set(h,’LineWidth',AN_0_bond);

%

end plot atoms and bonds

%

Plot EFG vectors for both aluminum sites

kk=5
if k k = 5
for k = 1:2
if k = l,Origin_EFG = AH; EFG = efg_A12_calc; end;
if k = 2, Origin_EFG = All; EFG = efg_AIl_exper; end;
if k = 3, Origin_EFG = A13; EFG = efg_A12_exper; end;
[RotMat, qcc_raw]= eig(EFG);
[qcc_ordered, qccjndex] = sort(abs(diag(qcc_raw)));
RotMat = (RotMat(:,qccjndex))’;
qxx = -[.3 0 0] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qyy = [0.3 0] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qzz = [0 0.6] * RotMat + OriginJEFG;
if k = l
h = pIot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3)
qxx(3)], ’w-’); set(h,’LineWidth’^F G Jine_xx);
h = plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qyy(2)], [OriginJEFG(3)
qyy(3)], ’w-'); set(h,'LineWidth'^FGJine_yy);
h = pIot3([Origin_EFG(l) qzz(l)], [Origin_H7G(2) qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3)
qzz(3)], 'w-'); set(h,'LineWidth'^FGJine_zz);
end
if k = 2
h = plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3)
qxx(3)], ’w-.*); set(h,'LineWidth',EFGJine_xx);
h = plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3)
qyy(3)], 'w-.'); set(h,UneWidth',EFGJine_yy);
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h = plot3([Origin_EFG( 1) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3)
qzz(3)], 'w-.'); set(h,,LineWidth',EFG_line_zz);
end
end;
end
clc; clear; hold off; hold on;
efg_A12_calc=[-2.549 -1.308 -2.630;
-1.308 -1.912 -0.387;
-2.63 -.387 4.461]
efg_Al l_exper=[-1.2462 -1.0328 0;
-1.0328 -4.5891 0;
0
0 5.8323]
efg_AI2_exper=[-1.2462 1.0328 0;
1.0328 -4.5891 0;
0
0 5.8323]
% All numbers are in fractional crystal axis system, unit is atomic units
format short
%EFG tensor for Al on this atom
A ll =[[.6299 .8611 .5]];
%A12-1 from Chris Harwell
A12=[[.6299 .8611 .5]]+[.2.35 .2];
%EFG origin for singlextal efg
A13=[[.6299 .8611 .5]]+[.2.6.5];
%EFG origin for singlextal efg
%[.2 -.4.2] use for opposite tensor
01=[0.5771000 0.6372000 0.5000000]+[0 0 0];%O4
02=[0.3972000 0.9002000 0.5000000]+[0 0 0];%10
03=[0.6028000 0.0998000 0.5000000]+[0 1 0];% O ll
04= [ 0.7702000 0.8666000 0.2395000]+[0 0 0];%16
05=[0.7702000 0.8666000 0.7605000 ]+[0 0 0];%17
%create unit cell
Celll = [ 0 0 0 ] ;
Cell2 = [ 1 0 0 ] ;
Cell3 = [ 0 1 0 ] ;
Cell4 = [ 1 1 0 ] ;
Cell5 = [0 0 1];
Cell6 = [ 1 0 1 ] ;
Cell7 = [0 1 1];
Cell8 = [ 1 1 1 ] ;
%Unit Cell Parameters from Chris Harwell
a=14.73042; % in atomic units
b=14.90806;
c=10.49724;
alpha=90*pi/180;
beta=90*pi/180;
gamma=90 * pi/180;
A = 7.7950; % in Angstroms
B = 7.8890;
C = 5.5549;
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% convert Fractional crystal, coordinates to cartesian coordinates
% [a sin(gamma), a cos(gamma), 0], [0, b, o], [o, 0, c]
% calls cryst_cc_prim
U nitC elH C elll; Cell2; Cell4; Cell3; C elll; Cell5; Cell6; Cell2;
Cell6; Cell8; Cell4; Cell8; Cell7; Cell3; Cell7; Cell5];
<^***************************************************
%

Plot parameters

cell_size = 10
hndl = plot3(UnitCell(:,l),UnitCell(:,2),UnitCell(:,3),'w-.'); hold on;
set(hndl,'MarkerSize',celLsize)
grid; axis('square');
axis([[-1.0 8]/A [-1.0 8.0J/B [0 8]/C]);xlabel('a'); ylabelCb'); zlabel('w');
plot3(0,0,0,'y*');
title('Andalusite MO Calculation Results 5-Coordinate Site1)
<^***************************************************
%

Plot Aluminum, Oxygen atoms and Bonds

Al_size = 14; 0_size = 10; AN_0_bond = 1; AN_bond = 3;
EFG_line_zz = 3; EFG_line_yy = 1; EFG_line_xx = 1;
h = plot3(A ll(l), All(2), All(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',Al_size);
h = plot3(01(l), 01(2), 01(3), 'wo'); set(h,’MarkerSize’,0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 01(1)],[A11(2), 0 1 (2)], [All (3), 01(3)],'w-');
set(h,’LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(03(l), 03(2), 03(3), 'wo'); set(h,,MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 03(1)],[A11(2), 03(2)],[A11(3), 03(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(02(l), 02(2), 02(3), 'wo'); set(h,’MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 02(1)],[AU(2), 02(2)],[All(3), 02(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(04(l), 04(2), 0 4 (3 ),'wo "); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(i), 04(1)],[A11(2), 04(2)],[Al 1(3), 04(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth’,AN_0_bond);
h = pIot3(05(l), 05(2), 05(3), 'wo1); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 05(l)],[A ll(2), 05(2)],[Al 1(3), 05(3)],'w-');
set(h,’LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
%

end Plot Aluminum, Oxygen atoms and Bonds

%

Plot EFG vectors for both aluminum sites

k=5
if k = 5
f o r k = 1:2
if k = 1, Origin_EFG = All; EFG = efg_A12_calc; end;
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if k = 2, Origin_EFG = All; EFG = efg_AU_exper; end;
if k = 3, Origin_EFG = All; EFG = efg_AI2_exper, end;
[RotMat, qcc_raw]= eig(EFG);
[qcc_ordered, qccjndex] = sort(abs(diag(qcc_raw)));
RotMat = (RotMatO,qccjndex))';
qxx = [.3 0 0] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qyy = -[0.3 0] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qzz = [00.6] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
if k = l
h = plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qxx(2)],
[Origin_EFG(3) qxx(3)], 'w-'); set(h,lineW idth',EFGJine_xx);
h = plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qyy(2)],
[Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], 'w-'); set(h,'LineWidth',EFGJine_yy);
h = plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qzz(2)],
[Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], 'w-'); set(h,’LineWidth’,EFGJine_zz);
end
if k = 2 ,
h = plot3([Origin_EFG( 1) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qxx(2)],
[OriginJEFG(3) qxx(3)], 'w-.'); set(h,'LineWidth,,EFGJine_xx);
h = plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qyy(2)],
[Origin_EFG(3) qyy(3)], 'w-.'); set(h,rLineWidth',EFGJine_yy);
h = plot3([Origin_EFG( 1) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qzz(2)], [
Origin_EFG(3) qzz(3)], 'w-.'); set(h,'LineWidth',EFGJine_zz);
end
end;
end
clc; clear; hold o n ; ;
ConvFactor_Vm2_MHz = 3.626976055;
%5 coordinate site
efg_A12_calc = [-.16342 -.31466
.000;
-.31466 -1.41851
.000;

.00000

.00000

1.58193]*ConvFactor_Vm2_MHz;
efg_A12_calc=[-2.549 -1.308 -2.630; -1.308 -1.912 -0.387; -2.63 -.387 4.461]
efg_Al l_exper=[-1.2462 1.0328 0;
1.0328 -4.5891 0;
0
0 5.8323]
efg_A12_exper=[-1.2462 -1.0328 0;
-1.0328 -4.5891 0;
0
0 5.8323]
% All numbers are in fractional crystal axis system, unit is atomic units
format short
%EFG tensor for Al on this atom
All=[.1299 .6389 0];
%A12-1 from Chris Harwell
A12=[.1299 .6389 0]+[.2 .35 .2];
%EFG origin for singlextal efg
A13=s[.1299 .6389 0]+[.2.6 .5];
%EFG origin for singlextal efg
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%[.2 -.4.2] use for opposite tensor
01=[0.0771000 0.8628000 Oj
K)]+[0 0 0 ];% 02
O2=[0.1028000 0.4002000 OJ
)0]+[0 00] ;;% 9
03=[0.8972000 0.5998000 OJ
K)]+[-l 0 0 ];%012
04 = [ 0.2702000 0.6334000 0.7395000]+[0 0 -1 ];%14
05=[0.2702000 0.6334000 0.2605000]+[0 0 0 ];%19
%create unit cell
Celll = [ 0 0 0 ] ;
Cell2 = [ 1 0 0 ] ;
Cell3 = [ 0 1 0 ] ;
Cell4 = [1 10 ] ;
Cell5 = [0 0 1];
Cell6 = [ 1 0 1 ] ;
Cell7 = [0 1 1];
Cell8 = [ 1 1 1 ] ;
%Unit Cell Parameters from Chris Harwell
a=14.73042; % in atomic units
b=14.90806;
c=10.49724;
alpha=90*pi/180;
beta=90*pi/180;
gamma=90 * pi/180;
A = 7.7950; % in Angstroms
B = 7.8890;
C = 5.5549;
% convert Fractional crystal, coordinates to cartesian coordinates
% [a sin(gamma), a cos(gamma), 0], [0, b, o], [o, 0, c]
% calls cryst_cc_prim
UnitCell=[Celll; Cell2; Cell4; Cell3; Celll; Cell5; Cell6; Cell2;
Cell6; Cell8; Cell4; Cell8; Cell7; Cell3; Cell7; CelI5];
^***************************************************

%

Plot parameters

< jk * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

cell_size = 10
hndl = plot3(UnitCell(:,l),UnitCell(:,2),UnitCell(:,3),'w-.'); hold on;
set(hndl,'MarkerSize',cell_size)
%grid; axis('square');
axis([[-l. 8]/A [-1 8]/B [0 8]/C]);xlabel(’a/A’); ylabelCb/A'); zlabel('c/A’);
plot3(0,0,0,'y*');
title('Andalusite MO Calculation Results 5-Coordinate Site*)
^***************************************************
%

Plot Aluminum,Oxygen

atomsand Bonds

<^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

A l.size = 14; O jsize = 10; AN_0_bond = 1; AN_bond = 3;
EFG_line_zz = 3; EFG_line_yy = 1; EFG_line_xx = 1;
h = plot3(All(l), All(2), All(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',Al_size);
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h = plot3(01(l), 01(2), 01(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize,,0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 01(1)],[A11(2), 01(2)],[All(3), 01(3)],’w-1);
set(h,,LineWidth,,AN_0_bond);
h = p!ot3(03(l), 03(2), 03(3), ’wo1); set(h,MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 03(1)],[All(2), 03(2)],[Al 1(3), 03(3)],'w-');
set(h,’LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(02(l), 02(2), 02(3), ’w o 1); set(h,'MarkerSize,,0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 02(1)],[All(2), 02(2)],[Al 1(3), 02(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(04(l), 04(2), 04(3), 'wo'); set(h,MarkerSize',0_size);
h = PIot3([All(l), 04(1)], [AU(2), 04(2)],[Al 1(3), 04(3)],'w-');
set(h,UneWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(05(l), 05(2), 05(3), 'wo'); set(h,MarkerSize’,0_size);
h = plot3([AU(l), 05(1)],[A11(2), 05(2)],[Al 1(3), 05(3)],'w-');
set(h,’LineWidth',AN_OJxmd);
%

end Plot

(fe * * * * * * * 4c * * * * * * * * * * * 3fc* * * * * * * * * * 4c * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * # * * * *

%

Plot EFG vectors for both aluminum sites

k=5
ifk = 5
fo rk s 1:2
if k = 1, Origin_EFG = A ll; EFG = efg_A12_calc; end;
ifk = 2, Origin_EFG = A ll; EFG = efg_AIl_exper; end;
if k = 3, Origin_EFG = A ll; EFG = efg_A12_exper; end;
[RotMat, qcc_raw]= eig(EFG);
[qcc_ordered, qccjndex] = sort(abs(diag(qcc_raw)));
RotMat = (RotMat(:,qccjndex))’;
qxx = [.3 0 0] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
q y y = [ 0 .3 0 ] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qzz = [0 0 .6] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
if k = l
h = plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3)
qxx(3)], ’w-’); set(h,'LineWidth',EFGJine_xx);
h = plot3([Origin_EFG( 1) qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3)
qyy(3)], 'w-'); set(h,'LineWidth',EFGJine_yy);
h = plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3)
qzz(3)], 'w-'); set(h,TineWidth',EFGJine_zz);
end
if k = 2
h = plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3)
qxx(3)], 'w-.'); set(h,lineWidth',EFGJine_xx);
h = pIot3([Origin_EFG(l) qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3)
qyy(3)], 'w-.'); set(h,'LineWidth',EFGJine_yy);
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h = plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3)
qzz(3)], 'w-.'); set(h,UneWidth',EFGJine_zz);
end
end;
end
clc; clear, hold on;;
ConvFactor_Vm2_MHz = 3.626976055;
efg_A12_calc = [-.16342 -.31466
.000;
-.31466 -1.41851
.000;
.00000
.00000
1.58193]*ConvFactor_Vm2_MHz;
efg_A12_calc=[-2.549 -1.308 -2.630; -1.308 -1.912 -0.387; -2.63 -.387 4.461]
efg_Al l_exper=[-1.2462 1.0328 0;
1.0328 -4.5891 0;
0
0 5.8323]
efg_A12_exper=[-1.2462 -1.0328 0;
-1.0328 -4.5891 0;
0
0 5.8323]
% All numbers are in fractional crystal axis system, unit is atomic units
format short
%EFG tensor for Al on this atom
A ll =[.8701 .3611 0];
%A12-1 from Chris Harwell
A12=[.8701 .3611 0]+[.2 .35 .2]; %EFG origin for singlextal efg
A13=[.8701 .3611 0]+[.2.6.5];
%EFG origin for singlextal efg
%[.2 -.4.2] use for opposite tensor
O l=[0.9229000 0.1372000 0 J
i]+[0 0 0 ];%03
O2=[0.1028000 0.4002000 0.1
i]+[l 0 0 ];;%9
03=[0.8972000 0.5998000 0 j
i]+[0 0 0];% 012
04=[0.7298000 0.3666000 0.7395000]+[0 0-1 ];%15
05=10.7298000 0.3666000 0.2605000]+[0 0 0 ];%18
%create unit cell
Celll = 1000];
Cell2 = [1 0 0 ];
Cell3 = [0 1 0 ];
Cell4 = [1 10];
Cell5 = [0 0 1];
Cell6 = [1 0 1 ];
Cell7 = [0 11];
Cell8 = [ 1 1 1 ] ;
%Unit Cell Parameters from Chris Harwell
a=14.73042; % in atomic units
b=14.90806;
c=10.49724;
alpha=90*pi/180;
beta=90*pi/180;
gamma=90 * pi/180;
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A = 7.7950; % in Angstroms
B = 7.8890;
C = 5.5549;
% convert Fractional crystal, coordinates to cartesian coordinates
UnitCell=[Celll; Cell2; Cell4; CeU3; Celll; Cell5; Cell6; Cell2;
Cell6; Cell8; Cell4; Cell8; Cell7; Cell3; Cell7; Cell5];
%***************************************************
%

Plot parameters

cell_size = 10
%hndl = plot3(UnitCell(:,l),UnitCell(:,2),UnitCell(:,3).'w-.'); hold on;
%set(hndl,'MarkerSize',cell_size)
grid; axis('square');
axis([[-1.0 8]/A [-1.0 8.0J/B [0 8]/C]);xlabel(,a'); ylabelCb’); zlabel('c');
plot3(0,0,0,’y*');
title('Andalusite MO Calculation Results 5-Coordinate Site')
%

Plot Aluminum, Oxygen atoms and Bonds

Al_size = 14; 0_size = 10; AN_0_bond = 1; AN_bond = 3;
EFG_line_zz = 3; EFG_line_yy = 1; EFG_line_xx = 1;
h = plot3(All(l), All(2), A ll(3), W ) ; set(h,MarkerSize',ALsize);
h = plot3(01(l), 01(2), 01(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 01(1)],[AU(2), 01(2)],[AU(3), 01(3)],'w-');
set(h,’LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(03(l), 03(2), 03(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 03(1)],[A11(2), 03(2)],[A11(3), 03(3)],'w-');
set(h,lineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(02(l), 02(2), 02(3), 'wo'); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 02(1)],[AU(2), 02(2)],[A11(3), 02(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(04(l), 04(2), 04(3), ’wo*); set(h,*MarkerSize',0_size);
h = plot3([All(l), 04(1)],[AU(2), 04(2)],[A11(3), 04(3)],'w-');
set(h,UneWidth',AN_0_bond);
h = plot3(05(l), 05(2), 05(3), ’wo1); set(h,'MarkerSize',0_size);
h =plot3([All(l), 05(1)],[A11(2), 05(2)], [A ll (3), 05(3)],'w-');
set(h,'LineWidth’,AN_0_bond);
<^***************************************************

%

end Plot Aluminum, Oxygen atoms and Bonds

<^***************************************************
%

Plot EFG vectors for both aluminum sites

kk=5
if k k = 5
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for k = 1:2
if k = 1, Origin_EFG = A ll; EFG = efg_A12_calc; end;
if k = 2, Origin_EFG = A ll; EFG = efg_All_exper; end;
if k = 3, Origin_EFG = A13; EFG = efg_A12_exper; end;
[RotMat, qcc_raw]= eig(EFG);
[qccjordered, qcc_index] = sort(abs(diag(qcc_raw))>;
RotMat = (RotMat(:,qcc_index))';
qxx = -[.3 0 0] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qyy = -[0 .3 0] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
qzz = [0 0 .6] * RotMat + Origin_EFG;
if k = l
h = plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3)
qxx(3)], 'w-'); set(h,’LineWidth',EFG_line_xx);
h = plot3([Origin_EFG( 1) qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3)
qyy(3)], ’w-'); set(h,'LineWidth,,EFGJine_yy);
h = plot3([Origin_EFG( 1) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3)
qzz(3)], 'w-'); set(h,LineWidth',EFG_line_zz);
end
if k = 2
h = plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qxx(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qxx(2)], [Origin_EFG(3)
qxx(3)], ’w-.'); set(h,'LineWidth',EFGJine_xx);
h = plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qyy(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qyy(2)], [Origin_EFG(3)
qyy(3)], 'w-.'); set(h,'LineWidth'£FG_line_yy);
h = plot3([Origin_EFG(l) qzz(l)], [Origin_EFG(2) qzz(2)], [Origin_EFG(3)
qzz(3)], 'w-.'); set(h,*LineWidth\EFG_line_zz);
end
end;
end
view( 110,25)
view(20,80)

A.8.

%

Frequency Calculations For The Simulation Of A Static NMR Spectrum

Freq_Calc_Al

%******************************************************
% A single frequency calculations for Aluminum October 1998
%
written by Professor Butler and revised by Pam Bryant
% This program calls spinmatrix.m written by Katherine Wu
clc; clear;
%

Physical Constants

h_plain = 6.626176e-34; % Joule second (Plank’s Constant)
k.Boltz = 1.380662e*23; % Joule Kelvin-1 (Boltzman Constant)
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%

Input variables

<jjj* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

speed-vs' % choose ' f ’m’ 's’ 'vs'
% for Conrad-Wolfsburg Tiling
vL=104.243e6
%Hz Larmor Frequency
spin_number=5/2
% spin I
LB =5000;
%line broadening in Hz
SW = 1500e3
% Hz spectral width
rfteq=26.057e6
%Hz
rtesla=2.3488;
% Tesla
FID_ size = 1024
% number of data points (2An)
QCC = 25e6
% quadrupolar coupling constant in Hz
eta = 1
% asymmetry parameter
del = 0
% chemical shift observed in ppm
lineshape = G
% G for Gaussian, L for Lorentzian
< ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

%

calculate variables

< ^ ** *** ** *** *** ** *** *** ** *** *** ** *** *** ** *** *** ** *** *** *

gamma=2*pi*rfreq/rtesla %in rad s-1 T -l
inv_two_pi = l/(2*pi);
B0_fixed = (2*pi*vL)/gamma %Tesla
HzPt = SW/(FlD_size -1); inv_HzPt = 1/HzPt;
Dwell = 1/SW;
I=spin_number;
LeftjSpectrum = vL - SW/2;
% see Equation 3-9
Trans_prob_const = (2*pi)*(gamma*.0001)A2; % v4_p292 Dr. Butler
h_bar = h_plain/(2*pi); % Joule second rad-1
if speed = 'f
N = 52; g=[15,25];
elseif speed = 'm'
N = 1154; g=[177,415];
elseif speed == 's'
N = 6044; g = [1427,1891];
elseif speed = ’vs'
N=16574; g=[1691,3783];
else
N=6044;g = [1427,1891];
end
%

The Spin Operators

P. I_x, I_y, I_z] = spinmatrix(spin_number);
Length_I = 2*1 + 1;
I_x_sqr = I_x*I_x; I_y_sqr = I_y*I_y;
I_z_sqr = I_z*I_z; I_sqr = I_x_sqr + I_y_sqr + I_z_sqr;
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%

% Define arrays

Time_axis = (0:FID_size -l)*DwelI;
Freq_axis = (Left_Spectrum - vL) + (0:FID_size -l)*HzPt;
Spect = zeros(lJTD_size);
Spect_ALL = zeros(length(QCC),FID_size);
Trans_freq = zeros(l,Length_I-l);
Index = zeros( 1,Length_I-1);
Trans_prob = zeros(l,Length_I-i);
Spect = zeros(I,FID_size);
if lineshape = G;
LB_G=LB;
T2_G=sqrt(2* Iog(2))/(pi* LB_G);
% see Equation 3-10
Damped_gaussian = exp(-l/2*(Time_axis.A2)/T2_GA2);
%see Equation 3-12
else
LB_L= LB;
T2_L=l/(pi*LB_L);
% see Equation 3-11
Dampedjorentz = exp(Time_axis)/T2_L);
% see Equation 3-13
end
%START DEFINING ZEEMAN AND QUADRUPOLAR HAMILTONIANS
H_constant = l/(6 *I*(2 *I-l));
H_xx_op = 3*I_x_sqr - I_sqr;
H_yy_op = 3*I_y_sqr - I_sqr;
H_zz_op = 3*I_z_sqr - I_sqr;
H_xy_op = 1.5*(I_x*I_y + I_y*I_x);
H_xz_op = 1.5*(I_x*I_z + I_z*I_x);
H_yz_op = I.5*(I_y*I_z + I_z*I_y);
freq_2nd_iso = -3/40 * QCCA2 * (1 + etaA2/3)*(I*(I+l)-3/4)/ ( vL*IA2 *(2 *I-l)A2)
%see page 94
ppm_2nd_iso = fireq_2nd_iso*le6/vL
del = del + ppm_2nd_iso
% see Equation 3-1
q_efg = [QCC(QQ)*(eta(Q)-l)/2
0
0;
0
-QCC(QQ)*(eta(Q)+l)/2
0;
0
0
QCC(QQ)];
% see Equation 3-7
H_zeeman = -1*inv_two_pi*gamma*BO_fixed*( 1+(del* Ie-6))*I_z;
%
%

START AVERAGING OVER psi = 0 to 90, theta = 0 to 90 deg
using Conroy-Wolfsberg tiling
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for m=0:N-l
%***********************************
% Define the rotation matrix A
<^ ***********************************
x_CW = rem((m/N)*g,l);
psi = x_CW(l)*pi/2;
theta = x_CW(2)*pi72;
sin_psi = sin(psi);
cos_psi = cos(psi);
sin_theta = sin(theta);
cos_theta = cos(theta);
% see Equation 3-2 and 2-3
A _ ll = cos_theta*cos_psi; A_12 = -cos_theta*sin_psi;
A_13 = sin_theta;
A_21 = sin_psi;
A_22 = cos_psi;
A_23 = 0;
A_31 = -cos_psi*sin_theta; A_32= sin_psi*sin_theta;
A_33 = cos_theta;
A = [A_l 1 A_12 A_13; A_21 A_22 A_23; A_31 A_32 A_33]';
<^***********************************
% Define quadrupolar & zeeman Hamiltonians
%in the lab frame, in Hz
<^ ***********************************
q_lab = A'*q_efg*A;
% see Equation 3-4
H_xx = qJab(l,l)*H_xx_op;% see Equation 3-5
H_yy = q_lab(2,2)*H_yy_op;
H_zz = q_lab(3,3)*H_zz_op;
H_xy = q_lab( 1,2)*H_xy_op;
H_yx = H_xy';
H_xz = q_lab( 1,3)*H_xz_op;
H_zx = H_xz';
H_yz = q_lab(2,3)*H_yz_op;
H_zy = H_yz’;
H_quad = H_constant*(H_xx + H_xy + H_xz + H_yx + H_yy +...
H_yz + H_zx + H_zy + H_zz);
H_total = H_zeeman + H_quad; % see Equation 3-8
Ofo# * * 4c* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
**
% Solve for transition frequencies,
%in Hz, and transition probabilities
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

[U,E] = eig(H_totaI);
[E,k] = sort(real(diag(E»);
U = U(:,k);
%see Equation 3-9
Trans_prob_matrix = Trans_prob_const*(abs(U*I_x*U')).A2;
for n = l:Length_I-l
Trans_freq(n) = E(n+1) - E(n);
Trans_prob(n) = Trans_prob_matrix(n,n+1);
Index(n) = round((Trans_freq(n) - Left_Spectrum)*inv_HzPt);
if (Index(n) > 0) & (Index(n) <= FID_size),
Spect(Index(n)) = ...
Spect(Index(n)) + sin_theta*Trans_prob(n);
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end;
end;
FID = ifft(Spect);
%see Equation 3-14
if lineshape == G
Damped_FID = FID.*Damped_gaussian;
else
Damped_FID = FID.*DampedJorentz
spectrum = real(fft(Damped_FID)); %see Equation 3-15
end;% m loop
save tempfile
% a plot of Freq_axis and spectrum will produces the simulated spectrum
% a plot of Time.axis and Damped_FID will produce the simulated FID

A.9.

Frequency Calculations For The Simulation Of An MAS NMR
Spectrum Spinning Infinitely Fast
% MAS frequency calculations of central transition for Aluminum May 1996
% assuming infinite spinning speed;
% Pam Bryant and Dir. Les Butler
%Chemical Physics Letters Vol 83. No. 2 pg 229-232 Samoson and Lippmaa
% This program calls spinmatrix.m
clc, clear
%
input variables
%*****************************************************
vL=104.24375e6
;% 400 MHz
speed='vs'
%Determines the density of the Conrad-Wolfsburg Tiling
spin_number=5/2
LB_G= 1500
% Hertz
rfreq=26.057e6
% Hertz
FID_size=1024
QCC=25*le6
%Hertz
eta =1
SW=225e3
%Hertz
rtesla=2.3488; %Tesla
%

Physical constants

h_plain = 6.626176e-34;
k_Boltz = 1.380662e-23;
%

% Joule second
% Joule Kelvin-1

calculated variables

gamma=2*pi*rfreq/rtesla;
B0_fixed = (2*pi*vL)/gamma;
T2_G = sqrt(2*log(2))/(pi*LB_G);
HzPt = SW/(HD_size - 1);

%in rad s-1 T -l (Equation 3-22)
% in Tesla (Equation 3-21)
% (Equation 3-10)
inv.HzPt = 1/HzPt;
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Dwell = 1/SW;
Left_Spectrum = vL - SW/2;
h_bar = h_plain/(2*pi);
inv _two_pi = l/(2*pi);
wL=2*pi*vL;
wQ=3*QCC*2*pi/(4*I*(2*I-l));
k=abs(wQ/wL);

% Joule second rad-1
% radians/ sec (Equation 3-23)
% Hertz (half Equation 3-19)
% k must be < 1 for this program
% to work

m_spin=l/2;
a=(l/12)*(2*I-l) * (2*1+3) * k*wQ;
% radians/ sec
b=3;
%Harold Conroy Journal of Chem Phys vol 47 No 12 pg 5307-5218 dec 1967
if speed == T
N = 52; g=[15,25];
elseif speed == 'm'
N = 538; g=[171,177];
elseif speed — ’s'
N = 1154; g = [177,415];
elseif speed = 'vs'
N=6044; g=[1427,1891];
N = 9644; g =[2373, 3351];
else
N=52; g=[ 15,25];
end
%

The Spin Operators

[I, I_X, I_y, I_z] = spinmatrix(spin_number);
Length_I = 2*1+1;
I_x_sqr = I_x*I_x; I_y_sqr = I_y*I_y;
I_z_sqr = I_z*I_z; I_sqr = I_x_sqr + I_y_sqr + I_z_sqr;
% *****************************************************
%

Define Arrays

Time_axis = (0:FID_size -l)*Dwell;
Damped_gaussian = exp(-l/2*(Time_axis.A2)/T2_GA2);
Freq_axis = (Left_Spectrum - vL) + (0:FID_size -l)*HzPt;
Spect = zeros(l JTD_size);
%
%
%

START AVERAGING OVER
alpha = 0 to 180,
beta = 0 to 90 deg
using Conroy-Wolfsberg tiling

for m=0:N-l
x_CW = rem((m/N)*g,l);
alpha = x_CW(l)*2*pi; beta = x_CW(2)*pi;
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<^***************************************************
%

Define w (Equation 3-23)

B=.25*( (3*(sin(beta))A2) + (eta *(1 + (cos(beta))A2) * cos(2*alpha)));
C= .5 * eta * cos(beta) * sin(2*alpha);
D= .25 * sin(2*beta) * (3 - (eta * cos(2*alpha»);
F=.5 * eta * sin(beta) * sin(2*alpha);
G = -l*(l/6 )* wQ * k ;
H = l+ ((l/3 )*e ta A2);
J= ( ( (2*I)*(I+l)) - (14*m_spinA2) + (14*m_spin) - 5);
K= -l*(2/9) * (BA2 + CA2 + (2*DA2) + (2*FA2));
L= ((6*I)*(I+1)) - (34*m_spinA2) + (34*m_spin) -13;
w = (G * ( (H*J) + (K *L )) + wL); %eq 5 page 222
w_hz=w/(2*pi);
Index = round( (w_hz-Left_Spectrum)*inv_HzPt);
if (Index > 0 ) & (Index <= FID_size);
Spect(Index)=Spect(Index) + sin(beta);
end
end; % end of m loop
FID = ifft(Spect);
Damped_FID = FID.*Damped_gaussian;
spectrum = real(fft(Damped_FID));
%for plot x axis is Freq_axis; y axis is spectrum

A.10. Field-Stepped Simulation Of a Static Quadrupolar NMR Spectrum
% Field calculation of static aluminum spectrum
% Aug 1995 from original by DR. LES BUTLER
% This program calls spinmatrix.m
clc; clear;
%

Physical Constants

^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * :** *** ** *** *** ** *** *** ** *** *** *

h_plain = 6.626176e-34; % Joule second (Plank’s Constant)
k_Boltz = 1.380662e-23; % Joule Kelvin-1 (Boltzman Constant)
^^3|C9#C3|C4c4c4t3|C3|C3fC3(C3K3fC3|iC3|C3|ea|e4t3|Ca|e3fC3|tatC3|C3|C3|C3it3|c4Cl|C3|t3tC4t3|e3|C3|C3|t3|t3|C3|t3|t3|C4c4c4t3fC3|t4C3|C3|c4C3(t

%

Input variables

speed='vs' % choose 'f'm' 's’ 'vs'
% for Conrad-Wolfsburg Tiling
vL=104.243e6
%Hz Larmor Frequency
spin_number=5/2
% spin I
LB =5000;
%line broadening in Hz
SW=1.75e6
% spectral width in Hertz
rfreq=26.057e6
%Hz
rtesla=2.3488
%Tesla
FID_ size = 1024
% number of data points (2An)
QCC = 25e6
% quadrupolar coupling constant in Hz
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eta = 1
% asymmetry parameter
del = 0
% chemical shift observed in ppm
lineshape = G
% G for Gaussian, L for Loientzian
BO_start =
5.0
% tesla first field in field-sweep
BO_stop = 5.75
% tesla last field in field-sweep
Size = 92
% number of field steps
%***************************************************
%

calculate variables

<^***************************************************

inv_two_pi = l/(2*pi);
HzPt = SW/(FID_size -1); inv_HzPt = 1/HzPt;
Dwell = 1/SW;
I=spin_number;
Left_Spectrum = vL - SW/2;
% see Equation 3-9
Trans_prob_const = (2*pi)*(gamma*.0001)A2; % v4_p292 Dr. Butler
h _ b a r = h_plain/(2*pi); % Joule second rad-1
gamma=2*pi*rffeq/rtesla %in rad s-1 T -l
B0_fixed = (2*pi*vL)/gamma % in Tesla
if speed = 'f
N = 52; g=[15,25];
elseif speed = 'm'
N = 538; g=[171,177];
elseif speed == 's'
N = 1154; g = [177,415];
elseif speed = 'vs'
N=6044; g=[1427,1891];
else
N=52; g=[15,25];
end
%

The Spin Operators

P. I_x, I_y, I_z] = spinmatrix(spin_number);
Length_I = 2*1+1;
I_x_sqr = I_x*I_x; I_y_sqr = I_y*I_y;
I_z_sqr = I_z*I_z; I_sqr = I_x_sqr + I_y_sqr + I_z_sqr;
%

% Define arrays

BO_field=linspace(BO_start,BO_stop,Size); % in Tesla
if lineshape = G;
LB_G=LB;
T2_G=sqrt(2*log(2))/(pi*LB_G);
% see Equation 3-10
Damped_gaussian = exp(-l/2*(Time_axis.A2)/T2_GA2);
%see Equation 3-12
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else
LB_L= LB;
T2_L=l/(pi*LB_L);
% see Equation 3-11
Dampedjorentz = exp(Time_axis)/T2_L);
% see Equation 3-13
end
Freq_axis = (Left_Spectrum - vL) + (0:FID_size -l)*HzPt;
Spect = zeros(l,FID_size);
Spect_ALL = zeros(length(QCC),FTD_size);
Trans_freq = zeros(l,Length_I-l); Index = zeros(l,Length_I-l);
Trans_prob = zeros( 1,Length_I-1);
%START DEFINING ZEEMAN AND QUADRUPOLAR HAMILTONIANS
H_constant= 1/(6*I*(2*I-1));
H_xx_op = 3*I_x_sqr - I_sqr;
H_yy_op = 3*I_y_sqr - I_sqr;
H_zz_op = 3*I_z_sqr - I_sqr;
H_xy_op = 1.5*(I_x*I_y + I_y*I_x);
H_xz_op = 1.5*(I_x*I_z + I_z*I_x);
H_yz_op = 1.5*(I_y*I_z + I_z*I_y);
q_efg = [QCC(Q)*(eta-l)/2 0
0;
0
-QCC(Q)*(eta+1)/2
0;
0
0
QCC(Q)];
for b=l:Size % Equation 3-6
H_zeeman=-1*in v_two_pi* gamma*BO_field(b)* I_z;
LB_Gpts=round(inv_HzPt*LB_G);
if LB_Gpts<2
LB_Gpts=2;
end
if LB_Gpts>Size/2
LB_Gpts=5;
end
vLpts=round((vL-Left_Spectrum)*inv_HzPt);
%START AVERAGING OVER psi = 0 to 90, theta = 0 to 90
%
using Conroy-Wolfsberg tiling
for m=0:N-l
<^***********************************
% Define the rotation matrix A (Equation 3-3)
x_CW = rem((m/N)*g,l);
psi = x_CW(l)*pi/2;
theta = x_CW(2)*pi/2;
sin_psi = sin(psi);
cos_psi = cos(psi);
sin_theta = sin(theta); cos_theta = cos(theta);
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A _ ll = cos_theta*cos_psi; A_12 = -cos_theta*sin_psi;
A_13 = sin_theta;
A_21 = sin_psi;
A_22 = cos_psi;
A_23 = 0;
A_31 =-cos_psi*sin_theta; A_32 = sin_psi*sin_theta;
A_33 = cos_theta;
A = [A_l 1 A_12 A_13;
A_21 A_22 A_23;
A_31 A_32 A_33]';
%

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

% Define quadrupolar & zeeman Hamiltonians
%in the lab frame, in Hz (Equations 3-4 and 3-5)
<22, * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

qjab = A'*q_efg*A;
H_xx = q_Iab(l,l)*H_xx_op;
H_yy = q_lab(2,2)*H_yy_op;
H_zz = q_lab(3,3)*H_zz_op;
H_xy = q_lab(l,2)*H_xy_op; H_yx = H_xy';
H_xz = q_lab(l,3)*H_xz_op; H_zx = H_xz';
H_yz = q_lab(2,3)*H_yz_op; H_zy = H_yz';
H_quad = H_constant*...
(H_xx + H_xy + H_xz + H_yx + H_yy +...
H_yz + H_zx + H_zy + H_zz); (Equation 3-5)
H_total s=H_zeeman + H_quad; (Equation 3-8)
<2^*** ft*** * * * $ * # * * * *

*********** *

% Solve for transition frequencies,
%in Hz, and transition probabilities (Equation 3-9)
% * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

[U£]=eig(H_total);
[E,k] = sort(real(diag(E)));
U = U(:,k);
Trans_prob_matrix = ...
Trans_prob_const*(abs(U*I_x*U')).A2;
if Trans_calc = 'all',
for n = l:Length_I-l
Trans_freq(n) = E(n+1) - E(n);
Trans_prob(n) = ...
Trans_prob_matrix(n,n+l);
Index(n) = ...
round((Trans_freq(n) -Left_Spectrum)*...
inv_HzPt);
if (Index(n) > 0) & (Index(n) <= FID_size),
Spect(Index(n)) = ...
Spect(Index(n)) + sin_theta* ...
Trans_prob(n);
end; %(Index(n) > 0)
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end; % n = l:Length_I-l
else
n = Length_I/2;
Trans_freq(n) = E(n+1) - E(n);
Trans_prob(n) = Trans_prob_matrix(n,n+l);
Index(n) = round((Trans_freq(n)
Left_Spectrum)* inv_HzPt);
if (Index(n) > 0) & (Index(n) <= FID_size),
Spect(Index(n)) = Spect(Index(n)) +...
sin_theta*Trans_prob(n);
end;
end; % end of Trans_calc if statement
end; % end of m loop
FID = ifft(Spect);
if lineshape = G;
Damped_FIDjG = FED.*Damped_gaussian;
spectrum = real(fft(Damped_FED_G)>;
else
Damped_FID_L = FID.*DampedJorentz;
spectrum = real(fft(Damped_FID_L));
end
sumspec=0;
for lsum=-LB_Gpts:LB_Gpts
sumspec=sumspec+spectrum(vLpts+lsum);
end
Integral_vs_BO(b)=sumspec;
Spect = zeros(l,FID_size);
end %for b
% for plotting x-axis is BO_field ; y-axis is Integral_vs_BO
save Freq_Swept_Sim
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